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LOBO'S NEW LDOS™ 

Puts muscle in your 


LOBO DRIVES' new LOOS™ TRS•BD* lower case display drivers; 
Disk Operating System is loaded Non-breakable AUTO and DO 

with outstanding features that will enable you commands, and many, many more. 
to realize the full power and potential of your 
TRS-80 ~ With LOOS, you can support up to LOOS is the perfect operating system to 
eight drives ( 5% and 8-inch drives, double-sided use with your LOBO DRIVES LX-50 or LX-80 
drives, double-density drives, 80-track drives), expansion interface and disk drive 
including the new 8-inch and 5%-inch subsystems. There's even an 800 number 
Winchester fi xed disk drives, in any for instant service. To find out how you can 
combination . put more muscle into your TRS-80, contact 

your nearest LOBO Drives dealer or call or 
Other LOOS muscle building features write.

include: ISAM accessing techniques; keyboard 
typeahead ; Graphic string packer; Dated files , 

LOOS is available: 
Marked files; File transfer by class; Built-in A. Operating System Diskette 

• TRS·80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company. with Master Reference 
Manual 
$139 

LOBO DRIVES , INT'L B. Master Reference Manual 
354 South Fairview Ave. Only 
Goleta, CA 93117 $25 

INTERNATIONAL (805) 683-1576 
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Spelling Errors? 

Does your TRS-80* word processor need help? 


CAN SPELL rendezvous AND mnemonic 

AND OVER 38,000 OTHER WORDS 


Now let your TRS-80 and Proofreader by Soft-Tools check your Scripsit*, 
Electric Pencil, or other documents for spelling and typographical errors. 
It has all of the features needed to meet your proofreading requirements. 

• Checks every single word of even your biggest document 
in under 5 minutes . 

• The 38,000 word dictionary is one of the largest available. 

• Dictionary can be easily extended 	to add more words such 
as technical terms or names. 

• All unknown words are listed on the screen and can be saved 
on a file for printing. 

• Works with almost any TRS-80 wordprocessor including 
Scripsit and Electric Pencil. 

• Comes with complete and easy to understand User's Manual. 

• Developed for the TRS-80 by a Ph.D. in Computer Science. 

MODEL-I Requires 32 KRAM, 1disk drive, TRSDOS* or NEWDOS ...... $54.00 
MODEL-II Requires 64K RAM,l disk drive, TRSDOS Version 2.0 ..... . .... $109.00 
MODEL-Ill Requires 32 KRAM, 1disk drive, TRSDOS . .............. ..... .... . $64.00 

User's Manual only, specify model.. .......$3.00 
When ordering, specify model, memory size, number of drives. 

Other professional quality software tools available from Soft-Tools 
include: SOFT-SCREEN'»_ a full screen text editor for the Model-II 
and lll , Ratfor - a structured programming language pre-processor for 
FORTRAN, PP-Ratfor - an automatic program pretty printer for Ratfor, 
plus more in the coming months. Please call or write for more details. 

Orders sent postpaid by first class mail. 
Terms: Cash, check, money order, VISA, ~ P.O. Box 339 
or MASTERCARD. NM residents add 4% tax. Dept. E 

Tijeras, NM 87059Dealer inquiries invited 
(505) 281-1634 

Proofreader, Soft-Tools, and Soft-Screen are trademarks of Soft-Tools. 
• Trademark of Tandy Corporation 
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Product evaluations have become 
increasingly valuable to our industry. They 
have been around a long time in other 
markets: audio, auto. photo, etc., and they 
have played a very important part. 

It is the audio industry which appears 
most like our own : we both have hardware 
- receivers and computers, speakers and 
printers. turntables and diskdrives; 
software - records and tapes with music 
and other sound programs, diskettes and 
cassettes with games, utilities, and 
applications programs; and media - raw 
tapes and record vinyl and blank disks and 
tapes . And, like the audio industry, ours 
pours forth new products by the hundreds 
and thousands every year. Some are good, 
some bad and some - hard to describe. 

All of this production places a burden of 
responsibility on the editorial staff of the 
magazines which support our hobby, 
business, or necessity. And, in doing 
evaluations, none of us are prepared to do 
the job adequately. Nor are we likely to do 
so in the very near future . 

One reason for this is the diversification 
of the microcomputer industry. Even if we 
stayed with just one model, like the Model 
II, the field is too broad. Even the Tandy 
Corporation, grandaddy of the home 
microcomputer, has a large staff devoted to 
doing just one thing, evaluation. 

For every piece of application software, a 
segment of the industry exists . An example 
is the VISICALC user group and supportive 
publication . Other major application 
packages could also benefit from similar 
groups: Scripsit , DBM systems, 
Communications, Math, History, the arts in 
schools; languages like FORTH, LISP, 
PASCAL. Level II Basic, Disk Basic, 
FORTRAN, COBOL - the list goes on . 

We, as an industry, have never 
established an independent group of 
professional evaluators, like the Hirsch
Houck Lab of the audio industry. Anyone 
who has watched the development of this 
lf!b over the decades (yes. tens of years) will 
r·ealize that it cannot be done overnight. 

Our industry is the fastest moving 
consumer industry in existence. Since the 
stereo record was introduced in the fall of 
1957, the audio industry has seen the 
cassette, FM-stereo, and noise reduction 
systems as major innovative advances. The 
rest has been a refinement of the state of 
the art, In the same time span , however. 
our industry has seen major advances in 
every area, from the electronics (transistor. 
integrated circuit , single-chip CPU) to 
printers (high speed dot matrix, ink jet, and 
thermal). And this doesn 't cover things like , 
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video displays, floppy disks and semi
conductor memory. On the horizon we are 
looking towards flat screen displays, 
copier-printers, bubble memory, the video 
disk, and others. 

On top of that add the fact that other than 
Radio Shack, not one manufacturer has 
produced anywhere near the number of 
consumer products and accessories as a 
typical audio company. In addition, most 
products are . not directly compatible or 
comparable. Benchmark tests between 
Apple and TRS-80 are meaningless 
because they operate so differently and 
have such difference in design 
philosophies . 

This is a most incompatible industry. 
While you can hook up just anybody's 
turntable to anyone 's receiver , you can't 
mate an Apple disk drive to a TRS-80 Model 
II; or a Model II drive to a Model I or Ill, for 
that matter . The audio industry isn 't like 
that . Go into a local stereo shop and look at 
all the different brands ·of receivers. 
speakers, tape decks and turntables . All are 
totally compatible! 

So where does the computer industry 
stand? At best we are ready to do only a 
limited job on hardware and a fair job on 
software. 

For instance , where are power 
consumption measurements for the 
hardware? And where are measurements 
of heat output, performance under various 
conditions like temperature and voltage 
fluctuations? How about RF radiation, 
speed, power supply stability, 
serviceability, maintenance agreements, 
mean time between failure, and so on? Are 
these really necessary? Is safety a factor 
and should you know that many micros 
don't even carry U.L. Labels? How good is 
the documentation, the factory support, 
and so on? 

Most software evaluations come from 
users who are ill-equipped to do the job 
adequately. Sure, games are easy and fun . 
That's why you see so many of them 
reviewed. Utilities are also great and if one 
catches a user's eye and he writes a good 
review, it will get published. But what 
about practical applications? Like Accounts 
Receivable, General Ledger, and so on? 
Who is to say that a particular general 
ledger package will do the job for a doctor? 
A school administrator? Not likely. And 
visa-versa . Even non-committal 
evaluations don't always do the job without 
extensive charts and testing. 

Will evaluations improve? We certainly 
th ink so and we hope we are on the right 
track . Tom 
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The Journal pays on acceptance rather 
than on publication. 
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Our cover this issue shows model 

Andrea Angeline viewing the Color 
Computer. The computer screen was 
the only light source for this photo
graph. Frederick A Johnsen is the 
photographer. 
-----·----------· 
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Letters 

.. s 
I am in the process of devouring your 

Mar/Apr 81 issue and loving itl I would like 
to pass on a correction for John Junod's 
"Computer Yahtzee" program and a 
comment on programs you list. 

If you take a -1 for a roll the computer wi II 
not add this into your total score until you 
get some positive points. If you have to take 
a-1 for your last turns your final score will 
not be correct. What I did was change line 
490 to read : 490 GOTO 520. This will 
cause the computer to immediately add up 
your total score no matter what kind of 
points you get, positive or negative. The 
program was fantastic . (Reading it without 
·spaces in the listing was a bearlll) 

Why don't you as a magazine request 
program listings to be submitted in an easy 
to read format. WITH SPACESl?l?I? I'd like 
to do your $urvival program but I'm not up 
to staring at another listing for awhile. 

Until next issue, keep on keeping on. 

Dave Bower 
Virginia Beach. VA 

' I am a TRS-80 owner with two disk 
drives. I have been reading articles about 
40 track disk drives. I also have been 
reviewing articles about SUPERZAP. My 
reason for this letter is my interest in 
getting the use of the five extra tracks. Is it 
possible trough the use of SUPERZAP to 
modify TRSDOS 2.2 to use these tracks? If 
so could you do an article on the subject or 
at least tell what programs have to be 
changed? 

I like your publication very much and look 
forward to its arrival. You tend to present 
more useful information to the home 
computer bug than other publications. 

Ken Weidmann 
Newbury Park, CA 

Most people who obtain SUPERZAP do so 
with a version of the NEWDOS operating 
system. While the machine language 
version does not require NEWDOS. the 
Basic versions do and as such you will end 
up with a DOS which will support the 40 
track capability. -Ed 

I have recently purchased an " In
Memory Information Package", Model 26
1501, from Radio Shack and have come 
upon a problem I'd like to make other TRS
80 users aware of. When you write your 
data on the data tape that comes with the 
package, it may start on the leader for the 
tape and void the whole program. I 
discovered this after spending 2V2 hours 
entering data on that tape. 

4 

Radio Shack specifically states that you 
must use leaderless tapes, so why do they 
supply leadered tapes with their software 
packages? 

William R. Alsing 
St Louis, MO 

Whenever you use ANY tape, leaderless or 
not, it is a good idea to run it in to a count of 
5 or 10 past anypossible tape that has been 
improperly handled during assembly. This 
has always insured good results on good 
tape. -Ed 

I love my Electric Pencil. but I use Scripsit 
for my word processing. However. having 
put the "Electric Pencil Lowercase 
modification " in my TRS-80 before there 
even was a Scripsit, I have a perfectly good 
control key that Scripsit doesn't use. I'm 
tired of using the " @" sign for a control key. 
Has anyone patched Scripsit to use the 
Pencil control key? If they have. I would 
appreciate hearing how to go about it. 

John T Phillipp 
Brooklyn. NY 

Looking through the Mar I Apr 81 issue, I 
noticed the article " System/ Command". In 
general. it was rather informative.· One 
thing was left out though. 

This has to do with the address 0249 and 
0250, which deal with the timing during 
tape read operations . Phil Pilgrim 
mentioned that the change (0249 was 41, 
now is 60 and 0250 was 76 now is 85) 
allowed marginal cassettes to be read 
easier. That may be true. but the Radio 
Shack Editor I Assembler would no longer 
load I 

Thankfully, Radio Shack has a cure for 
this. By taking your old copy to one of their 
computer centers. they will modify your old 
version to operate with the new Level II 
ROM's. Whether or not Radio Shack has a 
mail-in version of this modification is 
unknown to me. but you might check with 
them. 

Hope this may help some of your readers. 
Keep up the great publication you have. 

Paul Scanlon 
Van Nuys, CA 

Radio Shack 's Tape Editor/ Assembler and 
several other programs were duplicated 
out of phase. This created havoc with the 
new ROM routines.. As a result. you may 
take your old original tape to any Radio 
Shack company store and they are 
supposed to mail . it to Ft Worth for 
replacement. However. if you own one of 

the tape duplication programs, you may do 
this yourself by simply creating a new copy 
of the original. This may be done on a 
machine with the old ROM. -Ed 

I finally have found enough time to type 
in Phil Pilgrim 's " KEYQ" program 
(System / Command. Nov/ Dec 80) and 
discovered it provides us non-disk owners 
with a way to have the computer load, run. 
and pass any variables to a program (if you 
know the correct order) automatically. 

Let's say you had promised friends to run 
your loan program for them. but they are at 
the door and you don 't wish to be stuck at 
the keyboard. With "KEYQ" active. here is 
all you need to do: 

Put the CPU in the halt state by typing the 
SHIFT@. Then push the CLEAR key 
followed by ENTER. Then type CLOAD"X" 
(where X is the program name) ENTER; 
RUN; ENTER and then the necessary 
values (each followed by an ENTER). 

When done, unhalt the CPU by pressing 
SHIFT@. The screen will clear then print 
CLOAD"X" and the tape starts moving. 
When the computer finds your program it 
will load it and run it while you enjoy the 
company and a cool beer. 

The CLEAR key must be entered first as it· 
removes the two @ symbols you generate 
halting and unhalting the computer. If they 
remain there. you end up with a syntax 
error since @@CLOAD is meaningless. 

By the way, I think Grace McNamara 
does a superb job in the layout / design 
department. It sets your magazine well 
above the others . 

Thomas M Cost 
Lawton, OK 

Thank you for the fine suggestions. Grace 
McNamara works very hard with 
layout / design and thanks you for 
recognizing that effort. -Ed 

I take exception to M Barlow's MarI Apr 
81 criticism of Cameron Brown's review of 
Versatile (Sep/ Oct 80). Why should 
Versatile run on powerup? Nothing else 
does. except TRSDOS sometimes. Global 
Search and Multiple Kill are derided as 
jargon. Of all "Computerese" these are two 
phrases that do make sense to a novice. 

Then you condone Barlow's criticism by 
apparently referring to his mother-in-law's 
inability to read eight pages of " big print 
and pictures" instructions as 
sophistication . Shame on you . 

I bought Versafi le on the strength of 
Cameron Brown's review and have 
enjoyed using it very much. Why haven't 
there been corrections to Mike Zielinski's 
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the best available on the market today for TRS-80® Computers 

at SUPER DISCOUNT PRICES! 
AVALON HILL HAYDEN INSTANT SOFTWARE 

D MIDWAY ...... . .•...... .. .... 13 50 D SARGON II ........ . .. . ....... 25 00 
 D GEOGRAPHY !D J • ... ..... .... . 45.00 

D NUKE WAR ........... . .. .. ... 13 50 D SARGI N II !DJ . ........... .... 30 00 
 D LO TEST .. • ... . ... . .•... . .... 8.95 
D PLANET MINERS ......••• . ... .. 13 50 D INVADERS .... . ..... .. , • , • ...• 8.95 
D CONVOY RAIDER ..... . . .••. .. .. 13 50 D INVESTORS PARAD ISE ... . . . ....•• 8.9S
D B1 BOMBER . • . ....... . . .. .. . . 13 50 AUTOMATED SIMULATION 
 0 IRV .. . •.. . . . ... . ... .• , ..... 22.50 
D LORDS OF KARMA ......... .. ... 18 00 D STAR WARRI OR {CASS. OR DISKJ ... . 35 95 
 0 IRV JDJ . .......... . ..• •.. ... 27.55 


D THR EE PACK {DJ .. . . .......... 45 00 
 D JET FIGHTER PILOT . . . • .•••••..• 13.55 PROGRAMMERS GUILD D STAR FLEET {CASS. OR DISK ] . .. ... 22 SO D MIND WARP ......... . . .... . . •. 895

D DREADNAUGHT .. • . ........... 13 55 D INVASION {CASS. OR DISK J .. . .... . 22 SO 
 D MONEY MADNESS ......... . .... • 8.95 

D DREADNAUGHT !DJ ............ 17 95 D APS HAI JCASS. OR DISKJ .. . • . .• . . 26 9S 
 D NIGHT FLIGHT . . . . ... . . ... ...•• 8.95
D DUTCH GOLD !DJ .. . ..... . • .... 17 95 D AYN {CASS, OR DISKJ . . . .• . . • • ... 17 9S 
 D ONE·D MAILING LIST JDJ ... ..••. 22 50 
D DUTCHMANS GOLD ... . .. , • • .... 13 55 D MOR LOC {CASS. OR DISK{ • • . • •. .. 17 95 D OTHELLO .... .. .•• • • •... • .• •• . 8 95 
D ELECTRA DRAW 2.0 .. . . .. , , ..... 17 95 0 RIGEL JCASS. OR DISK J .. . .... . .. 22 50 D PROGRAMMER'S CONVERT ER . . • .••• 8 95 
0 SPIDER MOUNTAIN . ... . • .• , •... 1355 D HELLFI RE {CASS OR DISKJ . . ... . . . 26.95 D QSL MANAGER JD! . • . •• . ••••• .• 1795 
D SPIDER MOUNTAIN JD J ... . . • .... 1795 D SANTA PARA VIA FIUMACCIO • . ...•. . 8 95 
D THUNDER ............. .. • . .. . 13 55 
 0 SKIAMI SH-80 .. • . •• . ... .•• • . • . . . 8.95 

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE D TERMINAL· 80 .. . .. •• .... • • •• .. 22 50 APPARAT D ATTACK FORCE (MODEL 1 OR 3) .. • 14 S5 D TLDIS .. .. .••....•... • •• • •... 13.55 D NEWDOS/80 . . . . ...... .. . .. .. 125 00 D GALAXY INVASION (MODEL 1 OR 3) .. 14 55 D UTIL ITY I ..• .. ...... . • . . . .. . •. 7.25 

D METEOR MISSION (MODEL 1 OR 3) . ... 9 95 0 UTIL ITY II .... . .......•.... . ... 725 

D SUPER NOVA (MODEL 1 OR 3) . ..... 14 55 D WINNERS DELIGHT . ... . ......... 8 95 


ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
D ADVENTURE HINT BOOK ...... . ... 7 95 

D COSMIC FI GHTER (MODEL 1 OR 3) . . . 14 55 D WORDSLING ER ... . ...........• 26 00 
D ADVENTURE HO • • ••• • ••••••••••• 6 25 
D ADVENTURE(1 .231 !D J . . . . • •.... 3595 PERSONAL SOFTWARE
D ADVENTURE (4,5.61 {D J . . .• . ••... 35 95 D CCA MGMT-TAS-80 . .. ••. . . . ...• 65.00 D ADVENTURE (7.8.9) !DJ ... . .. .. .. 35 95 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS COMPANY 

D ADVENTURE #10 !DJ ....• .. .. . .. 18 95 D BATTLE OF BULGE-BASTGONES .. . . 17 95 

D ADVENTURE (specily 1-101 . . ... .... 13 55 D D· DAY INVASION OF FRANCE . •. . .. 17 95 QUALITY SOFTWARE 

D MEAN CHECKERS MACHINE ..... • . 17.95 D DARK KINGDOM ........ . .. . ... 11 75 0 DEBUG . . ...... . ............ . 13.55 

D MEAN CHECKERS MACHINE {DJ . . .. 22 95 D DOG RACE. COLOR ONLY ! C i ...... 595 D FASTGAMMON . .. ... .• . ....... 1795 

D DR CHIPS . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 55 D ELECTRIC ALARM .. . ....... . .... 4 95 0 LOWBALL POKER .. .• .... •• ..... 10.45 

D DR CHIPS {DJ . .. . ....... . . . .. 17 95 D EMPIRE STRIKES BACK ........ . . 13 55 D BANKSHOT . .. • .... • ...• , ...... 8 95 

D INTER FICT ION SAMPLER JDJ . •... 13 55 D GREAT DI CTATOR .. • ....• • . ..... 7 25 D POKER PETE .•... • . ...•• , •• ... 10.45 

D INTER-LOCAL CALLS JDJ .. .. •... 17 95 D JEDI KNIGHT ....... . •. . • • •.... 11 75 D RUMMY MASTER . .. • ..••••• • ..• 10.45 

D INTER·TWO HEADS JDJ .. .. . .•... 17 95 D LUNAR EN COUNTER .. . •• . • .•.. . 11 75 D JD T IC TAC TOE ... . ....•• • • • .• 13 55 

D INTER-IMPETUOUS !DJ .. . ..••... 17 95 D MERCENARY • . . •.. .... .. ••. • ... 8 95 D OS LIGHT PEN ......... .• .•• • •• 17 95 

D KID-VENTURE 1 .... . ....... • . . . 13 55 D MICRO ARCADE . . ... •.. . . •.... 13 55 D SK ETCH 80 ........ . ... . • . • • • • 13.55 ; .: · 

D STARTREK35 ........ . .. . •... 1355 D SHARK. COLOR ONLY !Cl • •. ••.. . . 5 95 

D STAR TREK 3.5 !DJ ....... . . • • •. 17 95 D SLOT MACHINE . ... . ... . • . . • ... . 7 25 
 STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS ID ZOSSED IN SPACE ......... • • . . . 13.55 D BATTLE OF BULGE·ST VITH ..• , • .. 13 55 
 D COMPUTER BISMARCK {DJ •. . • . •• 51 .50D MACES •1 BARLOG . ... ... •• .... 31 00 D STAR CRUI SERS .. ... ... • •. • . •. 13 55 
 D COMPUTER BISMARCK .. . .. • .• . . • 42 00 D MACES U1 . SISY PH US ... .. ... • . .. 31 00 D TYPE WAI TER S ... .. . ... . ...... 17 95 
 I 
D LUNAR LANDER . . . . . . .. . ...• .. . 13 55 D U-BOAT. COLOR ONLY {CJ . . . . . . . • 5 9S 

D LUNAR LANDER {DJ ........•... 18 95 D ORION WAR, COLOR ONLY . (C J ..... 5 9S SUB-LOGIC 

D POKER ... . ... . .. .... ..... . . . 13 55 D POLARI S, COLOR ONLY {C J . . . . ... • 5.95 0 T80-FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR •.. •••• 22.00 
 I 
D GALACTIC TRILOGY !D J . .... . . . . 35 95 0 30 GRAPHICS .. .• . . .•.. . . • • ••• 26.50 

ACORN SOFTWARE 
D ATERM . . • . .. ............ .. .. 17 95 INSTAN! SOFTWARE BOTTOM SHELF 
D SYSTEM SAVERS . . , ...... ... .. . 13 55 D AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION . .. . . ..... 7.2S D ANALYSIS PAD {DJ ... . .. ... .• .• 90.00 
D TING-TONG • ... . . . ... . .... ... . 8 95 D AIRMAIL PILOT ... .. .•• .. . . ... . . 8 9S D BASIC TOOLK IT . .• . •...... . . .• . 17.80 
D DISASSEMBLER . . . ...•... . . • ... 13 55 D ALL STARS {DJ . . . . .. • .. .• .... 31 55 0 BUSINESS MAIL JDJ . .... • .. ..• 100.00 
D DISK/TAPE UTILITY . . ... . . . . • ... 17 95 D ASTEROIDS (D J . . . . .... • .. . ... 17 95 0 CHECKBOOK II !Di • . .•. ...•.•.. 44 50 
D CHECKBOOK {DJ . . ... .• . ...... 22 95 D ASTEROIDS ......... . ... . . . . . 13 S5 0 CH ECK REGISTER {DJ . • •. • .•.... 67.00 

D BASIC PROGRAMMING ASSISTANT .• 13 55 D STAR TREK SIMULATION ... ....... 8 95 0 DATA MANAGER !DI ...•• • .. , •.• 67 00 

D CODEBREAKER ..... , ... .. ..... . 8 95 D BALL TURRET GUNNER . . ....... . . 8 95 
 0 HEAD CLEAN ER !DJ ... ...•• •... 17 00 
0 OPERA THEATER .. ....... . . . ,, . . 8 95 D BATTLEGROUND • . ••.... . ......• 895 0 INFO SYS TEM {DJ . . ..... •.. •. .. 44.50 

D GAMMON CHALLENGER .......... 13 55 D CHECK MANAGEMENT {DJ ... , ... 36 55 0 LI BRARY 100 .• . ..•...... • ..•• • 44 50 

D BLACKADE ..... . . . ..... .•. .... 8 95 D CHESSMATE·80 . ...... . .... • .. . 17.9S 
 D SYSTEM DOCTOR !DJ ..•• . .••• .• 35 50 
0 PIGSKIN ... . .... . .......... • • 13 55 D THE COMMUNICATOR . .• .... • .. . . 8 95 D SYST EM DOCTOR . •..• •.. . . . •.. 26 00 
D STRUCTURED BASIC !DJ ... . ... • . 2695 D COSM IC PA TROL . . . .... • . . . . . . . 13 5S 
D ULTRA TREK ...... . . , . . ....... 13.55 D COSM IC PATROL !DJ .. .. • . • . . . . 17 9S 
D SPACE WAR . . . . . .... . ......... 8 95 D DAREDEVIL .. .• . .... . .....• . ... 8 95 MICROSOFT SOFTWARE 

D WARP/LANDER .... . ...... . .•... 8 95 D DISASSEMBLER ... . ........•.... 8 95 0 ADVENTURE JDJ .. .. ... .. •.. .. 25.50 

D BASKETBALL !DJ .... , , . . . .. • .. 18 95 D DISK EDITOR {DJ • . .. ••. . . • • . . . 36.55 0 ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT {DJ .... 80 00 

D BASKETBALL ...... . .. . , . . .•. . 13 55 D DISK SCOPE {Di . . . • .• , ........ 17 95 0 BASIC COMPILER JDJ ... • . •• . • . 175.00 

D DUEL -N-DRO IDS !DJ ..... . . . • • . . 18 95 D DLDIS !DJ . . .... ... • , ..... . . . 17 95 D EDIT OR/ ASSEMBLER . ... .. . • ... • 25 00 

D DUEL-N-DROIDS . ..... . .. .. . • . . 13 55 D DEVICE DRIVERS . . .•. . •........ 17 9S D FORTRAN COMPILER {DJ .. . .. .• . 80 00 

D INVADERS FROM SPACE ..... . .. .. 13 55 D EN HANCED BASIC . . .. ••• , ..... . 22 50 0 LEVEL Il l BASIC . .. . ....•.. •• . • . 44.00 

D INVADERS FROM SPACE JDJ ... • .. 18 95 D ELEC AEPAT GE N .....•..... . .•. 8.95 0 MuMATH !Di • . •. • .. . .....••.. 64 00 

D PIGSKIN !DJ .. ... ....... . . • •. 18 95 D FLIGHT PATH • . .. .... • . . . ...... 8 9S D OLYMPIC DECATALON {CASS OR DISKJ .• 20 00 

D PINBALL •. . .... . •. . .. . .... • . , 13 SS D FLYING CIRCUS !DJ .... • ...... . 36 5S 0 TYPING TUTOR ..•.. • •. ....... • 13 5S 

D PI NBALL !DJ ..... ..• .. ... .... 18 95 

D OUAD .... . ........ • • ••. . .... 1355 

D QUAD !DJ ........ . •...... . .. 19 9S 
 If you don't see it listed, write ... we probably have it in stock!D SUPER SCRIPT I DJ ... • ..... ... . 28 95 


Ship the above programs as checked to Number of Programs Orde red 

Mr / Mr s Amount of order 

N Y residen ts add Sa les Tax 

Add shipping anywhere in the uS -~2~.0~0~

State -~------- Zip _ ___ 

Total amounl enc losed 

Charge my 0 Master Charge 0 Vi sa 

C-TRS-80 Color 
0-on Disc 
If not marked - Cassette 

I have a ------~~------
name o l Compule r 

wrl h -----------  K memory 

Signature -  -- -------

Card No ______ Exp ires ____ 

Mai/to: DIGIBYT~ SYSTEMS COBP. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

\ TR S-SO isaregistered trademarkot TANDYCORP . 31 East 31 st Street, New York, N.Y. 10016 1 
'~ices subject to change without notice (212) 889-8975 Circle 34 
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Letters 

article on improving Versatile? Doesn't 
anybody else use it? Several typographical 
errors are included in the additional lines in 
the text of the article and some things don't 
work at all. For instance I get an Illegal 
Function error in 8070. Maybe your 
readers are all so unsophisticated they can 
correct the errors without your help. 

Brian K Wood 
Lorna, MT 

Maybe you're right. But we have had no 
problem with Zielinski's additions 
(Jan/ Feb 81) at this end. -Ed 

-----·---------~ 

From what I've seen of your magazine 
you don 't have a regular question and 
.answer column. If you did I could single
handedly keep it full of questions. Here are 
adew: 

Why can 't I RENAME Scripsit? 

How do you COPY full non-systems disk 
With two drives? 

--When does Radio Shack's ULCDVR/ 
CMD cause problems? How do I get it to 
work with NEWDOS? 

Speaking of NEWDOS, when will 
Apparat quit their boasting and get around 
to.writing some adequate documentation? 
(Note that I only ask for adequate, not good 
documentation.) 

Does anyone give awards for 
insufferable documentation? I nominate 
Racet. Has someone somewhere 
thoroughly exp lained their GSF and 
DOSORT? They could be fantastic utilities. 

I assume that it is generally known now 
that TRSDOS will support variable length 
records. I've experimented with it and 
indeed, it does work. But I've been afraid t~ 
use it on valuable data. I would appreciate a 
report by someone who has used this 
"secret" feature without fear and 
trembling. Do you know someone? 

Has your magazine already answered 

these questions? 


Jerry George 
Bainbridge Island, WA 

No. 

Scripsit on the Model/ can be renamed to 
any name you want. Just don 't forget the 
ICMD extension. I use SSLI CMD, and type 
in SSL to bring up Scripsit. 

The TRSDOS BACKUP utility is 
completely self prompting. So once it is in 
the system, you may make backups of 
nonsystem disks. 

am unaware of any ULCDVRI CMD 
problems other than the lower case 
keyboard does not always work with some 
machine language programs, such as early 
NEWDOS operating systems. 

As far as documentation goes, the 
industry has to realize they need to write 
for people who know little or nothing about 
the computer they are using. Then. and 

only then, will the documentation 
improve. -Ed 

First excuse my bad English. I passed the 
school 20 years ago. 

In your Nov/ Dec 80 issue, page 6 in the 
right column you brought very good things 
for the Microline. The best of all POKE 
17360,255. That's a big help . Thanks! 

My question: Do you know what to do in 
NEWDOS80 and VTOS 3.04 to print the 
graphics with the Microline? 

Gerhard Seiler 
W Germany 

The NEWDOSBO system command, 
SYSTEM AK=Y, will allow graphics to be 
sent to the Microline with the JKL feature. 
Ed 

Regarding your LLIST / CMD article on 
page 4 7 of the Nov/ Dec 80 issue, could you 
expand a bit how to invoke the formatting 
ro.utine? I believe it should be automatic 
since it patches into the DCB driver 
address. However, whenever I load it and 
try to LLIST or LPRINT, I find myself 
confronted with the old " Silent Death" . 

I am relatively new to disk operation and I 
don't understand everything I know about 
its workings. Although I'm probably 
missing something obvious, I need help to 
see it, so - Help! Any assistance will be 
appreciated . 

Other than this problem, I enjoy 80-U.S. 
very much . Keep up th~ good work . 

James H Fox 
Afton , MN 

The answer lies in your assembled code, 
which you need to recheck against the 
magazine listings. You are right, the 
routine is invoked whenever LL/ST or 
LPRINT is received. Are you trying to do this 
with a serial or parallel printer? From the 
sound of things, the program is running off 
into unknown places in memory and 
hiding. Make sure that your code directs 
the output to the printer port. -Ed 

Your magazine has really covered the 
Model I very well . I am looking forward to 
seeing the same coverage of the Color 
Computer's capabilities. 

In particular, I would like to know if you 
have a set of values to poke into memory to 
speed up the computer or return it to 
normal. Another area I would like to see 
you cover is machine language on the 
MC6809. Also I would like to see a program 
to set up the computer with th e Radio 
Shack DC Modem I as a smart terminal. 

Tom Grumbling 
Fredericktown, OH 

I purchased Microfiles from Radio Shack 
which is a data management syste~ 
program written in machine language. The 
program was written for Radio Shack by 

Robert. G Kilgus, whose address I do not 
have. My equipment is a TRS-80 Model I. 

I find the program useful but it has one 
very serious weakness . There is no 
provision for performing simple arithmetic 
operations, such as addition, on any of the 
records in the file. If after sorting by class 
one could add the data in one set of records 
of the c lass, it would very greatly improve 
the usefulness of the program . 

If someone has modified the program to 
perform this task I would gladly pay a 
royalty to use their work or if someone 
knows how the data is formatted / handled 
by the computer and would supply me the 
information, I would try to modify the 
program to do this task . 

George A Downsbrough 
1000 Fillmore Road 

State College, PA 16801 

While Microfiles is an excellent and 
efficient data handler, it uses its own file 
management and format. This is not secret, 
it is a variable length file and thus normally 
unaccessible from Basic. -Ed 

I own a Model I, Level II TRS-80.1 am very 
happy with it in all aspects - but one. The 
graphics. I was wondering if you knew any 
way to get high resolution, color graphics 
for the TRS-80. I am sure many TRS-80 
owners would be interested. 

Nick Souleles 
Glenview, IL_ 

Without spending at least $399 for the 
color computer, plus the cost of a color TV, 
the Model I, II and Ill are all designed to be 
black and white only. The Model II does 
have possibilities with a different video 
board, but the other two do not, except as 
an external device. Several have been 
marketed. -Ed 

Re: Computer Yahtzee . There is a 
problem in the data sta tement. The value of 
a large straight is 40, not 45. Line 90 
should be 3,6,9, 12, 15, 18,0,0,25,30.40,50, 
0 

Is there any computer scrabble game for 
a 16K Level II TRS -80 Model I computer? 

Keith Haley 
Bellevue, Ml 

We are currently evaluating a Scrabble 
game for possible future publication. -Ed 

I like your user journal very much - keep 
up the good work . The reason I'm writing 
you is this : I have a copy of NEWDOS80 and 
everything works wonderful , and I read the 
fine article about custom operating 
systems and really got a lot out of it. 

The problem I'm having is that after I 
format drive one to 43 tracks NEWDOS80 
SUPERZAP will not look past 40 tracks. I 
even tried to PDRIVE# 1 or #0 drive to see if 
it would help but it didn't. Do you think you 
could help me? The drives are both Tandon 
drives from Radio Shack. NEWDOS80does 
remember to format drive 0 or 1 to 40 
tracks without telling it to, also if I copy 
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$599 
(includes Disk Drive) 

Fully compatible with Radio Shack's operating system 

• One, two, three, four drive configurations. 

Complete upgrade includes one mini-disk drive, power 
supply, controller, and mounting hardware. IMMEDIATE 

OUR RADIO 
PRICE SHACK SAVINGS 
$599. $849. 29% 

265. 399. 34% 
299. 499. 32% 

ves (inc. patch) add 195.ea. N/A 

49. 119. 59% 

1812. 2380. 24% 

75. 99. 25% 
WE DISCOUNT RADIO SHACK & OTHER COMPUTER PR O DUCTS 

TRSDOS. 

• 134K to over 1 Meg of storage 
• 40 track and 80 track available 
• 90 day warranty, 100% parts and labor 
• Extended warranty available 

DELIVERY. 

Complete one drive kit 
Additional internal drive 
External drive 
80 track dri.
16K memory 

(required to use drives) 

Model Ill 32K w/VR Data 
two drive assembly 

RS232 Adapter Board 

ADD DISK DRIVES TO YOUR 

MODEL Ill AND MODEL I 
• $299* 

We've broken through the three hundred dollar barrier. 
• Fully compatible with TRSDOS'" 
• Fully compatible with RS Drives 
• Easy plug-in installation 
• Rigid extender board 
• 90 day warranty - 100% parts and labor 
• Extended warranty available -- $45/year 
• Choice of Tandon or MPI drives 
* Includes power supply , enclosure, single sided -

40tk drive and EXTENDER BOARD 
1 sided80tk-$419 2sided40tk-$419 

2 sided 80tk - $549 

MONTHLY SPECIALS 
Centrnnics 739 $750_00 
Microline 80 $425.00 
Lexicon Modem $135_00 

PRICES SUBJEC T TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

PUBLISHED PRI CE REF LECT S CASH DI SCOUNT 
VA Data. a manufactur er o f inn ovative com puter produ cts . is known worldwide 
for quality dependability and prompt. personal serv ice since 1972 z ·•To order call toll free (800) 345-8102, or (215) 461-5300 in PA. corp 

VA Data Corporation• 777 Henderson Boulevard• Folcroft, PA 19032 

from drive 0 to 1, typing in that there are 43 
tracks, after copy is complete, DIR shows 
there are 43 tracks and 83 grans. 
NEWDOS80 will not fill the disk up past 40 
tracks - it will come back and read DISK 
FULL even when DIR shows grans left. 

Also tell F L Eskholme SWED UM that if 
he would lubricate the two shafts the 
heads travel on, the noise will go away. 
(See Letters, May/ Jun 81 issue). The way 
this is done is as follows: 

1. Take cover off the disk by taking out 
four screws. 

2. Get a " Q" tip swab. 
3. Put some light machine oil on it. 
4 . Rub this on the shafts where heads are 

located. 
5: Be careful not to use too much oil. 
I had this same problem and this got rid of 

the noise. 
Douglas Thielen 

Woodlands, TX 

Our drives are the older Shugart drives 
from Radio Shack. so we have been unable 
to chase your problem. Another letter in 
this issue talks about SUPERZAPIBAS 
getting past the 40th track. And thanks for 
the tip on noisy Tandon drives. By the way, 
keep that oil to an absolute minimum or you 
may find a gummy mess in the future. -Ed 

Herewith, about 6 months early, my 
subscription renewal. David Busch's tip in 
the May/ Jun 81 issue that newer Radio 
Shack drives will accommodate a custom 
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designated 44 track NEWDOS80 diskette 
was worth a year's subscription alone! It 
works for DBLDOS too, yielding an extra 14 
grans of space, and the Basic version of 
SUPERZAP can easily be modified to read a 
77 track directory. Keep up the good work. 

Now, what about somebody doing an 
article on how to make a program 
compatible with all the DOS systems on the 
market? Yes, it can be done · I'd just like to 
know how. 

Michael M Finefrock, PhD 
Charleston, SC 

It probably can be done, but is it worth the 
effort? -Ed 

I really had a ball with the NFL-PIX 
program. I could see by the line numbers 
that it had been stripped down to fit into 
16K. So I put back some of the bells and 
whistles. Especially the sort, so the 
standings would have the team with the 
most wins printed first . I have part of the 
coming schedule and as soon as I get the 
rest will be all set for next season. I wonder 
if it would be practical to have several 
versions of different core sizes, such as; 
stripped 16K and complete 32K. I use 48K 
and dislike getting a stripped program just 
so it will fit into 16K. 

It is not possible for me to tell you how 
much i enjoy your magazine. I even read all 
the ads. You may rest assured that when I 
order something I mention that I read it in 
80-U.S. 

Please keep going and doing the same 
excellent job in the future. 

Stanley J Hesley 
4934 Siesta Drive 

Oceanside, CA 92054 

You might find it interesting that one of the 
new products we received from Acorn 
Software is made just the way you 
describe. A disk owner will get . an 
expanded version while a tape user witi get 
a stripped version of Everest Explorer. I 
think this will be something we will see 
more of in the future. -Ed 

Reference 80-U.S. May/ Jun 8lpage 20, 
Items at Random. Here is my input on what 
I'd like to see. I'd like to see "many" articles 
on the listing of programs using "Bar 
Code" format based on the "PaperByte" 
system; the optical reader / wand and the 
interfacing with the TRS-80, that is, 
hardware and software articles; and the 
possibility of listing some programs in 80
U.S. (in the near future) in PaperByte 
Barcode format. 

J Trinque 
Clinton, MA 

Some interesting possibilities here. The 
PaperByte system was published in Byte 
Magazine some years ago. and I thought it 
might take hold. However, it never really 
got off the ground. -Ed 
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80-U.S 
Interviews 

Bill 

Schroeder 

Of Galactic Software 

Interface 

Three and a half years ago Bill 
Schroeder was trading in the stock 
market and felt a computer could help 
in that activity. With the advent of low 
cost units like the Radio Shack TRS
80, he took the leap. 

Other than reading a few books, he 
had never operated a computer 
before, and like most of us, was bitten 
by the bug when he acquired his first 
Model I Level I. It all started with his 
programming a TRS-80... 

80-U.S. - How did Galactic Software 
come about? 

Bill - After being in it a short time, I 
found a natural ability for it and 
initially wrote some programs for the 
Tandy Corporation under contract . We 
formed Galactic about two and a half 
years ago as a division of an existing 
corporation. That corporation had 
been in business eleven years, so it 
was very stable and financially able to 
start a new venture. Now we have 
some 3000 square feet of office space 
and this division has five full time 
employees, plus three associates 
across the country. 

80-U.S. - What were the early 
programs you wrote for Tandy? 

Bill - Versatile for the Model I and II, 
the Communications Packages for the 
Model I and Ill. We wrote Tandy's 
national parts ordering system which 
allows every service department in the 
country to order their parts from Fort 
Worth on a daily basis over the 
telephone. This data communications 
system was the first network Tandy 
ever implemented. 

80-U.S. In writing software, 
Galactic has become known for its 
commitment to excellent software and 
documentation . How has this been 
accomplished? 

Bill - We try to write only what will , 
from a practical standpoint, fit on a 
machine and work comfortably for the 
user. We don 't believe a general 
ledger can fit on a Model I for most 
small companies. It is too big a 
program and it requires too much 
storage space which is just not 
available. So therefore, we don't have 
a general ledger. 

We try to pick products that will fit 
and function very well. We write them 
so that the novice type computer user 
can be very happy with what he has 
got. And that, with the documentation 
(which should contain no technical 
terms), is so that the secretary in the 
office can start using it right away. 

80-U.S. - Will Galactic eventually go 
beyond software, perhaps into books 
or hardware? 

Bill - If we go into hardware, it would 
only be some very special small 
peripheral. We have nothing in our 
immediate plans that would have us 
do this. 

In regards to publishing, yes, we will 
very likely be publishing something in 
conjunction with Mysosis. 

80-U.S . Recently Lobo Drives 
introduced their LX80 interface for the 
Model I along with a new product, 
LOOS, for which you were project 

•leader . Why another operating 
system? 

Bill - When Lobo approached us we 
contacted one of our associates, Roy 
Soltoff, and we talked over the 
possibility of modifying TRSDOS, or 
modifying VTOS, or creating a brand
new operating system for Lobo's LX80 
interface. None of the present 
operating systems as they are written 
function properly with the LX80. 
Something had to be done and Lobo 
wanted us to do it . We agreed to do it, 
and so LOOS came about. As it was 
being written to function on their 
piece of hardware, a natural evolution 
took place . It gave us the opportunity 
to place enhancements in it which we 
always wanted to see in a system. Roy 
did the lion's share of the actual 
writing of the operating system while 
we did the coordination and the 
production of the documentation . 
80-U.S. - What about the rumors that 
LOOS is an upgraded version of 
VTOS 4.0? 
Bill - In part, that is absolutely correct. 
Because of the time constraints, we 
could not write an original operating 
system from scratch . VTOS 4 .0 was 
partially written to support the LX80 
as it was. Randy Cook, the author of 
VTOS 4.0, was originally working for 
Lobo, but failed to complete the 
project . So the unlimited, non
exclusive rights to VTOS 4 .0 were 
obtained and we started with that as a 
basis. We tore it completely apart, 
created pure source code out of it , and 
then began a massive modification 
project . 
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40 & 80 Track 

,~:'Fl J l>PY''Drives 


REAL VALUE 
AEROCOMP offers the best value in 
microcomputer disc drives on the market 
today! Reliability, features and cost tough 
to beat. We deliver . .. and we stand behind 
our products, as evidenced by the only 
FREE TRIAL OFFER in the industry. Ex 
amine your systems needs and order to
day! 

MYSTERY REMOVED 
There appears to be some confusion in the 
terminology used to describe disc drives 
and their features. Here's what we mean : 
• FLIPPY Allows the use of both 
sides of a diskette with a single-
headed drive by simply turning the 
diskette over (model 40-1 &80-1 ). 
•TRACK DENSITY Specified in 
tracks per inch (TPI) . Refers to the 
number of tracks per radial inch on 
the diskette. Typically 48 TPl=40 
usable tracks and 96 TPl=80 usable 
tracks. 
e DOUBLE DENSITY Refers to 
recording density in bits per inch 
(bpi). Typically single density means 
data can be recorded up to 2 ,938 
bpi; double density means data can 
be recourded up to S,876 bpi. 
•DOUBLE SIDED Refers to number 
of read/write heads. Single-sided is 
one head, read/write one side only; 
double-sided is dual heads allowing 
read/write operations on both sides 
of the diskette. A double sided drive 
appears as two seperate drives to 
the controller. (Model SD-2 & 1&D-2) 
e ACCESS TIME The time required 
for the head to move from one track 
to the next. Typacilly S to 40 

milliseconds (ms). COMPARE AND BUY AEROCOMPI 

for TRS-80* 
SELECT YOURS! 
• 40-Track "FLIPPY" $349.95 

(Model 40-1) 48 TPI, single dens. 

12SK bytes/side, double dens. 

2SOK/side. 

e 80-TRACK "FLIPPY" $459.95 

(Mod . 80-1) 96 TPI, single dens. 

2SOK bytes/side, double dens. 

SOOK/side. . 

e 40 TRACK DUAL HEAD $459.95 

(Mod . 80-2) 48 TPI, double-sided , 

40 tracks/side ; single dens. 2SOK 

bytes, double dens. SOOK. 

• 80 TRACK DUAL HEAD $599.95 

(Mod. 160-2) 96 TPI, double-sided , 

80 tracks/side ; single dens. SOOK 

bytes, double dens. 1 megabytes . 


NOTE: All capacity values are unformated. All 
models capable of single or double density. All 
with power supply/silver enclosure. 115 VAC , 
50·60 Hz . 115/230 VAC available. 

STARTER A 
40-Track drive, 2-drive cable, 
TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual, 

. Freight & Ins_ 

$339.95 
(Reg. $380.CO) 

STARTER B 
40-Track FLIPPY drive, 2-drive 

cable,TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & 

Manual,Freight & Ins. 


$369.95 
(Reg $401 .00) 

*SPECIAL PACKAGES* 
#1 40-Track FLIPPY drive 


2-Drive cable 

Newdos/80 

Freight & lns_$459.00(reg.$528 ooi 


#2 80-Track FLIPPY drive 
2-Drive cable 
Newdos/80 
Freight & Ins. $569.00 (reg.$838.00) 

#3 TWO (2) 40-Track FLIPPY drives 
4-Drive cable 
Newdos/80 
Freight & Ins. $785.00 !REG $893.ooi 

#4 TWO (2) 80-Track FLIPPY drives 

4-Drive cable 

Newdos/80 

Freight & Ins. $999_00 (reg.$1113.85) 


#5 TWO (2) 40-Track DUAL HEAD 

Drives 

Cable 

Newdos/80 

Freight & Ins. $995.00 (Reg. s1105.00) 


#6 TWO (2) 80-Track DUAL HEAD 

Drives 

Cable 

Newdos/80 

Freight & Ins. $1,245-00 

(Reg. $1,:i85.00) 


FREE TRIAL OFFER 
Order your AEROCOMP Disc Drive and use 
it with your system for lip to 14 days . If you 
are not satisfied ior ANY REASON 
(except misuse or improper handling).return 
it, packed in the original shipping container, 
for a full refund .(Special packages will be prorated). 
We have complete confidence in our pro
ducts and we know you will be satisfied! 
ORDER TODAY!! 

WARRANTY 
We offer you a 120 day unconditional war
renty on parts and labor against any defect 
in materials and workmanship. In the event 
service, for any reason, becomes 
nescessary, our service department is fast, 
fri~ndly and cooperative . 

100% TESTED 
AEROCOMP Disc Drives are completely 
assembled at the factory and ready to plug 
in when you receive them. Each drive is 
100% bench tested prior to shipment. We 
even enclose a copy of the test checklist, 
signed by the test technician, with every 
drive. AEROCOMP MEANS RELIABILITY! 

ORDER NOW!! 
To order by mail, specify Model Number(s) of 

Orive, cable, etc. (above), enclose check. money

order, VISA or MASTERCHARGE card number 

and expiration date, or request C 0 .0. shipment: 

Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Add $5.00 

per drive for shipping and handling. Please allow 

2 weeks for personal checks to clear our bank. 

No personel checks will be a«fepted on C.0.0. 

shipments·cash , money orders or certified 

checks only . You will receive a card showing the 

exact C.0:0. amount before your shipment ar

rives Be sure to include your name and shipping

address. WE SHIP PROMPTLY! In the event 

there is a slight delay, you will be notified of the 

shipping date and we will NOT charge your

bankcard until the day we ship! 


WRITE AEROCOMP TODAY 

P.0. Box 24829 Circle 13 
Dallas, TX 75224 

ACCISS HIAD DISC CAPACITY IASY· ,... 
"FLIPPY" TIMI LOAD UICTOI (unformoted INTRY TllAL · 

(track to SOl.INOID single DOOi 
track) density) 

AlllOCOMP ns Smt. ns ns 250K byt" ns YIS 
lboth 114"1 

IADIO NO "Oms. YES NO 109K bytes NO NO 
SHACK• 

PllCOM YES 25ms. YES NO 250K bytes YES NO 
(both >ides) 

MPI NO Sms, YES YES 125K byte> YES NO 

SHUGART NO .toms. YES NO 109K bytes NO N() 

"TANDON NO 5ms. NO NO 125K bytes NO NO 

Factual material from current monufocturer·s data sheets is believed reliable but cannot be guaranteed, comparing Aerocomp 
Model •O· I to similar models 

The TRS·SO· H;pomion interface limits the track to track occ~u time to 12ms. •Trademark of Tondy t Radio Shack 

FO MORER ESVALU !. ! 

CALL TOLL FREE FOR FAST SERVICE 
(800) 824-7888, OPERATOR 24 
FOR VISA/MASTIRCHARGl/C.O.D. ORDIRS 
California dial (800) 852-7777, Operator 24. Alaska 
and Hawaii dial (800) 824-7919, Operator 24. 
TOLL FRIE LINES WILL ACCIPT ORDERS ONLYI 
For Applications ond Technical information, call 
(214) 337-4346 or drop us a card . 

Dealers inqiries invited 

Ai:=IU\:Umi» 
Redbird Airport, Bldg. 8 

http:1,:i85.00
http:s1105.00
http:reg.$1113.85
http:reg.$838.00


Interface 

Internally, it is not as similar as 
people would think to VTOS 4.0. 
Externally, it is very similar. We kept it 

' tllat way so that the users would not 
be confronted with a totally new 
syntax, a totally new way of putting in 
parameters, etc. We stayed upward 
compatible from both the media 

. standpoint with TRSDOS and VTOS 
'a.nd upward compatible from the users 
standpoint when interacting with the 
DOS. There are many, many new 
parameters, new commands, new 
options, new functions in the system 
and a new support method. But all the 
ones that the people have learned to 
expect to be there in a TRSDOS-like 

· operating system are still there. 

80-U.S. - You say upward compatible 
with the media . Are you speaking of 
SCRIPSIT and some of the 
applications packages that have been 
released? 

Bill - Yes, everything that has been 
released by Tandy, by Microsoft, and 
by most other vendors will run directly 
on the Model I using LOOS, whether it 
be on the LX80 cir on the Radio Shack 
Interface. · 

80-U.S. - What is your relationship 
with Lobo and Tandy? 

Bill - At present, Lobo is a client of 
Galactic Software and Mysosis.And 
Ta11dy is a client. We do things for 
them under contract, under purchase 
order and under royalty license. 

80-U.S. - Is LOOS being expanded to 
work with other equipment? 

Bill - Yes, by the t ime this is in print, 
LOOS will be available to the public on 
the Model Ill and by the end of the year 
we are hoping to introduce LOOS on . 
the Model II and some selected S-100 
systems . 

80-U.S. - Could a user take his Model 
I SCRIPSIT or VISICALC and run it on 
the Model Ill under LOOS? 

Bill - No, unfortunately because of 

some of the things Radio Shack has 

done in ROM and with the hardware 

itself this would be impossible. The 

SCRIPSIT from his Model I would not 

run in Model Ill. The Model Ill 

SCRIPSIT will run in the Model Ill 

under LOOS. 


Where the media is compatible, a 

Model I diskette, containing a Basic 

program may be placed into a Model Ill 

and that disk and that program can be 

read, loaded and run with no problem. 


Basic programs are transportable and 
files are directly useable. The only 
thing that is not useable would be 
machine language programs that use 
some undocumented calls, because 
those calls have moved . The 
documented calls that Radio Shack 
had in the Model I are, for the most 
part, the same. So, a vast majority of 
the Model I software will run directly 
on Model Ill LOOS w ithout needing to 
be converted in any manner. 

80-U.S. - You mentioned some 
selected S100 machines and the 
Model II. Is this going to be a TRSDOS
like operating system, such as LOOS is 
on the Model I? 

Bill - It appears that it will not. We 
have the intention and we are working 
toward the goal that it w ill be CP/ M 
compatible instead. It will also be 
TRSDOS compatible in regards to 
running Basic -type programs. But one 
has to face realities . There are a lot 
more CP/ M programs out there than 
there are TRSDOS Model II programs. 
Therefore, we have elected to make it 
our best attempt to make this thing 
CPI M compatible, but also compatible 
from the standpoint of being able to 
read media with Basic programs and 
data files that are created under the 
Model II TRSDOS environment. 

80-U .S. - The Model II currently has 
two DOS's, 1 .2 and 2 .0. Some of their 
software is intended to run only under 
1 .2. What about a situation like that? 

Bill - That would be a mach ine level 
constraint again. And if it has a 
machine level constraint then we 
have a problem that it just would not 
run . If it were all in Basic it would run . 

On the Model II we will be totally 
restructuring the operating system in 
its entirety. Existing operating 
systems, like 1.2 and 2.0 on the Model 
II , are totally incapable of handling 
hard drives in any responsive manner. 
So there will obviously have to be a 
new operating system coming from 
Tandy when they provide hard drives. 
Again, probably with no upward or 
crosscompatibility between media . 
We will not have that problem ~ 

SO-U.S. - What about the Basic used 
with this equipment? 

Bill - The Basics will be compatible all 
the way through as the user should 
change machines or upgrade to a 
higher level of LOOS. We will always 
maintain that. And, you will be able to 
read a file entirely across if it is an 
LOOS operating system. It will be able 

to read every other LOOS disk 
including hard disk. You plug your 
hard disk into your Cromemco one day 
and you want to plug your hard disk 
into your Model I the next and use that 
data file that was updated and worked 
on by the software in the Cromemco, 
it'll be perfectly readable and useable. 

80-U.S. - What about 16-bit CPU's? 

Bill - We are studying the technical 
information available on the Z-8000 at 
present and looking at different 
development systems, including the 
Zilog development system and others. 
Yes, we will be proceeding into the 16
bit market with an operating system. 

80-U .S. - And other computers 
besides the S-100 based systems 
such as Apple and Pet? 

Bill - It's unlikely that we will enter the 
Apple and Pet market. 

80-U.S . - Even w ith Microsoft's 
introduction of the Z-80 card for the 
Apple? 

Bill - That's not a 100% conversion, 
turning the Apple into a Z-80 machine. 
There are problems with the interrupt 
structure and hardware clock is not 
available . So there a r e some 
constraining factors that would make 
a high -level operating system still a 
little impractical even using that 
method. 

80-U.S.- Radio Shack is selling 
Ryan-McFarland's Compiler Basic for 
the Model II which is incompatible in 
many ways with the Basic Interpreter. 
We evaluated it, along with 
Microsoft's Basic Compiler a couple of 
issues ago, and stated that the 
compiler should be compatible with 
the interpreter . 

Bill - That is probably the case if the 
interpreter is in ROM. In the case of 
the Model II, the interpreter is 
whatever is there. It's a totally 
RAM-based machine. 

One has to look at those two 
languages from the standpoint of. 
"Are they even the same language?" 

They both have their roots in Basic, 
but Microsoft's.Basic came from an BK 
tape based Basic and grew to an 
extended Basic, to a Disk Basic, and to 
an extended Disk Basic, and it is an 
excellent product. Ryan-McFarland 's 
Basic came from a mainframe, went 
down to a mini, and now to a micro, 
and it is also an excellent product. 

A person who knows how to 
program in Microsoft's 4 .51 or 5.0 
Basic, will not be comfortable or even 
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Apparat, Inc. announces the most powerful Disk Operating 
System for the TRS-80®. It has been designed for the 
sophisticated user and professional programmer who 
demands the ultimate in disk operating systems. 

New 2.0 version has all of the features of NEWDOS/80 plus 
many more enhancements: 

• 	 DOUBLE DENSITY ON MODEL I 
Use the LNW DOUBLER or PERCOM DOUBLER to expand 
storage 80% under NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0. mixing single 
and double density specifications without any patches. 

• 	 SINGLE DENSITY ON MODEL Ill 
Will allow the MODEL Ill to read disks from MODEL I and to 
write disks the MODEL I can read. making it easy to move 
programs between the two under NEWDOS/80 on both 
machines. 

• 	COPY BY FILE EXPANDED 
CBF will now work with system files and can run on single 
drive systems. Files to be copied can be limited to files of 
common extension or only non-invisible files. Files for copying 
can be listed in a data file. This is helpful in moving programs 
from NEWDOS/80 Version 1.0 system disks to NEWDOS/80 
Version 2.0. 

• 	 EXPANDED DIRECTORIES 
Directories can be expanded three times the normal number of 
available entries. even on DOS disks. This is extremely useful 
when using double density. 

• 	 DYNAMICALLY MERGE IN BASIC 
To allow sections of BASIC programs to be deleted and 
replaced during program execution with non-ASCII files from 
disk. Also allows passing of variable values between BASIC 
programs. 

• 	 SELECTIVE VARIABLE CLEARING 
Will allow the programmer to keep some variables and release 
the space used by the rest: also. specific variables may be 
erased releasing the space they use. 

• 	CHAINING ENHANCEMENTS 
Features to allow chain files to be written from SCRIPSIT: also. 
chaining may be switched on and off without changing chain 
file positioning, and may be executed via CMD "XXX" and 
DOS-CALL. 

e 	 PAGE SCROLLING IN BASIC 
Scrolling has been modified to allow the user to display 
programs page by page. in addition to the regular line scrolling. 

• 	CREATE PRE-ALLOCATED FILES 
File space may be allocated on the disk in advance. to prevent 
the possibility of disk full errors. 

• 	 REPEAT FUNCTIONS 
Keys in MODEL I repeat when held down. Entering "R'' as a 
DOS command causes the previous DOS command to be 
repeated. 

• 	ROUTING FOR DEVICE HANDLING 
To send input and output from one device (display, printer. 
keyboard, etc.) to others or to a routine in main memory. 

• 	FORMS COMMAND (MODEL Ill) 
To set printer formatting on the MODEL Ill. 

• 	SET COM RS-232 (MODEL Ill) 
Commands to set the specification~ on the serial output port. 

• 	 DISASSEMBLER OUTPUT TO DISK 
The Disassembler will now write a source code file to disk, 
which the editor assembler can read and edit. 

e DATE AND TIME VALUES 
Saved through non-powerup reset and can be used as defaults 
for DOS commands, COPY and FORMAT. 

• 	SUPERZAP 
Has the ability to scan diskettes or disk files to find the 
occurences of specific values. Also will generate passwords and 
hashcodes. 

NEWDOS/80 Version Z.O Model I or Ill (When ordering, 
please specify model number). Priced at only ... s14goo.....
&'-Apparatlnc. 

4401 South Tamarac Parkway 

Denver. CO 80237 


(303) 741-1778 
"On-going Support for Microcomputers" 

TRS-80® is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp. 
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Interface 

able to do certain things in Ryan
McFarland's. But the converse is also 
true. Professional programmers who 
have worked on minis and 
mainframes utilizing a Ryan
McFarland type Basic will not be able 
to program in Microsoft's in a 
comfortable manner. 

Ryan-McFarland's Basic is an 
extremely powerful business Basic, 
which forces a modicum of structured 
programming onto the user. 

' Microsoft's Basic is flexible, but.does 
not force any type of structure. 1t has 
dynamic allocation of additional RAM 
during string useage which 

·Ryan-McFarland's does not. It also 
has the problem of losing precision 
with extended math functions in the 
large numbers businesses often have 
to deal with. Again, Ryan-McFarland's 
does not have this problem . It is 
designed as a business Basic, much 
more akin to the C-Type Basic than 
Microsoft's. 

Microsoft's Basic has been on the 
market for several years, around five 
or so, and now it's being compiled. But 
remember, the first day that Ryan 
McFarland's Basic was available 
many yars ago, it was a compiled 
Basic. So they were designed with 
completely different thoughts in mind. 

80-U .S. - Other industries appear to 
be ages ahead of us in evaluations, 

one of them being the audio industry 
with an independent testing lab such 
as the Hirsch-Houck Lab, which does 
reviews for several stereo and 
electronics magazines. The computer 
industry has never developed 
anything like this and very few 
evaluations go in-depth, such as 
power consumption, heat, radiation, 
and that type of thing. It is something 
that we probably won't see in the near 
future. What are your thoughts on 
evaluations? 

Bill - I think that often the evaluations 
we see are by persons who are not 
well versed in the area they are 
evaluating. But these are the only 
people available, so it is not to be 
critical of what they are doing. 

Let us say, hypothetically, you have 
someone who is going to review the 
Basic Languages that are currently 
available to the public . You find the 
situation where this person will 
probably have to know no less than 
eight or ten Basics that are available 
on micros. It is a little unlikely that a 
person will have all these different 
machines on which he can run all the 
different Basics and become familiar 
with them. It would take an awful long 
time. 

Also, in our industry it is a little 
different than connecting up test 
equipment to an actual physical piece 

of hardware . So much of this is 
subjective to the person doing the 
reviewing. Because it is subjective 
and all the reviews coming out are 
very much editorialized by the author, 
it is very important that editorial 
comment from the author be based on 
excellent experience and background 
with the product. He needs to compare 
competitive products to the one he is 
reviewing so that proper editorial 
comment may be drawn into his 
article and give proper information to 
the reader. 

80-U.S. - What about the future for 
for Ga lactic? 

Bill - There will be the 16-bit machine 
project; there will possibly be projects 
for machines outside the TRS-80 
realm as other vendors request our 
services. There will definitely be hard 
disk support, both on the Model I/ Ill 
and the Model II. That's all eminent. 
We have hard disks running her~ in 
our office and have for a considerable 
length of time, on all the TRS-80's, 
and we are very satisifed with what 
we have there. We will probably 
continue into the custom market as 
we have been, and into the systems 
software market, with assistance 
again, of Mysosis, because we found 
that what we are doing there is very 
well received. It is obviously a valuable 
market. • 

GOLDEN NUGGET DATA SYSTEMS 
5986 Marlin Circle • Carmichael CA 95608 

D PERSONAL FINANCE SYSTEM - Seven programs and five data files to handle all of your personal 
finance record keeping needs. This system will keep tabs of your checking account, your cash income/expenses 
and your savings accounts. Complete budget analysis reports computed from the combined data files. 
Requires Level 11, 48K disk system. Instruction manual. Program shipped on formatted (no system) 
diskette .. .. ... $29.95 

0 PROGRAM DIRECTORY SYSTEM - This system allows you to create detailed directories for your program collection. 
Directory entries include program name, filespec, filespec extension, diskette identification, program size and remarks. Creates 
alphabitical listings by program name. Requires Level II, 48K disk system. Instruction manual. Program shipped on formatted 
(no system) diskette ... $19.95 

D GRAPHICS GAME PACKAGE #1 - Five action packed graphics games includes Maze Escape, Yahtzee (1 - 5 players) 
Security Robot Game, Hangman Game and Four Reel Slot Machine Game. Requires Level II. Instructions. Programs shipped 
on formatted (no system) diskette ... $17. 95 

California residents add 6% sales tax. Personal checks require 3 weeks processing time. 
0 Check 0 Money Order 0 Master Charge 0 Visa 

Name.________________ 
Ad.dres..._______________________ 
City_______________________ State __Zip______ 
Charge Card No ..______ _ _______________Good Thru__ 
Signature_________ 

(All charge customers must sign) Circle 35 
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TOP QUALITY BUSINESS 

PROGRAMS 


front 
MICROGRAM 

.:,, 

MEDICAL OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
• Accounts Receivable/Payable/Billinq Statements 
• 	 Preparation of Insurance Information using AMA Code 


Work Descriptions 

• Expense Summaries/Profit and Loss Statement 
• Day Sheets and much more 

DENTAL OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
• Accounts Receivable/ Payable/ Billing Statements 
• Preparation of Insurance Information using ADA Code 


Work Descriptions 

• Expense Summaries/ Profit and Loss Statement 
• Day Sheets and much more · 

LAW FIRM MANAGEMENT 
• Accounts Receivable/ Payable/ Billing Statements 
• Narrative Billing Statements 
• Revenue/ Workload by Attorney 
• Expense Summaries/ Profit and Loss Statements 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
• Listings of Property Owners, Tenants, Rental Rates 
• Billing Statements, Delinquent Payment Notices 
• Prepare Client Trust Account Reports 
• Prepares complete Expense Summary for Tax purposes 

MICROGRAM 
P.O. Box 310 West 1022 9th Avenue 
Gig Harbor, WA 98335 Spokane, WA 99204 
(206) 858-6304 	 (509) 455-9791 

Circle 41 

TOLL FREE 1-80.0-547-5995 Ext 112 
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ITEMS AT RANDOM 

Corrections 

Somehow we got carried away with 
the fact that the Mar I Apr 81 issue 
was almost letter perfect and didn't do 
the proof job on the May/ Jun issue 
that we should have. 

First we goofed in proofing the final 
version of the PEEK and POKE patch. 
·In the Patch to Basic, the 6th line, last 
column should have read : 
C=D04F4B 

And the problem between the 
number ze(o and letter " oh" has been 
corrected in this issue with the OCR-B 
typewheel, which has a square 
number zero and an oval letter " oh". 

Does anyone know of a Diablo
compatible wheel that has a slash 
number zero and an up arrow for the 
left bracket in 12-pitch? If you do, send 
us the details. 

The Sketch and Pack listing on 
pages 49 and 50 (May/ Jun 81 issue) 
was confusing to many readers 
~ecause of the above problem. Down 
to line 720 in the program, all zero's 
are just that : zero. Line 720 is the 
variable (letter oh equals number 
zero). Same with line 740. Lines 760 
and 790are all the variables oh equals 
oh, etc. Line 810 is IF the variable oh is 
greater than 704 THEN variable oh 
equals zero. The PRINT@ 's in lines 
820, 830 and 850 are all PRINT@ 
variable oh . Lines 870 and 880 use the 
variable oh . The subscripted variable 
A in lines 910, 930 and 940 are 
numbers. 

Our apologies to Leo on page 95 
where one reader commented that our 
printer was trying to ween his press of 
ink (like I try to ween my car of 
gasoline). Somehow the plate was 
overexposed and not caught during 
the press run . Reference lines 21 and 
22 are critical and hard to read in most 
copies. Line 21 reads: 
1010 L=PEEK(16424)+PEEK 
(16425)*256-1 
Line 22 reads : 
1011 RESTORE:FORN=OT013: 
READD:POKEL+N,D:NEXTN 
On page 99 reference line 26 should 
read : 
1011 RESTORE:FORN=OT07: 
READD:POKELtN,D:NEXTN 
·Reference line (27) 255 FORM= .. 
should be (28) 256 FORM= .. Also on 
page 99, the second column of text 
listing should be reference numbered 
34 to 40 instead of 24 to 30. 

The last number in the data 
statement of line 6050 in Space 
Marauder's listing should be 71. 

.14 

YET ANOTHER IMPORTANT 
ANNOUNCEMENT! 

WE GIVE UP!! 
Otir recent announcement, made 

only to Foreign subscribers, has 
brought such a torment of emotion 
that we must reconsider. Although 
foreign subscriptions account for only 
about 1.3% of our circulation, their 
voice was so strong after the recent 
postal rate increase that we now must 
make the following changes in foreign 

subscription rates: 

Canada and Mexico remain at $20. 

per year. They are sent via surface 
mail, and no two or three year 
subscriptions are offered. 
Essentially, this is no change from 
what it was previously. All other 
foreign subscriptions are now $30. 
per year via surface mail and $48. 
per year by airmail. Those currently 
on a surface mail rate may upgrade it 
to airmail by remitting the difference 
for the remainder of their 
subscription . 

To all those who wrote about this 
situation, we thank you for your 
support and interest. Frankly, we 
should have sampled your opinions 
prior to making such a move. Please 
accept our apology, and however you 
choose to receive 80-U.S., we hope 
you continue to enjoy it. 

We have probably sent more second 
copies of the Mar/ Apr and May/ Jun 
81 issue than ever before . It's easy to 
blame the post office for the condition 
the magazine arrives in, and they are 
responsible for a certain percentage of 
battered and torn copies. But not that 
many! The problem, and the 
responsibility, rest right here, with us. 
For example, if a magazine gets into 
the wrong bag, it may be handled by 
people along the way several times 
more than it normally would . have. 
That accounts for the wear and tear 
too. In an effort to eliminate some of 
this problem, and at the same time 
reduce mailing costs, 80-U.S. is now 
being printed and mailed from South 
Dakota. South Dakota?! Yes, that's 
right, since that is almost the 
geographical center of the North 
American Continent. From there, 
there is no place in the U.S. past postal 
zone 6, which saves money and 
should save wear and tear on the 
copies you receive . At the same time, 
about three -fourths of -the country 
should receive their issues slightly 
earlier than before . Let's hope it 
works to everyone's satisfaction . 

You may notice that in this issue TR 
Dettmann is conspicuously absent. 
Terry, unfortunately, has had a rather 
bad time of late with an ill son. His 
Files.& Foibles installment, scheduled 
for this issue, will appear in the next, 
and we all wish both TR and TJ the 
best and hope to see both back in 
action soon . 

Authors who have or are 
contemplating writing programs for 
TRS-80 should consider sending them 
to 80-U .S. We have a deal with the 
Exatron Corp, whereby we are able to 
offer a brand spanking new Stringy 
Floppy as payment for your work. Go 
for it!! 

You have probably noted that we now 
sport a Universal Product Code (UPC) 
(those funny little stripes you find 
almost on any product these days). It 
arrived just before press time, and our 
only hope is that it dosen 't clutter up 
the finer parts of our young cover 
model's anatomy. The price of 
growing up is sometimes hard to take! 

Model II Users 
Even with the problems associated 

with POKEing into video with the 
Model II, has anyone come up with a 
way to directly address the video RAM 
of the Model II? It lies outside the 
normal 64K boundaries of RAM. 

We are still looking for the routine to 
disable and enable the BREAK key of 
the Model II under TRSDOS 2.0 and 
2.0a . 

In this Issue 
In this issue we take a break and have 

some fun with Sundance by Jon 
Waples. For the Color Computer buffs, 
we made it run on your machine too, 
and added some music ala George 
Lucas . 

With school coming up, some 
districts will want to try out the 
Student · Timetable Printer program 
from Mr Sinclair . Those of you with 
printers will want to test throughput of 
your printer (ahd don't forget to send 
us the results), while R C Bahn 
explains Strings for those who are 
new to programming and Panattoni 
takes another look at those funny 
characters you get when you do your 
own lower case modification . 

So, get youself a cool drink, go rest 
in the hammock with 80-U.S., and 
make yourself a fun summer. Tom 
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In this article we will discuss program 
conversions from Level II Basic into 
Extended Color Basic using Jon Waples ' 
Sundance, found later in th is issue. We will 
take a quick look at some of the material 
now available for the Color Computer. 

Old timers will tell you the conversion 
they made from Level I Basic to Level II was 
a headache. For one th ing, the two Basics 
were from two different sources and they 
used a slightly different syntax. The same is 
not true of the differences between Color 
Basic and Extended Color Basic. Extended 
Basic is just that-EXTENDED. However, 
Extended Basic is decidedly different from 
Level II Basic . 

Missing and Modified Level II Keywords 
Level II words that are missing or 

modified in Extended Basic are as follows : 
(Those which remain the same are given in 
Figure 1 ): 
AUTO is not included. In Level II, this starts 
the automatic line numbering function and 
is sorely missed in Extended Basic. 

The CLEAR command and statement now 
includes the capability of setting top of 
Basic memory as well as reserving string 
space. 

DELETE, used to delete line numbers, has 
been replaced by DEL in Extended Basic. 

The NEW function does not clear the 
screen in Extended Basic as it does in Level 
II. Otherwise, it is the same. 

SYSTEM has been replaced by CLOADM 
(load .a machine language tape), or 
DLOADM (load a machine language tape at 
a specified speed), and EXEC (which 
transfers control to a specified address). 

DEFINT, DEFSNG, DEFDBL, CDBL, CINT, 
and CSNG. Color Basic and Extended Basic 
have arithmetic function precision to 9 
places. There are no integers or double 
precision numbers as such, so these 
statements and functions are not needed. 

There is no provision in Extended Basic 
for error trapping, hence ERROR, ON 
ERROR GOTO, RESUME, ERR and ERL are 
not included. 

The FRE statement, used in Level II Basic 
to determine the amount of free string 
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space, is not in the color machine. 
However, MEM remains the same and 
does not return any reserved string space, 
free or otherwise. 

The RANDOM statement has been 
dropped. Re-running a program does not 
reset the pseudo-random number 
generator. However, it will always return 
the same results on power-up. 

The graphics and screen functions, SET, 
CLS, and POINT, have added a color 
parameter . RESET remains the same. 

Port addressing and 1/ 0 (INP, OUT) 
instructions are not incluc;led in Extended 
Basic .. 

Level II had only one USR call. Extended 
Basic has ten, like Disk Basic, and has 
added the DEFUSR statement for 
addressing requirements. 

The editing feature of Extended Basic is 
similar to Level II. However, three functions 
are no longer included. They are the cancel 
& restart (A), the save changes and exit (E), 
and the cancel and exit (0) commands. The 
shorthand period (.)for current line number 
is not included. 

Line printer functions are included in 
Color Basic and Extended Color Basic. 
LUST is the same, but LPRINT has been 
replaced with PRINT #-2. 

New Features 
AUDIO turns the output of the cassette to 

the television speaker for interactive tape 
instructions on or off. MOTOR controls the 
tape motion on the associated tape deck. 

Further tape movement can be 
controlled by SKIPF which will advance the 
tape to the end of the specified file . Tape 
files, incidentally can support names up to 
eight letters in length . 

Musical tones are supported with 
SOUND and PLAY. We used PLAY in 
Sundance to create a space movie theme. 

Extended Basic includes OPEN, CLOSE 
and EOF statements for sequential data 
files . 

CSAVEM allows the creation of mach ine 
language programs.' However, you cannot 
duplicate program cartridges with th is 

• ' 
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method, as computer control is passed 
automatically to the ROM pack when the 
cartridge is inserted. 

The color computer can support two 
joystick controllers. JOYSTK will return 
values for either the left or right stick. 

There are a number of graphics 
statements in Extended Basic and the order 
of execution is critical to proper program 
operation. The statements are . CIRCLE, 
COLOR, DRAW, GET, LINE, PAINT, 
PCLEAR, PCLS, PCOPY, PMODE, PRESET, 
PSET, PUT, and SCREEN. One function 
PPOINT, returns the color value of the 
specified graphics cell. 

The HEX$ function doesn't cast ·any 
spells, but it does return a hexadecimal 
value. Extended Basic has a TIMER 
function which can be set and then polled 
for timing purposes. We did not use this 
function in Sundance, but could have. 

Extended Basic supports three 
statements found in Disk Basic, but not 
Level II. INSTR returns the position of one 
string in another. The LINE INPUT 
statement allows any ASCII character 
(except the ENTER key) that is on the 
keyboard to be input into a string variable. 
The last feature in Extended Basic found in 
Disk Basic is the RENUM, or renumber. 
feature. TRSDOS Disk Basic uses the 
keyword NAME for this feature. It quickly 
renumbers all program lines and their 
references in the resident program. · 

Programming Color Graphics 
This issue's cover shows the Color' 

Computer using the program "Random 
Graphics" (it is Sample program 11 in the 
Extended Color Basic book). This program 
is a good short example of th~ sequence 
required for Extended Basic. 

Three commands must be used in 
sequence. They are as follows : · 

(1) PCLEAR wi II reserve up to eight 1. SK 
pages of memory for graphics. If not used, 
four pages (6K) will be reserved. 

(2) PMODE sets up the resolution to be 
used and the starting p·age of scre.en 
memory. In our case we selected the.four 
color 128 X 192 mode and started with the 
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first page (PM ODE 3, 1 ). The Extended As can be seen, conversion can be degr~e and completely understand it 
Basic book explains this in Chapter 3. accomplish ed, but it takes time and before attempting conversion . It would be a 

possibly, as was the case here, reworking good idea to draw a moderately detailed (3) SCREEN instructs the computer as to 
screen type (graphics or text) and color set flow chart as an aid to conversion . Even the program logic. A programmer must 
(1 of 2 · either Black/ Green and then , conversion will not always beanalyze the existing program to the nth 
Green/ Yellow/ Blue/ Red, or Black/ Buff straightforward. e 
and Buff / Cyan / Magenta / Orange) 
depending upon the color mode. 

Two additional commands are needed, 
but may be used anywhere and in any 
sequence following the PCLEAR 
statement: 
· ( 1) PCLS will clear the current screen to a · 

specified color. 

(2) COLOR sets up the foreground and 
background colors used by the other 
graphics commands. 

High resolution graphics lines, boxes, 
arcs and circles used in Sundance may be 
created with the LINE and CIRCLE 
statements. 

PUT, GET and PCOPY are statements 
which are used with the memory pages 
previously reserved. They will not be 
explored in this article . 

The Program SUNDANCE 
The following references are to the 16K 

Model I and Color Computer listings for 
Sundance, found later in this issue. NI A 
means that. the routine was added to 
enhance the program. By referring to the 
appropriate manuals, a programmer 
should be able to get a good feel for 
program conversions. 

Some Sources of Color Computer 
Programs 

The following is a list of products which 
are presently on the market and have been 
received for evaluation : 
Allen Gelder Software Box 11721 , San 
Franc isco, CA 94101 , COCO BUG , 
Debugging Monitor for TRS -80 Color 
Computers (Software) 

Datasoft, Inc 16606 Schoenborn Street, 
Sepulveda, CA 92343, Machine Language 
Monitor, Mini -Assembler, Dissassembler 
and Debugger (Software). Screen Edit 
Control System (Software) 
Osborne/ McGraw-Hill, 630 Bancroft 
Way, Berkeley, CA 94710, 6809 Assembly 
Language Programming (Book). 

Computerware, Box 668, 1512 Encinitas 
Blvd ., Encinitas, CA 92024, Power Pack 
(hardware, Color Diagnostics (Software), 
Color Editor (Software), Basic Lo-Res 
Games #1 (Software), Basic Lo-Res Games 
#2 (Software), Basic Lo-Res Games #3 
(Software), Color lnvc;iders (Software). 
Radio Shack Pinball (Program cartridge), 
Quasar Commander (Program cartridge), 
Dinowars (Program Cartridge), Music 
(Program Cartridge), Skiing (Program 
Cartridge). 

Though we haven 't received any for 
evaluation, educators need to be aware of 
the large number of educational program 
(tl)torial in nature, for primary grades) for 
the TRS-80 Color Computer. from Dorsett 
Educational Systems, Inc .. PO Box 1 226, 
Norman. OK, 73070. 

Line Numbers for Description 

Color Mod I 

10-50 10-40 Remarks 
60-130 Part of a routine at lines 560-580 

50 
•750-780 
N / A 
N / A 
630-740 
N / A 
N / A 
N / A 
790-1040 
1050-1080 
1080 
1990-2010 
2020-2070 
1100 

Clear memory 
Sound routine 
Set up color graphics 
Draw.unfolding sun 
Assign variable values 
The words "Score" & "Time" 
Draw the word "Sundance" 
Play opening theme (160-200) 
Introduction and instructions 
Get number of suns 
Gago subroutines which 
draws the grid and 
selects sun locations. 
Draw Score and Time 
Draw a red planet with ring 

140-150 
160-200 
210 
230-250 
260-310 
320-330 
340-360 
370 
380-480 
490-510 
520 
670-1170 
860-900 
530 
540-550 
560-580 

N / A 
1110-1370 Main loop and movement · color program uses 

subroutine at lines 60-130 as well. 
590,780-840 
600-620 
910-930 
940 
950-980 
990 
1000 
1020 
910-990 
1040-1170 
1180-1290 

1490-2010 
1380-1470 
see below 
see below 
see below 
see below 
see below 
see below 
1610-1970 
1100 
2080-2270 

Redraw any disturbed grid . 
Test for pressed key and goto 
open grid 
No sun, close grid 
catch sun, play note, reset sun 
and close grid 
add to score 
and select replacement sun 
routines for catching sun 
draw score and time remaining 
end game routine 

Figure 1 
Basic Keywords that are the same for both Level II and Extended Color Basic 

Commands Statements Functions Operators 
CLOAD DIM SIN + 
CLOAD? END SQR 
CONT STOP TAN * 
CS AVE GOTO MEM I 
EDIT GO SUB PEEK 
LIST ON • •• GOTO POKE = 
RUN ON ••• GOSUB POS > 
TROFF FOR/NEXT/STEP < 
TRON REM Strings >= 

IF/THEN/ELSE ASC <= 
Input/Output CHR$ <> 

PRINT Functions IN KEY$ AND 
P~INT@ ABS LEN OR 
TAB ATN LEFT$ NOT 
USING cos MID$ 
INPUT EXP RIGHT$ 
DATA FIX STR$ 
READ INT STRING$ 
RESTORE LOG VAL 
PRINT #-1 RND 
INPUT #-1 SGN 
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Ssm	SOFT SECTOR MARKETING, 
INCORPORATED 
& Victor Andrews 

present 
Quality Products That Will 


Make A Believer Out Of You! 


IJ 
Tust because I can sell
PMC-80/ 
U something is not a II MODEL IMODEL I 
reason for a product to

MISSILE ATTACK TRSSUPERINVADERSappear in my ad; I mustBy the Cornsoft Group. New for the PMC-80. ©1980 S.S.M., Inc. The closest TRS version
This program is a machine language imita believe in it myself. of "Space Invaders" arcade game. MOD I 
tion of the arcade game called Missile Com with mono sound, .The following pagesmand. This real-time machine language game Cassette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95
(with sound effects) pits your twin silos of contain new items that I MOD I with stereo sound, disk only $24.95
ABM's against a barrage of enemy missiles believe in. I am not aftertrying to destroy your cities. As your skill 
increases so does the difficulty of this ever only one sale; I want return HYRES 

®1981 by D. Lewandowski. This is a patch 
may your aim be true. TRS or PMC-80, 
popular arcade game! Watch the skies and business, and that means I program for the programs called: Invaders 
cassette, 16K . ..... ...... . .. . .. $14.95 must give you quality Plus and TRS Super Invaders; so they can be · 
TRS, disk, 32K .. .. .. ... .. .. . ... $20.95 run on the Programma Graphix-80 board.products every time. MOD I, cassette programs only .. . . $9.95
TAPE COPY 1 I believe I sell only quality
©1931 S.S.M., Inc. New for the PMC-80. 
This program solves the problems that have products. If you have a CHAIN MAKER 
plagued all PMC-80 owners. Problem: A problem, send your © 1981 Steve Skindell. This program makes 
machine language program wil! not load in writing chain files on NEWDOS-80 a breeze. 
the cassette player provided in the machine comments addressed to me. This is not only a program that creates chain 
and you can't load a machine language pro We support every product files but it also is an editor of the file. A file 
gram on the second cassette port. This is a can be removed from the disk and edited andwe sell.problem no more!: This program Will load a saved back to the disk quick and easy. An 
machine language program from the second outstanding program and a must for every Victor Andrews
cassette player and saves it to the built-in NEWDOS-80 owner. Comes with complete 
cassette player. Loads and saves most TRS- easy to read manual. Purchaser must own 
80 readable tapes that load at 500 baud (the NEWDOS-80 ... ... .... . .... . .. $14.95 
standard speed). MOD I or PMC-80. 
Cassette ... .. ... . . _. ... .. .. only $14.95 BUG+ 


Written by J. Limkemann. ©1981 S.S.M., Inc. 
CONQUEST 
Bug +is a powerful machine language monitor. ©1981 by Lake Front Software. This program 
The one point most improved over otheris based on the popular board game called MOD III ROM COMMENTED 
monitors, is the tape write. Bug + has the"Risk" (The names have been changed to For the programmer that needs those answers ability to ..yrite a "clean" tape (at 500 baud) protect the innocent.) This game is for one or about the MOD III ROM .. . Now! This is a 
this tape will read into the TRS-80 under themore people. It is a game that demands complete list of locations in MOD III ROM 
system command, without the problems pre- · attack strategy and, if yours is the best, you and comments on each. All 14Kofthe ROM. viously associated with the volume setting. will be the 'Lord and Master' of the planet. There is no other book that gives you the Regardless what version basic you have orMOD I, III or PMC-80. Requires 16 K detail this book has. Don't miss it. In order to whether or not you have a Radio Shack memory, cassette .. .... .. . ... . .. $14.95 respect Tandy's copyright the actual disas cassette fix, this monitor will improve thesembled code is not printed, but the book is FLIPP¥ - Ver. 1.3 reliability of your cassette by 1003. There isin a 3 ring binder format so you can put your©1931 by J . Limkemann. This is a machine also a verify command that works the same as own listing in between the pages for easy language program that plays "the best game also a verify command. reading. of Othello on the TRS-80 that I have seen, Finally a break point that works! When a .. .... . .. . ....... . . ........ only $22.50
and I play a lot of Othello" (Victor Andrews) break point is reached, there is a blinking 

MOD I or III. Requires 16K memory. astrick in the bottom right hand corner, you 
Cassette - .. . .. . : . ..... .. . . . . .. . $14.95 
 are able to see what is on the screen before 

the monitor takes control. Press the enter key 
the screen clears and the monitor comes to 
life. When you continue from a break point, IEDEL III lllt[ COLOR the monitor will restore the screen first then 
load the CPU registers and return to your llf 
program. You do not lose your program orTAPE COPY2 
display, and it does work! 

ANIMATED HANGMAN 
New for the TRS MOD III. This program will 

new program will thrill you for hours. He 
Color. ©1931 S.S.M., Inc. This outstanding 

Bug + also has all the commands of T-Bug, 
moves, groans and makes sounds. 16K. 

load most TRS-80, 500 baud system tapes 
they just work better. Bug + loads into low 

... . ...... . .. . ...... . . . .. . ..... $12.95 
(standard MOD I speed) into memory then 

memory, then relocates itself. 
knowledge of machine language needed. Now 
save it at 1500 baud on the MOD III. No 

Model I version plus it gives you the ability ofDISASSEMBLER 
a way to backup programs that load at the reading or writing 1500 baud or 500 baud orColor. ©1931 S.S.M., Inc. This program dis
slower speed. Makes cassette loading on your 500 baud tapes. you can read at on rate andplays hex on left side of screen and ASCII on 
new MOD III a much faster and more reliable write at another. MOD I or III, 4K, both onright side of screen. For screen or printer. 
process. MOD III only, cassette .... $14.95 same tape . .... .... . .... . ....... $14.95
16K. .. .... ..... .. .. .. .... . .. .. $14.95 

See last page of ad for ordering information. 
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POSTMAN DATA HANDLER 

By Alger Software. ®1980 S.S.M., Inc. A 
machine language mailing list program that 
will do the following: 

- 650 labels on a 35 track disk drive 
- 750 labels on a 40 track disk drive 
- 1534 labels on an 80 track disk drive 
- 10 fields (2 user defined) 
- Fast sorts (500 records in 30 seconds) 
- Written for (1) drive system (capacities 

shown are for a single drive system) 
- Most any label stock that is one up can be 

used (you save no money buying labels that 
are more than one up anyway)' 

- Print one label at a time or a sequence of 
labels 

- Purge duplicates with or without user as- , 
sistance 

- 9 digit zip code 

- Super fast search on any field - 3 second 
average 

- Easy screen editing 

Now Postman Data Handler has been upgrad
ed with many new features. Now this very 
popular mailing package is not just the best 
way for most people and small businesses to 
do their mailing lists, but now we give you a 
way to uncramp, convert and formletter your 
mailing list. You need this package if one of 
the following is true: If your mailing package 
is memory dependent. This means that you 
must have more memory to handle more 
names in your machine; If you need a way to 
get rid of duplicate names in your mailing list; 
If you want to sort on more than just name or 
zip. (our package can sort on any or all 10 
fields at once.); If you are waiting more than 
one minute for your sort to finish. (our pack
age is in machine language so it runs very 
fast); If your present program will not handle 

the 9 digit zip code; If your program doesn't 
have full screen editing. This package is a 
machine language program, this is the reason 
for the super fast speed of all functions! 
This is a random access disk based program 
and any name can be called to read, write, 
print or update in 3 seconds or less. Now 
along with it you get utilities that permit you 
to do the following: CONVERT 1; takes all 
the files from your old mailing list and con
verts them to our system. (Why should you 
change to our system if we made the change 
hard?) CONVERT 2; convert from our pack
age back to ASCII files if you want to do 
something with them (like send them to 
another computer over the phone). MOD I 
(coming soon forthe MOD III). This program 
runs on all quality operating systems. Requi
res 1 disk drive ad 32K memory. 
· . .... . .. . . . . .... . .. . . . . . .. only $125.00 
Coming soon - MOD m version 

Special 
GRAPHX 

MAILING LABLES 5000 . .. . . . .. $14.95 By Steve Skindell. ®1981. This is a program 
· Plus $2.00 shipping that is for the person who does reports or 

requires some sort of plotted output to show 
gains or losses, or any type of output that 

If you purchase both Postman and Lazy needs graphs. This program puts to the 
Writer at the same time, at list price, (or if you screen or to a printer the plotted points in bar 
already own one of the packages above and graph format and plots the mean, and aver

POSTWRITER now want to purchase the other), we will at no ages of input. This is a very important pro
®1981 S.S.M., Inc. Now there is, at extra cost, extra cost include the Postwriter package gram for accountants, CPA' sand the average
a formletter package that permits inserting FREE. There are 2 ways to purchase this businessman to evaluate, at a moments glance 
any of the 10 fields of imformation from package. The first way is to say "I want the where he is, was, or where he is going. Files 
"Postman Data Handler" into any part of a best package on the market so send me the saved to disk can be recalled at any time to be 
letter, (yes even in the body of the letter), and full system at one time". This includes the reexamined, modified, or just reprinted. An 
right and left justify the letter. This program Postman Data Handler, Convert 1 and Con extra feature: if you have the Microline 80 
is made to be used only with the Postman vert 2. The package works on all quality printer, by Okidata or Epson MX-80, your 
program and one of the f~llowing word proces operating systems based on the Tandy disk output is in true graphics. Information is 
sing packages: Lazy Writer or Electric Pencil. format (TRSDOS, VTOS, NEWDOS, NEW supplied for the user so he can modify this 
.... . . .. ... ... . . .... . .. . ..... . . $49.95 
 DOS-80, etc.) program for other printers. Comes complete 

and ready to run. Requires MOD I or MOD 
III, 48K disk. Printer optional (132 col.) ....$250.00 

only $49.95 

This price is only good till June 1, 1981. SPECIAL - Receive this program for only 
Save $49.95 $25.00 if you purchase an Okidata Micro line 

MINI POSTMAN 80 or 82 this month from us. Call for our low,If purchased separately . . . . . . . . $299.95 
Sample Package. For you people who have a low price. 
small mailing list (max. 26 names) and/or you 
can't believe that Postman is the best package 
and we must be overstating how well this 
program runs; try our sample package called II llJHARDWAREMini Postman. It comes as an up and running 
program and shows you how good our package 
really is. This package can be upgraqed to the MOD III Disk Drive Installation 'Kit
full package within 30 days of purchase by 
calling and saying "I want the full package", This is the complete kit to install your OWN 
and paying the difference between the mini Disk Drive into your own MOD III, withand the full package. Note: Mini Postman 
does not include the convert utilities. If not household tools. Complete installation 
everything you expect, return sample disk for manual. $442.00 
full refund (less shipping) . You can't lose. 

The only thing you provide is your MOD III, your disk . . ............. .. . ... ........ . . $25.00 

drives, and any MOD III operating system. About one 

A.M ELECTRONICS, INC.hour installation time. Shipping included. 

See last page of ad for ordering informal 



Now accepting 
orders for MOD 111 

version 
An 

innovative 
word 

processing 
system 

for 
T·RS-80* 
MODI 

Lazy 
Writer®* 

©1980 
by 

David 
Welsh 

MOD 1- $125 
MOD Ill  $175 
•Requires 2 drives for 

conversion only. 
away and use a 

Word Processing System 

8c 
It is time to put your

MOD Ill word processing program 

"Lozv Writer is the product of ABC Soles 

LAZY WRITER Takes on ScripsiF by Radio Shack® and Electric Pencil®®. . 
HaaaH the things that other word proceulng programs should have. Easy to use, written all in machine code. / It permits the inserting and deleting 
by characters. words. sentences. and paragraphs I Page scrolling up and down/ Search ahead of the cursor or behind the cursor for anycharacter I . 
The cursor con be moved up, down. left and right I You can seek top of file and bottom of file I Block mo\19 of text. block delete of text/ Search and 
replace or search delete I Unlimited insert (to me limit of ycur machines memory) I Permits use with IO'Ner case / 
Hen things that other programs should have, but don't. Upper and lower case output to ycur printer (if ycur printer accepts lower case) without 
having yourcomputermodified. ON UPPER CASE ONLY MACHINES: This program marks the capital letters so you can seewhich lettersareCAPITALSand 
wtiich are not. / Will change all upper characters text to lower case or all lower case to upper. A SINGLE COMMAND/ Wiii capitalize the first letter of all 
sentencesand all propernoun l's. WITH A SNGLE COMMAND I LOADS ANY aecm1c PENCIL I ALE. ASCII SAVED ALES. EDTASM FILES or BASIC PROGRAMS 
SAVED ASCII / Permits installing special control characters in vour text for vour printers special features. like doublewideor condensed print I Definable 
s.. aen length and definable print length to 255 charocters wide I Screen editing that is not ftnal 1111 your command. This means that you can edit your 
ftleonthescreenandifyoudon'tllkehowitreadsyoucancancetandleaveitthewayitwas/Youcanappendflles(whichmeansthatyoucanputone 
ftle to the end ot another file) I No lost characters at the end of the line, even for the fastest typist/ A directory of all ycur flies is available to the user 
without leavir.g the program I Saving programs to disk easy enough for the non-computer user/ To save memory. notall the program modules are in 
memory at one time but are called from the disk as needed I You con set tab positions like on a typewriter/ 10 CUSTOM COMMAND KEYS for the 
experienced user there is a command file thatpermits manyspecial functions that ore all user defined (not enough space for better explanation in ad 
send for complete oveiview) I Program has HELP fife that is a short review of the commands tnat are available / 
standard Printer Module. This printer module is provided for the user as a standard feature. Optional special printer routines for custom printerwill be 
available in the near future. In this original release. it has the tollowir.g printer drivers and will support the following printing devices: RS232, TRS232 and 
PARALLEL printer ports. You have the following format commands: Justifies Text. Centers Text. Centers ntte. Line Spacing. Line Length from 3-255 
characters and Set Margins I Also send any ASCII 
cOde to any printer from the text / Save formatted 
text to the disk for spcoling later / information for 
customer to load his own special printer driver / 
Printing can be stopped and started by the user at 
any time and then restarted wnere you left off I You 
can print entire Ille or justprint to bottomofthe page I 
~mmunlcatlon Package. RS232 COMMUNICA
TION TI:RMINAL PROGRAM permits you to communi
cate with other computers. Transfer flies from one 
machine to another. Permits dumping memory a
cross the phone Jines. Receive files from other TR~ 
80'sand "Shake Hands .. with larger computers. This is 
!tie complete system called LAZYWRITI:R. There is no 
package written tor the TRs.ao· that is as compre
hensive. This package is available for the 
ms-ao· MOD I. 32K or larger with at least 
a single disk drive. List price is from 

. V1S4· .$125.oo ;1,1i

~~; Dealer Inquiries Invited . 

Ssmaal"T•aCTaAMAAKllTING, 
lli-•~ C 0 R P 0 R A T e 0....-·I N 

0250 Middleoeit •Garden City. Ml 48135 
(313) 425-4020 . 

C.0.0 - Cerlffled Check. M.0. cr Cash oniv. Soov. no C.0.0 ove< 
5150.001 Mosr Olders snipped next dov. All orders must hove sh1pp1ng 
included. Please oad 2'\ or S2 .50. wn1ch ever is higner tor sh1pp1ng. 
Mieh1gon residenrs. please odd 4'\ rox. Add extra S 1.50 tor C.0.0. 
Pe=nol cheeks roKe 3 weet<s to clear. Send S1 CO for coro1og • ger 
S2.CO credit on next order. 

NEW FEATURES in Lazy Writer 
"The People Request, and David Welsh Delivers11 

The system permits embedding ASCII commands into the text of 
!tie program. NOW you can do SUPERSCRIPT and SUBSCRIPT(ifyour 
printercan handle it). Underlining and boldface. printing ofa single 
word in a paragraph. is now possible, at no extra cost. 
A key that remembers the cursor poslffon. 
User definable spec:lal character. For use with printers that have 
printable characters thar the TRS.80 keyboard does not normally 
support. 
Margin control from within text. This means that you can change 

the margins of your printed text without stopping the printer routine 

and changing it. 

Page offset with odd/even headers a. footers. This means that 

you can print one pageoffset to the leftofcenter and the next page 

offset to the right. This is very nice when you are writing o book, 

Printing chaining feature. This permits having more than one file 

on disk and create one printed letter. contrac~. or book, without. 

having to reset the pnnter commands. 

Mandatory space command. This is necessary when you ore 

wntlng letters or papers that have certain words that ore not tc be 

broken-uo. eg.:John P Andhouser. This name con be made ro be 

unbreakable to justify routines in the program. 

Disk catalog. Now you con load your disk directory into memory 

and crecre a file of this information. 

Now loads Machine Language extenffon Drograms that are 

wrlten for Lazy Writer. 
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SUPER UTILITY 

©1980 by Kirn Watt of Breeze Computing, 
Inc. Sold on protected media only. 

Main Program list: 
Zap Utility; display sector (disk, file), dis
play memory, compare disk sectors, copy 
disk sectors, verify disk sectors, zero disk 
sectors, string search, sector search, single 
or double density diskettes (if your machine 
works normally with double density). 

Purge Utility; kill selected files, get disk 
directory, zero unused directory entries, 
zero unused granules, remove system files, 
kill by category, change name, date, pass
word, aut.o command, change file parameters, 
remove passwords. 

Disk Format Utility; standard format, 
format without erase, special format, read 
address marks. 

Disk Copy Utility; standard copy with for
mat, standard copy without format, special 
copy (to back up many protected disks) -
purchaser use - only for his own personal 
disks. 

Tape Copy Utility; this program is to make 
backup of many TRS-80 tapes, no matter 
how it is recorded (note again this program 
is for the use of the original purchaser for his 

own programs only). 
Disk Repair Utility; repair gat table, repair 
hit table, repair boot, read protect directory 
track, recover killed files, check direct.ory. 

Memory Utility; move memory, exchange 
memory, compare memory, zero memory, 
test memory, input byte from port, output 
byte t.o port, memory to disk, disk to memory. 

MOD I; protected disk only . . . . . . $49.95 
Back up copy available! 

QUICK FIX 
©1981 by.Kirn Watt of Breeze Computing, 
Inc. The sister program to Super Utility "the 
Grand Master" of utility programs, and has 
the ability to do all the things that have made 
Super Utility great, except: it does not have 
the following features; it doesn't have the 
Special Copy that backs up most TRS-80 
readable protected diskettes, it does not 
have Tape Copy feature that copies many 
TRS-80 MOD I readable tapes, the Zap 
program does not go to double density disket
tes, it does not have the Special Format 
feature. 
Main Program List: 
Quick Zap; display sector (disk, file), dis
play memory, compare disk sectors, copy 
disk sectors, verify disk sectors, zero disk 
sectors, string search, sector search, examine 
address marks. 
Q~ick Purge; kill selected files, get disk 
director, zero unused directory entries, zero 
unused. granules, remove unused system 
files, kill by category, change name, date, 
password, auto command, change file par
ameters, remove passwords. 

Quick Format; standard format, format with
out erase. 

·Quick Backup; standard copy with format, 
standard copy without format. 

Quick Repair; repair gat table, repair hit 
table, repair boot, read protect directory 
track, recover killed files , check directory. 

Quick Memstuff; move memory, exchange 
memory, compare memory, zero memory, 
zero memory, test memory, input byte from 
port, output byte to port, memory to disk, 
disk to memory. 

Th.e one extra feature it has is: you can put 
Quick Fix on all your diskettes. MOD I. On 
nonprotected diskete ....... only $34.95 

OTHER THINGS from Kim Watt 
of Breeze Computing, Inc.: 

MAKE80 
©1930 AM Electronics. Written by Kirn Watt. 
This program is for people who have 80 track 
disk drives and do not wish to keep that old 
40 track drive just to load their 80 track 
system. Make 80 is loaded into your machine 
when it is placed in your 0 80 track drive, and 
the reset button is pressed. It loads automa
tically and asks for 35 or 40 track diskette. 
When you insert your diskette in the drive the 
program reformats the diskette so your 80 
track disk system can read all of the informa
tion from the diskette without having to have 
a 40 track drive. This program works on 
standard NEWDOS, TRSDOS, NEWDOS
80 diskettes. Does nqt work on any disk that 
has any funny sectors (VTOS) or with the 
LOBO interface. 80 track disk only. $14.95 

SPACE COLONY 
by Kim Watt. Space Colony is a space inva
ders type game for TRS 80 MOD I and with 
Prograrnrna Graphix 80 board. One level of 
play single player, with sound. MOD I, 16K 
Cassette .......... ............. $14.95 

CAPTURE/SYMON 
By Breeze Computing, Inc. Capture is a 2 
person game of Blockade for the MOD I. 
With sound this game comes alive with fast 
action. MOD I, 16K. Cassette . . .. $1°2.95 
Disk .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . $17.95 

1ill 1b'lt'rii[]lf 
ssm 

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING 
1 N c o · R P o R A T E o1lll..___M_X_-8_,_,o_P_ac_k_a_g_e_S_p_ec_ia_lJ_'__JllI 

Hurry  Supply Limited! 
. You 

MX-80- New $/i~~
And At No Extra Cost To You: 

1 Box of Paper (2700 sheets.20# white) 
2 Extra Ribbons 

6250 Middlebelt 
Garden City, Mi 48135 

1 (313) 425-4020 

[ffi] J:·~I<~] 
Dealer inquiries im~ited. 

C.0.D. - certified check, M.O. or cash only. Sorry, no 
C.O.D. over $150.00! Most orders shipped next day. All 

1 Extra Print Head 
and Shipping Included for all UPS in U.S. 

orders must have shipping included. Please add 2% or 
$2 .50 whichever is higher for shipping (unless othetwise 
stated) Michigan residents, please add 4 % tax. Add 

· *Compared to all items at list price! 
extra $1.50 for C.0 .D. Personal checks take 3 weeks to 
clear. All hardware must be prepaid. No hardware 
shipped collect. 

Sorry, No C. 0. D. on this special. To receive this discount you must prepay. 
*TRS·80 is a product of Radio Shack, division of the Tandy 

If you don't require all these extra items, call for price. Corporation. 



Disk Interfacing 

Soft Sectoring 

or 


What To Do When 


Super Zap CHOKES 


This prog ram requires NEWDOS, TRS-80 Model I, a 
16K Expansion Interface (Radio Shack Only), and one 
disk drive. The program will work on data disks as well 
as system disks in a one drive system. 

You never got around to making a backup of the 
program which you spent six weeks writing and now it 
won 't work . It 's a little late to think about the line filter 
you were going to get or the fingerprints you got on the 
diskette . Or maybe you put your disk too close to a 
magnetic field (like the top of your video . monitor). So, 
load up SUPERZAP, one of the utilities supplied with 
Apparat's NEWDOS series of operating systems, and 
try to salvage it . To find the sector in which the error is 
located, execute a " VERIFY DI SK SECTORS " 
command . Eventually, the track and sector number(s) of 
the offending segment(s) is displayed . 

Attempting to display the sector or sectors w ill give an 
error message. After pressing ENTER, you may or may 
not see a typical display. If you try. to modify that sector 
and if it doesn 't work you have encountered one of a 
small group of disk errors which cannot be corrected by 
using SUPERZAP alone (unless you didn't remove the 
write protect tab). These errors are characterized by the 
message : "DRIVE X, TRACK YY, SECTOR ZZ TO BE 
WRITTEN IS UNREADABLE. SHALL IT BE READ 
PROTECTED", when SUPERZAP attempts to make a 

Dan North 
Kansas City, MO 

change in that sector . The problem is not just with the 
data stored but with the way in which the computer 
locates that data area on the diskette . 

There are two physical ways to sector a disk. One is . 
hard sectored and the other soft sectored. 

Hard sectored disks have a series of holes on the inner · 
portion of the diskette, each marking the start of a 
sector . Timing is established by these sector holes 
passing by a timing hole in the diskette jacket. 

Radio Shack, along with several other manufacturers, 
use soft sectoring. Soft sectored diskettes have o.ne hole 
which passes a timing hole in the jacket each revolution . 
It marks the starting point of the tracks. To separate and 
identify each of the ten 256-byte data groups on each 
track there are 46 bytes of information. Those 46 bytes, 
located between each block of data, contain two spacing 
gaps, each consisting of 12 FF 's followed by six OO 's, .and 
an ID Record . 

The ID Record is located between the two spacing 
gaps and contains the track and sector numbers of the 
ac:ta which follows. Reading a track from start to finish : 
woulo rP.sult in the string of bytes shown in Figure 1. 
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Dislc Interfacing 

In general, reading and writing from the disk depends 
upon all of this information being .present and correct . If it 
is not, read / write operations will terminate with an error 
message and corrections cannot be made using utilities 
like SUPERZAP. 

The only time sector information is written (or 
repaired) in normal operation is when the disk is 
formatted . Of course, formatting the disk destroys all the 
data on it, which is not very helpful. What is needed is a 
program that will rewrite the sector information without 
affecting the data contents of the readabable sectors. 

The program here makes four attempts to read each 
of the ten sectors of a track. If it can't read a sector it will 
display an error character "R" on the monitor before 
continuing on with the next sector. Then the data 
contents of each sector will be saved in memory. With all 
the salvageable data safely stored, the track will be 
reformatted. Finally, the sectors will be reloaded with the 
data which was stored in memory. 

Although it is unlikely that running the program will be 
enough to fix a disk, it will make any remaining errors 
accessible to the SUPERZAP utility. While making 
repairs with SUPERZAP is not always easy, this program 
allows you to use the utility to its fullest advantage. 

Because the program will, hopefully, not be needed 
very often, it has been made short rather than elegant. 
The program can be assembled using either 
Editor/ Assembler or DEBUG. It has been named 
FIXSEC. 

FIXSEC needs the number of the faulty track, which 
can be found using the "VERIFY DISK SECTORS" 
command of SUPERZAP. It is a good idea to write down 
the numbers of both the track and sector numbers for 
future reference. Once you are able to read and write to 
those sectors you will know where possible errors are most 
likely to be found. 

To run the program, go to DOS READY, load FIXSEC 
and then enter DEBUG. Once in DEBUG, memory 
7D02 must be modified from 28 to the faulty track 
number which SUPERZAP has provided in hex (no 
conversion is necessary). While still in DEBUG and 
before executing the program, put the disk needing 
repair in drive 0. Entering G7DOO will begin execution of 
the program. 

If you are actually using the program on a bad track an 
"R" should appear in the lower right corner of the screen. 
This indicates that an error condition was encountered 
while reading one of the sectors. A "W" would indicate a 
bad write and should never occur unless the diskette is 
p_hysically damaged; in wh ich case this program will do 
no good. The program terminates by returning to DOS 
READY. Reloading SUPERZAP at this point will show 
that the previously unreadable sectors can now be read 
and modified easily. 

FIXSEC is unlikely to damage data information if run 
on a good track. However, it will not stop when it detects 
an error condition. If any sector of a good track cannot 
be r,ead within 4 tries it may introduce errors. If this 

happens an " R" will appear in the lower left hand corner 
of the monitor. Finding the sector in which the error 
occured may be difficult. I l)ave never had it happen and 
don't think it is likely. However, considering Murphy's 
Law and since it could cause significant problems, it 
should be mentioned. 

Assembly programs which handle disk operations are 
a little more difficult than those only involving the Z-80 
because the floppy disk controller chip must be given 
commands also. To make any sense of how this program 
works it is necessary to find an explanation of the disk 
controller chip. Two sources are TRS -80 Model I Disk 
Interfacing Guide, Bill Barden Jr (available from 80
Northwest Publishing Inc, 3838 S Warner St., Tacoma 
Wa 98409, $5.95) and The Radio Shack Expansion 
Interface Service Manual, National Parts, Radio Shack, 
Fort Worth , TX 76101 . 

Armed with an understanding of the controller chip 
and the interface, you should be able to breeze through 
the program logic fairly easily. The only things that may 
seem out of place are the series of "EX HL" . To 
understand them you have to examine the fine print in 
the controller description very carefully . After a 
command is issued to the controller chip the status of the 
controller cannot be reliably checked for 24 
microseconds. Execution of "EX (SP),HL" four times 
provides that delay. 

Hopefully, you will never need this program, but when 
the type of error that has been described does occur, it is 
the only solution that we know of. Whether you use the 
program or not. it contains all the necessary components 
for reading and writing to disk. I hope this sheds some 
light on how the disk works and why it sometimes does 
not. 

Number of Hex value on 

Bytes disk 


2 FF 
* 12 FF First Gap 

6 00 
1 ** FE ID Address Mark 
1 XX Track Number 
1 00 
1 XX Sector Number 
1 01 Sector Length 
2 ?? Error checking bytes generated 

by the disk controller 
12 FF Second Gap 

6 00 
1 FB Data Address Mark • •• 

256 ?? This is the Data 
2 
2 ?? Error checking bytes generated 

by the disk controller 
approx 80 FF to fill out the disk 

* The bracketed field is written 10 ti mes once for each sector . 

•• These seven bytes are the ID Record . 

• • • On track 11 which contains the Directory, the Data Address 

Marks are FA. 


Figure 1 
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Disk lnterfacing 

00050 ,. 
00060 ;FIXSEC 
00070 ;BY DAN NORTH .00080 ,

7DOO 00090 ORG 32000 

7FFF 00100 TRACK EQU 7FFFH 

7000 00110 BSTART EQU 07000H 

7DOO F3 00120 DI 

7D01 3E28 00130 LD A,28H ;CHANGE BEFORE USING 

7D03 32FF7F 00140 LD (TRACK) ,A 

7D06 31FD7F 00150 LO SP,7FFDH 

7D09 3E01 00160 LO A,01H 

7DOB 32E137 00170 LD C37E1 H) ,A ;FLOPPY ON 

7DOE 21EC37 00180 LD HL,37ECH ;CMD/STATUS REG. 

7D11 11 EF37 00190 LD DE,37EFH ;DATA REG. 

7D14 3603 00200 LD CHU ,03H ;SEEK TRACK 00 

7D16 010000 00210 LD BC,OOH 

7D19 CD6000 00220 CALL 060H ;1 SEC. DELAY 

7D1C C0977E 00230 CALL BUSY ;LOOP WHIU: BUSY 

701 F 3AFF7F 00240 LD A, <TRACK) 

7D22 12 00250 LO CDE),A jPUT TRACK TO DATA REG. 

7D23 3613 00260 LD CHU,13H ;SEEK TRACK 

7D25 CD977E 00270 CALL BUSY ;LOOP TILL DONE 

7028 3E01 00280 LD A,01H 

7D2A 32E137 00290 LD C37E1H) ,A ;CONTINUE DRIVE 
.00300 , 

00310 ;LOAD ALL SECTORS 
00320 ;TO BUFFER AREA 
00330 ,. 

7020 0600 00340 LO B,O ' ;SECTOR COUNTER 

7D2F 1604 00350 LD D,4 ;ERROR COUNTER 

7D31 78 00360 LPBO LD A,B 

7032 32EE37 00370 LO C37EEH) ,A ;LOAD SECTOR REG. 

7D35 48 00380 LD C,B 

7D36 oc 00390 INC c ;CALC BUFFER START LOC. 

7D37 210070 00400 LO HL,BSTART 

703A OD 00410 LPB1 DEC c 

7D3B 2808 00420 JR Z,FIN . 


07D3D D5 00430 PUSH DE 
7D3E 110001 00440 LD DE,256 
7D41 19 00450 ADD HL,DE 
7D42 D1 00460 POP DE 
7D43 18F5 00470 JR LPB1 
7D45 3E01 00480 FIN LD A,01H ;HL HAS BUFFER ADDRESS 
7D47 32E137 00490 LD C37E1H),A ;CONTINUE DRIVE 
7D4A 3E88 ' 00500 LO A,88H 
7D4C 32EC37 00510 LD C37ECH) ,A ;READ A SECTOR 
7D4F E3 00520 EX CSP) ,HL 
7D50 E3 00530 EX CSP) ,HL 
7D51 E3 00540 EX CSP) ,HL
7D5·2 E3 00550 EX (SP) ,HL 
7053 3AEC37 00560 LPB2 LO A,C37ECH) ;GET STATUS 
7D56 CB47 00570 BIT O,A 
7058 280B 00580 JR Z,DONEB ;NO LONGER BUSY 
7D5A CB4F 00590 BIT 1,A 
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Disk Interfacing 

7D5C 28F5 
7D5E 3AEF37 
7D61 77 
7D62 23 
7D63 18EE 
7D65 cs 
7D66 3AFF7F 
7D69 FE11 
7068 0620 
7060 2802 
7D6F 0600 
7D71 3AEC37 
7074 88 
7D75 C1 
7D76 2808 
7D78 15 
7D79 2086 
7D7B 3E52 
7D7D 32FF3F 
7D80 1604 
7082 04 
7D83 78 
7084 FEOA 
7D86 C2317D 

7D89 3E01 
7088 32E137 
7D8E 11EC37 
7D91 21EF37 
7094 3EF4 
7096 12 
7097 E3 
7098 E3 
7099 E3 
7D9A E3 
7098 1600 
7090 1E05 
7D9F OE02 
7DA1 CD8F7E 
7DA4 36FF 
70A6 OD 
7DA7 20F8 
7DA9 060A 
7DAB OEOC 
70AO C08F7E 
7080 36FF 
7082 OD 
7083 20F8 
7085 OE06 
7087 C08F7E 
70BA 3600 
7DBC OD 
7DBD 20F8 

00600 
00610 
00620 
00630 
00640 
00650 DON EB 
00660 
00670 
00680 
00690 
00700 
00710 TR11B 
00720 
00730 
00740 
00750 
00760 
00770 
00780 
00790 GOOD 
00800 
00810 
00820 
00830 
00840 
00850 
00860 
00870 
00880 
00890 
00900 
00910 
00920 
00930 
00940 
00950 
00960 
00970 
00980 
00990 . 
01000 LPO 
01010 
01020 
01030 
01040 
01050 LP1 
01060 LP3 
01070 
01080 
01090 
01100 
01110 LP2 
01120 
01130 
01140 

JR 
LD 
LO 
!NC 
JR 
PUSH 
LD 
CP 
LD 
JR 
LO 
LO 
CP 
POP 
JR 
DEC 
JR 
LD 
LD 
LD 
INC 
LD 
CP 
JP 

LD 
LD 
LD 
LD 
LO 
LO 
EX 
EX 
EX 
EX 
LO 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
LO 
DEC 
JR 
LO 
LO 
CALL 
LD 
DEC 
JR 
LO 
CALL 
LO 
DEC 
JR 

Z,LPB2 
A,(37EFH) 
(HL) ,A 
HL 
LPB2 
BC 
A,CTRACK) 
11H 
B,20H 
Z,TR11B 
B,OOH 
A,C37ECH) 
B 
BC 
Z,GOOD 
D 
NZ,LPBO 
A,52H 
(3FFFH) ,A 
D,4 
8 
A,B 
10 
NZ,LPBO 

A,01H 
(37E1 H) ,A . 
DE,37ECH 
HL,37EFH 
A,OF4H 
(OE),A 
(SP) ,HL 
(SP) ,HL 
(SP} ,HL 
(SP),HL 
D,OOH 
E,05H 
C,2 
DRQ 
CHU ,OFFH 
c 
NZ,LPO 
B,10 
c,12 
ORQ 
(HL),OFFH 
c 
NZ,LP3 
C,6 
ORQ 
CHU ,OOH 
c 
NZ,LP2 

;DATA READY? 

;READ A BYTE 


;WE NEED AN EXTRA REG. 
;ERROR CODE IS DIFFERENT 
;ON TRACK 11 HEX 
;ASSUME TRACK 11 
;IF IT WAS~'T TR11 THEN 
;ERROR CODE=OO 
;GET STATUS 
;WAS THERE AN ERROR 

;ALL TRIES BAD 
;LOAD "R"TO SCREEN 

;READ ALL 10 SECTORS 

., 
;REFORMAT TRACK., 
;CONTINUE DRIVE 
;CMD/STATUS 
;DATA REG. 
;WRITE TRACK 

;SECTORS 0-4 
;SECTORS 5-9 
;INITIALIZE ROUTINE 

;LOOP FOR 10 SECTORS 
,·12 FF'S. 

·6 oo•s, . 
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7DBF CD8F7E 
7DC2 36FE 
7DC4 CD8F7E 
7DC7 3AFF7F 
7DCA 77 
7DCB CD8F7E 
7DCE 3600 

7DDO CB40 
7DD2 2007 
7DD4 CD8F7E 
7007 72 
7DD8 14 
7009 1805 
7DDB CD8F7E 
7DDE 73 
7DDF 1C 
7DEO CD8F7E 
7DE3 3601 
7DE5 CD8F7E 
7DE8 36F7 
?DEA OEOC 
7DEC CD8F7E 
7DEF 36FF 
7DF1 OD 
7DF2 20F8 
7DF4 OE06 
7DF6 CD8F7E 
7DF9 3600 
7DFB OD 
7DFC 20F8 
7DFE 3AFF7F 
7E01 FE11 

7E03 3EFA 
7E05 2802 
7E07 3EFB 
7E09 F5 
7EOA CD8F7E 
7EOD F1 
7EOE 77 
7EOF OEOO 
7E11 CD8F7E 
7E14 36DA 
7E16 OD 
7E17 20F8 
7E19 CD8F7E 
7E1C 36F7 
7E1E 05 
7E1F 208A 
7E21 11EC37 

01150 
01160 
01170 
01180 
01190 
01200 
01210 
01220 
01230 
01240 
01250 
01260 
01270 
01280 
01290 EVEN 
01300 
01310 
01320 
01330 ODD 
01340 
01350 
01360 OUT 
01370 
01380 
01390 
01400 
01410 LP4 
01420 
01430 
01440 · 
01450 
01460 LP5 
01470 
01480 
01490 
01500 
01510 
01520 
01530 
01540 
01550 
01560 TR11 
01570 
01580 

.01590 
01600 
01610 LP6 
01620 
01630 
01640 
01650 
01660 
01670 
01680 
01690 

CALL 
LO 
CALL 
LO 
LO 
CALL 
LO 

BIT 
JR 
CALL 
LO 
INC 
JR 
CALL 
LO 
INC 
CALL 
LD 
CALL 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
LO 
DEC 
JR 
LO 
CALL 
LD 
DEC 
JR 
LD 
CP 

LD 
JR 
LD 
PUSH 
CALL 
POP 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
LO 
DEC 
JR 
CALL 
LD 
DEC 
JR 
LD 

DRQ 
(HL) ,OFEH 
DRQ 
A,CTRACK) 
(HL) ,A 
DRQ 
CHL>,OOH 

O,B 
NZ,PDD 
DRQ 
CHU ,D 
D 
OUT 
DRQ 
CHU ,E 
E 
DRQ 
CHL),01H 
DRQ 
CHU ,OF7H 
c,12 
DRQ 
CHU ,OFFH 
c 
NZ,LP4 
C,6 
DRQ 
CHU ,OOH 
c 
NZ,LP5 
A,CTRACK) 
11H 

A,OFAH 
Z,TR11 
A,OFBH 
AF 
DRQ 
AF 
CHU ,A 
c,oo 
DRQ 
CHU ,ODAH 
c 
NZ,LP6 
DRQ 
CHU ,OF7H 
B 
NZ,LP1 
DE,37ECH 

; FORM ID CID AM) 

;ALWAYS 00 ., 
;SECTORS ALTERNATE. 
;USE D IF B IS EVEN. 
;USE E IF B IS ODD. 
; 

;SECTOR LENGTH 

;GENERATE CRC ' 
•12 FF'S, . 

,·6 OO'S. 

;DATA ADDRESS IS 
;DIFFERENT ON DIRECTORY 
;ASSUME IT IS TRACK 11 
;IF IT WAS 11 DONT CHANGE 
;IT WAS~'T 11 SO A.M.=Fa 
;PROTECT AF FROM DRQ 

;DATA ADDRESS MARK 

•256 DA'S, . 

;GENERATE 2CRC'S 
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7E24 1A 01700 LP7 LO A, COE) ;LOAD FF 'S FOR REMAINDER 
7E25 CB47 01710 BIT O,A ;STILL BUSY? 
7E27 2808 01720 JR Z,DONE 
7E29 CB4F 01730 BIT 1,A ;DATA READY? 
7E2B 28F7 01740 JR Z,LP7 
7E2D 36FF 01750 LO CHU,OFFH 
7E2F 18F3 01760 JR LP7 
7E31 00 01770 DONE NOP 

01780 ,. 
01790 ;WRITE CONTENTS OF 
01800 ;BUFFER BACK TO DISK 
01810 	 ,. 

7E32 0600 01820 LD B,O 	 ;SECTOR COUNTER 
7E34 1604 01830 LD D,4 ;ERROR COUNTER 
7E36 78 01840 LPCO LD A,B 
7E37 32EE37 01850 LD C37EEH) ,A ;LOAD SECTOR REG. 
7E3A 48 01860 LD C,B 


. 7E3B QC 01870 INC c 

7E3C 210070 01880 LD HL,BSTART 

7E3F OD 01890 LPC1 DEC c 
7E40 2808 01900 JR Z,FINC ;CALCULATE BUFFER LOC. 
7E42 D5 01910 PUSH DE 
7E43 110001 01920 LO DE,256 
7E46 19 01930 ADD HL,DE 

7E47 D1 01940 POP DE 

7E48 18F5 01950 JR LPC1 

7E4A 3E01 01960 FINC LD A,01 


' . 	 7E4C 32E137 01970 LD C37E1 H) ,A ;CONTINUE DRIVE 
7E4F 3AFF7F 01980 LO A, (TRACK) 
7E52 FE11 01990 CP 11H ;WRITE COMMAND IS 

02000 ;DIFFERENT 
7E54 3EA9 02010 LO A,OA9H ;AS FOR TRACK 11 
7E56 2802 02020 JR Z,TR11C 
7E58 3EA8 02030 LO A,OA8H ;FOR ALL OTHER TRACKS 
7E5A 32EC37 02040 TR11C LD (37ECH) ,A ;LOAD CMD REG. 
7E5D E3 02050 EX CSP) ,HL 
7E5E E3 02060 EX (SP) ,HL 
7E5F E3 02070 EX CSP) ,HL 
7E60 E3 02080 EX CSP) ,HL 
7E61 3AEC37 02090 LPC2 LD A,C37ECH) ;GET STATUS 
7E64 OF 02100 RRCA 
7E65 300A 02110 JR NC,DONEC 
7E67 OF 02120 RRCA 
7E68 30F7 02130· JR NC,LPC2 
7E6A 7E 02140 LO A, CHU ;DRQ SET. OUTPUT A BYTE 
7E6B 32EF37 02150 LO C37EFH),A
7E6E 23 02160 INC HL 
7E6F 18FO 02170 JR LPC2 
7E71 3AEC37 02180 DON EC LD A,C37ECH) ;GET STATUS 
7E74 FEOO 02190 CP 00 ;TERMINATION WITHOUT 

02200 ;ERROR? 
7E76 280B 02210 JR Z,GOODC 
7E78 15 02220 DEC D ;TRY AGAIN 
7E79 20BB 02230 JR NZ,LPCO 
7E7B 32007F 02240 LO C7F00H),A 
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7E7E 3E57 02250 LO 
7E80 32FD3F 02260 LO 
7E83 1604 02270 GOODC LO 
7E85 04 02280 INC 
7E86 78 02290 LO 
7E87 FEOA 02300 CP 
7E89 C2367E 02310 JP 
7E8C C32D40 02320 JP 
7E8F 3AEC37 02330 DRQ LO 
7E92 CB4F 02340 BIT 
7E94 28F9 02350 JR 
7E96 C9 02360 RET 
7E97 E3 02370 BUSY EX 
7E98 E3 02380 EX 
7E99 E3 02390 EX 
7E9A E3 02400 EX 
7E9B 3AEC37 02410 LPBUS LO 
7E9E CB47 02420 BIT 
7EAO 20F9 02430 JR 
7EA2 C9 02440 RET 
0000 02450 END 
00000 TOTAL ERRORS 

WHEN OUR PROGRAMS TALK PEOPLE LISTEN 
Radio Shack has the machine to make your computer talk. We 

have the software! 
Until recently there has been little support for the TRS-SO® Voice 

Synthesizer. At D & M Software we feel that within two years 
virtually all computers will talk and for this reason we have 
instigated a crash program to develop as many quality programs as 
possible to fulfill the projected explosive demand by educators and 
businesses. 

Sound effects are nice but a talking computer is sensational I So, if 
you own a synthesizer or are considering purchasing one then 
consider our support. We offer a whole new dimension in interactive 
programming for education, business, or fun . 

SPELLING BEE (A 3 PART PROGRAM) 
The computer administers a lesson consisting of ten words . When 

the student has learned them he is given an oral quiz in true spelling 
bee fashion . When the lesson has been completed student may 
advance to next lesson. The program is structured so that an un
limited number of lessons can be gived with progresively greater 
degrees of difficulty. Excellent for any grade or age level . Includes ten 
sample lessons of ten words each . The second part of the program 
allows one to create his own spellirig lessons on cassette for much 
needed flexibility. A third part enables one to practice creating new 
words using the phonetic spellings needed by the synthesizer. Error 
trapped and bug free. 

MOD-1 16K L-11 $19.95
MULTIPLY 

An interactive, vocal, adventure in arithmetic . The program offers 
a list of four programs which include multiplication, division, add
ition and subtraction. Lessons are printed on the screen and oral 
tests are administered. Positive reinforcement is given the student 
as he progresses. Scores are kept and grades given orally as the 
student and computer work together toward a better understanding 
in mathematics. 

L-ll 16K $19.95 
CROSS REFERENCE DICTIONARY-12,000 LISTINGS 

The largest known cross reference manual for use with the 
TRS-80® Voice Synthesizer. No need to spend more long hours 
learning another computer language. Want your computer to say a 
word? Look up the Engl ish spelling . Right next to it you'll find the 
phonetic spelling that your synthesizer needs to say it correctly. 
Included is a large list of commonly used phonetically spelled 
phrases and sentences ready to type into your program. Invaluable 
as a time savinQ device. 

D & M SOFTWARE $14.95 
1 51 0 SOUTH 97TH 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98444 
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A,57H ;ALL TRIES WERE BAD 
C3FFDH),A ; "W" TO SCREEN 
o,4 
B 
A,B 
10 
NZ,LPCO 
402DH 
A,C37ECH) ;WAIT FOR CONTROLL~R TO 
1,A ;REQUEST DATA 
Z,DRQ 

(SP),HL ;WAIT FOR CONTROLLER 
CSP) ,HL ;TO FINISH A COMMAND 
(SP) ,HL 
CSP),HL 
A,C37ECH) 
O,A 
NZ,LPBUS 

• 

ELECTRIC SPREADSHEETTM 


NEW Considering VlsiCalc™? 
ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET does everything you can do 
with a pencil, paper and calculator. Start with a blank 
screen . Move the fast cursor to desired location. Enter line 
or column labels or data. Select preprogrammed operators 
for line, column, or cell calculations. Run . Results appear 
on the screen, formatted for your printer. Revise. Run 
again . 

PREPROGRAMMED OPERATORS for mathematics , 
finance, and statistics. Save data on tape or disk. The 
screen is your window to a larger spreadsheet. Output 
features scrolling and split-screen . Variable formats for 
labels and data. 

UNLIMITED APPLICATIONS. P/ L forecast. Personal 
budget . Real estate investment . Net worth forecast. 
Invoice. Cash flow estimate. Sales analysis. Check record . 
Business forms . 

16K version has 50 operators. 32/48K version has 70 
operators plus histogram plot, remote storage of data, · 
global revise spreadsheet layout, alpha entries, and more. 

16K Model I or Ill Tape .. . .. ...... . .. . . ... .. .. . . $34.95 

32/48K Model I or Ill Tape .... .. ............ . ... $64.95 

48K Model Ill Disk .. .. . ....... .... ...... . ..... . $67.95 


YOU CAN'T LOSE! Calif . orders add 61/2% tax. 
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Starwriter I - 25 cps - .$1795 
I & Starwriter II - 45 cps - $2195 

You knew it could print ... Cables: $38 - specify TRS-80 Model I. II or Ill 

Did you know it can PLOT?? 

TWO Printers on 0 NE Computer 
Our WYE Interface is bidirectional. 


CMOS switched lines. 

For TRS-80 Model I and Ill - $119.00 


For TRS-80 Model II - $149.95 

Do it with a flick of a switch! 

PRINT WHEELS 

For your Daisy Wheel Printers 

Set of 6, complete with case. 


$69.00 

LORDS 
Small Systems Design 
P.O. Box 99 
Port Angeles, WA 98362 
Telephone (206) 457-3064 



FOR TRS-80* MODEL I USERS ONLY 

16 Times 
Normal Speed ' ' .ters ,., :_.,, 

• rsol1<'1}'' i.<!"-9'~ . 
pe .··· · ' TRS-80 is a trademark of1andy Corp. 

· High speed load TRS-80* Level II cassettes 

· Input 15K byte Level II program in 15 seconds 

· Search BASIC or SYSTEM programs by name 

Unlike other high speed tape input de
vices, FASTLOAD uses standard format 
cassettes. Therefore, there is no need to 
re-record on other media. At 8000 baud, 
FASTLOAD is faster than disk for short 
programs. FASTLOAD reads tapes at the 
fast-forward speed of the CTR-41 cassette 
recorder. The recorder can also be used 
for CSAVE at the normal speed. 

FASTLOAD connects to the 40 pin 1/0 or 
to the Expansion box. The control program 
does not use computer memory because 
it is in a built-in PROM. Other valuable 
features are keyboard debounce program, 
automatic key repeat routine and key
beep via cassette speaker. Price is $188.00 
for FASTLOAD and $95.00 for the modi
fied CTR-41 recorder. 

Personal Micro Computers Inc. 

475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 962-0220 
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Hardware Evaluation 

Lobo Drives International 

LX-80 Expansion Interface 


and 


Dual 8'' Disl< Drive Unit 

Evaluation 


Opening them Up 
· Both units arrived well packed and undamaged. 

Our first impression was one of good design and 
beauty. Both the interface and drive unit, which 
contained two 8" Shugart disk drives, have metal 
cases which should preclude any Radio Frequency 
radiation problems. 

"We experienced no 
rebooting, loss of data, or 
any other problems 
whatsoever with the LX
80." 

The Manuals 
The manuals are typical of most manufacturers 

incomplete. They simply assume too much on the 
part of the owner . The writing is vague and confusing 
in some areas (especially the drive hookup area). We 
had our 5%" floppy disk drive cable reversed because 
the manual didn't point out that this cable goes on 
upside down. The only manual supplied with the 
drives is the SA800/ 801 service and maintenance 
manual from Shugart. It is our understanding that a 
five-page addendum is being supplied to assist in 
setting up .the LOOS operating system with the LX
80. This addendum has three sections which cover 
some of the shortcomings mentioned. 

80-U.S. Staff 

The Test Installation 

The test installation included the following 
configuration: 

Exatron Stringy Floppy 

Radio Shack 16K Level II Model I TRS-80 


Lobo LX -80 Expansion Interface with 32K and two 

RS-232 serial ports 


Lobo 8202CX SA800 dual 8" disk drive 

C ltoh TEC FP-1500 Starwriter I Daisy Wheel 

Radio Shack 5 1/.i " disk drive (Shugart 35-track) 

The cost of the LX80 is $799 without memory or 

RS-232 capabilities . However, the manual does 
mention the fact that an owner may purchase chip 
sets and install memory without having a service 
shop do it. Our configuration, with 32K and dual RS
232 ports, is $1049 . The dual disk unit is $1579., 
with an additional $50. for the disk cable . 

Performance 
During · our tests, all equipment from Lobo 

performed better than expected . We experienced a 
typical windy spr ing day during the tests, in which 
the voltage of our power line fluctuated wildly. 
During this type of weather, the Radio Shack 
expansion interface would typically reboot. We 
experienced no rebooting , loss of data, or any other 
problems whatsoever with the LX-80. Credit that to a 
well designed and regulated power supply. If you take 
a look at the photos you will see the power supply of 
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the LX-80. The power supply of the disk drive unit is 
even more impressive. 

The Exatron Stringy Floppy failed to initialize, and a 
quick phone call verified that the unit is not 
supported. While this is no big loss for most 
installations, the stringy floppy is a unit that should 
be considered while designing interfaces. It appears 
to be something that cannot easily be gotten around, 
as the LX-80 uses the empty RAM area between 
3000H and 3FFFH for a ROM, which is the same area 
used by the stringy floppy ROM . Too bad. 

The big news however, is the floppy disk controller. 
The 1791 chip, similar to the Western Digital chip 
used by Radio Shack, does a job on the older Radio 
Shack drives. We now have double density! The older 
drives have always been capable of double density 
and now there is no reason not to use them . With 
LOOS configuring the system, we can now get 568K 
(77 tracks) from each 8" drive and 152K (35 tracks) 
from each 5%" drive. These figures are user space on 
formatted data diskettes. Total formatted space is 
578K for 8" and 158K for 5%", 35 track diskettes . The 
cost per byte for the total 1, 183,774 bytes of storage 
on the 8202CX is $0.001334 per byte . Adding the 
$849 and $1049 and $50 for a total cost of $3527 ., 
the cost per byte for total user bytes (1,222,064 
memory and disk) comes to $0.002886. A four drive 
Model II, in comparison, comes in at $0.003301 per 
byte. 

If you would use the maximum available in 8" 
drives - i.e., 8 double density, double sided disk drives 
- you could very easily achieve 9.25 megabytes of on
line disk storage. 

We did not test the RS-232 ports in this unit, but 
expect they should perform better than Radio 
Shack's, as they are an integral part of the big board 
in the interface. For those with special needs in 
configuring the RS-232 ports, which are optional, 
they may be wired in any manner desired. As they 
come initially, they are not hooked up. There are two 
24-pin jumper plugs in front of the serial connectors. 
These are removed and hardwired according to the 
user's needs. This eliminates the need for special 
cables in unique situat ions. LDQS can then be 
configured for baud rate, length, parity and so on . 

The LX-80 will support a hard disk in place of any 
one of the drives. We had none, and so this area was 
not tested . 

Both the expansion interface and the dual 8" disk 
units performed as advertised. The quality of 
construction , hefty power suplies and other options 
available all speak of professionalism. With this 
equipment, the TRS-80 Model I is a very definite 
contender for a business installation . I would not 
hesitate at all to trust business software to this 
configuation . 

Indeed, Lobo has done an outstanding job and we 
feel the equipment is well worth the price. • 

Test Installation 

The Dual 8" Drive Unit 
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STS0-111 The Ultimate Communications Package: 
Price $150.00 

This is our top of the line communication package. Full disk 
support including DOS commands have been implemented. 
ST80-lll '" has been on the market for over two years and has 
become the standard in TRS-80'" communication. This 
package has been used in a wide variety of applications 
including use with: 
Addressomultigraph, Compugraphics, Spectrometers, and a 
wide range of Time-sharing computers. 

IBM CDC ITEL Honeywell 
DEC WANG Prime Data General 
Amdhal RCA XEROX GE 
Apple Heath Northstar Altos 
Superbrain PET Cromemco HP 2000 

The package includes the ST80-lll '" smart terminal program 
and nine other communication utilities: Fully documented 
with easy to follow instructions, ST80-lll '" is by far the best 
terminal product on the market today. Features: 

1) User configurable communication tables 
2) Auto Logan 
3) Last line repeat 
4) Formatted video (Page, Scroll & Formatted) 
5) Direct cursor addressing 
6) File transfer from disk or to disk 
7) Printer support 
8) Echo, Feedback & Veriprompt'" verifies data 

transmitted 
9) 110 to 9600 BAUD support 

10) Remote control of Memory open & close, 
Printer on & off, Video on & off & auto logon 

11) Help display 
12) User definable function keys 

Host Communications: Price $ 50.00 
This program is by far the best HOST program you can buy. 
It supports the PRINT and statement for the remote 
TAS-80'" running any of the ST80'" smart terminal 
programs. All of the ST80-lll " advanced functions are 
supported by host allowing easy access via Basic, Fortran 
and machine language programs. Host features include: 

1) User defined AS-232 port addressing 
2) Definable BAUD rates from 110 to 9600 
31 Definable break (yes/no) 
41 Allow line feeds 
5) Commands: 
a) Turn on ATS (request to send), 

bl Turn off ATS, 

cl Receive data only from terminal, 

d) Receive data only from host, 

e) Send data only to host, 

fl Send data only to terminal, 

g) Operate in duab terminal code, 

h) Operate in ST80 mode, 

ii Check CTS status. (clear to send) 


This is a self relocating subroutine that can load anywhere in 
high memory. 

Communications hardware avallable 

~ SMALL BUSINESS . 

'W·~ SYSTEMS GROUP, INC. 
""" • 6 Carlisle Road 
~ Westford, MA 01886 

1617) 692-3800 Circle 49 

Word Processing? You need a 

SPELLING CHECKER 
This is an e:<aMple of a text berng chec•.ed b~ 

HEXSf'ELL. The te:.:t scrolls up the screen as it is checked. When 
an error is detected, _ljott ·have three choices. 

ll REPLACE the irreorrect word. The rep laC1!M1'r.t· word 
is INSTANTLY RE-Cf£CKED for correctr.ess, then inserted ir. the 
te:.;t, 

2) The word is correct, leave it as it is, 
3) Leave the word as i.t is, ANO tell fEXSF'ELL to 

LEAHN this ward for ·foture referer1ce, with just· orie ke'lstroke. 
Your dccuMent is read~ to prir.t as soon as HEXSPELL 

is fir1ished. The word in error e,g, l 

WOl\1l IN Efi-r-ffi: Mi ssta~.e 
cOOINUATION : is··shown in conte:.rt., ir1cluding continuation 

PRESS: Rl REPLACE WORD S) LEAVE AS IS Li LEARN Wllf\D 

HeXSPeLL 
sneaky

zaps those .$Raeky- typos 
HEXSPELL shows you the errors right where it finds them, 
then instantly checks your corrections to make sure they ARE 
correct! When HEXSPELL is finished the corrected docu· 
ment is ready for printing. HEXSPELL comes with a 20,000 
word list, with room for 8000 more! Just one keystroke 
teaches HEXSPELL a new word. You can even clear the 
memory and teach HEXSPELL a complete new language. 
Programs, wordlist & manual $69us. Manual only $12. ~ -
Reau ires 48K TRS·BO Mod I with 2 Drive & TRSDOS l:. -~- , 

Tes led against Scripsil & Elec tric Pencil, shou ld work with mosl word processors 


TRS·80. Scrlps11 are trademarks of Tandy Corp 

Electric Penc1l 1s a trademark ot Michael Sh1ayer Sottware Circle 73 


HeXA.GON P.O. Box 397, station A 
~¥ST.ea..ae. Vancouver, e.c. Canada V6C 2N2 
'7 I ' m'7 Telephone (604) 682·7646 

NEW EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMS forthe 

You can now order 

reading programs for TRS-80* 


READING COMPREHENSION· ECONOMICS· 

PHYSICS· MATH·AUTO MECHANICS· HISTORY 


2 FULL LENGTH PROGRAMS only $9.90 (one cassette) 

16 PROGRAM COURSE only $77.00 (8 cassettes) 


-----Order by checking the desired programs: ---- 
•Reading •Auto Physics 1 $

0 9 90 
Comprehension Mechanics Physics 2 · 

Cd 1 $9.90 Ka 1 $9 90 Economics 1 $9.900 0 0
Cd 2 Ka 2 · Economics 2 

Cd 3 
0 Ka 3 $9 90 0 History 9 $9.900 Cd 4 $9.90 Ka 4 . History 10 

• 12 more Cd's available • 12 more Ka's available 

2 Demo programs $ Utilize with any Model I, Level I or
9

.
0 90

and Catalogue Level II , 4K and 16K or any Model Ill. 
"TRS·BO IS A TM OF TANDY CORP. Displays lower case if you have it. 

I have enclosed a total of _ ___. $9.90 for each 2 program 
1· cassette ordered plus $.50 per cassette for shipping/handling to: 

!DORSETT :;:~::~::. 
I P.O. Box 1226, Norman,Ok. 73070 Circle 78 
I 
I Name-·-----
I Address ___I 
I City State _.Zip __ 

~----------------------------..1 
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FAST, REAL·TIME ACTION WITH SOUND 

By John Allen 

• 

I ..:• By John Allen 

Get your flipper fingers ready for action in this Fast machine language action game, with 
real-time machine language game. sound, from the author of the acclaimed 

"PINBALL"!Lots of sound and flashing graphics make .this 
fast action game so much like the real thing Try to keep up with the action and outscore 
that you'll have to remind yourself not to your opponent in five minutes of one-on-one 
shake your TRS-80.* Choose from five playing basketball. Steal the ball, duck around your 
speeds to match your skill-but be prepared opponent and slant toward the basket for a lay 
for a lot of practice if you ever hope to master up! The graphics are based on a 3-dimension
the fas test speed. al depiction of a basketball court, and ball 

dribbling sounds add to the realism. Compete Can you beat your friends' scores? Will you 
against a friend or your computer. avoid the dreaded "Bermuda Square?" Get 

PINBALL today and find out. Available for It's all there but the cheers-on tape for only 
$14.95 on tape or $20.95 on disk. $14.95, disk version for $20.95. 

• IU~lll@(Wrg[b MMK>fM.MM 
1111111 ·

t t. t t --· .Gl~Gl ·X X X X l(U • 

n. n--_n: "' -·· •m -'......·-' •U ,'IJLl!I,H.P • ,'!": : ®~©a®i 
By Leo Christopherson By Cart Miller 

Your 'droid has already learned NIM, so now A newand faster machine language approach to this 
it's time to teach it how to wield a laser sword! classic (and addictive) space game. As you play, the 
For DUEL-N-DROIDS, a new type of animation aliens drop bombs, move from side to side, and try to 
and high-quality sound has been developed by overrun your bases. All you have to do is shoot them 
Leo Christopherson, author of "Android NIM;' down. It's easy-until they speed up their action! 
"Dancing Demon" and other animations. You choose the speed, enemy bomb frequency 
Your 'droid starts out as a lowly clown. You teach and accuracy, and how many shots and bases 
it how to use a laser sword by controlling its you have. Unlike other games of this type, you 
movements. After it attains the rank of "Grand can move your base and simultaneously fire at 
Master," enter it in the tournament against the the invaders. Fun for all ages and skill levels, it 
program. Entertainment for all ages! has full sound effects for even more excitement. 

.Available for $14.95 on tape, $20.95 for disk. Available for only $14.95 on tape or $20.95 on disk. 

Available now from these and other fine Acorn dealers --

AUTHORS & DEALERS WANTED 

Acorn 

Software Products, Inc. 

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E .. Washington, D.C. 20003 

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
Box 3435 
Longwood, FL 32750 

COMPUTERLAND/CLEVELAND 
1288 SOM Center Rd . 
Mayfield Hts., OH 44124 

and 
4579 Great Northern Blvd. 
Cleveland, OH 44070 

DIGIBYTE COMPUTER CENTER 
31 East 31st St. 
New York, NY 10016 

E.B. GARCIA & ASSOCIATES 
203 North Wabash 
Chicago, IL 60601 

Circle 5 

H & E COMPUTRONICS 
50 North Pascack 
Spring Valley, NY 10977 

HOBBY WORLD ELECTRONICS 
19511 Business Center Dr. 
North Ridge, CA 91324 

THE PROGRAM STORE 
4200 Wisconsin Ave. 
Washington, DC 20016 

and 

w. Bell Plaza 
6600 Security Blvd. 
Baltimore, MD 21207 

• TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. 
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Feature 

For TRS-80 Model I 

80-U.S. Staff LDOS 

YOUR next 


Operating Systein? 

LOOS, from Logical Systems 

Incorporated (LSI) is another of the 
many DOS's · that have recently 
appeared. LSI is a new corporation 
which was founded with the sole 
purpose of the creation and promotion 
of operating systems. Bill Schroeder, 
president and major ity stockholder of 
the new corporation, remains vice 
president of the Galact ic Software 
division of GS & WS Incorporated. 

An Upgraded VTOS 4 .07 
This DOS has more misconception 

about it than any other. LOOS is 
rumored to be nothing more than an 
updated version of VTOS 4.0. This is 

simply not true. While LSI did receive a 
license to use VTOS and LOOS does 
contain portions of the code authored 
by Randy Cook, the majority of this 
DOS is new code . This is evidenced by 
the 45 or so new commands and 
parameters beyond the VTOS 
configurat ion. 

LOOS is the first DOS to make full 
use of the 1791 -02 chip (compatible 
with Western Digital 's 1791 chip) 
used in Lobo Drive 's new LX-80 
expansion interface (see preceeding 
article) which supports a mixture 
of 5%", 8" and hard disk drives in a 
number of formats, including single 
and double density, single and double 

Figue 1 

Commands which are the same in 


both LOOS and TRSDOS 

APPEND 


, CLOCK * 

DATE * 


LIB 

LOAD 


RENAME 

TIME * 


VERIFY * 


* May be delet ed from the operating 
system. 

Figure 2 

Output of the Library Command DIR 


Free space= 0.0 K Drive 0 LDOS-5.0 -- 05/05/81 

Filespec Attributes Prot I LRL #Recs I Ext File Space Mod Date 

SSL/CMD ALL I 256 44 I 4 s= 11.2 K 05-May- 81 
LBASIC/CMD ALL I 256 28 I 3 S= 7.5 K 05-May-81 
L/BAS + ALL I 256 2 I 1 S= 1.2 K 05-May-81 
PR23/JCL + ALL I 256 1 I 1 S= 1.2 K 05-May-81 
PR2/JCL + ALL I 256 1 I 1 S= 1.2 K 05-May-81 
SYSTEM/JCL + ALL I 256 1 I 1 S= 1.2 K 06-May-81 
FORMAT/CMD IP EXEC I 256 17 I 2 S= 5.0 K 05-May-81 
BACKUP/CMD IP EXEC I 256 18 I 1 S= 5.0 K 05-May-81 
CONFIG/SYS P+ ALL I 256 4 I 1 S= 1.2 K 05-May-81 
BASIC/OVN IP EXEC I 256 8 I 1 S= 2.5 K 05-May-81 
PR/FLT P READ I 256 4 I 1 S= 1.2 K 27-Mar-81 
BASIC/OVX IP EXEC I 256 10 I 1 s= 2.5 K 05-May-81 
LOBO/OCT P READ I 256 2 I 1 S= 1.2 K 05-May-81 
PRPAGE/JCL + ALL I 256 1 I 1 S= 1.2 K 05-May-81 
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sided and various track counts . What 
this really translates into is same size, 
same sided disks can be swapped 
between TRS-80 Models I, II and Ill, 
and some selected S-100 machines 
while operating under LOOS (as it 
becomes available for them). No one is 
doing that (NEWDOS80 for the Model 
Ill, perhaps, will allow Model I and Ill 
diskettes to be exchanged, but 
NEWDOS80 has not been configured 
for the Model II). 

The production team for LOOS 
consisted of Bill Schroeder of Ga lactic 
Software as project leader, Roy Soltoff 
of Mysosis as systems analyst, and 
Roger Billings, Kirk Hobart, Chuck 
Jensen, Dick Konop, Tim Mann and 
Lance Micklus, as team members. 

The Manual 

The first thing about the manual is 
its completeness and readability. It 
comes in its own 1V2" D-ring binder 
with sheet lifter. This is all very good, 
but it would be nice to have indicies for 
the various sections (we understand 
these will be supplied in future 
editions). 

The command syntax section of 
each instruction, be it library 
command, utility, or program section, 
is lacking in indication as which 
parameters are optional or 
unnecessary. While the text which 
accompanies each section illustrates 
the options, a quick glance just does 
not allow for a complete understand
ing of the syntax required . 

Basic vs LBasic 

LBasic is not included with LOOS, 
but is user created from Radio Shack 
Basic as contained on TRSDOS 2.3 in 
its original, unmodified condition. 
Should you be getting into disk 
use without any of Radio Shack's 
products, you will need to purchase 
TRSDOS 2.3 and the Model I 
TRSDOS/ Disk Basic manual. The 
total cost should be less than $21.00 
from your local Radio Shack store. 
LOOS provides two patches which 
initialize LBasic without much 
trouble from Radio Shack's Basic. 

LBasic occupies one to two 
additional K (1024 bytes) of memory in 
normal and block file modes, 
respectively. However, if a user 
program needs as much memory as 
can be allowed, LOOS supports Radio 
Shack Basic in its unmodified form 
and is the on ly DOS outside of 
TRSDOS to do so. 

While LBasic doesn't add a lot of 
additional commands to normal Radio 

(your dictionary, that is) . 

Now you can proofread and correct 
ten pages of text in less than one minute, 
with MICROPROOF dictionary software 

• 	 EASY TO USE: Prepare your text on any Z-80 based microcomputer, . 
using any of a number of popular word processing programs. When you 
are finished, enter the appropriate command, and MICROPROOF proof
reads your document, displaying misspellings and typos on the screen. 
Then MICROPROOF displays each error separately, requesting you to 
enter the correct spelling for each. Finally, MICROPROOF corrects your 
document. All in less than a minute. 

• 	 COMPREHENSIVE: MICROPROOF comes with a 50,000 word 
vocabulary. That's equivalent to a Webster's Pocket Dictionary. And 
MICROPROOF's dictionary is INFINITELY EXPANDABLE. You can add 
your own technical words and jargon. 

• 	 RECOGNIZES prefixes, suffixes, hyphenation and comment lines. 

• 	 REQUIRES ONLY 32K of memory and one single or double density 
5)/,i inch or 8 inch disk drive . 

• 	 AFFORDABLE: Available in three forms: fully independent program 
to identify errors, independent program to identify and correct errors, 
or with a conversion program that will permit MICROPROOF to operate 
from within your own word processing software. 

PRICES 
TRS-80® Model I, Ill version $125.00 Correcting Feature $60.00 
TRS-80® Model II version $200.00 Word Processing Conversion 
CP/ M® version $200.00 Scrtpslt ' or Electric Pencil ' $35.00 
APPLE® version available soon Separate User's Manual $5.00 

Master Charge and Visa accepted. No COD please. California residents add 6% sales tax. 


Send for a brochure- specify type of microcomputer and word processing software used. 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 


CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE 

Post Office Box 5028 


Walnut Creek, California 94596 

(415) 524·8098 


Circle 85 
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Feature 

Shack Basic, the features are worth 
mentioning. 

Upon entering LBasic, the operator 
may specify up to four options: 1) the 
number of file buffers to be set aside 
default is three; 2)the highest memory 
address to be used by LBasic - default 
is that set by HIGH$ (system); 3) an 
LBasic command, such as 

RUN"MYPROG/ BAS"; 

and 4) block file mode which allows 
file logical record lengths (LRL) to be 
less than 256 bytes - default is on. 

LOOS Library commands, such as 
DIR, FREE, etc ., may be executed 
directly from LBasic using the 
CMD"command " form and requ ires 
approximately 4K of free memory. The 
exceptions are those commands 
which modify the HIGH$, or top of 
memory, location. 

Four additional commands have 
been added to the CMD' " ' functions 
found in Radio Shack Basic: 1) 
CMD"O" turns off the [BREAK] key 
entry into the system debug utility; 2) 
CMD"P" sends the current screen 
information to the printer; 3) CMD"N" 
renumbers the current LBasic 
program in memory (see further 
explanation of this feature below); and 
4) CMD"X" provides a variable and 
line number cross-reference utility. 

Sequential and Random (direct) 
:..ccess fi les have been improved . You 
can now add directly to the end of a 
sequential file by using 

OPEN" E",buffer-number,"filename" 

In random files, 

OPEN" RN ",buffer-number,"name" 

will open and create a new file . If one 
already exists, an error condition will 
be created, leaving error trapping 
options open to the programmer. 
Likewise, 

OPEN"RO",buffer-number,"name' ' 

. will only open an existing file, again 
generating an error condition if it does 
not already exist. 

The other nice feature of LBasic is 
the block file mode of random files, 
which allows the use of more efficient 
file handling techniques through short 
record lengths as described in the 
"Files & Foibles" article of May/ Jun 
81, 80-U.S. Journal. 

LBasic also upgrades the editor 
portion of Basic. You now may control 
listing functions with the up and down 
arrow keys and may enter the edit 
.mode through pressing the comma 
key. [CLEAR] and up-arrow lists the 

first line of a program while [CLEAR] 
and down-arrow lists the last. The 
period key w i ll list the current line. 
Single character commands - L for 
LIST, E for EDIT, A for AUTO and D for 
DELETE - are supported. 

The Line Renumber 

The renumber function is a little 
different and may cause a few 
frustrations . Default increment 
between lines is 20, not 10. This is 
n ice and allows for more space in 
inserting additional program lines. 
However, we grew up w ith 10 and 
prefer 10, thank you. 

The LBasic program renumber will 
prescan tor errors prior to actually 
renumbering any lines. If an error 
condit i on is encountered , no 
renumbering will take place. The 
command has an optional parameter 
to skip the scan for errors. 

No matter what we did, we could not 
make this function misbehave. It 
would not allow creation for a program 
with line numbers out of sequence. If 
there are times you would wish to 
move a series of lines from one area to 
another of an LBasic program, 
resulting in lines that are out of 
sequence, this function will not allow 
it. 

This Basic certainly doesn't have all 
the bells and whistles contained in 
other versions of Radio Shack Basic. 
But it does contain all the necessary 
elements to do a good job efficiently 
and effectively. 

LOOS Library Commands 

The commands in Figure 1 remain 
the same as TRSDOS. Abbreviat ions 
are allowed in many library 
commands . All of the library 
commands which are tagged wi th an 
asterisk may be deleted from the 
operating disk to allow for more disk 
space . The following commands have 
changed or are new to LOOS: 

ATTRIB* - The syntax here is slightly 
modified and the KILL protection level 
does not allow re-ATIRIB. However, 
ALL and FULL (the same as ALL) do. 

AUTO* - No syntatical changes here 
except the DOS-command may be up 
to 32 characters in length . With the 
addition of DO filename / JCL 
capability, full autoboot into any 
program is possible. 

BOOT* - Though new, accomplishes 
the same thing as pressing the reset 
button if no key is held down during 
the reboot process. However, if one or 
two keys are held during reboot. it is 

possible for the system to bypass the 
SYSGEN configuration file, bypass the 
AUTO command file, enter the system 
DEBUG util ity, or disable the keyboard 
debounce and key repeat function . 

BUILD* - This new command to 
Model I TRSDOS is similar to the 
Model II and Ill TRSDOS in that an 
executable DO file may be created. 
However, in LOOS this file is a JCL 
(Job Control Language) file , complete 
with its own syntax. It is very complex 
and allows for such things as operator 
keyboard input, conditional branching 
and so on . In short, it is an additional 
language which is compiled and 
executed from LOOS. In addition, 
Scripsit may be used to both create or 
edit a source file created for this 
language. 

COPY - This is a command which, in 
addition to the normal copy functions 
found in TRSDOS, will allow copying 
from a device (such as the keyboard, or 
RS-232 channel) to a diskfi le or 
visa-versa, and also between devices. 
Also, in normal copy modes a LRL may 
be spec ified and an option called 
CLONE will duplicate the directory 
entry of the original file being copied. 

CREATE* - This command is used to 
pre-create a file of a specified record 
length and size. 

DEBUG* - This utility in the LOOS 
library now has extended featu res. 
The normal DEBUG utility is 
functionally the same as the one 
found in TRSDOS. The extended 
portion includes a block move feature, 
allows you to type data directly into 
memory either in Hex or ASCII format, 
fill a block of memory with a specified 
byte, and has a feature yvhich allows 
you to read or write disk cylinders 
(tracks) to or from memory for 
modification. In addition, there are 
many other features of the extended 
version for comparing , execution and 
movement through the utility. Very 
powerful. 

DEVICE - While this command has 
not changed, the output is 
considerably expanded over TRSDOS. 
Specifically, one can now see the 
configuration of each of up to eight 
disk drives and the disk contained 
therein on the Lobo LX-80 interface, 
or up to four drives with the Radio 
Shack · interface. The logical drive 
number will be displayed with size, 
type (i.e., floppy or fixed), physical 
location on the cable, number of 
cyl inders (tracks), density and number 
of sides of the last disk accessed in 
that drive, stepping rate at wh ich the 
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drive is set, and time delay imposed 
between motor startup and access 
time on minifloppy drives. In addition, 
the keyboard, video and line printer 
devices, and their associated driver 
locations are given . Also information 
concerning a job log control device, 
source input device, listing output to a 
device and a user created device . In 
respect to this last information, it must 
be realized the LOOS is quite device 
independent and can therefore, be 
used to set up "real" and "Phantom" 
devices. 

DIR - lihis library function is also 
expanded in LOOS. Figure 2 shows a 
typical expanded directory of a disk. No 
longer is space expressed in granules, 
but now in K. Also included is a Mod 
date which is the date the file was last 
written to (dependent upon having the 
correct date in the computer). Also 
note the "+" symbol, which specifies 
that a file was written to since the last 
backup. Nice feature. Note also, the 
level of protection is now spelled out in 
plain English. The DIR may be used to 
list only those files of a certain type or 
name. 

The screen is not cleared prior to 
execution of the DIR. Display scrolling 
will stop every 15 lines (nice for big 
directories) or may be caused to scroll 
non -stop. Finally, the display may be 
sent optionally to a printer. 

DO - This command executes a 
previously assembled JCL file (as 
under the BUILD command). Since the 
JCL is a language, we simply do not 
have the space to discuss it here. 

DUMP* - This command is very 
similar to the TRSDOS command 
except that the dump may also be done 
in ASCII and terminated with a 
specified end of text marker. 

FILTER - This powenul command 
allows for an 1/ 0 path through 
a machine language filter 
(translator?). The manual 's technical 
section explains this in detail and 
includes examples . With this 
ammunition , a me;Jchine language 
programmer should be able to write 
his own FILTER program. Two such 
programs are suppl ied with LOOS: PR 
and KSM. The PR filter allows 
configuration of the line printer. We 
have used it at 80-U.S. to produce the 
line listings in this issue. With it, we 
were able to convert the up-arrow 
(which prints as a left-bracket) into the 
carat character as well as specify line 
length, page length, and number of 
characters to indent on line wrap-
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around (we use 2). The KSM filter 
allows for using a Basic shorthand 
with the keyboard which should be a 
real boon to programmers. 

FREE* - This command is expanded 
slightly in LOOS and now displays the . 
number of file directory entries still 
open, as well as the date the disk was 
created and the rema ining free space 
in rounded K. 

KILL - In addition to deleting a file from 
disk, this command can also kill (or 
cancel) a user created device. 

LINK - With this command you may 
link together devices, such as the line 
printer and screen in either or both 
directions. You may also link. to a 
diskfile through a phantom device 
created by the ROUTE command . 

LIST This command has been 
expanded to include a number of 
parameters not available from 
TRSDOS, including line numbering, 
setting tab expansion , starting at a 
specified line number, and output to a 
printer, all in ASCII mode; and a 
hexadecimal output where you may 
specify the beg inning record number, 
the log ical record length for display, or 
printer output. 

MEMORY - This command allows the 
setting of top of memory, modification 
of a memory address, jumping to a 
memory address, and will return to the 
current top of memory address. 

PROT* - In addition to the current 
TRSDOS options, you may also 
change a diskette name with this 
command . 

PURGE* - In the words ofthe manual, 
"this command allows for 'controlled' 
multiple kills of disk files ''. Model II 
and Ill users will be familiar with this 
feature . Very handy for cleaning up a 
diskette . 

RESET - This new command will 
restore all active devices and HIGH$ to 
the normal values associated with 
those devices. HIGH$ (top-of-memory) 
will be reset only if no background 
tasks are active (such as SPOOL, JKL, 
etc .). 

ROUTE - You may now re -route 1/ 0 
for a device or create a new one. 

RUN - As a DOS command, this will 
load a machine language program and 
execute it . It is possible to do this on a 
single drive system from a data disk by 
using an optional parameter. 

SET - This command sets a device to a 
driver routine, such as a serial printer 
driver or RS-232 driver. 
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ANNOUNCING 

MMSFORTH VERSION 2.0: 
MORE FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK 
TRS·80 MODEL I OR MODEL Ill ! 
* 	MORE SPEED 

10-20 t imes faster than Level II BASIC

* 	MORE ROOM 
Very compact compi led code pl us 
VI RTUAL MEM ORY makes your RAM 
ac t larger Variabl e number o f block 
buffers 31-char -un ique wordnames 
use only 4 bytes in header!

* 	MORE INSTRUCTIONS 
Add YOUR command s to i ts 
79-STANDAAO-plus instruct ion se t! 
Far more comple le than most Forl hs: 
si ngle & double pr ec ision, arrays. 
stri ng-handling , c lock. m o re 

* 	MORE EASE 
Exce ll ent full -screen Edi tor. struc tured 
& mod ular programming 
Word search ut i lit y 
Optimized for you r TRS-80 with key· 
board repeats, upperflower case di s 
p lay driver, full ASCII, s ingl e- & 
double-w id th graphics, etc

* 	MORE POWER 
Forth operating sys tem 
Interpreter AND compiler 
8080 Assembl er 
(Z80 Assembl er also avail able) 
Intermi x 35- to BO·t rack di sk dr ives 
Model Ill Sys tem can read , 
wri te & run Model I diskettes ! 
VIRTUAL 1/0 fo r video and printer, disk 
and tape (10-Megabyte hard disk ava ilable) 

m&i[j§FORTH 

THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH 


FOR TRS·80 

(Over 1,500 sys tem s in use) 

Prices : 
MM SFORTH Di sk Sys tem V2_0 (requ ires 1 di sk 
dri ve & 16K RAM. 32K for Model Ill) .. . $129.95" 
MMSFOATH Cassette System V2 0 (requires 
Level II BASIC & 16K RAM) $89.95" 

AND MMS GIVES IT 
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT 

So urce code provided 

MM SFORTH News letter 

Many demo programs aboard 

M MSFORTH User Gro ups 

Inex pensive upgrades 10 la tes t version 

Programmi ng staff can prov ide advice, 

modif ical ions and c ustom programs, 

to fit YOUR needs 


MM SFORTH UTILITIES DI SKETTE : includes 
FLOATI NG POI NT MATH (L 2 BASIC ROM rou· 
t ines p lus Complex numbers, Rec tang ul ar-Po lar 
coordinate conversions, Degrees mode. more), 
plus a lull Forth·style ZBO ASS EMBLER: plu s a 
powerfu l CROSS·REFERENCER to li st Forth 
words by bl ock and line, All on o ne diskette 
(requi res MMSFORTH V2 0. 1 drive & 32K 
RAM) $39.95 ' 

THE OATA HANDLEA V1 1: a very sophis ti ca ted 
database m anagemen t sys tem operabl e by non 

~,~~ka~giJrs (requires MMSF? RTH _v2. 05~~-~;~ 
MMSFORTH GAME S DISKETTE : real -li me 
graphi cs & board games wtsource code. In· 
eludes BREAKFORTH . CRAS HFORTH . FREE 
WAY, OTHELLO & TICTACFORTH (requires MMS· 
FORTH V2 0, 1 drive & 32 K RAM) . $39.95" 

Other MMSFORTH produc1s under development 

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE 
MicroFORTH PRIMER comes wi th MMS· 
FORTH: separately . $15.oo• 
USING FORTH · mo re detailed and advanced 
than above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00' 
THREADED INTERPREllVE LANGUAGES · ad· 
vanced, exce llent analysi s o f MMSFORTH -like 

5 1 5~~gc,a~xM DESIGN. & . CONSTRUCTION . ~~~r; 

to stru ctured program , good for Fo rth . . $8.95• 

FORTH .79 STANDARD MANUAL · o fficial refer 

ence to 79 ~ STANDARD word set, etc . $10.00" 

CALTECH FORTH MANUAL · good on For1h in · 


; ternal struc ture. etc . . . . . . . . . . . , . $10.oo• 

' FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug . 

1980) we stock thi s co llec tor 's item for Forth 

users and beginners . $4.oo• 


' · ORDERING INFORMATION: Software prices 

~~~\~~~. ~i~~Y:.1~s:~1i~~~~~~ss~~~~~v0/o~ ~g~~~
I or Model Ill ! Add $2.00 S/H plus $1.00 per addi· 
tional book; Mass . o rders add 5% tax. Foreign 
orders add 20% UPS COD, VISA & M/C ac
cept tJ d; no unpaid purchase o rders , please . 

Send SASE for free MMSFOR TH in format ion 

Good dealers sought 


Get MMSFORTH products from your 
computer dealer or 

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER 
SERVICES Circle 47 

61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760 
(617) 653-6136 



Feature 

tSPOOL - This command will establish 
afirst-in, first-out (FIFO) buffer either 
in memory or on disk for a specified 
device such as a line printer. 

SYSTEM* - This command will allow 
for setting system parameters for CPU 
speed (if you have a clock speed -up 
kit); disabling the break key; creation 
of a blinking cursor; specification of 
drive type, speed, and number; setting 
up the JKL function, including 
optionally sending graphics to a 
supporting line printer; loading the 
lower case driver; setting up a type
ahead feature; and finally configuring 
the disk to automatically set up your 
parameters upon BOOT. 

TRACE* - This command will display 
the Program Counter address and is 
handy for running and debugging 
machine language programs. 

XFER* - This command might best be 
called the single disk owner's COPY 
command . It does not require LOOS to 
be present on either disk used. 

The Utilities 

The Utilities included with LOOS are 
those necessary. While we missed an 
editor/ assembler and disassembler, it 
would only be a loss to programmers 
using those tools. 

As mentioned earlier, LOOS 
requires all disks to be formatted prior 
to use, as none of the utilities will 
automatically invoke this feature. 
Keep this in mind as we go through the 
.utilities. 

BACKUP This utility is self 
prompting for the uninitiated or those 
who don't like to type in a bunch of 
parameters. It will allow complete 
duplication (even to the way the 
directory was written), partial backups 
of files in a "controlled" environment. 
or not having a system disk resident in 
drive 0 . If you read the DIR 
information, you will note that 
updated files are flagged . It is possible, 
therefore to BACKUP ONLY THOSE 
FILES with this command . However, 
be aware that backup will not stop if 
·there is already information on the 
disk. Only on disks with different pack 
ID's, will the operator be given the 

· opportunity to abort the BACKUP 
under certain conditions. 

· The utility will allow for BACKUP 
between different disk sizes and 
densities and if more tiles exist than 
the destination disk will hold, the 
operator will be prompted to mount 
additional formatted disks until 
everything has been backed up. 

CMDFILE - This is LDOS's answer to 
LMOFFSET and appears to be much 
more complete as it allows not only 
tape-to-disk and disk - to-disk 
manipulation of machine language 
files, but also disk-to-tape. In addition, 
two files may be appended; a single 
file may be offset with an optional 
driver routine to disable such items as 
clock interrupts and the keyboard 
debounce routines ofTRSDOS, LOOS, 
or NEWDOS; a file may be appended 
with a patched code to correct errors 
in a manner similar to the PATCH 
utility described later; SYSTEM 
cassette tapes may be created from 
non-contiguous blocks of memory; 
and the load address range and entry 
point or transfer address may be 
displayed and printed. This utility is 
self-prompting and the manual is 
exceptionally clear · and complete, 
even to the inclusion of explanations 
of the appendages. 

FORMAT - This utility is completely 
self-prompting and allows for input ·of 
optional parameters including 
diskname; master password; disk 
density (if your controller supports it); 
number of sides (a two-sided disk is 
treated as a single-sided drive by 
LOOS); number of tracks; c:.nd the 
stepping rate if the disk is to be used in 
drive zero during boot . Eight-inch 
drives will always default to 77 tracks 
regardless of the parameter passed. 

LCOMM - This utility is a complete 
terminal package allowing keyboard 
send/receive; spooling of a line 
printer through a dynamic buffer; file 
transfer between systems and so on . 
It is a very large utility and must be 
treated separately to be appreciated. 
It may be used in conjunction with 
KSM and other features of LOOS. 

PATCH - This utility is common to the 
Model II TRSDOS and serves the same 
purpose here . It is used to make minor 
changes or corrections to existing disk 
files. 

Other Features 

LOOS includes an RS-232 driver for 
use in configuring the RS-232 serial 
port(s) in expansion interfaces. The 
KSM filter allows the use of files 
containing pre-defined phrases for 
direct keyboard entry. The PR filter is 
used to format the data sent to a line 
printer, including: addition of a line 
feed after a carriage return, number of 
characters per line, issuance of a HEX 
OC instead of a series of linefeeds for 
top-of-form, number of characters to 

be indented on wrapped -around lines, 
number of lines printed per page, page 
length in lines, setting of left margin, 
character translation and expansion 
of HEX 09 tab characters. 

The JCL is contained in its own 
portion of the manual. It is our 
understanding there is a tutorial being 
prepared to aid in the use of the JCL 
feature of LOOS. 

The technical section of the manual 
is quite inclusive for machine 
language buffs who want to explore 
disk operation. It includes man-{ calls 
and routines, as well as expla11ations 
of features unique to LOOS . 

The LOOS disk contains patches to 
Scripsit and Electric Pencil. The Pencil 
patch causes Pencil to honor HIGH$ 
(top of memory) and to use the 
standard keyborad driver and the 
KSM filter. The patch may be read by 
Pencil and modified should the user 
want part or all of the features added. 

The Scripsit patch forces it to use 
the active printer driver, honor HIGH$, 
corrects a stack problem and adds a 
"Q", or "Query" DOS directory 
command. It does a couple of other 
things which are fully explained in the 
remarks section of the file . Again, as in 
Pencil, Scripsit can read the FIX file . 

Conclusion 

Without a doubt, the outstanding 
feature of LOOS is the manual. 

If one uses only Radio Shack Basic, 
LOOS has to be classified as one of the 
easiest to use DOS's. LBasic with the 
preceeding "L", confused those not 
used to it . 

The solid support in the form of a 
very responsive group on the other 
end of an 800 number helps 
tremendously. By the same token, 
don't expect help if you pirated 
yourself a copy. 

At 80-U.S ., LOOS has become a real 
workhorse, since it fully supports any 
unmodified TRSDOS based programs 
and allows for printer configurations 
available only previously as special 
driver programs. 

Evaluating this (or for that matter, 
any other) DOS is difficult at best. We 
worked with it for over two months 
and have yet to fully exploit all its 
virtues . If you do get this DOS, put 
away all your other operating systems 
(as we were forced to do while using 
the LX-80) and give it a chance . We 
believe you will come to the same 
conclusion - LOOS is indeed the state 
of the art in operating systems. • 
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How to Buy or Sell . 
Computer Equipment

and Software · 

~\1111111 ~ 

and come out a winner 

Congratulations, you 're a winner whether you buy, sell 
or trade in the computer marketplace by subscribing 
and using Computer Shopper 's action yellow pages. 
And for your first bargain, take advantage of a FREE 
issue of Computer Shopper as a "Special Get 
Acquainted Offer." 

Act today and receive your first issue free in addition 
to the $10, one year/12 issue regular subscription. 
Of course, if you are not 100% satisfied, you may 
cancel and still keep the free issue just for trying 
Computer Shopper. · 

BONUS: New subscribers are entitled to a complimen
tary classified ad. Use it for pre-owned equipment or 
software or as a want-to-buy ad. Just print or type your 
ad on a plain piece of paper and send it along with 
your subscription. Your phone will probably start ringing 
before you receive your first issue. 

For MasterCard and VISA Subscriptions only, 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920 


In order to keep ad rares tlJii; low. we are not staffed to take ads by telephone. 


~ Circle 86 
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§ P.O. Box F36 • Titusville, FL 32780 
"ifd' Telephone 305-269-3211 
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Captain 80 

CAPTAIN 80 

Here's Joe Sysop, hacking away at 
the keyboard of his magnificent, 
spectacular, colossal, better-than
any-other-in-the-world computerized 
bulletin board service (BBS). Bleary
eyed, I type away on my Electric 
Pencil, formulating files, allocating 
space and consecrating disk drives, all 
in the hopes that my board would soon 
be up and running . 

So begins the saga of Aggravation 
80, the first CBBS to ask the question, 
" Can I ever get this thing on-line??" 

It · began · innocently enough. I 
bought myself a modem and a copy of 
Omniterm, · an excellent Smart 
Terminal program, and then began 
dialing up semi -local CBBS's like the 
Forum-80 i n Nashua , New 
Hampshire. At the time my phone bill 
was around thirty dollars a month . I 
was bitten by the bug. 

Next, I visited Richard Taylor (at his 
new Programs Unlimited retail store) 
to check a program called Message
80. I received a program, loosely 
known as Connection -BO, which is a 
carefully formulated BBS with a 
special electronic mail order section 
designed to curb hunger at my house 
through the sale of a few bits and 
pieces of software. Written by Richard 
Taylor (his talents know no 
boundaries) and Tom Vandestowe, of 
the Microperipheral Corporation. His 
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imagination is vast and besides, his 
auto-answer modem was in stock. 
Now, I figured that my board had a 
fighting chance. 

Arriving home from New York, I 
discovered that my new 40 track MPI 
B51 disk drive had arrived from Level 
IV. Since I'd had no trouble with the 
other MPI drives purchased from 
them, I expected none from th is one. 
With my brand new, un-backed up 
BBS software in drives zero, one and 
two, and with the doors open for 
safety, I hooked up drive three. ZAP 
went the software. 

I could 've just spit. 

I called Level IV on the phone and 
pitched a fit. It was the middle of the 
evening and I figured that the $%'&() 
drive had munched my disk in some 
sort of death throes of its own. I was 
wrong . It was the idiot installing the 
drive who 'd caused the trouble, 
namely, me. 

Chuck Chesseldine of Level IV 
listened to my piteous cries and then 
asked if I had Super Utility, a disk 
utility from Breeze Computing which 
no disk system user should be 
without . I said I did. Together, by long 
distance, we repaired my disk and 
un-munched my precious programs. 

Meanwhile back at the board, we 
struggled for several hours to put 
Magazine-80, as we called it, on line. 

TM 

Bob Liddil 

Copyright 1981 Bob Liddil 

Almost instantly a flood of well 
wishers began to sign on at a rate of 
about one per hour. The last of which 
was none other than the most 
illustrious and personable Larry 
Kelley, Sysop Extraordinare, and 
proprietor of * M 0 M * (Modem Over 
Manhattan), otherwise affectionately 
known as Maniacs On Modems. Larry 
left a most kind message of welcome 
and greetings, signed off and took the 
entire Bulletin Board back to 
Manhattan with him. I just sat there, 
staring in disbelief as three 5%" 
Verbatim diskettes packed their little 
suitcases and went west in a cloud of 
shattered magnetic particles, waving 
bye -bye, as they departed. 

Arrgghhl I felt like Charlie Brown at 
the kite-eating tree. My new BBS 
blinked "READY FOR CALL" three 
times and died. 

But Joe Sysop never says die! Once 
again I redumped my shattered 
program, this time from a backup, 
which had been thoughtfully placed in 
reserve by my roommate and assistant 
Sysop, Jamie Tietjen. Again we were 
up and running. That was five o'clock 
on a Friday. At 6 PM someone up the 
road (rumor has it) (allegedly) took a 
pair of 36-inch bolt cutters to a long 
distance phone trunk. 

For three days after that the phone 
ceased to exist. .. 
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Despite all the trials and 
tribulations. Aggravation-BO, that 
crashing, frustrating, complicated 
collection of misfit hardware and 
software; became Magazine-BO, a 
clean running, smooth and satisfying 
specialty Computer Bulletin Board 
Service with features the creative 
writing efforts of many New 
Hampshire area computerists. 

Being a Sysop takes patience. It's 
not for the easily angered . It also takes 
(in most cases) a dedicated system and 
a dedicated phone line. The software 
involved is available in a variety of 
places. 

Bill Abney's Forum-BO is very 
popular and seems to be the most 
widespread of the TRS-80 BBS 
programs. The rules are strict here, 
however, and the formats most rigid, 
except for the local features section, 
which seems always to include 
downloading. There are no fees 
involved for the software but I suspect 
that getting a Federal Grant for 
research on the mating habits of 

vegetarian Aardvarks is easier than 
getting licensed to operate one of 
these. 

Richard Taylor's Message-BO, the 
base program for my Connection-BO, 
is inexpensive at around $150 and 
very flexible as to which modifications 
can be made to it. I concentrated the 
theme of my board around program 
reviews (which I have in the most 
abundance), short stories, poems, and 
a BBS edition of Captain Eighty. 
Richard ' s reaction to these 
modifications was an enthusiastic 
(but dignified) go for itl 

Along the course of becoming a 
Sysop (and it is an honor to be declared 
such by those who already are), I have 
discovered a whole world of new 
personalities. It is not unlike that 
which CB radio used to be back in the 
sixties. Everyone is a friend and has a 
stake in the order of things. 

It's an eerie feeling to sit passively 
by while someone from the other side 
of the country takes control of your 
computer, your brainchild, which you 

Captain 80 

have nurtured through power failures 
and bouts of Shrayer's revenge. But 
it's all worth it when he's read your 
articles, downloaded the only public 
domain program in New Hampshire, 
and leaves a messager for you and 
everyone to see: ;,NICE BOARD, 
WELCOME". That's a true~ pure, 
natural high. 

Here's Joe Sysop, · in the twenty
third hour of a marathon attempt to log 
on to every Bulletin Board in ·the 
country. . There is a wrecker pulling 
into my driveway. It is painted in Bell 
Telephone colors. It's hooking up to 
my van . WAIT A MINUTEll 

My connection to ALOHA-BO in 
Honolulu ·is complete. I log on. 

"Don't take my van II" I cry in vain. 
"What's a three thousand dollar 
phone bill among friends?" 

ALOHA-BO dumps me off for lack of 
a password. 

The sun goes behind a cloud. 

Somewhere a pair of bolt cutters 
lurks in the shadows. 

It's going to be one of those days.• 

TESTED · CERTIFIED - GUARANTEED FULLY 
COMPATIBLE 

;]] 

s2~ 
• APPLE 
• TASSO 

• PET 
• OTHERS 

TO• OUACOTY iii
FABRIC 

OR 
MYLAR 

GUARANTEED 
Call For 

BOX OF TEN NO SALES TAX 
Request Price on Your Brand 

•LIMITED TIME OFFER FREE DISKETTE ·-; . V1S4· ITEST IS YOURS J~~ 

OUR 1DISKETTE TO KEEP 

FREE! EVEN IF YOU 

GUARANTEE RETURN THE C.O.D. 
WITH INITIAL 2·BOX MINIMUM ORDER 2 BOXESI WE SHIP 

ANYWHERE 
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ATARI BOD 32K + DKIDATA MICRDLINE-BD 
INCLUDING ATARI INTERFACE+ CABLE 

[READY TD GDJ 

-= $1329+
·_ ~ : ~. : : ~ ~ ..<I ,2' ·-·~ '~ ""; 

! • ~ ~ 'I l[I • r t f .;. K

[EP$DN MX-BO 
+ $1DOJ 

ADD AN ATARI B 1 D DISK DRIVE 

+ =$1759 

THEN ADD A 
LEEDEX/AMDEK 1311 c ·oLDR MDNITDR 

-1 
j ·~ · 

' (

+ = $2099!. u 

COMPLETE SYSTEM 
FDR $2099 Ill••• 

n ~ 88 
EAST COAST I WEST COAST BJ 

MEGA SALES COMPANY 

·EAST COAST 

OMEGA Sales Co. 


12 Meeting St. 

Cumberland, RI 02864 


1-800-556-7586 

1-401-722-1027 

WEST COAST 

OM EGA Sales Co. 


3533 Old Conejo Rd. #102 · 

Newbury Park, CA 91320 


1-800-235-3581 

1-805-499-3678 

CA. TOLL FREE 1-800-322-1873 
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EAST COAST WEST COAST 
OMEGA Sales Co. 

12 Meeting St. 
Cumberland, RI 02864 

OMEGA Sales Co. 
3533 Old Conejo Rd. #102 
Newbury Park, CA 91320 

1-800-556-7586 1-800-235-3581 
1-401-722-1027 1-805-499-3678 

CA. TOLL FREE 1-800-322-1873 

DIABL063 
$2099 

$229 

-
EPSON MX-70 

PRINTER 
$349 

!1 
All prices subject 
to change w/o notice 

INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN 64K RAM 
QD SUPERBRAIN 
NEC 5510 SPINWRITER 
NEC 5530 SPINWRITER 
OKIDATA MICROLINE:-80 
OKIDATA MICROLINE-82 
OKIDATA MICROLINE-83 
APPLE 11 PLUS 48K 
APPLE DISK w/3.3 DOS Controller 
APPLE DISK w/o Controller 
BASE II PRINTER 
HAZELTINE 1420 
NORTHSTAR HORIZON II 32K QD 
ANADEX DP-9500 
TELEVIDEO 912C 
TELEVIDEO 920C 
TELEVIDEO 950 
CBM 8032 COMPUTER 
CBM 8050 DISK DRIVE 
CBM 4032 COMPUTER 
CBM 4040 DISK DRIVE 
CBM 4022 
CBM VIC-20 
CBM C2N 
RADIO SHACK II 64K 
RADIO SHACK Ill 16K 
LEEDEX/AMDEK 100 
LEEDEX/AMDEK 100G 
LEEDEX/AMDEK COLOR-1 13" Color Monitor 
MICROTEK 16K RAMBOARD for ATARI 
MICROTEK 32K 
ATARI 400 16K 
ATARI 825 PRINTER 
ATARI 8501NTERFACE 

or both together 
ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE 

<Call for orice list of ATAR I software) 

• NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARDS 
•WE ACCEPT C.0.D.'S 
•ALL EQUIPMENT FACTORY FRESH W; MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY 
•STOCK SHIPMENTS USUALLY SAME DAY OR NEXT DAY 
• NO HIDDEN CHARGES - WE LIVE t.'Y OUR PUBLISHED PRICES 

$2799 
$3195 
$2595 
$2595 
$ 399 
$ 529 
$ 799 

$CALL 
$CALL 
$CALL 

$ 599 
$ 799 

.$2975 
.$1295 
$ 669 
$ 729 
$ 959 
$1475 
$1449 
$1090 
$1090 
$ 679 
$ 289 
$ 85 
$3245 
$ 839 
$ 139 
$ 169 
$ 349 

$99.95 
$ 165 
$ 349 
$ 619 
$ 139 
$ 749 
$ 449 

n c~•• EAST COAST I WEST COAST B 
MEGA SALES COMPANY 
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(Stringy Floppy Owner's News)@NEWS 
By Jim Perry 

This issue's column was typeset directly from my original 
Electric Pencil files . By using a special interface program I 
was able to drive a $65,000 CRT Autologic micrci 5 
typesetter. The machine belongs to a company in Anaheim , 
California, called Pacesetting Services. In a future column I 
will give details of how anyone with a Stringy Floppy (or disk 
system) can get typesetting done this way, it's very fast and 
quite cheap. 

FMS Modifications 

Joe Carrier has made some modifications to the File 
Management Program, and now gets page titles and 
numbers plus marks every 66 lines . The marks enable you to 
use roll paper, and easily cut it to put in a normal binder. 

These modifications only affect the X command, the 
existing P (Print) command is unchanged Line 20 is 
modified, line 4000 is replaced and six new lines are added. 

20 CLS:PRINTTI;"COMMANDS 

A - ADD" "J - JUSTIFY","R - RANGE 
c - CHANGE","L - LIST";"s - soRT 
D - DELETE";"M - MAP","T - TOTAL 
E - EXTEND","N - NEW","V - VALUE 
F - FIND","P - PRINT","W - WRITE 
H - HIDE"; "0 - QUIT"," X - TITLE, PAGINATE 8< PRINT 
11 CL; 

685 	IF PEEK<16425l >= 61 AND Q="X" 
THEN GOSUB 5000 :GOSUB 4040 

705 	IF Q = " X" GOSUB 5000 

40(10 	 INPUT"TITLE OF TABLE";TT$: 
Z1=4(1-((.5) LEN(TT$ll: 
EE=l:LPRINT STRING$(80,"-") 

4035 	GOSUB 40 40: GOTO 600 
4040 	POKE 16425,0: FOR El = 1 to 5: 

LPRINT CHR$(138l: NEXT El: 
LPRINTTAB<ZllTT$ 

4065 IF EE >=2 THEN LPRINTTAB<37> "PAGE";EE 
4070 FOR E5 = 1 TO 2: LPRINT CHR$ ( 138): 

NEXT E5: RETURN 
5000 	FOR E2 = 1 TO 66 - <PEEK ( 16425) l: 


LPRINT CHR$(1 38l: 

NEXT E2: EE = EE + 1: 

LPRINT STRING$ rno, "-"): RETURN 


Lots of Machine Language 

When trying to @SAVE large machine language programs 
you can run into problems, if the end address is above 7FA6 
on a 16K machine. If the end address is below 7FA6 then the 
procedure given in the owners manual will work sucessfully, 
otherwise you can use the following technique - developed 
by Dr Lichen Wang. 
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Determine the start, end and auto execute addresses for 
the program . If the end address is above 7FA6 then the 
Stack of a 16K machine would be wiped out , type in the 
following BASIC program: 

10 FOR I = 16421 TO 16425 
20 POKE I,O 
30 , NEXT I 
40 POKE 16802,240 
50 POKE 16803,195 
60 POKE 16804,151 
7(1 POKE 16805,25 
80 POKE 16548,38 
90 POKE 16549,64 
100 	POKE 16633,40 
110 	POKE 16634, 64 
120 	POKE 16561,161 
130 	POKE 16562,65 
140 	CLEAR 0 
150 	@LOAD2 

Do not run the program, yet . Save it as file 1 onto a wafer 
long enough to hold both it and the machine language 
program 

Delete line 150 (@LOAD2) , and execute the program . 
Now load your machine language program from cassette, 
but do not execute it. Go back to BASIC, then @SAVE the 
machine language program as file2 on the wafer . 

To load the machine language program use @LOAD 1. 

BASIC Bondage 

When chaining BASIC programs, as described in the 
owners manual, you may run into the same problem that 
Ronald Hartloff from Puyallup , Washington, did . His letter 
follows : 

Upon calling up a secon(:J program I have found th.at the 
data was destroyed After repeated attempts at chaining 
and experimenting, I have found that the second program 
must not contain a CLEAR statement. It seems that since the 
chained program automatically executes it wipes out all data 
with the CLEAR statement. Removal of the CLEAR statement 
cured the problem. 

Since a CLEAR statement can't be used by the second 
program, sufficient space must be CLEARed by the first 
program for all subsequent programs . This has made it 
impossible for me to chain the Radio Shack Cassette 
Portfolio program, on my 16K machine. The size of the initial 
program is so large , if I CLEAR enough space for 
subsequent programs an Out of Memory error is produced. 
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I am presently experimenting with the possibility of 
resetting the Variable Pointers with POKE statements, thus 
providing additional space without destroying stored data. 
An alternative would be to divide the initial program into two 
programs, one for stocks the other for bonds . I will let you 
know how sucessful I am in the future . 

Stringy Strings 
To follow on from Ronald Hartloff's caution about CLEAR 

statements , Wee Willy sent in some information about String 
Variable data. 

When passing String Variable data from one program to 
another you may get into trouble, unless you take some 
precautions Unless . the StrinQ Variable gets put into the 
String storage area , it will not get passed to the next 
program. The rules for this are as follows : 

If a String is set as a constant in a program, for example : 

10 A$ = "Hello" 

Or if it' has been READ from a DAT A statement, it will 
remain in the BASIC program - not in the String Storage area . 
By using the V ARPTR command you can take a look at the 
location of any String , in this example VARPTR(A$) would 
point to an address in BASIC. 

When a String is entered as the result of an INPUT 
statement , such as: 

10 INPUT "Name p l ease";A$ 

Or when the String has been concatenated (anybody 
know how to pronounce that word?). such as: 

10 A$ = "Hello" + "ther-e" 

Also when a String is defined as a CHR$, like : 

10 A$ = CHR$ (65) 

The String will be placed into the String storage area, and 
be available to a following chained program If you try these 
examples, and then use VARPTR, the storage address will 
be in the String storage area . 

Sometimes you are confronted with the problem of 
defining a String as a constant , but wanting it in the next 
program. A simple solution is to concatenate it with a null 
String: 

10 A$ = ''Hello•' + .,,, 

This will put the String where you want it, but not change 
it. In a future column Wee Willy has promised to give a simple 
program for examining memory, and seeing the VARPTRs 
change 'before your very eyes'. 

I 
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Improved Wafers 

If you 've had any problems with wafers, such as the tape 
pulling out, then send them back for replacement. A small 
batch of rogue tape slipped into the production line, it was 
slightly thicker than it should have been , and has caused 
some problems. The tape now used is the correct thickness, 
and new moulds have been designed for the wafer housing. 
So if you have any wafers that have suffered the dreaded 
tape pull-out send them to Exatron for exchange. 

Extended BASIC 

ESF Extended BASIC is a new program, written by Tom 
Wheeler of Missouri, that makes your Stringy act like a slow 
disk system. New commands that are recognized by 
Extended BASIC include CMD 'I' (formats a blank wafer , and 
puts a clean directory file in place) , CMD 'D' (displays a 
directory of files on the wafer), CMD 'DL' (directory, with file 
lengths), SAVE 'PROGRAM / EXT' (allows you to save a 
progr.am by name , with an extension) and 
LOAD'PROGRAM / EXT'(the reverse of SAVE) . Other new 
commands include GET , LOF(N) , EOF(N) and 
KILL' PROGRAM I EXT' . 

With these commands you can easily emulate a disk 
system, and use random acess techniques to manipulate 
data. Programs can be chained together (one program can 
load another, and run it). and you can even assign 
passwords to programs. As a bonus there is a command 
called LINE, which produces sound out of the cassette port. 
With it you can specify both the frequency and duration of 
the sound (LINE Frequency, Duration) . 

Complete with a 24 page manual ESF Extended BASIC is 
priced at only $25.00 . The only drawback that I have found 
is that some machine language files overlay the ESF 
Extended BASIC area , but this can be worked around. A very 
good program 

Color Memory 

If you have a TRS-80 Color computer then Exatron has 
some good news - a 32K memory expansion box for 
$199.00, plus a disk controller interface for an additional 
$99.00. Details were still being finalized as I wrote this, so if 
you are interested give Exatron a call on 800-538 8559 (in 
California 408-737 7111) . · 

Next Column 

Next time around the Electric Spreadsheet review, no 
room this month, and more tips from owners. My @NEWs 
address has changed to P.O. Box 1681, Upland, California 
91786, write and let me know what you would like to see in 
future columns. 
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MICRO-IMAGES 
SUPE~SOFTWARE&HARDWAREBUYS 
Prices INCLUDESHIPPING Within Continental USA 

PRINTERS 
Okidata Microline80... .. Only! 489.00 ... . with tractors . .. 599.00 
Okidata Microline82.. . . Only! 649.00 .... with tractors ... 759.00 
Okidata Microline83 .. . Only! 975.00 ..... . ... tractors to 15 inch 
Epson MX-80 . . ......... Only! 499.00 ..... . Cable to Ell ... 30.00 

MODEMS 
Microconnection ... Needs no Expan/lnteror RS232 Bd ... 211.00 
RS232Connection ... For any Micro w/RS232 Serial 1/0 .... 179.00 
Colorconnection ... For Color Computer .. . ... .... .. .... 179.00 
Autodial/Auto Ans. For All Above Except Color .. . ......... 69.00 
Smart BOE ... A Smart Terminal Program for use !n Conjunction 
w/Exatron Stringy Floppy & Microconnection ...... ..... .. 74.95 

GREAT SOFTWARE AT SUPER PRICES 

ACORN SOFTWARE TAPE DISK 
Pinball/Invaders from Space/Basketball . .. 16Kea... 12.95 18.15 
Superscript ... 32K Disk Requires Scripsit & L/C... . . . ... . 25.90 

BRODERBUNDSOFTWARE 
GalaCtic Empire . . . 16 K Tape 32K Disk . ...... , ..... 12.95 17.25 
GalacticTrader/Revolt . . . 16K Tape 32K Disk ea ... .. 12.95 17.25 
Galactic Trilogy. : . 32K Disk Only..... . .. . ........ .. .... 34.55 
Tawala's Last Redoubt .. . 16K Tape 32K Disk . . . . . . . 17.95 21.55 

PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
ArcadeClassics .. . 16KTape... . ... .... . . .. .. . . . . . 17.95 
CCA Data Management . . . 32K Disk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.80 
Zork ... 32K Disk. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.95 

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
KidVenture#1 . . . 16KTape 32KDisk . . ............. 12.95 12.95 
Project Omega ... 16 K Tape 32K Disk .. . .... . . . .. . . 12.95 21 .55 
Missile Attack . . . 16K MODI/Ill ... .. .. . .. ... .. ..... 12.95 18.15 
Showdown . . . 16K MODI/Ill . . . . ..... ... .. . . .. ..... 12.95 18. 15 
E-ZSounds (Add sound to tape & Disk Programs) ... . 21 .55 21.55 
Maxi Micro Manager . .. 48K Disk MODI/II I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76.45 
Six Micro Stories .. . 32K Disk........ . ....... . .. . .. . .. . 12.95 
Local Call for Death/Two Heads Of the Coin/ 
His Majesty's Ship-Impetuous ... 32K Disk ... ea...... . . . 17.25 

GALACTIC SOFTWARE 
Stock Market Monitor . .. 16K Tape 32K Disk ... .. . .. 80.00 89.00 
Mail/File System-Model I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.00 
Mail/File System-Model II . . . Req 64K RAM . . . ... . . . .. .. 179.00 
Galactic Manuals$20.00each 

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE 
Galaxy Invasion/Attack Force/ 
Cosmic Fighter/Meteor Mission II ... 16K each ...... 13.95 15.95 
All Big 5 Programs for Model I or Model Ill w/sound 

SUPER * * *SPECIAL 
LOBO LDOSONLY! ! ! 118.95(0fferExp8/1/81) 

SYNCOM5% Diskettes-Box of 1029.00 

SOFTWARE &HARDWARE FOR OTHER POPULAR MICROS 
ALSO AVAILABLE AT GREAT DISCOUNTS. 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG. 
No credit cards at these low prices. Add $1.50 for COD on orders 
under $50.00. Certified Ck/MO/COD shipped immediately. Please 
allow 2 weeks for personal checks. For extra fast service phone in 
your COD order. Prices subject to change without notice. 
New York State residents please add appropriate sales tax. 

We Offer Great Values &Prompt Delivery-Why Not Try 11.<>? 

146-03 25th Road, Flushing, New York 11354 
(212)445-7124 Circle 90 

· MODEL I or Ill SOFTWAREs .:;._· :, . 

• INTRASORT a machine code subprogram becomes 
part of YOUR BASIC PROGRAM. 

• 	 LOAD or SAVE PROGRAMS TO TAPE or DISK 
• 	 NO MACHINE LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
• 	 NO SYSTEM or MEMORY SIZE hassles 
• 	 SORT any type and combination of fields with each 

field ascending or descending 
• 	 SORT muti-djmension arrays 
• 	 VERY FAST and compact , Shell/Metzler type 
• 	 Sorts in place without using free string space 
• 	 Complete USERS GUIDE 
• 	 Includes full feature mailing list/label program 

demonstrating all SORT features 
.. •COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY $19.95 
(requires Level II or Model Ill Basic , 16K or Disk Basic) 

•BAS.IC ARCADE KIT (Level I in ROM only) 
Hours of action fun for adults and children are pro· 

vided by a single ready to run program written entirely in 
Level I BASIC. Desi·gned for the novice programmer, 
twelve easy to use, fully documented subroutines and 
three demo games make up the program. Subroutines 
provide: three keyboard commands which alter graphics 
motion without halting it; keyed input without disruption 
of display; two players with separate skill levels & scor 
ing; obstacle deflection; random motion; and more. 
Write your own games or just ENJOY! 

VISA/MASTERCARD customers: Include yom number. 

includes 20 page guide ONLY $9.95 
Original Software by: Circle 72 

DJ t.ectrntqu.e COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

2720 S Oak St • Port Angeles WA 98362 
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The MX-100. Not just better. Bigger. 


E 
Our MX-80 was a pretty tough act to follow . I mean, 
how do you top the best-selling printer in the world? 

Frankly, it wasn't easy. But the results of all our 
sleepless nights will knock your socks off. 

The MX-100 is a printer that must be seen to be be
lieved. For starters, we built in unmatched correspon
dence quality printing, and an ultra-high resolution bit 
image graphics capability. Then we added the ability to 
print up to 233 columns of information on 15" wide 
paper to give you the most incredible spread sheets 
you're ever likely to see. Finally, we topped it all off 
with both a satin-smooth friction feed platen and fully 
adjustable, removable tractors. And the list of standard 
features goes on and on and on. 

Needless to say, the specs on this machine - and 
especially at under $1000 - are practically unbelievable. 
But there's something about the MX-100 that goes far 

beyond just the specs; something about the way it all 
comes together, the attention to detail, the fit, the feel. 
Mere words fail us. But when you see an MX-100, you'll 
know what we mean. 

All in all, the MX-100 is the most remarkable printer 
we've ever built. Which creates rather a large prob

lem for those of us at 
Epson. 

How are we going to 
top this? 

Your next printer. 

EPSON 
EPSON AMERICA, INC. 

23844 Hawthorne Boulevard• Torrance, CA 90505 • (213) 378-2220 
See the whole incredible Epson MX Series of printers at your Authorized Epson Dealer. 



~HePROGRAM STORE 

J 

By Wall & Moncrief from Adventure Int. 
Calling this program simply "LUNAR 
LANDER" is like calling the Space Shuttle an 
"AIRPLANE" -- they are so muc h more than 
the names imply! And like the Space Shuttle, 
this great simulation will get used again, and 
again, and again ... 

Moving across your screen is a vast lunar 
landscape, graphically depicted in both Jong 
range and close up , with many choices for 
landing sites. Choose a more difficult site and 
oet more points -- if you can land success 
fully-. You have complete control of your LEM 
via main engines and small side thrusters, 
and a successful landing· is heralded with a 
flag raising ceremony . Greal graphics and 
sound add to the realtime challenge and fun. 

16K tape . .. $14 . 95 32K disk ... $20. 95 

. . • • Ill- • • • ·*, . 

:~*'. STAR CRUISER 
From Stratagems 
A unique and challenging space game that 
uses the computer, playing boards, tokens, 
and two players to manage galactic empires. 
You must travel through space, seeking 
alliance with friendly planets, while knowing 
that your opponent is competing for the same 
planets and may wage war at any time. Add to 
this the "normal" pratfalls of interstellar 
travel and you have a most exciting game, in 
deed . 
16K, includes 2 Starmaps , 308 tokens , r ule 
book, program listing and tape ... $14 . 95 

By Hogue & Konyu from Big- Five 
11The rage of the arcades 11 is now available for 
TRS - 80! Exciting sound effects add to the 
action as the invaders swoop down to destroy 
your base . Even while you have your hands 
full battling the aliens, you have to watch out 
for the Flagship ! Super graphics, super 
action, super fun! 

Level I or II, tape ... $14.95 

TRS-80 Level II~ 
unless otherwise • • 

noted ._,. 

WOtlD WAtlS 
By Hernhuter & Taylor from Acorn 

This two- gam e package combines sound and 

graphics to provide hour s of fun for all ages. 

Both games ca n be played against the com 

puter or as two- person games. 


WORD CHALLENGE depicts the length of a 

phrase. The phrases are ei ther computer 

generated or typed in by your opponent. The 

player's cha llenge is to figure out the phrase, 

based on the letters guessed. 


WORD GAME allows many level s of s trategy as 

you try to guess the letters of a mystery 

word. The strategy comes in because each 

letter ha s points based on its frequency of 

use in English language, and you are told 

how many points the mystery word contains. 


16K protected tape .. . $14. 95 

32K protected disk ... $20. 95 


Unbelievable Realtime. 3-D Graphics!... 
FLiGHT SIMULATION 

From Sub- Logic 
The wait is over! If 3- D' graphics seem im 
possible on the low resolution TRS-80, you 
haven't seen this brilliant program. During 
FLIGHT SIMULATION, you instantly select 
instrument flight, radar , or a breathtaking 
pilot's - eye- v iew . But be sure to strap your 
self in ··- you're liable to get dizzy! 

Once you put in some air time learn ing to fly 
your TRS - 80, head for enemy teri·itory and 
try to bomb the fuel depot and airstrip while 
fighting off fi ve enemy warplanes. Good luck! 

Level I or II protected tape .. . $25. 00 

- ... ..--_,;;.,,..;, 

~1AD~fuRE~· 
From Programmer's Guild 

Imagine finding an old sailing vessel -- .not on 

the ocean floor, but floating silently on calm 

seas. What wou ld you do ? The options are all 

yours in the fas.cinating new adventure that 

combines excitement, s uspense and ter ror on 

the high seas. Does your fortune run to 

buried treasure .-- or a watery death? 


16K tape ... $14. -95 

Or try these other P .G . Adventures: 

Death Dreadnaught .. ..... $14. 95 

Thunder Road .. . ......... $14. 95 

Dragonquest. .. ......... . $15.95 


.. . we run into the same problems you do . 
With so many good programs available, it is 
hard to choose among them . Our solution is to 
try to stock them a ll , but that doesn't solve 
your dilemma. So, we will regularly offer this 
column of straightforward comparisons of sim 
ilar products. Since everyone ha s different 
needs, we hope to give enough information to 
help fill yours. We strive to present factual 
comparisons of features; the opinions offered 
are purely subjective, however. If our 
opinions offend any au thors or publishers ... 

\~17 BLACKJACK\~-~ 

AMAZING BLACKJACK MACHINE 

By Richard RIUllm from Adventure Int . 
Not a blackjack playing game , thi s progrmn uses 

you~ playing and bl?tting s trategies to play hand s auto
ma ti cally -- at up to 2000 hands per houri It also al 
l ows testing yourself on the playing of difficult hands. 
The betting stra t egies, both built-in and use r defined, 
are based on point count systems developed by Edward 
Thorp and refin ed by Lawrence Revere (the built-in 
tables seem to be based on Revere's book , "Playing
Blackjack as a Business"), 

The progrllDI works .., e ll, and while it doesn't nllow 
such subtleties as "insurance " and "surrende r," it gives 
fair leeway i n definin g va r ious "house rules" a nd number 
of decks Cup to six). The documentation i1 acan ty -- if 
you are new to se rious blackjack playing and counting , 
aome outside readinc is essentia l to ge t the moat from 
this program. 


J6K Tape •• •$19.95 


BLACKJACK MASTER 
By Norman Wazaney , Jr. from Hayden 

With four ope rating 1:1odes , BLACKJACK MASTER acts as 
tutor, high speed be tting and playing aimulatore , and 
computerized dealer. It deale hands from fou r "decks" 
using casino rule &. While you cannot cus tomize the 
ground rule s to fit a particular casino , thi& should not 
be a problem for the average player. 

The game portion is one of the bea t "one-on-one" 
black jack dealers we 've aeen. It allows spli t tinf pairs, 
doubl1ng, insurance and surrender. The two umulator 
options l et you define be tting and playi ng strategies, 
but do not allow point-counting. Insurance and surrender 
are not supported in th ese high speed modes. The com
puter plays the chosen number of hands and r eporta the 
outcome. The "tutor" dri l ls you plafing deciaions base~ 
on the dealers "up" ca rd. 

The program should aid in developing good basic 
skills for casual blackjack playing. The 60 PSRe manua l 

i6 useful f6/~:;~~ . ~~2~~'~ exl~~\i a k ••• $29.95 

CASINO BLACKJACK/COUNTER
From Manhattan Software 

Thia program comes closes t to being a pure blackjack 
dealing game, hut vith useful differences . You choose 
the number of dec k& (1,2 or 4) and th e dea l er's speed 
(useful in trnining for quick caaino de cis ions and 
point-counting). Carda are dealt. to five players, The 
computer plays four hands; you play the hand in the 
ciiddle. Splitting, doubling, and insurance are sup
ported, but sur render is not. 

On your requeat , th e program wi 11 t el l you the cur
rent poi nt count and recommended bet siz:e. Documentation 
is adequate, but requir es out si de r eading if you wish to 
learn point-counting. 

16K Tape ••• $14.95 32K Diak ••• $19.95 

WIN21 
While ~i ~~~lb:i~!!~mj~!~mf~:·~~~~r~u!ir ia designed 

as a aerioua learning tool. It lets you def i ne the num
ber of decks (up to four), how tnany hands you vil l play, 
th e nuinber of comput e r-played hand s on eithe r aide of 
you , and th e bosic "ho us e rules ." the strength of the 
program lies i n your ability to exercise va rious options 
for betting, counting, and playing: You can let the 
computer do some of th e functions whil e you work on 
others; the comput e r can instruct you in s ome or al 1 of 
the functions; it can just point out errors in your 

c!:~~ ~~ ~~w ;~~ 1 be~e=~~ pr~~)~ 1 ~: o~~~t w~~~~ e =~~!e ~~~ 
in not a llowing six decks (a coml!IOn casino practice), 
and in not supporting "sur render" Can occaaiona lly use
ful, but sophis t icated optio n ). 

The pa ckage includes Dr . E. Thorp'& book, "Beat the 
Dea l er ," which is a little dat ed but still quite valid. 
If you are willing to practi se , the progr 8DI can teach 
you to be an excellent player. 

16K Tape ... $29.95 

Visit Our NewStore: W.Bell Plaza-6600 Security Blvd •Baltimore, MD 

For information IICIC. TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 Call (202) 363-9797 

Circle 10 
MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchaseTHE PROGRAM STORE price, plus $1,00 postage & handling. D,C. residents, add 

4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept. Kll Box 9609 6% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed 
Washington, D.C. 20016 information on card. 



Get the most from your micro with The CALL TOLL FREE
software and accessories from· one of F\-ogram 
the world's largest selections. 800424-2738Store 
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DECATHLON 
By Timothy Smith from Microsoft 
The graph ics capab ilities you were promised 
whe·n y"ou bought your computer are finally 
utili zed in this marvelous series of programs. 
Ju st like the real Decath lon, you compete in 
10 demanding games that encompass d ifferent 
forms of running, jumping and th1-owing. 

Play a lone or with as many as eight competi · 
tors, the go ld medal will always go to the ski ll · 
ful -- never the luckiest - - because your 
score depends entirely on ski llful manipul 
ation of t he keyboard. 

One of our more expensive game co llections - 
and wor th every penny! You MUST see thi s 
system in action. Otherwise, you simp ly won't 
believe the combinat ion of tru ly outstanding 
graphics, fast - paced action, nail - biting in 
tensity, and even a touch of comedy you'll ex 
perience with Olympic Decathlon! 

16K Tape ... $24.95 32K Disk ... $24.95 

COSMIC FIGHTER 
By B. Hogue o J . Konyu from Big Five 
Terrifi c sound, graphics and unique chal 
lenges mark this new space game a winner! 
While fighting off the a lien convoys. each 
more skillful than the last, you must keep 
track of your rocket fuel 01· risk exp lo sion as 
you maneuver toward your space stat ion . Can 
you dock immediately, or is the station over 
run by a liens? Find out by ordering Cosmic 
Fighter today. 

16K Tape ... $14.95 
32K Disk version ... $17. 95 

PROJECT OMEGA 
By Bob Nicholas -- Adventure International 
In probably the most accu1·ate simulat ion ever 
produced for a microcomputer, you are res 
ponsible fo1· the production, finance, health 
and we ll - bein g of Project Omega, the Earth's 
first deep space colony. 

Painstakingly researched, Project Omega will 
provide much enjoyment and satisfaction as 
you overcome the frustrations and obstacles 
of taming an uncharted environment. The 
tape version is for one player; the disk ver 
sion s upports one or more, plus a spec ial tour · 
nament option . 

16K Tape ... $ 14.95 32K Disk ... $24.95 

PINBALL 

By John Allen from Acon1 
Get your flip per fingers 1·eady for action in 
this real - time, machine language game. 

Lot s of sound and flashing graphics make this 
fast action game so much like the rea l thing 
that you 'll have to remind yourse lf not to 
shake your TRS - 80. Choose from five p la ying 
speeds to match youi- skill. Can you beat your 
friends' scores? Will you avoid the dreaded 
11 Berniuda Square?" Get PINBALL today and 
find out. 

Protected tape ... $14. 95 
Protected disk . . . $20. 95 

ATTACK 
FORCE! 

By B. Hogue o J . Konyu from Big Five 
Unlike the usual space 11 shoot - em··ups, 11 your 
ship is not tied to the bottom of the screen. 
In Attack Force, you use the arrow keys to 
con t ro l both speed and direction as you man 
euver all over the screen in search of the 
a lien Ramships and Flagships. A realtime, 
machine language game with amazing graph ics 
and sound. 

You have to be qu ick to avoid the enemy 
ships that warp down on you, and the Flag 
sh ips1 laser·s can fire in all di1-ections -- even 
diagonally! And don't look away for an 
instant ;' because one of the alien spacec1· aft 
might be transformed into a mirr0t· - image of 
your own! 

16K Tape . . . $ 14 .95 
32K Disk Version ... $ 17. 
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By lnfocom from Personal Softwa1~ 
In Zork, t he Great Underground Empi 1·e, un 
ear thl y creatures guard 20 t1·easures. Bring 
all the t1·easures back to the trophy case and 
you can leave a li ve! You must pick your way 
through intricate mazes, co ll ect in g objects 
that may he lp or hinde1· you in your quest. 
But keep your wits about you, because in 
Zork, they take no pr isoners! 

TRS - 80 or Apple II, 32K Disk .. . $39.95 

Circle 11 
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BALL 

By John A llen from Acorn 
You have to be fast to keep up with the action 
as you try to outscore your opponent in fi"ve 
minutes of one -on -one basketball. Compete _ 
against a friend or your compu ter. 

Stea l the ball, duck around your opponent 
and slant toward the baske t for a lay up!· The 
graphics are based on a 3- dimensional depic 
tion of a basketball court, and ball dribblin~ 
sounds add to the realism. 

Protected T ape .. . $ 14. 95 

Protected Disk ... $20.95 


S LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS 
DOS DO~ LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS 005 

LOOS LOOS !LOOSL.-D-0 -S- LOO~ LOOS LOO 
LOO LDOS i LOO S LD<)S L L 

L S LOO~ _I,p . . .. _···- O.S L¢iQS L S L 
S L S LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS DOS 

DOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS LOOS 

JU ST ANOTHER PRETTY DOS? 

If new LOOS were just another disk operating 
system (DOS), we would not recommend it to 
you. However, two differences make this sys 
tem unique and important: customer support 
and user benefits. 

When you buy any DOS, you need service for 
programming assistance , updates and tip s on 
how best to use its features . This is part o f 
what you buy with LOOS . . First, you will be 
supported by a toll - free phone line listed on 
your registration card. Second, you will be 
promptly notified of all updates and may send 
your original diskette to ·a service center for 
updating. You pay on ly the cost of re turn mail 
· - you can do it every week if you like. 
Thi1·d, a regular newsletter will inform you of 
any updates and provide tips on using some of 
LDOS 1s many specia l featu1~es . 

With LOO S you get a we ll documented, thor 
ough ly tested. and powerful DOS . The pub 
li sher is comm itted to a profess iona ll y written 
and detai led users' manual. Besides con 
tracting with some of the best microcomputer 
systems houses for technical and . c ustomer 
support, a highly regarded technical writing 
fit-m is doing the manual. 

The power of LOOS is its ease of operation, 
its independence of hardware configuration, 
and its device independence. You can make 
se lected backups, chain together a series of 
programs and operations, and operate several 
different types of drives from the cOmputer. 
LOOS has all the features of ..VTOS 4.0, fully 
implemented and working. There are hun 
dreds of rea ture s which we do not have room 
to mention, but the best features are its ease 
of use for the new disk owne r combined with 
its sheer powe,i- potentia l for the expert . We 
wil l glad ly send you more information on LOOS 
if you just ca ll our toll free n umber. 

LOOS with Manual . .. $139 

r-~;~;~-;;~;:--D;;K°RlO;,;;c,;.;2-;o-;,:;n:;~~~~-:--;:s~.;t:;,~;.-;~;;;---1 
I Item Price Postage $1.00 name I 
I Total addr I 
I . o CHECK o VI SA c I ty . state _ z Ip I 
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Feature 

In the Jan/ Feb 81 issue of 80-U.S. Journal, we 
compared NEWDOS80 and VTOS 4.0 Disk Operating 
Systems (DOS) for the Model I TRS-80. If you look 
back at the summary in that article we described a 
"dream DOS" which would contain certain features 
of NEWDOS80 and VTOS 4.0 in one system. 

DOS PLUS 3.3D has most of the features wanted, is 
easy to understand and use, and is dependable. It's 
from a company in Hollywood, Florida, called Micro 
Systems Software. 

At the time of this writing, Micro Systems Software 
is offering two DOS's: DOSPLUS 3.3 (single density), 
and DOS PLUS 3.3D (the D stands for double density). 
In actual use the commands and features are 
basically the same for both. We will be discussing 
both versions here, except where noted. 

An earlier version of DOS PLUS, 3.1, was reviewed 
in the Nov/ Dec 80 issue of 80-U.S. Journal, and did 
not have all the features of 3.3. Owners of the earlier 
version can obtain the latest version and manual by 
returning the original disk and manual to the 
manufacturer. 

To use DOSPLUS 3.3D, you have to buy a product 
from Percom Data, call_ed the Doubler. It's cost is 
about $220.00. It is an add-on board that you install 
inside the expansion interface which gives you 
almost twice as much disk storage space. It is easy to 
install; you just plug it in . With the doubler you can 
keep using your old single density program disks as 
well. If you need more disk storage for your Model I · 
business data / files or programs and don't want to 
buy the new TRS-80 Model Ill to get it; this definitely 
offers you an alternative . 

Note: Your disk drives must be tracking precisely 
and be in perfect alignment to use double density. 
When first received, the doubler caused a lot of 
problems when formatting and saving programs. No 
problems at all in single density. Percom told us it 
was probably the floppy disk drive and alignment. 
Some disks seemed to work better than others. A 
new AEROCOMP 80 track drive formatted and saved 
programs very reliably. Your disk drives may work 
great in single density, but double density is much 
more demanding and requires precision alignment of 
the drive heads. Percom does offer a resistor and 
read/ write head modification that will make older 
drives work more reliably in double density. If you 
have problems, and are using quality diskettes, the 
disk drive is probably the culprit. (As of this writing, 
both Percom and LNW have just started offering new 
double density modification kits for the Radio Shack 
interface and are said to be less critical. The new 
LNW mod does seem to overcome earlier problems 
experienced with the older Doubler from Percom. We 
have not tested the Doubler II.) 

Pete Carr 
Port Orange, Florida 

What's really great about DOSPLUS is that it will 
read, write, DIR, FREE, etc. , your old single density 
disks along with your new double density disk. The 
new Model Ill under TRSDOS won't do that. With 
DOSPLUS you don't have to learn new commands to 
use single or double density disks. You just insert the 
double density version in drive 0, then insert any disk 
(single or double density) in your other drives and you 
are ready to go. DOSPLUS takes care of the rest. For 
example, to FORMAT a disk in drive 1, you just enter 
"FORMAT :1 ". No need to use any special syntax. 

DOS PLUS 3.3D comes with a 19 page user guide. It 
isn't the most complete manual, but it does clearly 
explain how to use the system and all its features. It is 
a user manual, not a technical manual, and it 
assumes that you already have the TRSDOS manual. 
Micro Systems has indicated that they will start 
shipping a more complete manual with DOSPLUS 
very soon. 

DOS PLUS was available before Model Ill DOS, so it 
is not a copy or modified version of it, though it is 
similar. Both DOSPLUS and the Model Ill TRSDOS 
borrow heavily from the Model II TRSDOS. 

DOSPLUS's BASIC's 
There are two Basics included with DOSPLUS at 

this time. They are completely rewritten in Z80 code 
instead of the older 8080 code, which makes them 
more efficient in time useage and memory. One is 
called "BASIC" and the other "TBASIC" (Tiny Basic). 
The general difference is that with BASIC you are 
allowed to execute any system program or command 
from Basic (DISKZAP, DIR, FREE, CLRFILE, FORCE, 
etc .) and return to Basic, or your Basic program, and 
continue execution. The syntax for this is 
CMD"command". If you want to return to DOS from 
Basic, just enter "CMD"; no need to enter CMD"S", 
like the other DOS's. 

Like the Model 11, Basic does not allocate any user 
files unless you specify them when you load Basic. If 
you are going to use disk data files you must use the 
form "~ASIC -F:3" . This would allocate 3 buffers for 
your data files . A more extended form is "BASIC 
program -F:3 -M :61000", where the machine will 
load Basic, allocate 3 files, set memory size to 61000, 
and run the Basic program . 

With TBASIC you have all of the regular Basic 
features available, but you cannot use any 
CMD"DOS command" . The error messages are also 
shortened ("SYNTAX ERROR"="SN"). For this 
sacrifice what do you get in return? Over 40,000 
bytes of free user memory for your programs with a 
48K computer. It depends on what you are doing and 
what your needs are as to which one (BASIC or 
TBASIC) would be the best. One possibility is to write 
your programs with BASIC, then run them using 
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TBASIC and take advantage of the extra memory 
available for arrays and string space. Both Basics are 
compatible with Radio Shack (Microsoft) Disk Basic. 

The end of a sequential file may be written to with 
the OPEN"E " command and the OPEN " D" command 
is like the Model II Basic (the command is identical to 
OPEN"R"). Logical record lengths less than 256 
bytes are also supported. After you write a random 
file program using shorter record lengths you will not 
want to go back to the old cumbersome way of having 
to sub-block your files for the 256 byte buffer . 
DOSPLUS automatically lets you use shorter record 
lengths or the standard 256 byte record. You specify 
which type of file you want to use in the BASIC OPEN 
statement: 

OPEN" R" ,buffer #, 1,"filename",record-length 

DOSPLUS Basic has a shorthand edit feature that 
goes beyond the rest . The usual R for RUN, L for LIST 
and A for AUTO are included. But even nicer is 
L"Program name" for load ing a program; S"program 
name" for saving a program and R" program name" 
for loading and running a program . 

The DI and DU commands allow Basic program 
lines to be moved from one place to another and 
duplication of program lines. The RENUM (for 
renumbering a program) and REFERENCE (for getting 
a variable and line reference table) functions are also 
included. 

TRON allows single stepping through a program; 
TROFF turns off the function . These may be inserted 
into a program to aid in its development. Another 
command, CMD"M " - variable map command, will 
display currently defined variables and their values . 
Used with TRON th is is a very powerful feature . 

CMD"SR" will Search and Replace anything in 
your program, such as changing all PRINT commands 
to LPRINT. 

If the statement, 
RUN " program name",V 

is 	encountered in a Basic program, all currently 
defined variables will be saved for execution with the 
program being called and run . 

Finally, Basic allows LPRINT TAB to a value of 255. 
DOS Commands and Features 

As DOSPLUS claims in their advertisements. it 
operates very smooth and fast. " Overall", DOSPLUS 
is the fastest operating system I have seen . 

Automatic lowercase keyboard detection is 
supported. This means that if you have a keyboard 
with lowercase capability, DOSPLUS will 
automatically detect it and support the lowercase 
within the DOS. Also, a block cursor and automatic 
key repeat is supported from powerup. 

Keyswitch bounce from the earlier keyboards is 
eliminated with this DOS. The vendors claim that 
they have found a new routine for this which no one 
else uses, and guarantee that no TRS-80 keyboard, 
old or new, will ever have a keybounce problem with 
their DOS. . 

DOSPLUS also supports a screen print command. 
Anytime you want to print the information on the 
video to a printer, you may do so. And if the printer is 
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Dept B• Box 839 I No Hollywood, Ca 91603 I 1213) 764-3131 

INTRODUCES 

Nrw~rrt pt 
PROFESSIONAL 


WORD PROCESSING 

<•> f o r t h e <•> 


TRS-80"' Models I and III 


Powerful editing and formatting features formerly 
available on l y on large IBI\,Time-Sharing computers 

Easy-to-use !r..!d.@. Full-Screen Editing 

Typeahead - never loses keystrokes 

Flexible - big documents, Form Letters, Index, 
Table of Contents, block move/copy, global change 

EPSON1'MX-80 - all 12 fonts, including EMPHASIZED 

Line Printer IV - Right-jus t ified Proportional font 
lours was the fi r st complete system to do so) 

1. . . t sup er . tPL Us : unde r ming, subscrip s, scrip s 

d owb le-width, Centeri ng, and much more 

Diablosa· and others: underlining and good support 

Excellent documentation - hundreds of examples 

Introductory Price: 	 $79.95 

!until 7/31/81, then $99.95, and still a bargain!) 

Requires 48K, runs under TRSDOS~ NEWDOS, 
NEWDOS/80~ VTOS"' 4.0, LDO~ !Upgrade privilege 
from SUBSCRIPT applies to current licensees.> 

DVORAK 

Keyboard translator with press-on labels: $19.95 
Typing Tutor <requires a translator >: $19.95 
Special: Both DVORAK programs: $34.95 

132K disk systems> 

Software Speedups 

FASTER 	 $29.95 

Analyses execut i ng BASIC programs , then 
identifies a simple program change to improve their 
execution speed . NO hardware changes~ involved, 
works with packages as well as your own code and 
can reduce run-times by 1 0-50°-'•• Example: 
"move selection" in "Othello" dropped from 48 to 32 
seconds, Runs on 16-48K Level II tape or disk. 
Models I and III. Written in Z-80. This will be one 
of your most valuable utilities! 

X T END40 	 $19.95 

Quickly upgrades Model I 35-track disks to 40 
tracks with your 40- track drives and DOS. 

We 	 accept checks, C.O.D's, charge, and even cash. 
Telephone orders accepted for MIC and VISA. 

Please add $3,00 for shipping to orde r s under 
$25.00. Add 6% tax in Calif,, and 10"4 outside U.S.A. 

Circle 36 
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not ready, control is returned to the keyboard. It will 
not hang up. Also, you are allowed to stop (BREAK) 
the .screen print function at any time. 

·BUILD and DO commands allow you to make a file 
'ofcommand lines which, for example, from power up 
will load Basic, set memory size and number of file 
buffers, and then load and execute a Basic program. 

The DIR and FREE commands are the most useful 
of any Model I system we have used. The FREE 
command, like the Model II and 111, maps disk space 
availability, which tracks are locked out, and where 
the directory is located. The DIR gives you the usual 
informatiofl as well as free space in K (approximately 
1000 bytes) and Grans. In the DIR routine, you have 
the option of pressing the space bar to scrol I a file at a 
time or to press ENTER which will scroll up a full 
page. This is very useful when using a double density 
disk, as there are more programs and files on it. Of 
course, the output of either the directory or the free 
space map may be sent to the printer. 

In addition to DIR and FREE, DOSPLUS also has a 
command called MAP. This powerful feature returns, 
among other information, the locations of each file, 
the beginning and ending location for each segment, 
and so on. 

The PURGE command allows you to kill off 
unwanted files from a disk fast and efficiently. What 
is different about DOSPLUS is the RESTORE 
command. If you accidentally kill or purge a file, you 
can get it back by simply typing "RESTORE filespec" . 
After you do this, the directory will show it has indeed 
been restored. An extra feature is "DIR (D)", which 
will show you all deleted files in the directory which is 
a real aid with the RESTORE command. 

The TRANSFER command will copy your files from 
one diskette (single or double density) to another 
diskette. While it will not transfer system files, you 
may specify the invisible file (I) option to transfer 
those. It is also great for moving all of your single 
density files to a double density diskette or vice versa . 

The FORMS command allows you to control the 
parameters of your printer. It allows for paper length 
in lines per page, number of printed lines per page, 
and number of characters to be printed on each line . 

The FORCE command is like the ROUTE command 
supported by VTOS and Model Ill. It supports the 
devices, *DO=video, *PR=printer, *Kl=keyboard, and 
allows you to route whatever normally goes to your 
screen to your printer or vice versa . 

The CON FIG option allows the system to be set for 
specific needs. The number of tracks, disk head 
steppin~ rate, number of sides. and hiah 
spee~(reverse video if your system has it may be 
spec_1f1ed. ~lso the number of drives may be 
configured into your system. 

Execute only protection for Basic programs is 
supported through the use of the DOS command 
ATTRIB. The program will now run, but it cannot be 
listed'. edited or tampered with in any way without 
knowing the password you have assigned to it. The 
break key is also disabled but may be left enabled if 
wanted. 

CLEAR allows the memory to be zeroed above 

6000H. After this command is executed you may be 
sure of not having any unwanted data or garbage in 
memory. 

CREATE allows you to create a file and preallocate 
space for that file. Preallocating file space will speed 
up file write time because the DOS does not have to 
periodically allocate more space on the diskette. 

CLRFILE will clean a data file out without having to 
delete the file. Once a file is zeroed, however, the 
data cannot be recovered even with the RESTORE 
command. 

BACKUP will work with either a single or 
multidrive system . 

DATE and TIME may be called from DOS as well as 
Basic. You can also set it from Basic with the 
command, CMD"TIME 03:30:00". 

The FORMAT command allows you to specify 
single or double density, the number of tracks and the 
rest of the information needed. There is a difference 
in the way this utility is execut,ed as compared to 
other operating systems: The other DOS's will move 
the disk head all the way back to track 0 before 
verifying the disk. DOSPLUS starts at the last track 
formatted and works its way back to track 0. It 
appears to be faster. It certainly is more logical. Also, 
since most tracks which have a tendency to be bad 
are on the inside of the disk, this will locate them first . 
Very nice job! 

DISKDUMP is not anything like Radio Shack's 
Diskdump. It allows you to display and modify a disk 
file or program. Once DISKDUMP is loaded, the disk 
head will be positioned at the beginning of the 
specified program. Then, with the aid of the repeating 
key capability, you can scan .backwards or forwards 
through the file. 

Included with DOSPLUS is a great program called 
DISKZAP. It allows you to specify how many tracks a 
disk has that you want to edit, display sectors, modify 
sectors, zero files, copy tracks, print tracks, verify and 
format disk, or even format just one track if you want. 
It is generally comparable to other programs of this 
type, but being able to work with single or double 
density makes it really nice. 

Summary 
Yes, we are impressed with DOSPLUS and Micro 

Systems Software. They are a very new and fast 
moving company that has demonstrated a knowledge 
of what people need in systems software. Using 
DOSPLUS has been a pleasure especially without 
having to insert any fixes or patches to keep it 
working. There have been no bugs or errors 
attributable to this system. It is super fast, efficient, 
easy to understand, logical to use, and still offers 
most of the power and flexibility of the other DOS's. 

What few shortcomings are limited to the lack of 
technical information in the manual (we understand 
this is being worked on), and the fact that some 
machine language programs will need patching to 
operate. But, you can still continue to use most of 
your favorite and proven Model I programs. 

If you want a fast, reliable operating system, 
DOSPLUS 3.3D and 3 .3 (single density) are highly 
recommended. • 
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FEATURES: 

1) Radio Shack compatibility 

2) Error free variable length records 

3) Full lower case detection and support 

4) Repeating keyboard with NO keybounce EVER 

5) Shift [OJ typewriter keyboard option 

6) Execute only protection feature for BASIC programs 

7) Automatic track support for 35 through 80 track drives (mixed) 

8) Device 110 handling with FORCE command 

9) Supports high speed clock modification (up to 4.0mhz) 


10) Supports mixed mode (single & double density) automatically 
11) Allows disable-enable of break key 
12) Allows user to define step rate per drive and re-configure system disk 
13) Allows for efficient use of double-headed drives 
14) Built in screen printer (shift [CLEAR]) with [BREAK] key abort 
15) Multiple command chaining with "DO" 
16) Built in memory test with CLEAR command 
17) New printer driver which allows complete forms control and paging 
18) Automatic serial printer driver with optional auto linefeed 
19) Execute any DOS command from BASIC and return to BASIC 
20) Free space map of diskette with optional output to printer 
21) Copy with variable length files 
22) Complete RS232 control from keyboard with status check 
23) Create and pre-allocate files from DOS 
24) Display current date and time from DOS 
25) More information from Directory with optional printer output 
26) Enter DEBUG with shift [BREAK] to allow use of [BREAK] from BASIC 
27) New DISKDUMP/CMD sector display/modify program (works with filespecs) 
28) New DISKZAP/CMD single/double density disk editor 
29) New BACKUP (more reliable, no more pack "ID check) 
30) New FORMAT (more reliable, no need to bulk erase disk first) 
31) New MAP utility (maps out disk, showing where files are located) 

New DOSPLUS Z80 Extended Disk BASIC 

1) Faster loads and saves 

2) BASIC Reference utility (lines, variables, keywords, printer option) 

3) BASIC Renumber utility (renumber section of text, block text move) 

4) Shorthand features for almost ANY direct command (LOAD, SAVE, etc.) 

5) Shorthand features for editing (listing and editing with single key) 

6) CMD"M" instantly displays currently set variables 

7) Global search and replace in BASIC text 

8) Line printer TAB to 255 

9) OPEN"E" to end of sequential file (for output) 


10) DI (delete and insert text line) 
11) DU (duplicate text line) 
12) ",R" & ",V" options after LOAD and RUN (files open & save variables) 
13) OPEN"D" allowed (Model II compatible) equal to OPEN"R" 
14) DOS commands from BASIC 
15) Automatic, error-free variable length records 
16) Single step execution with TRON (fabulous for debugging) 
17) CRUNCH (BASIC program compressor) 
18) New TBASIC (tiny BASIC) offers full BASIC commands 
19) TBASIC and DOSPLUS together only use BK of RAM (40K left in 48K TRS-80) 

***** 7 MORE UTILITIES***** 

1) Single drive copy 
2) Restore (dead files) 
3) Purge (unwanted files) 
4) Clearfile (destroys data by writing zeros to file) 
5) Transfer (moves all user files from one disk to another) 
6) Spooler (allows printing of text while freeing up the CPU) 
7) Crunch (Basic program compressor) 

DOS PLUS gives you more of what you buy an opera
ting system for. Speed and reliability without sacrificing 
simplicity and power. If you need extra power without 
extra wait, then you need DOSPLUS! 

Single or double density systems available for Model 
!. Model Ill DOSPLUS ready for immediate delivery. 

Perhaps the best investment you can make for your 
TRS-80! Listen to what others have had to say about 
DOSPLUS. 

"Overall, DOSPLUS is the fastest operating system 
I have seen ..." 

Pete Carr in 80-US Journal. 

"DOSPLUS ... the better mousetrap." 
Stewart Fason in 80-Microcomputing 

"On a scale of 1 to 10, I give DOSPLUS a solid 9." 

Reese Fowler in 80-Microcomputing 

(Model Ill DOSPLUS review) 


For the BASIC programmer, our features are un
matched. For the average businessman, our speed and 
simplicity cannot be beat. 

So, join the satisfied users who have joined 
DOSPLUS. Experience excellence! Experience 
DOSPLUS! 

DOSPLUS comes complete with full utilities, PLUS 
a FREE patch to enable Model I Scripsit/Super 
Script to run on Model Ill UNLIMITED Backups! 

Model I DOSPLUS - s999s 
59995Model Ill DOSPLUS - (Till June 1st 54995

) 

Model I double density upgrade-s175oo 
Master Directory 1.2 (double density) - s299s 

li/1£/ff!) IS/f!$Tli>/IJ$
SlJJ#rtUtlJIFIP·1ne ~ ·""''~"'"',~' 
Specializing in the Tandy Line ...::;,.,) f.'1C. 

Circle 91 
5846 Funston Street 

(305) 983-3390 Hollywood, FL 33023 
~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-



Construction 

DescenclingLower Case 


Lower case video and Model I may seem like an old 
subject, but I recently made an improvement to mine at a 
minor cost of $19.95 . Because more than half the Model I 
owners I know have not yet obtained the " official" Radio 
Shack lower case modification, I would like to share this 
latest improvement and discuss some additional 
possibilities. 

The Model I was not designed for lower case letters but it 
is capable of providing them with a slight modification . 
During the early months of the Model l 's introduction, a do

. it-yourself modification (npt approved by Radio Shack) was 
made popular by the introduction of the fine word 
processing program, the ELECTRIC PENCIL. 

A great number of owners implemented this simple 
modification. It consisted of adding an eighth video memory 
chip for bit D6 (missing from the original design) and a 
toggle switch for switching back to the standard all upper 
case letters. 

The demand for this word processing program and its 
modification caused Radio Shack to provide their own 
official versions: SCRIPSIT and the lower case 
modification. 

Lower Case Modifications Compared 
There are pro's and con's regarding both the 

modifications. First we will explain the drawbacks of each, 
then show how we eliminated one of them in the do-it 
yourself modification. 

The Radio Shack modification received mainly two 
complaints, neither of which are substantial. 

First, some older programs would not run properly with 
the modification installed . Even though we have a program 
that doesn 't, we believe such to be few in number. If Radio 
Shack would have included a toggle switch, those would 
have been compatible . By now, all new commercial 
programs are compatible . 

The second complaint was cost: $99 originally, slightly 
·less since it first came out . In response to this, labor plays a 
part and is expensive. In addition to the added memory chip, 
an excellent lower case driver is provided . And, you receive 
a new Video Character Generator (VCG) which allows the 
tails of some lower case letters descend below the base 
line, which the original VCG did not do. 

Larry Panattoni 
The drawbacks to the do-it-yourself mod are several. 

First, it voids the warrantv. 

Second, you must provide your own lower case driver. 
Thi rd, the video display of some lower case letters looked 

odd because the original VCG did not allow the tails of the g, 
j, p, q and y to descend below the base line. See chart 1. 
Correcting this problem is the latest improvement to this to
it-yourself mod. 

The Video Character Generator 
All characters except graphics are burned into a ROM 

which we have called the VCG. It is this VCG which Radio 
Shack replaces during their modification . My early 
attempts to purchase this VCG from Radio Shack proved 
futile . However, there recently appeared an outside source 
for a ROM which appears identical to theirs . It sells for 
$19 .95. 

It is a popular notion that the VCG displays a 5 X 7 dot 
matrix character . This is only partly true. The actual output 
is a 6 X 8 matrix, with one column always blank to provide 
horizontal spacing between letters and one row blank for 
vertical spacing. See charts 1 and 2. 

The Model I designers apparently felt the width of one dot 
was not enough between rows, so they used a hardware 
circuit to blank four additional rows between each . of the 
sixteen lines of characters on the display. Of the five dot 
positions separating each row, only one is controlled by the 
VCG . It is this one horizontal blanking row which allows the 
improved lower case characters . 

Chart 1 shows the complete set of characters which the 
original VCG is capable of displaying . The four blanking 
lines caused by the hardware circuit, as mentioned earlier, 
are not shown. Notice the first row and column are always 
blanked out. These are the horizontal and vertical rows 
which allow for horizontal and vertical character 
separation . 

This configuration puts the base line of each character on 
the bottom row (eighth dot), allowing no room for 
descending letters which creates odd appearing g, j, p, q 
and y 's on the screen. 

Chart 2 shows the complete set of characters which the 
new VCG produces. The horizontal row used for vertical 
separation is now the bottom row, raising the base line by 
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one dot position. This allows descending characters. 
While neither chart shows it, the video screen produces 

greater separation between dots vertically than 
horizontally. This gives the appearance of longer tails, 
resulting in a more pleasing display. 

The new VCG also replaced the Greek characters (see 
chart 1) with a duplicate set of upper case characters. This 
is for software compatibility, attempting to eliminate the 
need for a toggle switch, and for switching back to the 
normal (all upper case) mode . 

Installing the new VCG 
The new VCG (priced at $19.95) is available from E B 

Garcia & Associates, 203 North Wabash, Chicago, Illinois 
60601. It comes complete with installation instructions, 
which consist of opening up the keyboard unit, locating the 
VCG (IC 29), removing it and installing the new one. Those 
of you with later models can do this w ithout using a 
soldering iron because you will have an IC socket. The older 
keyboards will require desoldering the original VCG from 
the printed circuit board and resoldering the new one. 

The instructions describe a safe and easy method of 
desoldering the VCG for those who are inexperienced at 
doing so. They suggest that you remove the soldered VCG 
by clipping each of its pins, then removing them one at a 
time with a low wattage iron . This ruins the original VCG, 
but does provide a neat removal job. 

The original VCG can easily be removed intact by using a 
desoldering braid (available from Radio Shack stores). It is 
used to soak up and remove solder from each pin on both 
sides of the printed circuit board until the pin wiggles 
freely. Then simply remove the VCG by hand. This provides 
a spare VCG for future projects or experiments. 

One thing which the instructions do not suggest is to 
solder an IC socket in the board first, then plug the new 
VCG into the socket. This allows swapping the new and old 
VCG's. 

The greatest advantage to the do-it-yourself lower case 
mod is cost. All it takes is a 2102 memorv chip and toggle 
switch (for about $5) and the new VCG . 

Those of you who have procrastinated all this time and 
now feel you want to install this mod can obtain a copy of 
the necessary hardware and software changes free by 
sending a self addressed, stamped envelope to me at 216 
South 18th Street~ Yakima, Washington 98902. 

Further Possibilities 
The first 32 characters of chart 1 contain characters 

which are.not normally used. However, they'are available 
to programmers with the do-it-yourself mod and can be 
placed on the screen by using the POKE command. 

The Model Ill was designed to perform this and comes 
with a set of special graphic characters in the first 32 
locations, as well as in other locations. These include ca:d 
symbols, a pointing hand and other symbols. 

This VCG can be molded to your own specifications in 
several ways. The 32 special characters can be replaced 
with your own set in an EPROM (Eraseable Programmable 
Read Only Memory). Even foreign language characters 
could be programmed, which would be useful for teaching. 

The VCG could also be replaced with switchable RAM 
circuitry enabling you to program your own character set 
from the keyboard . This could then be saved to tape or disk. 

But making these changes will leave you on your own, 
and required to make your own repairs. 
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~~ • For TRS-80 Basic 
\~ Programmers.. .A Way To Get 

Your Basic Programs Working Fast 

BasicPro!! 

BasicPro Saves Hours of Programming Drudgery 
Write and debug your BASIC programs faster. With Basic 
Pro you get 12 powerful programming aids that let you 
instantly: 

• MOVE or COPY code • RENUMBER lines 
• RENAME variables • JOIN programs together 

And more! You also get a handy CROSS REFERENCE list 
that shows you where every variable is used. BasicPro even 
has a SPEED-UP option that makes your CQde run faster. 

BasicPro Is Easy To Use. 
Just select what you want to do from the command 

menu. You never get stuck with BasicPro. Just use the 
unique HELP command. BasicPro provides plenty of prompt 
messages to guide you through any programming session. 

BasicPro comes complete with instruction booklet. 
Start enjoying effortless programming! Order BasicPro 
today! . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. ... ..... ... .. $24.95 

Also New ... VisiCom - The Visible Computer 
Learn Machine Language Programming Fast with 

VisiCom. VisiCom turns your TRS-80 into a simple computer 
with registers and memory displayed. VisiCom's small set of 
machine language instructions is easy to use. You start 
writing machine language programs immediately. 

See Your Machine Language Programs Running 
"Inside" VisiCom. You see data move in and out of 
registers and memory as VisiCom executes each instruction. 
It's EASY to learn machine language programming when you 
can SEE what every instruction does. · 

VisiCom comes with instruction manual. 

Start learning machine language programming the fast, 


fun way! Order VisiCom today ... . ... . . . ...... $19.95 

Special Offer! Act NOW and SAVE 20% 
By ordering BOTH BasicPro and VisiCom, 

you pay just $35.95 (reg. $44.95) 
Both BasicPro and VisiCom requi~e TRS-80 level fl and (16K) memory 
and are available on tape cassette. 

SOFTWORX, INC. P.O. Box 9080, Seattle, WA 98109------------------MM 2Circle 20 

Please send me the items checked below 
D Basic Pro . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . ..... . $24.95 
D VisiCom . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .... ... . .. . . . . . . . .. $19.95 
0 BasicPro & VisiCom . . $35.95 

Address - --------- -------

City 

State ______ _________Zip.____ 

Enclose check or money order and mail this coupon to: 

Softworx, Inc. P.O. Box 9080, Seattle, WA 98109 

Or Charge to: 


Visa# ________Mastercharge# 

Card holder Signature 

Expiration Date ··- - - ---- 

~- Visa and Mastercharge customers may call (206) 284-7388- -~--------------~ 
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CHART #1 

· 	 The above is the complete set of characters which Model 1 is capable of producing when modified 

the or iginal Video Character Generator (VCG) of the for lower-case (non-Radio Shack modification). 


.. llllllllll~WJ~llllWlll ,,

"lllllll!rllllllllll" 

ll. .. . - . . . - . . ' - . . ' .. . - . 

20 - - ·· _ _ . _ · : - _ _ : . - - - _ · _ . -- - · - · - 2F --1n1· 1·1-1·1- 1 -. 1- 1- 1·· 1 -1--·-1--: 1. - . . . . . .. . - ·- - .- . . . . - - . . ' . . . - . . -	 -· 

"llllllflllllllllllll " 

.. 1a11m111m111111111 .. 

.. 1111111111m11111 .. 

H llllllf!el!Wlll~Hllll " 

"llllll[~IJ[lfl[l[lillUUk111 ,, 


CHART #2 

After having the Radio Shack lower-case Generator (VCG) is capable of producing the 
modification installed, the new Video Character character set shown above. e 
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Review 

The Micro Clinic 
17375 Brookhurst # 114 


Fountain Valley, CA 92708 

$24.95 + $1 postage & handling 


Minimum 16K Model I with 1 Drive 

Floppy Doctor 


Memory Diagnostic 


Complete and specific diagnostic 
software is a must for anyone who 
wishes to insure long term reliability 
of their hardware. The Micro Clinic 
offers two programs on a single disk 
which are designed to seek out and 
identify those problems which may 
hamper the reliability of a computer 
system. They were created to find 
errors in two major problem areas of 
the TRS-80 Model I - the memory 
array and the disk controller and 
drives. 

The Floppy Doct?r 
The Floppy Doctor is a machine 

language program for the diagnosis of 
any ailment that may befall your 
TRS80 and its disk drives. Aside from 
the program disk, the only thing 
necessary to run the utility on your 
computer is a formatted diskette for 
each drive to be tested . 

The program disk contains its own 
loader and cannot be read by DOS 
software. To load the program, simply 
place the master diskette in drive 0 
and depress the reset button . You will 
then be asked which program is to be 
run - Floppy Doctor or Memory 
Diagnostic . After selection, the 
appropriate program will load and in a 
few seconds will announce itself. The 
computer will ask you to specify the 
operating parameters for your drives. 
It will ask you which units are to be 
used (0-3), how many tracks (35 or 
40), and the track-to-track access time 
(40 ms, 20 ms, 1 2 ms). If you are 
unsure about the specifications of 
your particular drives, the program 
documentation inclues the data for 
disk drives such as Shugart/Radio 
Shack, MPI, Vista and .Pertee . After 
defining the parameters, you must 
enter which test's are to be run (A 
through E, or S). Tests may be run in 
any order, but running any given test 
assumes that the tests prior to it will 
run without errors. Any test may be 
specified to run more than once. Next, 
the computer will ask if it is to 
terminate on the occurance of 
excessive errors. This is provided as a 
means of escape from "endless loop" 
errors. 

There are six separate tests in the 
diagnostic . These are: 
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Test A - checks the basic controller 
functions and status bits and also 
checks the function of mechanical 
components such as the . track zero 
switch, the write-protect switch and 
the index pulse sensor. 
Test 8 - verifies that data is being 
transferred from disk drive to the 
controller. It forces certain error 
conditions and also tests the drive 
seek function . 
Test C - performs a single sector 
write/read. Data read back is then 
verified byte-by-byte to insure correct 
transfer to the CPU. 
Test D - tests the write/read function 
across the entire diskette. It also 
checks cross-cylinder interference. 
Test E - tests the write/read function 
across the entire diskette using all 
possible data patterns. 
Test S - tests the accuracy of the drive 
motor speed . The allowable error is 
+/- 0 .33%. Adjustments may be made 
on the drive while this test is in 
progress. 

Three stepping rates are available 
so that drives may be tested at their 
full rated speed, and the read/write 
compatability between drives can be 
checked. Any of the tests may be run 
continuously if desired, to check for 
long-term reliability. The error 
messages are very detailed and 
complete. Said messages are reported 
when errors or abnormal conditions 
are detected. Error totals for each 
drive are displayed at the end of each 
diagnostic test. Errors are reported by 
type, with track and sector information 
printed out in hexadecimal. 

The errors which the Floppy Doctor 
checks for are: 
Drive sensed ready when not selected, 
write protect not sensed, busy flag not 
sensed, drive not ready, index mark 
sensed when not expected, index 
mark not sensed, write protect 
sensed, controller exceeded time 
limits for operation, track register is 
not being updated, track zero not 
sensed correctly, data is not being 
transferred to the controller, forced 
record-not-found error did not occur, 
forced lost data error did not occur, 
failed multiple-sector 1/0 operation, 
data read from disk is incorrect, record 
not found, seek error, CRC error and 
lost data. 

The possible causes for errors 
which are checked are: 

Bad drive motor, bad stepper motor, 

bad index mark sensor, bad or 

misaligned switch, dirty or worn head, 

carriage binding, worn or missing 
head load pad, bad expansion 

interface clock, defective or 
unformatted diskette, misaligned 
head, bad write/read board, bad 
expansion interface controller or 
interfacing circuits, out of tolerance 
drive motor speed, bad cables or dirty 
edge connectors, and (heaven forbid I) 
operator error. 

This program provides a positive 
means to thoroughly check the disk 
controller circuits and drives, and to 
verify the reliability of a disk system. 

Memory Diagnostic 
The memory diagnostic half of the 

system diagnostic team is the least 
exciting but quite possibly the most 
useful. It consists of two routines 
which may be run either independ
ently or together . The first routine is a 
write/read test which loads each 
memory address with every possible 
data pattern (a total of 2560) and also 
checks if data integrity is maintained 
over a given period of time. This same 
test checks to see if the addressing of 
any particular address alters the data 
contained in any other address. The 
second test is the "M-1 Worm" test. 
This test checks memory by 
attempting to execute a short (six byte) 
block of machine code from the 
memory under test. First, the entire 
test area is filled with hex FF. Then a 
special six-byte block of code is 
written into the first six locations and 
executed. If this works then the the 
block is shifted up one address. This 
continues until it has "inched" its way 
through the entire memory, hence the 
name. 

The amount of memory in your 
system determines the time each test 
will take to run . One pass of the test on 
a 48K machine, with the "Worm 
Test", will take about two hours. At 
the end of each complete pass, the 
total number of passes and the 
cumulative error count will be printed. 
The author of these programs 
recommends that the memory 
diagnostic be run a minimum of 
twelve hours, and that to really test 
the machine, at up to seventy-two 
hours at elevated temperatures. 

Conclusions 
These two programs are complete 

utilities which leave very little, if 
anything, to be desired . The 
documentation is clear and precise, 
and for all of the occasions during 
which human intervention (Ugh) is 
necessary, the inputs are made as 
fool-proof as possible. At the relatively 
low price of $24.95, these programs 
are a must for any serious user of the 
TRS-80. 
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FINE TOOLS FOR YOUR TRS-80 

ULTRA-MON 


UTILITY I 

Here's software utility that can make pro
gramming easier for you. These powerful 
tools will take much of the frustration out 
of essential operations. You'll wonder 

. how you managed without them . They'll 
stamp your work with the mark of profes
sionalism. 
RENUM-Now you can easily renumber 
any Level 11 program· to make room for 
modification or to clean up the listing . 

(Only for use with 16K of memory.) 
DUPLIK-This program will let you 
duplicate any BASIC, assembler, or 
machine-language program, verify the 
data, and even copy Level I programs on 
a Level II machine. 

See how efficient and well-ordered your 
programming becomes. (Tl) 

Order No. 0081R $9.95. 

UTILITY II 

One of the most popular and useful of 

the utility packages, Utility II is the sec
ond in a series of programs designed to 
take the drudgery out of editing. 

This combination of programs adds 
flexiblity to your BASIC programs by 
allowing you to combine them with other 
BASIC programs, or with machine-lan
guage programs or routines. 
CFETCH-You'll be able to merge 
BASIC programs, with consecutive line 
numbers, into one program. CFETCH 
can also search through any Level II pro
gram tape and display the file name for all 
the programs. 

CWRITE-Combine subroutines that 
work in different memory locations into 
one program. CWRITE works with 
BASIC and/ or one or more machine-lan
guage programs. It will even give you a 
general chec ksum to verify that your pro
gram hasn't dropped any bits. 

Use these two programs as your de
pendable " assistants" to speed merging 
processes and as a totally reliable retrieval 
means in search and edit operations. 

A fine tool for your TRS-80! (Tl) 

Order No. 0076R $9.95. 

COMPRESSION UTILITY PACK 

Do you want to add sound routines to a 

Space Trek program that already uses 
16K? Or maybe you need an extra column 
in that financial report program, but 
when you run it, you get OM errors? 

With a wave of your hand, and a little 
help from either of the COMPRESSION 
programs, in this package, your problems 
are over. 

Compress-80-fits in 265 bytes, deletes 
spaces, and offers the choice of leaving 
REMark line numbers in the program, or 
deleting them altogether. 

Supercompress- uses 767 bytes and 
can do everything COMPRESS-80 can do 
PLUS, it packs the program into the 
smallest possible number of multiple 
statement lines . 

With the Compression Utility Pack and 
your own programming skill, you can add 
all those little extras to your BASIC pro
grams. (Tl) 

Order No. 0246R 
$19.95. 

ULTRA-MON is a unique and power· 
ful machine-language monitor. It is ROM 
independent and will function in Level II 
or DOS BASIC. With ULTRA-MON, 
you will be able to write, modify, study 
and debug machine-language programs. 
Plus, you' ll be able to avoid the frustra
tions and "bomb-outs" usually associat · 
ed with machine-language programming. 
ULTRA-MON displays, disassembles, 
traces (hardcopy trace disassembly, too!). 
modifies, relocates memory, prints and 
even relocates itself with simple com
mands . Using interprelive execution, 
ULTRA-MON allows you to put break
points in ROM. This powerful monitor 

can even fetch, decode, disassemble and 
analyze each instruction individually so 
that your program cannot bomb out . 
ULTRA-MON is designed for the begin
ning machine-language programmer as 
well as the professional. The documen
tation contains a Simple Demonstration 
section geared to the novice programmer. 
Consequently, the program is a learning 
device as well as an extremely useful pro
gramming tool. 
If you are serious about programming, 
you need to add this powerful utility to 
your library today. (Tl) 

Order No. 5003R 
$24.95. 

TLDIS & DLDIS 

You've bought a super machine-code 

program , but now wonder how it works. 
Maybe you even used a quick PEEK rou
tine to glance through it when it was in 
memory. If so, you definitely noticed the 
complete lack of comments in the code, 
making it almost impossible for you to 
decipher and understand it. 

Well, Instant Software's Labeling Dis
assemblers are the answer to your prob
lem. 

TLDIS (Tape-based Labeling D!Sas
sembler) and DLDIS (Disk-based Label
ing D!Sassembler) are three-pass, label
assigning disassemblers which assign 
labels (where appropriate) to the routines 
in a machine-language program. Their 
output is almost identical to that of a 
hand-assembled source code. 

You can send the disassembly to a line
printer (Radio Shack parallel port) for 
either TLDIS or DLDIS. (The difference 
between these utilities is the storage mode 
of the disassembly.) 

TLDIS can send,the disassembly to cas
sette tape, DLDIS can send it to disk ; 
both send it to the video monitor. The 
stored disassembly from TLDIS may 
be reassembled with Radio Shack's 
EDTASMTM-the disassembly from 
DLDIS, with Apparat's extension of 
EDTASMTM. Because of the use of 

labels , it is a simple matter to change any 
object code program by disassembling it 
and then making changes to the resultant 
source code, without losing track of 
jump/load addresses. Labels start with 
"AAOO" and increment up, in even num
bered steps (AA02, AA04, etc.). The odd 
numbers (AAOI, AA03, etc.) are left for 
you to use for the source code during 
reassembly. 

The printing of the disassembly may be 
temporarily halted by using [SHIFT] @ 
(just as in BASIC) or it may be ended by 
pressing the [BREAK] key. It also has a 
comments column to display ASCII char
acters used in a LD or CP opcode. 

TLDIS and DLDIS may be refocated in 
memory to avoid conflict with the pro
gram you disassembler. 

The next time you need to " climb in
side" a machine-code program, take 
DLDIS or TLDIS with you . We promise 
that it will be an easier journey. 

Order No. 0230R 
(TLDIS) $14.95 (Tl) 
Order No. 0231RD 
(DLDIS) $19.95 (T2) 

TO ORDER: 

See Your Local 


Instant Software Dealer 

or 


Order Directly: 

CALL TOLL FREE 


1-800-258-5473 


PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458 

603-924-7296 




ASTEROID 
DA TE: 28.02.2047 

LOCATION: 270 million miles from 
Terra 

MI SS ION: Maintaining Terra' s Space 
Lanes 

Briefing will follow: 
I.I Your mission is to destroy any aster
oids in your sector and to prevent a lien 
spacecraft from infiltrat ing the Terran 
Delensc Network. 
1.2 Your ship is armed with an anti-matter 
cannon. You can shoot large asteroids, 
but this turns them into many smaller 
as1eroids, each capable of destroying your 
ship . 
1.3 In addition, a lien ships can make in

•:::,,..._ . + 
~ ~~ ;z.- ~' 

(!{!illl~ 
c~ I ~~...... 
~--: ·~ '--
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stantancous hyperspace jumps into your 
area and start firing on your ship. 
1.4 You ' ll need lightning reflexes and 
nerves of steel to survive Asteroid. We 
have no use for non-survivors! 

Asteroid, a real . time, machine-lan
guage game, featu res variable levels of 
difficult y, superb high-speed graphics, 
sound effects and automatic score keep
ing. (Tl) or (T2) 

Order No. 0237R 
$14.~5 Tape. 
Order No. 0247RD 
$19.95 Disk. 

COSMIC PATROL 
WARN ING: PLAYERS OF nus 


GAME SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR 

A STATE OF REALISM HITHERTO 


UNAVA ILABLE ON TH E TRS-80 


Skilled players soon master many d1ffi 
cult com puter games, but COSM IC 
PATROL 1s ma world all It s own. The 
cha llenge intensifies! Support ing graphics 
and sound (optional) make each en
counter an exciting new experience. It a ll 
adds up to a Super 3-S package . . . ski ll, 
sight and sound. 

Scenario: The Cosmic Patrol program 
pu ts you in the command chair of a small 
int erstellar patrol craft. Your mission is to 
defend Terran space and prey on the Que
Ion supply ships wh ich carry essential 
part s and lubricants for that implacably 
host ile robotic force. The drone freighters 

BALL TURRET 

GUNNER 


For years the Petro Resource Con· 
glomerate has attacked our photon collec
tion stations and strangled our deep-space 
trade routes. The PRC Exxonerator Class 
light fighters (code name: Gnat) have 
been their main weapon . Now you can 
strike back, by joining the Ball Turret 
Gunner Service. 

Imagine yourself at the control console 
of an LW-1417 Stratoblazer (Type B 
Strategic Laser Weapon). Your Hindsighl 
Director informs yo u that a Gnat fight er 
is coming in for an attack. You pivot your 
gigawatt laser turret until you can see the 
target on your monitor. The Range Indi
cator shows him coming in fast. The 
Targeting Computer studies his course 
and speed as your finger tenses over the 
firing key. You know you 'll have only a 
fraction of a second in which to react. The 
Gnat fighter's evasive maneuvers cause 
him to dance in your sights. Suddenly, 

you see the flRE Command and you 
reacl instinctively. Your laser beam lashes 
out and reduces the Gnat to an expanding 
ball of ionized gas. Mission accom
plished! 

Ball Turret Gunner, with your choice 
of multiple levels of difficulty , optional 
sound effects and superb graphics . is 
more than just a game. It 's an adventure. 
Experience it! (Tl) 

01·der No. 0051R $9.95. · 

are fairly easy pickings for the accom
plished starship pilot, but beware of the 
I-Fighter escorts. They're armed, fast and 
piloted by intelligenl robots li nked to bat 
tle computers. They never miss. 

The Cosmic Patrol program is nol jusl 
another search and destroy game. With its 
fast, real-lime ac1 ion, impressive sound 
option and superb graphics, this machine
language program is the best of its genre. 

Don't keep putting quarter after quar
ter into a rcade games or spending big 
bucks for video game cartridges. Get 
Cosmic Patrol from Instant Software
and get the best for less! (Tl) 

Order No. 0223R 
$14.95 Tape. 
Order No. 0224RD 
$19.95 Disk. 

INVADERS 
The INVADERS are coming! Earth's 

defenses are dead except for your Laser 
base. Your assignment is to destroy 1he 
approaching INVADERS before they de
stroy Earth . Before Earth's sensors failed , 
they detected 550 armed invaders in 
space, speeding toward us in 10 attack 
formations of 55 in each group. The sen
sors detected fo ur different types of at
tack craft: Large, Medium, Small, and a 
short profile craft which is the !JlOSt dif
ficult to destroy. If you cannot stop these 
space attackers they wi ll stop Earth . 
for good . (Tl ) 

Order No. 0240R $9.95. 

TO ORDER 

See Your Local 
Instant Software Dealer (Tl)=TRS-80 Model I, 

Level II , 16K RAM . or Call Toll-Free 
(T2) = TRS-80 Model I , 1-800-258-54 73 
Level II I6K, Expansion Instant SoftWare· 
Interface l 6K + I disk 

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458 603-924-7296 d rive. *A trademark of Tai'idv Corporation 
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Feature 

OKI DATA 
•
IS OK 


The Microline 80 has been around for almost two years. It has been a little 
work-horse for many of us. In this "tongue-in-cheek" article, Ira McComic tells 
of his experiences with it. 

The romance was fading . That passion generated 
by newness and undiscovered delights which had 
first brought us together was cooling with familiarity 
and the realization of limitations. It was time for 

, something new in our relationship. 
: After a few months of game playing with my TRS
·80 16K Level 11, I was ready to start writing all those 
brilliant programs sitting up there in my head. But 

Ira McComic 
Plano, Texas 

1. Being of penny-pinching character (partly 
through heredity, but mostly due to environment), I 
think it has more features per buck than many other 
printers. It is less than $700 for the standard model 
(and maybe way less if you shop a~ound) . 

2 . It is an impact printer and, compared to thermal, 
flogging beats burning for print quality. Even better, 
you can get multiple copies if you would like to run off 

To the left we 
"The problems have Jennifer 
.were minor and .McComic using 
were quickly her dad's new 
solved." .Microline 80. 

after the short ones were finished, I realized that a 
printer was going to be needed to develop the larger 
ones. 

Searching for just-the-right printer, I ran across an 
ad for the Okidata Microline 80. After a little more 
checking, that's the one which was brought home 
and placed next to the TRS-80. Several features of 
the Microline 80 made it the choice : 

an extra for Auntie Blossom. Multiple copy capability 
is also handy for word processing and forms printing . 

3. You can get a variable numb3r of characters per 
line: 80 per line for programs and word processing 
and 132 for those home budget forms . 

4. It is a dot matrix (9 X 7), which allows you to print 
both upper and lower case characters. Again, that's 
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handy for word processing work. Its print set alsd 
includes graphics and even kana characters. 

5 . It is a moderately fast 80 characters per second. 
That's no Secretariat, but it can gallop pretty good. 

6 . It has a Centronics-type interface and can be 
attached directly to the TRS-80 's expansion interface 
line printer port. If you want though, there is an RS
232 option available. 

7. Operating cost is minimal. With the Microline 
80, you can print on just about anything made from 
wood pulp except termite droppings. You can use roll 
paper (a holder comes with the printer). You can 
insert 8V2 X 11" stationery, fan -fold paper, or Big 
Chief writing tablet sheets. Sprockets are included on 
the platen and a tractor feed is available as an option . 

8 . The little fellow is compact (truly a desktop 
pr inter), but is still plenty sturdy. 

" ... I think we sometimes 
cause more misery for 
ourselves as a result of not 
carefully reading what 
documentation there is. 
We are too excited about 
getting the gadget going." 

The Microline 80 brought the TRS-80 and I back 
together again . While its many features are 
admirable, I didn't fully appreciate all those things 
back when I saw the ads . 

I copied the phone number from the ad and gave 
the folks at Okidata a call. They answered a few 
questions I had and referred me to a representative in 
Dallas. The representative was real accommodating, 
and even brought out a printer to my office for me to 
check out. 

When the salesman plugged in his demo driver 
box, turned on the power, and started printing upper
case characters, I was interested . But when it started 
printing lower-case, variable densities, and some 
surprising block graphics, he had me. 

The new printer arrived securely packed along with 
two extra fuses and a reassuring printout which led 
me to believe that it was thoroughly tested before 
being shipped. 

Since I already had the TRS-80 expansion 
interface, a cable and some roll paper was obtained 
from the Radio Shack store . A small concise manual 
came with the printer. One quick look atthe book and 
I started in. 
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The printer was placed on a cleared spot on the 
desk beside the TRS-80, and the ribbon cable 
between the machine and the Microline 80 was 
connected. 

The next step, according to the book, was to put in a 
ribbon . Whoops, hadn't thought about the ribbon. 
The salesman had told me a "standard Royal 
typewriter ribbon" was in his printer, so I hopped in 
my car (and nearly hopped right back out, since it was 
113 degrees in Dallas that day and I've got vinyl 
seats), drove to an office supply store, grabbed a 
ribbon, and scooted back. 

' I was sure surprised when the ribbon didn't fit. 
After looking a little further in the manual, I found 
that Okidata called for an Underwood type V2" . 
standard spool with eyelets, so it was back into the 
car (cautiously this time), back to the store and get the 
right ribbon. 

I know 'that we personal computer types often 
complain about poor documentation and there is 
plenty of printed trash out there that is not greater 
than or equal to worthless, but I think we sometimes 
cause more misery for ourselves as a result of not 
carefully reading what documentation there is. We 
are too excited about getting the gadget going. 

Anyway, I laid in the ribbon, rolled in some paper, 
hit the power on the TRS -80 and the printer and 
entered: 

100 LPRINT"THIS IS A TEST." 
and finished with a deft RUN and ENTER. 

This is what I got: 

Now, I'm not a language expert(I don't even handle 
my native English real well as my old fifth grade 
teacher, Mrs Hartline, will verify), but could those be 
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Japanese characters? A quick look at the manual 
confirmed the Microline 80 was capable of printing 
katakana characters. 

Hmmmm. 
Clearly, there were two choices: Learn to write 

programs in Japanese or figure out some way to get 
that printer to speak English . Since the first choice 
seemed too time consuming, the second was tried . 

Looking the printer over more carefully than a 
mother counting a new baby's toes, no button was 
found that said, "Push here for English". 

OK, as a last resort, let's see what the manual says. 
I looked through the small manual (less than 30 
pages) but couldn't find any directions on how to 
proceed. · 

Now what was to be done? I was hoping at least to 
be able to print out a short recipe program to pacify 
my wife and help persuade her that this printer was a 
better investment than patio furniture. 

With no particular ideas about what to do, I began 
flipping through the manual again . There were some 
interesting notes about what control characters to 
use to change character densities and the number of 
lines per inch and there was the usual ASCII 
character table. If you've seen one ASCII character 
table, you have seen them all. except this one showed 
you some otherwise non-printing codes that would 
produce graphic characters. But even more 
important for the moment, there was a small note at 
the bottom that read, "Shift S 1 jamper (sic) plug to 
Side A, and S3 to Side A. (left column) (ASCII)" 

That cryptic note seemed to imply that English or 
katakana characters were jumper selectable - and 
that certainly makes sense. Since the previous 
inspection of the printer established the j·umpers 
were not on the outside of the printer, they must be 
on the inside. See. it doesn't take a mental Goliath to 
be a computer enthusiast (and there are quite a few 
personal acquaintances who would testify to that) . 

Quicker than you can say, "Which one of you kids 
took Daddy's screwdriver?", the hood was popped on 
the printer to see if the alleged S1 and S3 jumpers 
could be found. Sure enough, there they \(Vere, sitting 
on top of the circuit board behind the platen as smug 
as a crooked county judge. One of the jumpers had a 
shorting plug in the right place, but the other one was 
as naked as a ring finger in a singles bar . 

I twisted a short piece of wire around the bare 
shorting pins, reached over to the TRS-80 and tapped 
in RUN . 

"THIS IS A TEST.", leaped out on the printer in bold 
English. 

For an ol' boy who's done his share of sinning, that 
had worked out alright. Now, let's really see what this 
baby's made of. I entered a short, five-line program 
(took me five minutes to get it right with the Level II 
keybounce problem - gotta get that fixed one of these 
days) and then typed LLIST. 

The Okidata chattered away like a squirrel at a nut 
cracking bee and printed all the program lines. 
However, each line was printed on top of the other. 

Back to the manual again. It said that if you want an 
automatic line feed after the printer receives a 
carriage return, slip the S4 shorting plug to Side B. 

Fortunately, the lid was still off of the printer. But 
again, there was no shorting plug at all on either side 
B or side A of S4. After taking a few turns around the 
jumper pins on side B with some hookup wire and 
typing in LLIST again, each line printed out on its own 
property. Ah. that's better; a line feed with every 
carriage return, just like a promise with every 
politician . 

I tried a few more experiments with the printer and 
finally, convinced that everything was working well 
enough to please even a mother-in-law, I fastened 
down the lid and leaned back with the comforting 
feeling I had made a wise selection . 

I called Okidata the next day to ask about the 
missing jumper plugs. A representative there 
assured me that my printer was an unusual case, that 
the printers sold in the United States are jumpered 
for English. He promised to send me a couple of 
jumper plugs to replace the wires I had stuck on . He 
said he was aware of a number of printers which 
were being used with the TRS-80. He had heard no 
reports of any of the problems I had encountered in 
connecting the Microline 80 to my TRS-80. 

The problems were minor and were quickly solved. 
I am pleased with the printer and think it will prove to 
be a good investment. It's really rekindled a new 
interest in my TRS-80. At this point, Okidata is OK.• 

Okidata Microline 80 Printer Features 

Print System Impact dot matrix 
Character composition 9 X 7 dot matrix 

Printing speed 80 characters/ sec @ 10 or 16.5 
characters per inch . 
40 characters/ sec @ 5 
characters/ inch. 

Maximum characters/ line 80 characters/ line@ 10 char/ in. 
40 characters / line@ 5 char/in. 
132 characters/line @ 16.5 
characters/ inch. 

Line spacing 6 or 8 lines per inch. software 
selectable . 

Character types 64 alphanumeric characters and 
symbols. 
32 lower case English characters 
characters and symbols. 
64 kana characters and symbols 
64 graphics symbols 

Interface Centronics-type parallel, 
standard . 
RS-232 is optional 

Paper feed Friction / fixed pins @ 9" centers 
standard . 
Adjustable tractor feed optional 

Dimensions 13.46" wide, 9.65" deep, 4.25" 
high . 

Weight 14.3 lbs without paper (approx) 

Table 1. Microline 80 Printer Specifications 
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meeta 
REAL 

Model II 64K $3375 32K Exp. Int. $362PLUS 

Color Computer 4K $310 Model Ill 16K $859 

Here are just a few of our fine offers ... 
call toll-free for full information. 

D 
check out these 
unusual package 
values for price 
and warranty 

....... 

COMPUTERS 
Model 1164K $3375 
Model Ill 4K LEV I 599 
Model Ill 16K 859 
Model 11132K 981.50 

+Model Ill 32K 915.50 
Model 11148K 1104 

+ Model Ill 48K 972 
Model Ill 32K 
2 Disc & RS232 c 2149 
Color Computer 4K 310 
Color Computer 16K 439.95 

+Color Computer 16K 366.50 
Color Computer 16K 
w/extended basic 489 
Pocket Computer 199 
VIDEOTEX 329 
APPLE 48K only 1279 
ATARI 800 16K 789 

+ Computer Plus New Equipment. 
180 Day Extended Warranty 

PERIPHERALS 
Expansion Interface OK 
Expansion Interface 16K 

+ Expansion Interface 16K 
Expansion Interface 32K 

+ Expansion Interface 32K 

$249 
359 

305.50 
469.95 

362 
16K RAM N.E.C. 200 N.S. chips 39 

MODEMS 
Lynx Direct Connect 
COMM 80 Interface 
Chatterbox Interface 
Telephone Interface II 

PRINTERS 
Line Printer IV 
Daisy Wheel II 
Line Printer VI 
NEC Spinwriter 5530 
OKI DATA Microline 80 
EPSON MX80 

DISK DRIVES 
Model 1111 ·Drive 
PERCOM TFD 100 
TEAC 40 Track 

PLUS real back-up warrantees 

Pure Radio Shack equipment warranteed at any Radio 
Shack store or dealer. Factory warrantees on Apple and 
Atari equipment. Other equipment carries manufacturer's 
warranty or Computer Plus 180 day extended warranty. 
Combined warrantees carry Computer Plus 180 day war
ranty or original manufacturer's warranty. 

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED (617) 486·3193 

Prices sublect to change without notice. 
Not responsible for typographical errors. 
TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp. Circle 25 

219 
159.95 

239 
169 

849 
1695 
999 

2595 
499 
519 

712 
389 
319 

MODEL I 32K E.I., 

1st. Drive, Line Printer IV, 

10 Diskettes Pure R.S. $1875 


combined warranty 1699 

MODEL II 64K w/2 Disks, 
Daisy Wheel II, Scrlpslt 

Pure R.S. 6350 

MODEL Ill 48K, 1st. Drive, 
Line printer IV, Scrlpstt Word 
Processor, 10 Diskettes 

Pure R.S. 2800 
combined warranty 2699 

COLOR COMPUTER 16K CC 
w/extended basic cassette 
recorder, joy sticks, dust cover 

Pure R.S. 569 

POCKET COMPUTER w/lnterface 
Pure R.S. 239 

ATARI 
48K Atari 800, Atari 825 Printer, 
Atari 810 Disk Drive 2125 

APPLE 
48K Apple II & Apple II Disk 
w/controller, D.0.S. 3.3, 
Printer Card and Cable, 
Epson MX80 Printer 2510 

call TOLL FREE 
1·800·345·8124 



the books you've

been waiting for... 
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Get them at your local IJG dealer! 

Now available at 

selected DALTO~~ bookstores 


Anderson Computers Huntsville AL 
Personal Computer Place Mesa AZ 
Simutek Computer Products Tucson AZ 
Berkley Microcomputer Berkley CA 
Thorpe Dataservices Canoga Park CA 
Data Dynamics Cerritos CA 
J.K. Gill Cupertino CA . 

PC Compuiers El Cerrito CA 

Radio Shack Associate Store El Cajon CA 

Computerland South Bay Lawndale CA 

M M & T Industries Lompoc CA 

E.T. Research Long Beach CA 

Op Amp Technical Books Los Angeles CA 

Small Systems Software Newbury Park CA 

Hobby World Northridge CA 

Kive Computers Oceanside CA 
Stacey's Palo Alto CA 
Byte Shop of Placentia Placentia CA 
Capital Computer Systems Sacramento CA 
Computerland San Bernadina CA 

. 	Stacey's San Bernad ina CA 
Computerland San Diego CA 
Computer Age Inc San Diego CA 
Disney's Electronics San Diego CA 
Stacey's San Francisco CA 
Computer Store of San Leandro San Leandro CA 
Computer Information Exchange San Lu is Rey CA 
Microcomputer Technology Santa Ana CA 
Vista Computer Co Santa Ana CA 
Radio Shack Associate Store Sonora CA 
Exatron Sunnyvale CA 
James Games Computer Center Upland CA 
Computer Land of West L.A. West L.A CA 
Computers To Go Westlake Village CA 
Ap'parat Denver CO 
Software Gourmet Denver CO 
Computer Works Wes tport CT 
The Program Store Wash ington DC 
Computer Junction Fort Lauderdale FL 
Adventure International Fern Park Fl. 
HIS Computermation Melbourne FL 
Boyd Electronics Panama City FL 
TAB Sales Company Pensacola FL 
AMF Microcomputer Center Tampa FL 
Atlanta Computer Mart Atlanta GA 
The Bottom Shelf At lan ta GA 
Radio Shack Associate Store Honolu lu HI 
Idaho Microcomputers Buhl ID 
Garcia & Associates Chicago IL 
Data Domain of Schaumberg Schaumberg IL 
Bob's Sales Agency London KY 
Computer Shoppe Metair1e LA 
Tulane Book Store Tulane LA 
Mark Gordon Computers Cambridge MA 
Computer City Charlestown MA 
Radio Shack Associate Store Falmouth MA 
Radio Shack Associate Store Marlborough MA 
Miller Microcomputer Natick MA 
Radio Shack Associate Store New Bedford MA 
Either/Or Bookstore Pittsfield MA 
Small Business Systems Group Westford MA 
Radio Shack Associate Store Calais ME 
Radio Shack Associate Store Caribou ME 
Radio Shack Associate Store East Wilton ME 
Eastern Book Company Portland ME 

Circle 2 

A M Electronics Ann Arbor Ml 

Wizards Arsenal East Lansing Ml 

Computer Center Garden Ci ty Ml 

Soft Sector Marketing Garden City Ml 


. The Alternate Source Lansing Ml 
· Level IV Products Livonia Ml 
C & S Electronics Milan Ml 
The Golden Anvil South Haven Ml 
Software Shack Associate Store Belton MO 
The Software Center Flori ssant MO 
Computer Mart Springfield MO 
Radio Shack Associate Store Lebanon NH 
Radio Shack Associate Store Portsmouth NH 
Com.puter City Manchester NH 
Ramworks Millard NH 
73 Inc Peterborough NH 
Radio Shack Associate Store Freehold NJ 
Radio Shack Associate Store Middletown NJ 
Westech Sparta NJ 
Industrial Products Corp Albuquerque NM 
Radio Shack Associate Store Elko NV 
Hurley Electronics Las Vegas NV 
BT Enterprises Centereach NY 
Digibyte Systems New York. NY 
Integral Business.Systems New York NY 
Transbooks Inc. New York NY 
H & E Computronics Spring Valley NY 
The Computer Corner White Plains NY 
Computer Resource Williamsville NY 
Micromini Computer World Columbus OH 
Meta Technology Euclid OH 
Astro Video Electronics La ncaster OH 
Vern Street Products Sapulpa OK 
Computer Store Tulsa OK 
Sounds Etc Watonga OK 
Erie Computer Store Erie PA 
VR Data Folcroft PA 
Marketline Systems Huntingdon Valley PA 
Computerland Mechanicsburg PA 
Personal Computer Corp Paoli PA 
Wh itman Book Shop Philadelphia PA 
Computer House of Pittsburg Pittsburg PA 
Brodart Inc Williamsport PA 
Computerlab Memphis TN 
Computer Fort Arlington TX 
Quality Software Dallas TX 
Waghalter Books Houston TX 
Quality Technology Salt Lake Ci ty UT 
Computer Shoppe Metairie VA 
Home Computer Center V1 rg1nia Beach VA 
Virginia MiCrosystems Woodbridge VA 
Claude's TV Newport VT 
H & S Microsystems Blaine WA 
Magnolia Microsystems Seattle WA 
Personal Computers Inc Spokane WA 
Byte Shop of Milwaukee Milwaukee WI 
Mc Gill' s Australia 
Micro 80 Australia 
Pitt Street.Microcomputers Australia 
Technical Book and Magazine Australia 
Alpha 1 Micro Canada 
HRB Goderich Canada 
University Bookroom Canada 
EC Data Denmark 
A.J. Harding England 

Mine of Information England 

The Computer Bookshop England 

Radcom Electronics Holland 

Academia Boekh Netherlands 

Nordisk Mlkro Sweden 

Hofacker GMBH West Germany 

Interface Age (Europe) West Germany 
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'.. this is not only a worthwhile book 'HOW TWO' 
but a great book. My advice is to get it 
and USE it!' - William Barden Jr. information! 

132 pages 
$22.50 

312 pages 
$29.95 

'It has twelve thousand one-liners 
in it, and every one is great!' 
- Dennis Kitsz. 
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Circle 92 

TRS·80 Disk & Other Mysteries is the 
definitive fixit book for disk users. More than 
130 pages of easy to read, entertaining and 
immensely useful information - find out how to 
recover disk files, the layout of information on 
disks, memory maps, problem solutions ... the 
list goes on! 

Many readers have saved days of work by 
recreating disk files that were unreadable. 
With more than 14,000 copies sold so far, TRS· 
80 Disk & Other Mysteries has received 
favourable reviews in several magazines. 
Yours for only $22.50 (plus $1 .50 shipping, 
CA residents add $1.35 sales tax). 

Microsoft BASIC Decoded & Other 
Mysteries is the definative guide to your Level 
II RO Ms. With more than 7,000 lines of detailed 
comments, and 6 additional chapters packed 
with information, it is easily the biggest and 
best book about the Level II ROMs available. 

Written by James Farvour·,· ·the .comment 
section took more than a year to finish - it even 
includes the changes for the latest ROM sets . 
Edited by Jim Perry, the founding editor of 80 
Microcomputing , the text and 'comments are· . 
understandable. 

Exploit the full power of Microsoft BASIC, with 
the aid of more than 300 pages of tested 
examples, explanations and detailed 
comments. Only ,$29.95 (plus $2 .00 shipping, 
CA residents add $1 .80 sales tax). 

Pick them up at your nearest IJG dealer, phone 
your order in or use the coupon. 

IJG Computer Services, 
1260 W. Foothill Blvd., 
Upland, CA 91786 

Please send me a copy of TRS-80 Disk &Other 
Mysteries for $22.50 plus $1.50 shipping. 0 

Please send me a copy of Microsoft BASIC 
Decoded & other Mysteries for $29.95 plus 
$2 .00 shipping. O 

OK, send .me both IJG books for $52.45 plus 
$3 .50 shipping. D 
Overaeae alrmall pleaea add an extra S8.00. 

Name ... ..... .. .... .... ... .. ... ..... ... ... ... .... ..... . 


Address .... .... ............ ... ..... ..... ............. . 


City .... ....... ........ ... .. ...... ... .... ......... ... .'.. . 

State ........ .... Zip .... ..... .. .. .. .... .. ........... . 

Charge my 

O Mastercard Interbank Code .... ... ... .... . 

O Visa Expiration Date .. ... .. ........ · 

Card Number ........... .. ... .. ... .. .. ....... ...... . 

O Check enclosed 
O Ship COD ($2.00 extra) 

Signature ... ....... .... : .. .. ......... .... ... .. ....... .. 


http:Only,$29.95


System/Command-----------------~--------------

HANDS-OFF 
KEYBOARD 

INPUT 
For TRS-80 Model I, Level II or DOS Phil Pilgrim 

The 16th in a series. 
Sometimes I wonder if I should retitle this column, 

"Fancy Things You Can Do with the TRS-80 
Keyboard." You'd think everything has been said on 
that subject by now, though . But consider the fact 
that almost everything that the TRS-80 does results 
from something that someone, somewhere, typed in 
on a keyboard . In that light, a keyboard interface can 
have a universal and far -reaching effect. So if none of 
you are tired of keyboard routines, I'm not either. And 
here is yet another one. 

The impetus for this routine (PRKEY, for Model I 
only) is the fact that you can do nearly anything from 
the keyboard , but not from a Basic program . A Basic 
program, for example, can 't modify itself. (Not that 
that's always such a good idea, but there are times it 
would be n ice.) PRl<EY removes those limitations by 
allowing you to PRINT things you would otherwise 
type in by hand, and to interpret the pr inted material 
as keyboard input . You could, for example, print a 
series of DATA statements whose values depend on 
computational results. When the program 
terminates and user input is expected, these DATA 
statements will be entered into the program . (See 
Example 1.) This can be handy for setting up arrays 
for functions like SIN and COS which take a while to 
compute . You could also use PRKEY in conjunction 
with the .INPUT statement to prompt the user with the 
defau lt value of an input variable. He could backspace 
,and change it or hit ENTER to accept it. (Example 2). 

PR KEY works with the display and keyboard drivers 
and uses a circular (wraparound) buffer. Characters 
printed following a CHRS(1) and terminated with 
either a CHRS(O), a carriage return, or a computer 
request for keyboard input, are entered into the 
buffer and not displayed. Subsequent calls to the 
keyboard cause these characters to be removed one 

Discovery Bay Software Co. 
Port Townsend, Washington 

at a time from the buffer and returned, until the buffer 
is empty or until the BREAK key is struck. To the 
computer, it looks as if the characters were entered 
from the keyboard . There is qne restriction , however. 
The routine only works for line input, that is, input 
prompted by the X, ?, etc . It was not designed for use 
with INKEYS. The reason is that some method must 
be used to tell whether the computer really wants a 
character or whether it's just looking for a BREAK or 
SHIFT@. Unfortunately, the keyboard driver is called 
for both purposes (in my mind a shocking oversight 
on the par.t of the Level II authors). With unrestricted 
use, BREAK key checking alone could empty the 
buffer completely. 

By limiting use to line input, a hook in Level II RAM 
can be used to flag a legitimate keyboard call. This 
hook· is at address 41 AF and contains either a RET or 
a JP into DOS. It is called just before the computer 
req'uests a line of input. By putting a JP here to some 
code in PRKEY, we can set a flag saying it's okay to 
send characters out of the buffer. At the next carr iage 
return, th is flag is reset. 

PRKEY is divided into four main sections: 1) The 
START block, which does the linking, 2) PRINT which 
directs printed output to either the screen or the 
keyboard buffer, 3) KEYBUF, which flags imminent 
line input, and 4) KEYBD, which transmits characters 
from either the buffer or the keyboard . 

To use PRKEY, key it as shown into EDTASM, make 
an object tape or file , and load it via SYSTEM or from 
disk. (Don't forget to set memory size equal to your 
origin .) Execute the START block, and you're ready 
to go. PRKEY is a program that invites experimenting . 
Just be sure to use an expendable disk, though, 
because you might PRINT a command you don'twant 
and won 't be fast enough to stop. 
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____________________________system/Command 

7E45 00090 
7E45 2A1640 00100 START 
7E48 22DB7E 00110 
7E4B 21B37E 00120 
7E4E 221640 00130 
·7E51 2A1E40 00140 
7E54 22A27E 00150 

. 7E57 21777E 00160 
7E5A 221E40 00170 
7E5D 3AAF41 00180 
7E60 32B07E 00190 
7E63 2AB041 00200 
7E66 22B17E 00210 
7E69 3EC3 00220 
7E6B 32AF41 00230 
7E6E 21A87E 00240 
7E71 22B041 00250 
7E74 C3CC06 00260 
7E77 3AF97E 00270 PRINT 
7E7A B7 00280 
7E7B 2821 00290 
7E7D 79 00300 
7E7E B7 00310 
7E7F 2823 00320 
7E81 2AFD7E 00330 
7E84 71 00340 
7E85 ES 00350 
7E86 CDEF7E 00360 
7E89 22FD7E 00362 
7E8C ED5BFB7E 00370 
7E90 OF 00380 
7E91 E1 00390 
7E92 2003 00400 
7E94 22FD7E 00410 
7E97 79 00420 HLOK 
7E98 FEDD 00422 
7E9A CO 00424 
7E9B AF 00426 
7E9C 1806 00428 
7E9E 79 00430 REGPR 
7E9F FE01 00440 
7EA1 C20000 00450 OLDPR 
7EA4 32F97E 00460 NEWMD 
7EA7 C9 00470 
7EA8 AF 00480 KEYBUF 
7EA9 32F97E 00490 
7EAC 3C 00500 
7EAD 32FA7E 00510 
7EBO C9 00520 KLINK 
0002 00530 
7EB3 3AFA7E 00540 KEYBD 
7EB6 87 00550 
7EB7 2821 00560 
7EB9 2AFB7E 00570 
7EBC ED5BFD7E 00580 

ORG 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
LO 
JP 
LO 
OR 
JR 
LO 
OR 
JR 
LO 
LO 
PUSH 
CALL 
LO 
LO 
RST 
POP 
JR 
LO 
LO 
CP 
RET 
XOR 
JR 
LO 
CP 
JP 
LO 
RET 
XOR 
LO 
INC 
LO 
RET 
DEFS 
LO 
OR 
JR 
LO 
LO 

07E45H 
HL,C4016H) 
CREGKEY+1),HL 
HL,KEYBD 
C4016H),HL 
HL,C401EH) 
(OLDPR+1),HL 
HL,PRINT 
C401EH),HL 
A,C41AFH) 
(KLINK) ,A 
HL,C41B0H) 
CKLINK+1) ,HL 
A,OC3H 
C41AFH),A 
HL,KEYBUF 
C41B0H),HL 
06CCH 
A,CMOOE) 
A 
Z,REGPR 
A,C 
A 
Z,NEWMO 
HL,CBUFPP) 
CHU ,C 
HL 
INCHL 
CBUFPP),HL 
DE, (BUFPI) 
18H 
HL 
NZ,HLOK 
CBUFPP),HL 
A,C 
13 
NZ 
A 
NEWMD 
A,C 
1 
NZ,$-$ 
(MODE) ,A 

A 
(MODE) ,A 
A 
CKMODE) ,A 

2 
A,CKMODE) 
A 
Z,REGKEY 
HL, (BUFPI) 
DE,CBUFPP) 
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;OR 0BE45H OR 0FE45H 
;LINK IN KEYBOARD .,., ., 
;LINK IN DISPLAY .,.,., 
;XFER BUFF'D INPUT HOOK .,., ., 
;REPLACE W/ JP KEYBUF .,., ., . 
;OR JP 402DH FOR DOS 
;GOES IN BUFFER? ., 
; NO : DISPLAY 
,. YES: ALL DONE? ., 
; YES: RESET MODE 
; NO: GET BUFFER PTR 
;PUT CHAR IN BUFFER 
;SAVE OLD PTR 
;INC PTR 
;AND SAVE 
;GET KEYBD PTR 
;BUFPP=BUFPI? 
;(RESTORE OLD BUFPP) 
; NO: BUFFER NOT FULL 
; YES: FULL; RESAVE OLD BUFPP 
;A CARRIAGE RETURN? ., 
; NO: STILL BUFFERING 
; YES: DONE BUFFERING ., 
;START BUFFERING? ., 
; NO: JUST DISPLAY 
; YES: SET MODE 
; AND THAT'S ALL 
;TERMINATE BUFFERING ., 
;FLAG BUFFERED INPUT ., 
;AND RETURN 
;ROOM FOR ADDR IF RET IS JP 
;BUFFERED INPUT? ., 
; NO: CALL FROM SOMEWHERE ELSE. 
;GET INPUT PTR 
;AND PRINT PTR 
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System/Commapd ___________________________ 

7ECO OF 00590 RST 18H 
7EC1 280A 00600 JR Z,EMPTY 
7EC3 4E 00610 LO C, CHU 
7EC4 CDEF7E 00620 CALL INCHL 
7EC7 22FB7E 
7ECA 79 

00622 
00630 

LD 
LD 

(BUFPI> ,HL 
A,C 

7ECB 1803 00640 JR CRCHEK 
7ECD CDDA7E 00650 EMPTY CALL REGKEY 
7EDO FEDD 00660 CRCHEK CP 13 
7ED2 CO 00670 RET NZ 
7ED3 4F 00680 LD C,A 
7ED4 AF 00690 XOR A 
?EDS 32FA7E 00700 LD CKMODE>,A 
7ED8 79 00710 LD A,C 
7ED9 C9 00720 RET 
?EDA CDOOOO 00730 REGKEY CALL $-$ 

' ?EDD FE01 00740 CP 1 
7EDF CO 00750 RET NZ 
?EEO 2AFB7E 00760 LD HL, CBUFPI> 
7EE3 22FD7E 00770 LD CBUFPP) ,HL 
7EE6 AF 00780 XOR A 
7EE7 32F97E 00790 LD (MODE) ,A 
7EEA 32FA7E 00800 LD CKMODE>,A 
7EED 3C 00810 INC A 
7EEE C9 00820 RET 
7EEF 23 00830 INCHL INC HL 
7EFO 11FF7F 00840 LD DE,BUFEND 
7EF3 OF 00850 RST 18H 
7EF4 CO 00860 RET NZ 
7EF5 21FF7E 00870 LD HL,BUFFER 
7EF8 C9 00880 RET 
7EF9 00 00882 MODE DEFB 0 
7EFA 00 00884 KMODE DEFB ' 0 
7EFB FF7E 00890 BUFPI DEFW BUFFER 
7EFD FF7E 00900 BUFPP DEFW BUFFER 
0100 00910 BUFFER DEFS 256 
7FFF 00920 BUFEND EQU $ 
7E45 00930 END START 
00000 TOTAL ERRORS 

BUFEND 7FFF 00920 00840 
BUFFER 7EFF 00910 00870 00890 00900 
BUFPI 7EFB 00890 00370 00570 00622 00760 
BUFPP 7EFD 00900 00330 00362 00410 00580 00770 
CRCHEK 7EDO 00660 00640 
EMPTY 7ECD 00650 00600 
~LOK 7E97 00420 00400 
INCHL 7EEF 00830 00360 00620 
KEYBD 7EB3 00540 00120 
KEYBUF 7EA8 00480 00240 
KLINK ?EBO 00520 00190 00210 
KMODE 7EFA 00884 00510 00540 00700 00800 
MODE 7EF9 00882 00270 00460 00490 00790 
NEWMD 7EA4 00460 00320 00428 

;ARE THEY THE SAME? 
; YES: BUFFER IS EMPTY 
; NO: GET NEXT CHAR 
;INC PTR 
;AND SAVE 
;GET CHAR IN A 
;CHECK FOR CARRIAGE RET 
;CALL KEYBOARD 
;A CR? 
; NO: NORMAL RETURN 
; YES: SAVE IT 
;END OF BUFFERED INPUT ., 
;GET CR BACK 
;AND RETURN 
;CALL KEYBOARD 
;BREAK KEY HIT? 
; NO: OKAY 
; YES: EMPTY BUFFER ., 
;TERMINATE BUFFERED INPUT .,., 
;GET BREAK BACK 
;AND RETURN 
;INCREMENT POINTER 
;PAST END OF BUFFER? 
; . 
; NO: OKAY 
; YES: LOOP BACK TO START 
;AND RETURN 
;DISPLAY MODE 
;INPUT MODE 
;INPUT BUFFER PTR 
;DISPLAY BUFFER PTR 
;BUFFER (ANY SIZE OKAY) 
;END OF BUFFER 
;AUTOSTARTS @ START 
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GET ORGANIZED 
With These Utility Programs From Instant Software 

FIND IT QUICK 
Put an end to the Misplaced Informa

tion Syndrome! Here is a reliable, fast, 
subject-oriented information locator
FIND IT QUICK! This information in 
dexing and retrieval system is versatile and 
nexible-the ideal tool for doctors, 
lawyers, engineers, businessmen, educa
tors, anyone who needs to locate informa
tion . 

tide references to be stored can be pre
selected and then entered into the system 
by a secretary or assistant. The contents 
of entire file cabinets can even be indexed 
and stored! 

FIND IT QUICK requires a minimum 
system consisting of a TRS-80 Model I 
Level II with 16K of RAM, an Expansion 
Interface with l6K of RAM and at least 
one disk drive. Up to !080 items can be 
stored on one data disk . Instant Soft
ware's Tiny DOS operating system is in
cluded on the program disk so that you 
can use the program without fuss or 
bother. 

MASTER DIRECTORY 
The MASTER DIRECIORY is a disk 

file storage program that reads the files on 
all your disks and stores the file names and 
extensions and even records the free space 
on each disk. All you have to do is number 
the disks in your library and the MASTER 
DIRECIORY will keep track of their con
tents. You can read the names, displayed 
alphabetically, search the DIRECTORY 
for file names and extensions, delete disks 
and search for free space. You can store 
5000 ftles or 320 disks, whichever comes 
first. 

Your disk storage problems are over now 
that the MASTER DIRECTORY is here. 
This package requires the following 
minimum system: 
I. A TRS-80 Level II with 16K RAM. 

Designed with a journal/magazine for
mat, FIQ is versatile enough to be used to 
store and retrieve any type of reference in
formation including client lists , vendor 
advertisements, report bibliographies and 
more-even poems and famous quota
tions. Subjects can be indexed or called 
according to author, journal and date or 
by up to nine keywords that you deter
mine . Keywords can be used singly or in 
combination during the search routines. 

Make your computer work like your 
own personal librarian with FIND IT 
QUICK. Can you afford to wait another 
day? 
Order No. 0258RD $49.95. Disk 

2. An Expansion Interface. 
3. One (or more) disk drives. 

Order No. SOOSRD (disk-based version) 
$29.95 

FIQ can be used by anyone. It requires 
no special skill, just the ability to type . Ar· 

InstantSoftwareM 
PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458 

.----TO ORDER:-----. 
SEE YOUR LOCAL 

INSTANT SOFTWARE DEALER 
OR CALL TOLL-FREE 

1-800-258-5473 

Circle 42 
OLDPR 7EA1. 00450 
PRINT 7E77 00270 
REGKEY 7EDA 00730 
REGPR 7E9E 00430 
START 7E45 00100 

00150 
00160 
00110 00560 00650 
00290 
00930 

10 PRINT CHR$(1);"100 DATA"; 
20 FOR l=O TO 15 
30 PRINT SIN(l*6.2831854/16);","; 
40 NEXT 
50 PRINT CHR$(8):REM THIS BACKSPACE 

REMOVES THE LAST COMMA. 
Example 1 

How to create a 16-value DATA statement from a 
Basic Program. 

250 PRINT CHR$(1 );A;CHR$(0) 
260 INPUT "WHAT IS THE AMOUNT";A 

• TRS-80 •APPLE 2 •ATARI• SCORCERER • ~ 
l;j !:!! 
0. •• ;I' ffi (IJ 

ffi i u •! ~u 
flJ 

• "' 
! 

N 

FREE CATALOG 
.. 
>< . over 150 Items i• ORDER TOLL FREE 

N -Ii.I (800) 327-7172 •
..I (IJ 

~ IN FLORIDA (3051 862-6917 n 
nuf said 0,,

• n c "' CID ,,
in SIe: •• ~ 

ffi l"l'l .... 
ffi • 
u ;Iai: 
.0 Circle 70 (IJ 

u dD 
flJ TRS-80 •APPLE 2 •ATARI• SCORCERER c 

Example 2 
~)) d(305)862·6~17A section of code in which the current value of A is 

assumed as input unless the user backspaces over ~~ venture 
it and types something else. ~ INTERNATIONALal~

A DIVISION or SCOTT ADAMS , INC 

BOX 3435 •LONGWOOD. FLA . 32750
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"Basi.c Interactions" 

Discovering programming in BASIC through

computer-aided-learning R C Bahn 
Introduction 

The Basic language primarily recognizes two types 
of variables. These are called numerical variables 
and strings. The name of a string variable is 
recognized by the presence of a dollar sign($) as the 
last character of the name. In Level II Basic, string 
variables are composed of characters which may be 
numerals (0-9), alphabetical characters (A-Z), special 
symbols or graphics characters. String variables are 
delimited or identified by a preceeding and following 
double quote (") sign. Thus in Basic one could type : 

30 A$="THIS IS A STRING" 
40 PRINT A$ 

RUN 
Line 30 defines the string called A$. Line 40 displays 
A$ on the video screen . 

Within the computer's memory only numbers are 
stored. Consequently, a numerical code must be used 
to represent the individual characters of a string. This 
code is very important for the storage of strings in 
memory, for the transmission and storage of string 
characters to tape and disk files, for the transmission 
and display of string characters on the video screen 
or line printer, for the storage of string variables 
within Basic programs as DATA. 

The ASCII Code is the code which is most widely 
accepted in the computer industry for the processing 
of strings. ASCII stands for the American Standard 
Code for Information Interchange. The manner in 
which the TRS-80 implements this code is outlined in 
your Basic Reference Manual. Specifically, in the 
Level II Basic Reference Manual (Second Edition) it 
appears on pages C/ 1 to C/ 6. In general, for the TRS
80 Model I. the code extends from 0 to 191. Numbers 
0 to 31 are control codes; numbers 32 to 95 are the 
standard upper case keyboard display characters; 
numbers 96 to 127 are the lower case counterparts; 
numbers 128 to 191 are graphics characters; 
·numbers 192 to 255 are space compression codes, 
which are not relevant to our present discussion. 

Operations with Strings 
This topic is sufficiently large to be the subject of 

several exercises and will only be briefly outlined. 
These descriptions plus the text of the reference 
manual, should provide sufficient information forthe 
purposes of the following interactive program. 

In addition to six bytes of storage for name, length 
and address of a string variable, each character of a 
string variable occupies 1 byte of memory, thus the 
first consideration in the pro".:Gssing of strings is 
memory management. One 'Tlay reserve space for 
the characters of string variables by the CLEAR N 
statement, where N is the number of bytes reserved 

for string storage. When not specified, 50 bytes of 
memory are routinely reserved for string storage. The 
amount of memory available for string storage can be 
ascertained by the FRE(A$) statement. A$ is a 
dummy argument. 

String variables may be assembled by the addition 
or concatenation process. The expression C$=A$+B$ 
appends the string B$ to the end of A$ and stores the 
result in C$ . RUN the following program: 
60 A$="A": B$="B " :C$=A$+B$: PRI NTC$ 

FIGURE 1 

10 REM******** INITIALIZATION ******** 
****************** 


20 CLEAR 500 

30 C$="### %% II . 


40 REM************** MENU ROUTINE ***** 
***************,**** 

50 CLS:INPUT"KEYBOARD ROUTINE(1),0R ASC 
II CODE(2)--PRESS ENTER";Z$ 

60 IF Z$="2" THEN 150 
70 REM********* KEYBOARD ROUTINE ****** . 

***************** 
80 CLS 
90 PRINT" DEMONSTRATION OF INPUT OF ASC 

II CHARACTERS . FROM THE KEYBOARD" 
100 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY,ESC 

APE IS THE PERCENT SIGN(%)" 
110 A$=INKEY$:IF A$="" THEN 110 
120 IF A$= 11%11 THEN 50 
130 PRINT"A$="; A$,''ASC (A$)=";ASC (A$)" "V 

ALCA$)=";VALCA$) 
140 GOTO 110 
150 REM ******** ASCII ROUTINE **'"***** 

***************** 
. 160 CLS 

. ~ 

170 INPUT"ENTEr.- BEGINNING CODE NUMBER"; 
!;""!

A 
180 IF A<32 OR A>128 THEN 170 
190 N=O 
200 FOR I=A TO A+63 
210 N=N+1 
220 PRINT USING C$;I,CHR$(I); 
230 IF N<57 AND N=INTCN/8)*8 THEN PRINT 

240 NEXT I 

250 INPUT"TO CONTINUE,PRESS ENTER";Z$ 

260 GOTO 50 

270 END 
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Beginning Basic 

String variables may be automatically assembled 
by the STRINGS (N,C) statement where N is the 
length of the string and C is the character. RUN the 
following program: 

150 A$=STRING$(32," * "):PRINT A$ 
Several modes of representation of data can be 

encountered in computer processing. The 
programmer may want to convert a character from a 
decimal to a character representation . This is 
accomplished by the STR$(A) statement, where A is 
the decimal number. The inverse process or 
character to decimal conversion is accomplished by 
the VAL(A$) statement, where AS is the string 
representation . 

Conversion from a character representation to the 
ASCII Code is accomplished by the ASC(A$) 
statement, where AS is a single character string. The 
inverse process or ASCII to character conversion , is 
accomplished by the CHRS(A) statement, where A is 
the ASCII code number. 

String variables may be disassembled or analyzed 
by: 1) the LEFT$(A$,N) statement, where A$ is the 
name of the string and N is the number of characters 
starting on the left which are to be returned; 2) the 
RIGHTS(AS ,N) statement, where A$ is the name of 
the string and N is the number of characters starting 
on the right which are to be returned; 3) the 
MID$(A$,N,L) statement, where AS is the name of 
the string, N is the sequence number of the starting 
character and L is the length of the string to be 
returned. 

The length or number of characters of a string may 
be ascertained by use of the LEN(A$) statement, 
where AS is the name of the string. The maximum 
length of a string variable in Level II and Disk Basic is 
255 characters. However, problems with tape files 
will arise if the length of a string variable is greater 
than about 240 characters. It is a good practice in 
any application involving long strings to first carefully 
read the reference manuals and then to thoroughly 
test the algorithm before committing large amounts 
of data to the program . 

In Disk Basic, the starting position of the first 
occurrence of a substring in a target string is 
returned by the INSTR(N,A$,B$) statement. N 
specifies a position in the target string where the 
search is to begin . AS is the name ofthe target string . 
BS is the name of the substring . 

Also in Disk Basic, any part of a string may be 
replaced with a specified substring by the use of the 
MID$(A$,N1 ,N2)=B$ statement. A$ is the name of 
the target string to be changed. BS is the name of the 
replacement string. N1 specifies the starting position 
in A$ for the replacement. N2 specifies the number of 
characters to be replaced. 

The INKEYS statement causes the computer to 
strobe the keyboard and return a one-character 
string corresponding to the key pressed during the 
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Introducing SIMUTEK'S ZBASIC. The tru ly interactive BASIC 
COMPILER for your TRS-801 Fl NALL YI People that don 't have the time or 
the inclination to learn complica ted assembly language, have a chance to 
write PROFESSIONAL QUALI TY SOFTWARE in machine language using 
a subset of LEVEL 11 BAS1c11 

What does interactive mean? It means you have ZBASIC and your 
BASIC program resident at the same timel You may compi le a BASIC 
program. run it or save it without destroying you r residen t BASIC prog ram' 
In fac t. jumping back and forth between the compiled code and the BASIC 
code is one of its finest featuresl 

ZBASIC allows saving your COMPILED PROGRAM as a system tape, 
(tape version). or as / CMD file. (disk version) THE COMPILED CODE IS 
VERY EFFICIENT Z80 OBJECT CODE THE LEVEL II ROMS ARE USED 
ONLY FOR I/0 ROUTINESll 

FACTS ABOUT ZBASIC 
16K ZBASIC wil l compi le a 4 8K program (tape only) 

32K ZBASIC will compile a 17K (tape). 1 OK (disk) pgm 

48K ZBASIC wi ll compile a 17K program (disk only) 

(These are approximate va lues depending on progr am efficiency 

etc ) 


2 ZBASIC DOES NOT support disk or tape files 
3 BASIC programs compiled wi th ZBASIC are between 1 0-200 times 

faster than interpreted 8AS1c11 
4. NO ROYALTIES ON ZBASIC COMPILED PROGRAMSll 

5 ZBASI C programs are on ly about 1 1 times larger than the average · 


basic program 

6 ZBASIC programs may be used as USR routines from basic. 

7. 	 ZBASIC uses INTEGER MATH ONLY to increase speed and 

decrease compiled prog ram size Use of Single or Double precision 
would destroy the beauty of the first " INTERACTIVE COMPILER" on 
the market' 

8 	 Limited variables A-Z. A1 -Zl, A2·Z2 . A$-Z$ Arrays are not 
supported to decrease memory demands and speed up compiling of 
programs 

9 	 COMPI LE TIMES ARE TYPICALLY 1 TO 10 SECONDSI THERE IS 
NO NEED TO USE COMPLICATED COMPILE TIME MODULES' 

10 	 ZBASIC comes with a HIGHLY DETAILED manual describing all 
important memory locations. commands, variables. warm/cold sta rt 
entry points and many useful sub-routines for emulating unsupported 
commandsll 

11 	 Existing programs may be loaded from tape or disk and compi led as 
long as unsupported commands or va riab les are not used 

ALL COMMANDS DIRECTLY SUPPORTED BY ZBASIC 
FOR NEXT STEP IF THEN ELSE' PEEK 

SET RESET POINT CHRS RANDOM AND POKE 

DATA READ RESTORE END GOTO GOSUB CLS 

INPUT INKEYS I.ET STOP OUT INP RETURN 

PRINT LP RI NT PRINT(<•> USR SGN INT ABS 

SOR LEN ASC VAL STAS POS ON GOTO 

ON GOSUB REM NOT AND OR 

INTEGER MATH "MULTIPLY i QIVIDE -f ADD - SUBTRACf 1 .. -· 32767 

NOTE Some commands do nol acl cxaclly as BASIC r.nmm;rncls ci cl 

TRS-80 MOD I and Ill or PMC-80 Computers. (Level II 
Only) NEW LOWER PRICES! 
ZBASIC 16K/32K LVll Tape Version+ Manual $79.95 
ZBASIC 32K/48K Disk Version+ Manual $89.95 
Both Versions + Manual $99.95 
ZBASIC Manual Only (Fully Refundable) $25.00 
Modf>l Ill lff>rsion Available 311181 

Credit Card or C.O.D. Call Toll Free: (800) 528-1149 
or send check or money order to 

SIMITEK 
1COMPUTER PRODUCTS T~

P 0 Box 13687 Tucson , AZ 85732 (602) 323-9391 
(C 0 D Available $3 00 Extra) 
TRS-80 is a TM of Tandy Corp 

Circle 48 



Beginning Basic 

140 Loop to line 110 for next keyboard input . 
150-270 ASCII routine. 

160-170 Clear screen and print the input prompt. The keyboard 
entry is the numerical variable A. 

180 If the numerical input is not 32-128, repeat the input 
prompt. 

190 Initialize the screen symbol counter N. 
200 Initialize a FOR.. NEXT loop to run from the input 

number to the input number plus 63. Th is amounts to 
64 va lues. 

210 Increment the symbol counter N. 
220 Print the index number (I) which is the ASCII code 

number and the symbol which it represents (CHR$(1)). 
230 	 If the number of symbols printed is less than 57 (seven 

lines) and the number of symbols is exactly divisible by 
8, then print a blank line. 

240 End of loop. 

250 Hold the screen for inspection. 

260 Return to the menu. 


LINE COMMENT 

10-30 Initialization module. 
20 Clear memory and reserve 500 bytes of memory for 

string variables and constants . 
30 	 C$ is format for the PRINT USING statement in line 220. 

It consists of eight spaces. The number signs(#) reserve 

a maximum of three spaces for a numeral. The percent 
signs(%) reserve a maximum of two spaces for a string . 

40-60 Menu module. 
50 Clear screen, pr int the menu prompt. The keyboard 

entry is a string variable called Z$. 
60 If Z$ equals the string constant "2 " the program will 

branch to line 150. 
70-140 Keyboard routine. 
90-100 Print header and instructions. 

119 Keyboard scan routine. 
120 Escape routine; if the percent sign(%) is pressed the 

program will return to the menu at line 50. 
130 Print labels and symbols returned by var ious string 

f)rocess ing statements. The character depressed at the 
keyboard will be printed as A$ . Next, the ASCII code 
returned from the keyboard appears. Note -the 
characters which on the TRS-80 keyboard do not cor
respond to the ASCII standard. (See text). Finally, if 
the keyboard input is a numeral, the decimal VAL(ue)of 
the number will be printed. It will be indistinguishable 
from A$ on the video screen. If the keyboard input is not 
a numeral, a zero will be printed on the screen. 
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·~ 	 303/741·1778
4401 South Tamarac Parkway&'-Apparat,lnc. Denver, Colorado 80237 

Announces More 

New Products 


for your TRS-80® Model I • Ill 


CHEXTEXT (pronounced Check Text) 

Apparat Inc. announces CHEXTEXT, a 
variable length dictionary which interacts 
with SCRIPTSIT®, to highlight potential 
spelling and typographical errors in a 
text file. 

Some of the CHEXTEXT features are: 

• Variable Length Dictionary: The 
dictionary may be supplemented, 
depending on your system hardware 
(i.e. disk drive storage). 

• 	Menu Driven. 

• 	 User Oriented. 

• 	Dictionary may be complemented 
with unique industry jargon. 

• A dual 80 track drive supports an 
approximate 50,000 word dictionary. 
Smaller dictionaries are provided with 
Basic CHEXTEXT Package ( 10,000 to 
20,000 words.) Minimum system 
requirement-2 disk drives and 48K 

• 	Complete documentation. 

• 	 Reduces time required for 
proofreading. 

Available from Apparat, Inc. for only 

$7995 
catalog No. 2-148 

TRs-80 DIGITAL TALKER: 
A low cost alternative to the TRS-80 Voice 
Synthesizer. 

Allows voice synthesis with no additional 
hardware on your TRS-80 Model I Level II 
or Model Ill 16K versions. The voice signals 
are generated via the cassette output 
port. A Radio Shack external speaker/ 
AMP can be used for sound output. 

Features 
Comes with 16 preprogrammed words 

Digits 0-9 
+ Plus 

Minus 

I Divided by 

= Equals 

• Times 

And calculator mode software 

Possible Applications utilizing the 
techniques internal to this program are: 

• Talking clock 
• 	 Program reader 
• 	Computer generated sound to aid in 

visual problems 

Supplied on Diskette or tape 
(please specify) for only $29.95. 
Catalog No. 1-026 

CATALOG CORRECTIONS. 
CAT #1-223 Price should be $195.95 
instead of $39.95 
CAT #1-225 Price should be $24.00 
instead of $39.95 
CAT #2-405 Price ·should be $99.00 
instead of $79.00 
CAT #1-403 Price should be $549.00 
instead of $645.00 

Don't forget to ask for your Free 1981 
Apparat catalog when placing your 
order. 

"On-going Support for Microcomputers" 
®REGISTERED lRADEMARKS OF TANDY CORP. Circle 28 
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Beginning Basic ----------

• 

i 3JO INPUT"TO PROCEED,PRESS 
320 RET,URN 

Discussion 
The keyboard of the TRS-80 Model I and Ill contain 

several keys which do not return standard ASCII 
values. These are the left arrow, the right arrow, the 
down arrow and the "shift@" keys. On the TRS-80 
keyboard, these keys perform various control 
functions. The control functions comprise ASCII 
codes 0-31. 

Despite being unable to obtain the three arrow 
characters directly from the keyboard, all arrow 
characters will be printed on the video screen or 
printer by designating the proper ASCII code . (This is 
true for the Model I, the Model Ill prints standard 
ASCII characters.) RUN the following program : 
200 PRINTCHR$(91 },CHR$(92),CHR$(93),CHR$(94) 

Finally, it is important for you to know about the 
ASCII code to increase your understanding of the 
manner in which your data is stored and transferred, 
and to understand the peculiarities of the keyboard . 

You may use the ASCII code representation of a 
character whenever the Basic statement requires 
such a designation. For example, PRINT "A" and 
PRINT CHR$(65) are equivalent. So also are PRINT 
STRING$(63," A") and PRINT STRING$(63,CHR$(65)) 

You can avoid your actual use of the ASCII code in 
most programming except manipulation of graphics 
blocks. As you know, in the character mode the TRS
80 screen consists of sixteen line of 64 characters for 
a total of 1024 regions or blocks. These are indexed 
from the upper left hand corner of the screen to the 
lower right hand corner and are numbered 0 to 1023. 
These indices are used in the PRINT@ statement . 

Each of these character blocks can be subdivided 
.jnto six smaller cells of three rows and two columns. 
The ASCII code for the graphics characters (128-191) 
represents all the on-off combinations of the six cells. 
Including all off, there are 64 (or 2 raised to the sixth 
power) such combinations. ASCII code 128 
represents the blanked cell. To turn on a particular 
cell, one adds the appropriate power of 2 to 128. The 
increment for the upper left cell is 1, for the upper 
right cell is 2, for the mid left cell is 4, for the mid right 
cell is 8, for the lower left cell is 16 and for the lower 
right cell is 32. The graphics character code for all the 
~ells turned ON is (128+1 +2+4+8+16+32)=191 . 
' T6, generate all the single cell graphics characters 

RUN the following program: 
250 FOR l=O TO 5:K=21'1 :L=128+K: PRINT 
CHR$(191 );CHR$(L);CHR$(191 ),L: NEXT I 

The program generates the appropriate powers of 
two in K, computes the ASCII code in Land prints the 
character between two blocks of CHR$(191) which 
allows one to appreciate the horizontal and vertical 
placement of the graphics cell. This program and 
other demonstrations referred to in the text, are listed 
in a separate program, Figure 3. The most important 
line is 275, which lists the rules for the graphics 
codes. • 

,_ -,· 

::::.·: ::' '/~ >· .,-:.,,:::.r~·' 
, ;.:·':-'I 

· .. -< ' ... :,.::_)_)·/ ·: ·: ::<:_:-·· . 

ngp·rogram .· . . . . ·....· 
st.a.nds >for .th~> . up-y~rro~~'·, - ' '< ''.~-

•· tRREM******** · suMMARy :·oF Ascrf."-CODE .TE, · 
.:·)' ~.T DEf'10NSTRATI()NS .!*** ·.·/fr ..... 

20 CLEAR 500:CLS . . . . . . 
. '3o. A$='iTHIS ~ IS A . STRlNGn: " . · . · . '''· 
. 40 PRINT 11A$;:11 ;A$.> ······· 
.· so G()SUB. 300 
i: 60 A$=.llA11 

.70 9$=118 11 

.. 80 .C$=AS+B$ 
90 PRINT11 CONCATENATION11 

• < 

100 PRINT11 A$=11 
, 

11B$="1"C$=AS+B$ 11 

·t10 PRINT A$,B$,C$ 
. 120 GOSUB 300 

130 PRINT"FREE STRING 
140 GOS_UB 300 
150 AS=STRING$(25,"*") ·. < •. 

160 PfUNT"AS=S!RlN~$(25,.I*.',.. .,·~~~='';AS 
'. 170 PRINT"LENCA$):: 11 ;LEN(A$), 11 FRE.E STRIN 

G SPACE="; F.RE CA$) .. 
1~0 GOSUB ,3,00 
190' PRINT"ARRQW SYMBOlS" . . . 
?OO PRINT CHR$C91),CHR$C92),CHR$(93>,cH 
. R$(94) · .. . . 

210 GOSUB .300 . . .·. . · 
.· 220 .,PRINTi'DEMONStRATION OF · SINGLE<CEL.L 

, GRAPHICS CHARACTERS'' . . . . , 
~40 ... PRINT ,!i~SCII CODES'', "INCREMENT CK>", 

C ~'PLACEMENT OF .. SINGLE CELL'! 

.250 FOR ··I=O TO 5 


.. ?60 .. K=2 "I 
270 L=128+K . 
275 IF K=1 THEN K$= 11UPPER LEFT'' ELS,E· IF 

K=2 THEN K$="UPPER RIGHT'' ELSE IF J<= 
4 THEN K$=11 MID-LEFT 11 ELSE' IF K=8 THEN 

K$= 11MID..;.RIGHT'' .else ·•IF K.=16 THEN KS= 
i'LOWER .LEFT" ELSE IF K=32 THEN K$:;"LO 
WER RIGHT" 

280 PRlNT"191, II ;L;'~, 191 11;K~K$, CHR$(191 
~ >;CHR$(L);CHR$(191):pRINT 
~90 : NEXT !.:END 
300 REM******* SCREEN. HOLD ROUTrNE *** 

*** 
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CP6atlvoTRS·80 sensational 
colftJ)utlof1 
softwaPosoftwaPo 


Board Games 

Cassette CS-3001 $11 95 6 Programs 

Backgammon (by Scott Adams). Excellent 
graphics and challenging play in this popular 
game 

Ouibic _A 3-<limensional tic-tac-toe type of 
game played in a 4x4x4 cube A rea l 
c t1a llenge 

Space Games 

Cassette CS-3002 $11 _95 4 Programs Requires BK 

Star Lanes. The ultimate game of inter
galactic commerce and trade for 
earthbound entrepreneurs 
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Ultra Trek. Battle klingons with lasers. tor
pedoes and mines 1n this real-time game 
with action graphics 

Flip Disc. Our version of Othello wi.th three 
skill leve ls from good to expert 

Mugwump. Four friendly Mugwumps are 
hiding on a 10x10 grid . Can you find them Romulan. Use your sensors to find the 
all in ten moves? hidden Romulan spacecraft and then des-

Wumpus _ Try to find the Wumpus in a 
dodecahedron network of caves complete 
with bottomless pits and giant bats. 

Wumpus 2 _ Five different types of caves 
or create your .own. More hazards too. 

troy it 

Star Wars. Line up the TIE fighters in your 
sights and zap them It's not easy_ 

Pursuit Games Strategy Games 
Cassette CS-3004 $11 _95 5 Programs Requires 16K 

Indy Racer Real-time with gear changing 
similar to the popular arcade game 

Cassette CS-3005 $11 95 5 Programs Requires 16K 

Depth Charge. Move your ship and drop Evasion. Try to escape from the snake_ It's 
charges to destroy as many subs as 
possible . not easy. 

Maze. Nine skill levels in this high-speed 
pursuit game. 

Kalefdoscope . A ever-<:hanging graphic 
demonstration_ 

Games Pack on Disk 
Disks CS-3503 (32K) $39 95 

This set of menu-driven disk contains al I 20 
games from cassettes CS-300 1. CS-3002 
CS-3004 and CS-3005 

_

Tunnel Vision. Find your way oul of a maze 
given only a mouse-eye view 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages 

se nd pa yment plus $2 OD posta ge and 
handling per order to Creative Computing 
Morris Pla ins NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 

Motor Racing. Real-time racing action and 
excellent graphics with your choice of 
tracks 

Jigsaw. Use reasoning and luck to Iii your 
pieces into the puzzle 

The Masters. Choose your club _and go 
from tee to green on each hole. 

Order today at no nsk 1f you are not 
completely satisfied you r money wi ll he 
promptly and cou rteously refunded 

Creative Computing Soft wa re 

Moms Plains NJ 07950 

Toll-f ree 800-631-8112 


In NJ 201-540-0445in toll-free Circle 45 

GPeatlve comp~tluf1 softwaPe 

I 



Construction 

LI/A [p) ~Without Tears 


With the TRS-80, Radio Shack has 
brought the endless fascination and 
challenge of personal computing 
within the financial reach of more 
people than any other company. For 
this, countless thous.ands of us all 
over the world thank them . 
Unfortunately, by the same token, we 
don 't thank them for the endless hours 
of torment and frustration they also 
gave us with their tape system. For 
most of us. those countless hours of 
fiddling with the tiny and almost 
unreadable volume control dial have 
sadly diluted our pleasure in using 
what has to be the ultimate toy of 
" homo sapiens". Early on. most TRS 
80 owners start dreaming of a better 
program/ data storage and retrieval 
system. There is disk of course. (" You 
don't have disk?", " You 've got to have 
disk, it 's the only way to go! " ) There is 
also the incredible Exatron Stringy 
Floppy. 

But hold on a minute . Suppose your 
means are modest and your 16K Level 
II system represented just all the big 
bucks you could spare for a long time? 
Or suppose that you have other high 
priority items. like 32K more RAM, 
which you can get today for under 
$200. And who doesn't want a line 
printer? They seem to be getting 
cheaper all the time . Nice if you could 
live with tape and save those bucks for 
other things, right? 

In this article I propose to share the 
things I have learned about making 
the tape system easier, more reliable 
and generally more pleasant to use . I 
can truthfully say that today I am very 
happy with my tape system... also with 
my 48K RAM and versatile little 
Microline 80 printer... both of which 
together cost about what I would have 
had to pay for the expansion interface 
and just one disk drive - with only the 
same 16K RAM. 

First let's whip the tape load 
problem. The rnajor cause of 
unreliable program loading from 
cassette is volume level variation, in 
spite of the famous Model I 

For Model I or Ill 

desensitizing fix . If my recent 
experience at the neighborhood Radio 
Shack store is any indication, this is 
still true with the otherwise vastly 
improved Model Ill. (There are also 
several minor causes which we will 
discuss in a later issue .) There is a 
great variation in the recording level of 
commercially produced tapes. This 
variation takes the form not only of 
overall recording level differences 
among tapes but also of wide volume 
swings on the same tape from one 
moment to the next. System ta_pes 
are notoriously bad in this respect . 

The answer to volume variations is, 
simply, to provide a meter so that you 
can literally "see" the volume your 
recorder is feeding your computer . 

That's all any experienced 
electronics hobbyist needs to be told, 
but I'm afraid I have already 
discouraged the many of you who 
have never done any electronic 
assembly. Don 't worry . There are 
several ways to skin this cat . I'm a 
relative greenhorn too, and my way is 
not elegant, to say the least. It will 
probably send the electronic whizzkids 
into ga les of laughter. But who cares? 
It works great. 

Figure 1 is a list of the parts you 
need . The VU Meter last appeared in 
the 1978 Radio Shack catalog and is 
getting very hard to f ind. You may have 
to locate another electronic parts shop 
and buy one there . Cost of these items 
is around $16.00 or less, if you can get 
some of that scrap wire the phone 
company repairmen are always 
leaving behind . This is the minimum 
box to get you started. 

Mount the jacks in two rows of three 
along the rear of the black box (Figure 
2). Leave room for a top row of three in 
case you decide to add a second 
recorder later. The box in Figure 2 has 
had this third row added. They are not 
required for the configuation we are 
describ ing here. Place a subminiature 
jack in each row, one above the other. 
Mount the meter in the center top of 
the box as shown in Figure 3 . The 
momentary " on" switch goes in the 

Spencer Hall 

lower right corher of the top. Now 
you're ready to wire these items as 
shown in the photo wiring diagram 
(Figure 4). For the four miniature jacks 
(the left four), be sure to get positives 
and negatives connected properly. 
Positive is the terminal opposite the 
spring contact which will engage the 
tip of the plug when it is inserted . The 
plus terminal on the meter is clearly 
marked on the back of the meter. 

Polarity doesn ' t matter when 
connecting the two subminiature 
jacks on the right . Unfortunately, 
Radio Shack doesn't seem to offer an 
" open " (two contact) subminature 
jack these days. When you are looking 
at the bottom of the jack, hold the 
spring contact for the tip in the twelve 
o'clock posit ion . The two contacts you 
will use are located at three o'clock 
and at six o'clock. In the photo we have 
snipped off the unneeded connectors . 

Wish we could talk about soldering 
technique here, but there isn't space. 
Don 't worry about excess heat . There 
are no parts you can damage w ithout 
really trying to . 

You could probably use a cardborad 
box if you had to, and cut the 
necessary holes with an Xacto knife . I 
suspect you could wrap the bare wire 
ends around the contacts and apply 
liquid solder from a squeeze tube... but 
don 't say I told you to . Just don't short 
any circuit by letting two bare wires 
touch . Perhaps you have a friend who 
can make this box for you . By all 
means, move heaven and earth to get 
the thing made. It's really worth the 
trouble. 

You'll need three patch cords. Two 
have miniature plugs on each end, 
preferably color coded, one pai r with 
red jacks on each end and one pa ir 
with black. The third has submi niature 
plugs on each end. These can be 
bought if you are not up to making 
them. Any color will do as long as you 
remember which is which when you 
hook them up. Hooking up the box to 
your TRS-80 is a simple matter. 
Cassette plugs from the CPU go into 
the bottom row. Black goes into the 
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leftmost jack which has the meter 
across it. Large gray goes into the 
middle, and small gray goes, naturally 
into the remaining jack in the bottom 
row. The black patch cord goes into 
"Earphone" or "Monitor" on the 
recorder and into the jack above the 
black computer plug . The red patch 
cord goes into "AUX" of course, and 
into the jack above the large gray 
computer plug . Where the patch cord 
with the subminiature plugs goes is 
pretty obvious. Do what I'm about to 
tell you now and your tape loading 
troubles should be about 90% over. 

Before you use this rig you must 
mess up the zero setting on the meter. 
With a small screwdriver, turn the 
adjusting screw on the meter face 
until the needle goes as high as you 
can get it. This will probably be a bit 
below -7 if you are using the Radio 
Shack meter we listed. Who cares 
about accurate decibel readings 
anyway? You just want to watch the 
needle move . . . and move with 
maximum sensitivity to the volume 
output of the recorder . There are 
probably some other meters that 
would be a little more elegant, plus 
adding some electronic gadgets to the 
circuit . But let's not get technical, OK? 

Now you are ready for business. Get 
out the easiest loading tape you have. I 
hope you have one! This will be your 
calibration standard . Load it into the 
recorder and press "PLAY" . The 
recorder will only play as long as you 
hold the momentary button down. You 
aren't CLOADing at this point, just 
metering the reccrder signal. If the 
volume is high enough, the meter 
needle will move when the tape is 
playing . With one finger on the button, 
and the program (not necessarily from 
the start) passing the tape head, adjust 
the volume control until you get about 
a -3 reading . This assumes your 
"silent" setting is a little less than -7 
as we said above . 

Take your finger off the button and 
rewind the tape, using the button 
again if your recorder won 't rewind 
without this help. Now try a CLOAD. 
Lot's of luck. You now do this same 
thing several times, "listening" 
(looking at the meter) to the tape 
volume and adjusting for a different 
meter reading each time. Test each 
setting by attempting a CLOAD. If this 
sounds laborious, remember, you're 
calibrating your meter. It's a once in a 
lifetime job. 

For your guidance in diagnosing the 
numerous failures you are bound to 
get when you are above or below the 
good range, I offer the following : 
VOLUME MUCH TOO HIGH: No stars 
in the corner. 
VOLUME SOMEWHAT TOO HIGH: 
Two unblinking stars. 
VOLUME A TRIFLE LOW: An apparent 
good load that displays "garbage" 
when you try to LIST it. 
VOLUME MUCH TOO LOW: No stars 
in the corner. 

I sure hope your easy loading standard 

tape isn 't too long! 


When you are through with the 
above ordeal you will have found the 
upper · and lower limits of the meter 
readings which give you good loads. 
Be sure to write them down. You will 
soon have them memorized, but in the 
meantime you will need to refer to 
your written observations. Your ideal 
CLOADing volume is right in the 
middle of this range . This you will 
memorize instantly. Now the fun 
really begins! 
Try some store-bought tapes .. . some 
system tapes, if you have any. 
Remember to check their recording 
level first without CLOAD as we did 
above. Surprise! They are all over the 
lot, aren 't they? You now can make 
them behave by adjusting the volume 
during a test "play" so the meter 
hangs in there on your "ideal" 

MICROCOMPUTERS 
We have consistently offered the 
TRS-80 line at savings up to 20%, 
which means you can save $150 
to $1500 by buying directly from 
Computer Discount of America. 
TRS-80 Model II, 64K System, 
with disc drive only $3385.00 

Other TRS-80 Model 11 , or Model 
Ill computers and systems, Color 
Computers, and Pocket Computers 
are in stock at similar savings. · 

MICROCOMPUTERS -------We have the full line of ATARI 
personal computers and systems, 
including Models 400 and 800. 
The computers, accessories, and 
hardware are brand new, in 
factory sealed cartons, and carry 
a full factory warranty. 
Most models are in stock for 
immediate delivery (usually 
within 7-10 days), and a price 
quote is as near as your phone. 
So if you' re looking for the best 
prices in the U.S.A., for micro
computers and accessories, call 
Computer Discount of America, 
Inc., West Milford, New Jersey 
07480. 201-728-8080. NO TAX ON 
OUT-OF-STATE SHIPMENTS. 

ITEM 

Hobby Box 
VU Meter 
Pushbutton 
Miniature Jacks (4) 
Subminiature Jacks (2) 

PARTS LIST 

Figure 1 

RADIO SHACK# 

270-627 
22-053 
275-618 
274-251 
274-292 

APPROX COST 

2.39 
8.95* 
1.59 
1.19for(3) 
1.19for(2) 

* Stores having this item still in stock generally have it marked down to between f ive 
and six dollars... a darn good buy! 
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Figure 3 

Top view of wired box 


Figure 2 

MODELS I & Ill UPGRADED 
Check Our Prices! 

e TRS-80 Model Ill Level II 16K $925.00 
• 16K Memory upgrade for Mod I. Ill & Color $59.95 
• New Archbold Speed up board $44.95 
• 5W' Verbatim Di.skettes (Sax of 10) $24.95 
• Vista V-50 40 track double sided disk drive $395.00 
• Vista V-800 80 track double sided disk drive $595.00 
• Vista V-8000 160 track double sided disk drive $795.00 

Drives include case & power supply but no cable. 
• Cable for 2 drives $23.95 
• Printer Multiplexer Box, handles up to 4 printers at the same 
time, user selectable. * 
• Epson MX-80 * 
• Vista V-300 Daisy Wheel Printer * 
• EPROM Programmer * 

e MAXI-ZAP for Model Ill $79.95 

(Greatly enhanced Super-Zap like Utility for Model Ill, written in 

machine code. Reads Model I and Model Ill Diskettes!) 


• Sea Gate Technoloy 5 Megabyte add on Winchester 

Drive for Model I only $2995.00complete until June 1, 1981. 


CALL OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
* Please call for these prices 

Micro Mainframes 

714 Alhambra Blvd. 


Sacramento, CA 95814 

Circle 50 (916) 447-7048 

MODEL III DISK DRIVES 

AVAILABLE NOW!! 


• Super Disk Controller. Allows you to read any soft 
sectored diskette. Single or Double Density! 
• Reads SW' and 8" Diskettes! 
• No additional hardware required to read 8" diskettes. 
• Enhanced storage capability of up to 800 kilobytes 
per drive with purchase of the 80 or 160 track drives. 
• Convert existing Model I software to Model III 
format* 
• Complete package includes Drive, Power Supply, 
Cables, Controller Board, Brackets and DOS. 

40 Track Drive - $775.00 
80 Track Drive - $895.00 
160 Track Drive - $995.00 

* Some programs may require patching to operate. 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Model Ill TRS-80 is a product of the Tandy Corp . 

Watch for our 10 megabyte Model 111-H 

Winchester Drive System! 


Call or write for further information 


•~;1'M Micro Mainframes IE ~ ~I
714 Alhambra Blvd. ~"!~'..~~ 

Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 447-7048 Circle 51 
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Construction 

volume. Some system tapes will "yo 
yo" up and down the dial. For these 
you must set the volume so that the 
needle moves back and forth within 
the "good" range you so laboriously 
discovered during your calibration 
chore. Darned critical, isn't it? How did 
you ever find just that spot on the little 
black dial without the meter? Now you 
see why you have had all that hassle 
with system tapes in the past. 

That's about it, except to observe 
that you can now spot a defective tape 
by eye. Occasionally a program will 

Figure 4 

+ 

· Wiring chart for Meter Box 

~Circle 67 
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just go dead on the meter furing a load 
and perhaps come to life just enough 
to trigger a READY prompt at the end 
of the CLOAD. Don't waste your time 
on it. It's a dud. Try the second 
recording most manufacturers furnish 
and hope for the best . Once you 
become familiar with this outfit you 
should have, as we sa id earlier, about 
90% confidence in getting a good 
CLOAD on the first try. Next time, we 
will help you get that to 99% or better.

• 

•. _. riding the horizons ·of your 
/ 	 TRS-,80*, then our professional. 

quality software programs are .. 
for you: 
DISK EDITOR/ASSEMBLER: full screen · 

editing; modular source and object ; 

relocation ; link editing ; symbol table with 

XREF ; 8 character symbols : 

Mod 1 32k disk #1050-10 5149.00 

Mod 3 32k disk #125.0-10 5149.00 


TAPE EDITOR/ASSEMBLER: available 

8/81; supports relocalable object ; 

Symbol table with XREF. 

Mod 3 #1250-20-549.95 


FULL SCREEN PROGRAM TEXT 

EDITORS: full cursor and scrolling . 

control ; block move/copy/delete; glQbal 

find and change: 

For tape and disk BASIC: 

Mod 1 #1010-20-S24.95 

Mod 3 #1210-20-529.95 

For EDTASM source files: 

Mod 1 #1010-31-534.95 


XBUG: Self-Relocating Debug Tool and 

Monitor : with multi-speed single step 

leature: 

Mod 1 #1020-10-519.95 

Mod 3 #1220-10-519.95 


Note : these products are not available for. 

level 1. 

When ordering specify Model , RAM size, 

#of disks . 


Send check, money order, or 'MC/VISA 
numbers and expiration date to : 
Computer Applications Unlimited 

~v~: ~~~ 2io~ic ~~~80600 ~ : j ..=.. 
N. Y. State residents add applicable sales 
tax . Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
Dealer Inquiries Invited . 

.~· .'II.. COMPUTER , . 

. ~~ ' APPLICATIONS 
' TM UNLIMITED TM 

Quality• RellablHty• Service 
i'· · ,· · ' ,, , ,. ' 

'.TRS·80 is a TM of Tandy Corp. 

http:1220-10-519.95
http:1020-10-519.95
http:1010-31-534.95
http:1210-20-529.95
http:1010-20-S24.95
http:1250-20-549.95


Hardware Evaluation 

RATE 
YOUR 

Vista's Daisy Wheel Printer 

At arecent visit to a Radio Shack 
computer center we had the chance to 
sit down and do a series of evaluations 
on new products. One of our first was 
to evaluate printer throughput. We did 
this on all the printers available at the 
time and the results are included in 
Figure 1. 

The Line Printer VII 

In the process of the printer tests, 
we got a good look at the Line Printer 
VII . This little unit is a bargain at 
$399.00 for the person who cannot 
afford a larger, more expensive 
printer . 

It prints 80 characters per line and 
the throughput shows it was rated as 
well as any dot matrix printer. It is 
small and must be used with tractor 
paper. 

80-U.S. Staff 

The ribbon is a bear to load; both a 
technician and a salesman worked for 
about ten minutes before the ribbon 
was in and functional. All this says is 
that Radio Shack made the ribbon a 
little tight. We think that most people 
will get the hang of it after they do it 
once or twice. 

The print quality is less than desired 
from this single pin matrix head. It is 
somewhat fuzzy around the edges and 
not as crisp as can be obtained from 
printers of this type. 

In the meantime, it is worth the 
price if you can 't afford more... but 
don 't expect letter quality. 

The Daisy Wheel II 

One of the most powerful printers 

Radio Shack marketed to date has to 
be the Daisy Wheel II . This printer was 
forced on Radio Shack when Data 
Products couldn 't produce enough 
Diablo-style printers to fill the 
demand. The original Daisy Wheel I 
also had problems that caused most 
technicians to shudder whenever they 
saw one coming in for delivery. Most 
glaring was the problem of tearing 
ribbons. ·It was also very noisy. 

Radio Shack contracted with a 
Japanese firm, Ricoh, to produce the 
new Daisy Wheel II. While wa iting for 
first deliveries, the company 
contracted with Oume to fill the back 
orders when Data Products couldn't 
deliver. The Ou me was also noisy and 
tore up ribbons . 

FIGURE 1 

RESULTS OF THROUGHPUT TESTS 


Printer Rated Labels 20 CPL 40 CPL 80 CPL Forms Average Ratio Bi-
Make& Model CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS % Directional 

RS LPII 100 30.0 28.6 38.5 47.6 16.7 32.4 32.4 N Note 1 
II yLPIII 120 70.6 62.5 90.9 100.0 36.6 72.1 60.1 
II LPIV 50 22.6 22.6 27.0 31.3 13.3 23.7 46.7 N 
II yLPV 160 75 71.4 90.0 111 .1 36.6 62.2 38.8 
II LPVI 100 57 .1 50 66.7 76.9 30 56.1 56.1 y 
II LPVII 30 17 .1 17.5 21.7 25 9.4 18.1 60.5 N 
II DWII-12 CPI 43 42.0 40 45.5 45.5 34.4 41.7 96.9 N Note 2 
II DWII-10 CPI 43 41.4 40 43.5 43.5 33.4 40.4 94.9 N 
Centronics 702 120 66.7 58.8 71.4 83.3 46.8 65.4 54.5 y 
Starwriter I 25 27.3 27 27.8 27.8 21.3 26.2 104.8 y 

Notes: 	 1 - RS is Radio Shack; LP is Line Printer. 
2 - DW is Paisy Wheel; CPI is characters per inch. 
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------------------Hardware Evaluation 

• The new Daisy does not use a 
Diablo-style wheel as the previous 
models did. This limits the choice of 
type styles, but that should be a small 
matter as most users do not change 
wheels very often . The ribbon is a one 
pass carbon, producing high quality 
results. At this point however, that 
ribbon needs some work. 

Most carbon ribbons used in Daisy 
Wheel printers are multi-strike. That 
is, they advance less than one 
character width to optimize ribbon 
useage. This results in the same area 

" ... the Daisies were easily 
at or better than, their 
rated speeds." 

of the ribbon being used two to five 
times. As a result, we experienced 
some weakness in print quality, 
although sharpness was not lost. 

The performance and speed of this 
printer were impressive. While not a 
particularly quiet printer, it does have 
to rank as being less noisy than its two 
predecessors. It is rated at 43 
characters per second, which it 
achieved without difficulty in the 

throughput tests . Actual burst speed 
is probably close to that or better, and 
it slews to the next print position while 
printing text with spaces. Also, during 
top of form paper advances, the print 
head will be positioned at the column 
location of the next line of print while 
the paper is still in motion. This 
accounts for its excellent throughput 
ratio for forms. 

The Daisy Wheel II specifications 
are impressive: 43 cps (characters per 

(text continued on page 83) 

Radio Shack's new 
Line Printer V looks 

like the Line Printer Ill 

Close-up of the Starwriter I Printer 
mechanism and wheel 
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THE LEAST 
EXPENSIVE PROGRAMS 


YOU CAN BUY. 
lip to 77 high-quality program.'> 

for TRS-80, only $10 9o 

NewDOS-80--New Low Price! 
Successor to HewDOS + , same package for which 
you pay $149 elsewhere, at CIE just... $111 

SuperPIMS-People's Database 
PIMShasbeengreallyspeeded up and simplified, 
with machine-language sorts , key debounce, 
optional automatic lowercase (no . keying, no 
hardware mod) on labels or reports . Up to 20 
fields, limited by 240-character maximum per 
record. Easy to revise , add records, split or 

~=~~~t~~:~~r:a~, ta°:e •~~:~~i~o~~~cJ1i1::~ 
Man's Floppy, Bl7, Stringy Floppy-all on one 
tape! As malling labels program, easily manages 
20,000 list. CIE does! Advanced labels module to 
come, $24.95, making · system most powerful 
mailer available! on dist; $25.90 
Program (CIE) $19.95 ($21.15 CA) 
boot, details uses (CIE) $11 .95 ($12.6? CA) 

PASPATCH 
PasPatch, Tape 6P, makes Tandy tiny 
Pascal a powerful disk system! 
Modular Software Assoc. $19.95 

Level IlTapes 
' Tiny' Pascal runs on any 16K Level JI system, in· 
eludes the programming structuring capabilities 
of full Pascal , but not data structuring. 

Able to compile Z-80 machine code, programs run 
about 5X !aster than Level ll Basic-graphics run 
eight times faster! Requires use of T-Bug (or Tape 
7) and ETASM. 

Tape 3, People's Pascal $19.95 


Tape I, 34 buls., edu., game progs. $10 .95 
Tape 2, 77 programs !rom .Osborne book: Some 

Common Basic Programs $10.95 
Tape 5, 24 buls., edu. , game progs. $10.95 
Tape 7, 31 buts . , edu ., game progs. $10.95 
Tape 8, 40, Inc. 4X tape speedup $10 .95 
Tape 9, 25 buts., edu . , ganie progs. $10 :95 
Tape 10, Income tax, checkg act $10.95 
People's Taxman, fllls ·out all forms $ 3 9 . 9 5 

Send for free monthly bulletin 
and price list. 

NewDOS-80 (Model I or 3?) $111 
DOS-plus (Model I or 3?) $100 
Percom Doubler $165 
LNW dbl. density, DOS-plus $175 
DoubleZAP-11/80 patch $47.45 
PMC-80 16k computer $610 
PMC-80 expansion (S-100) $380 
32k S-100 RAM card $270 
Percom 40-track drive $375 
Epson MX-80 printer $525 
Centronics 737 printer $850 
Starwriter 25cps daisywheel$1,610 
Anadex DP9500 200cps $1,525 
EPROM programmer $610 
ROM extender $57 
ANALOG ·input module $61 
Fastload hi-speed cassette $147 
CTR-41M cassette deck $90 
5" Memorex sing den bx 10 $27 .SO 
5" Memorex dd bx 10 $29.50 
5" FD or 3M cleaning kit $25.50 
Add $1 shipping per order, plus 50 cents per 

media boz or tit . Major Items shipped freight 

collect. Small Items 6 boots. software shipped 

postpaid. Circle 40 
NEW: Send for tree monthly catalog . 

10% DISCOUNT 
when ordering 3 items 
totaling $50 or more 

All orders charge card, check <>r m.o. 
Call!. residents add B pct taz. Dealer lnq. Invited 

Overseas, add $1.50 per tape postage · 

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

Box 159 


San Luis Rey CA 92068 




Hardware Evaluation 

10 CLEAR 1000 
20 . A$="ABCDE FGHIJ KLMNO PQRST UVWXY Z01 

23 45678 9!#$% &*0- +=j': ;.><, ?/abc d 

efg hi" 

30 B$=LEFT$(A$,40) 

40 C$=LEFT$(A$,20) 

50 D$=LEFT$(A$,30) 

51 E$="TEST NUMBER ONE: LABELS 


#### SECONDS; ###.# CHARS PER SEC 
ONO" 
52 F$="TEST NUMBER TWO: 20 CHAR/LINE 

#### SECONDS; ###.# CHARS PER SEC 
. ONO" 

53 G$="TEST NUMBER THREE: 40 CHAR/LINE 
#### SECONDS; ###.# CHARS PER SEC 

ONO" 
54 H$="TEST NUMBER FOUR: 80 CHARS/LINE 

#### SECONDS; ###.# CHARS PER SEC 
ONO" 
55 !$="TEST NUMBER FIVE: FORMS 

#### SECONDS; ###.# CHARS PER SEC 
ONO" 
60 PRINT"ENTER PRINTER DESCRIPTION"; 
70 INPUT DS$ 
80 PRINT"ENTER ADVERTISED CPS"; 
85 INPUT CP 
90 PRINT"STARTING TESTS" 
95 GOSUB 100 : GOTO 110 
100 SYSTEM "TIME 00.00.00" 
105 RETURN 
110 FOR A=1 TO 10 
120 FOR B=1 TO 4 
130 LPRINT 0$ 
140 NEXT B 
150 LPRINT" n 

160 LPRINT" II 

170 NEXT A 
175 GOSUB 180 : GOTO 210 
180 LPRINT" ":TF$=TIME$ 
190 T=CVAL(MID$(TF$,4,2))*60)+(VALCMID$( 
TFS,7,2))) 
200 RETURN 
210 T1 =T 
220 GOSUB 100 
230 FOR A=1 TO 50 
240 LPRINT C$ 
250 NEXT A 

· 260 GOSUB 180 
270 T2=T 
280 GOSUB 100 
290 FOR A=1 TO 25 
300 LPRINT 8$ 
310 NEXT A 
320 GOSUl:i 180 

82 

330 T3=T 

340 GOSUB 100 

350 FOR A=1 TO 12 

360 LPRINT A$ 

370 NEXT A 

380 LPRINT 8$ 


390 GOSUB 180 

400 T4=T 
. 410 LPRINTCHR$(12); 

420 GOSUB100 

430 FOR A=1T03 

440 FOR B=1T04 

450 LPRINTTAB(25)D$ 

460 NEXTB 

470 LPRINT" 
 II 

480 LPRINTTAB(60)C$ 

490 LPRINT" 
 II 

500 FOR B=1T03 

510 LPRINT 0$ 

520 NEXT B 

530 LPRINT" 
 II 

540 FOR B=1T04 

550 LPRINT C$;TABC50)C$ 

560 LPRINT" 
 II 

570 NEXT B 
580 LPRINTCHR$(12); 
590 NEXT A 
600 GOSUB 180 
610 T5=T 
620 CLS 
630 PRINT"RESULTS FOR "DS$" RATED AT "CP 
" CHAR. PER SECOND" 

, 	 640 LPRINT"RESULTS FOR "DS$" RATED AT "C 
P" CHAR. PER SECOND" 
650 PRINT:LPRINT" II 

660 PRINTUSINGE$;T1;1200/T1 
670 LPRINTUSINGE$;T1;1200/T1 
680 PRINTUSINGF$;T2;1000/T2 
690 LPRINTUSINGF$;T2;1000/T2 
700 PRINTUSINGG$;T3;1000/T3 
710 LPRINTUSINGG$;T3;1000/T3 
720 PRINTUSINGH$;T4;1000/T4 
730 LPRINTUSINGH$;T4;1000/T4 
740 PRINTUSINGI$;T5;1170/T5 
750 LPRINTUSINGI$;T5;1170/T5 
760 LPRINTCHR$(12) 
770 END 
1000 FOR A=32 TO 254 
1020 LPRINTUSING" #### \ \";A;CHR$(A); 
1025 IF AMOD10=0 THEN 1050 
1030 NEXT A 
1040 STOP 
1050 LPRINT 
1060 GOTO 1030 
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TRS-80™ SUPER SOFTWARE at REASONABLE PRICES 
IRS-80 '" A Trademark of Tandy Corp 

LOOS MODEL I & Ill 
The Ultimate Operating System 
A completely documented new generation of 
operating system for the TRS-80. Far superior to any 
on the market, it is a totally device independent 
system, capable of device linking, routing, setting, 
and filtering. LOOS will support 5" and 8" floppies, 
single/ double density , single/ double sided, and up 
to 80 tracks. 
Model I & Ill . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. ONLY $149.00 

PROGRAMMERS EASE SYSTEMS 

EDAS •••••SPECIAL••••• 
The first user oriented Editor Assembler designed to 
utilize all the features of your Model II and TRSDOS 
operating system. EDAS 4.0 incl11des innovative 
features for ease of coding and debuging. Includes 
complete documentation. Was $229.00 
SPECIAL SALE PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.00 

also available .. . 
HOST 1/ 0 SYSTEM Model II ... . $199.00 

STOCK MARKET MONITOR Model I & Ill 
Disk version . . . . . . . . .. $99 00 
Ca ssette version . . . . . . . . . . . $89.00 

THE GREAT GAME 


ULTRA TREK MODEL I AND Ill 
Can You Master This Trip 
Through The Galaxies? 
Climb aboard the Star-ship Enterprise and head for a 
universe of unknown encounters, enemies and 
stellar battles. As commander, will you be able lo 
keep the enterprise and its crew en route and on 
patrol Order yours today. .. . ... . ONLY $19.95 


INVENTORY MASTER SYSTEM 
MODEL I A Great Business System 
With todaysmarket, keeping on hand only what your 
demand calls for is reason enough to let your TRS-80 
accurately and effectively take care of your 
inventory. Always know what to stock and when to 
stock it. This system has many featureswhich were 
modeled after a main frame system of large 
capacity. More information available upon request. 
JUST . . . . . . . ..... $159.00 

galactic software ltd. 
ADivision of GS & WS, Inc _, 

11520 N. Port Washington Rd. ~~ 

~~~~o;~ ~~~~onsin 530~2 ~i~1 0

BUSINESS & PERSONAL 

MAILING SYSTEMS 


MAIL/FILE - SERIES II 
MODEL ! & Ill 
A smaller scale of the Mass/Mail System with many 
of thesa me unique features. Mail / Filewill handleup 
to 600 names on Model I .and 1200 on Model Ill 
Keep those cards and letters goingout. Call or send 
for information today. 
A BARGAIN AT . . . . $159.00 

MAIL/FILE-MODEL II 
System for the smaller needs of a Model II owner. 
Will handle up to 2500 names, with some of the 
same unique features of the Mass/Mall system. A 
flexable and capable program for any small 
business. Call or send for more in fo rmation . 
ONLY . . . . . . .. . . . ..... $199.00 

MASS/MAIL-MODEL II 
A system to fill the needs of the large mailer. You 'll 
be amazed at all this system can do fo r yo u. It will 
handle up to 10,500 names. The systems ver satility 
in user definingability is one of itsfiner features. Call 
or send for infor ma lion today 

CONTACT GALACTIC FOR PRICE 

Money Orders, Credit Cards, & COD's Shipped Within 24 Hours. Now ACC EPTING MASTER CHARGE&v1sA 
Circle 33 

second) rated and measured at 43.5 
on 10 cpi (characters per inch) and 
proportional spacing and 45.5 cps for 
12 cpi . The carriage return speed for 
this single directional printer is rate.d 
at 300 milliseconds for 13.6 inches of 
head movement . This rating must be 
close to accurate as the throughput 
measurements are excellent . 

Line feed can be set to either 1I 1 2 
or 1 / 6 of an inch, which corresponds 
to half or full typewriter line spacing. 
The actual printer wheel has 124 
character positions with three wheels 
being available at the time of this 
writing. 

Characters per line are 136 for 10 
cpi and 163 for 12 cpi . There are three 
levels of impression available and the 
print wheel life is rated at 40 mi.Ilion 
characters . Ribbon life is rated at 
270,000 characters. The interface is 
8-bit parallel data with strobe 
conforming to Centronics standards. 
A character set beyond the standard 
ASCII set is supported. 

All switch settings except 
impression can be controlled by 
software from a Basic program. 

C. ltoh Starwriter I 25 cps bi-directional Daisy Wheel Printer Reverse paper movement can be 
controlled in both full reverse line feed 
and reverse half-line feed increments 
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Hardware Evaluation 

which will allow superscripting and 
subscripting . Also, he(!d movement 
may be controlled in increments down 
to 1 / 60 of an inch. 

It is our opinion that the Daisy 
Wheel II represents the best value 
among the Da isies. The objection of a 
limited number of wheels to choose 
from will affect few users. 

The TEC FP-1500 Starwriter I 

We obtained this printer from Lords 
Corp over four months ago and have 
been putting it through its paces. It has 
become the real workhorse for 
inhouse word processing needs and 
program listings for publication. 

The Daisy Wheel II notwithstanding, 
this printer also represents an 
excellent buy. Though it runs slower 
than the Daisy Wheel II at 25 cps 
rated, 25 .5 cps throughput tested, it 
nevertheless turns in an admirable 
performance . The accompanying 
photo shows it to be well constructed 
and we have had no proble111s with the 
ribbon. It is hard to criticize this 
printer . It does its job and does it well . 

The specifications are as follows: 25 
cps on 136 character print line at 10 
cpi, and 163 characters per line at 12 
cpi. Print spacing down to 1 / 20 of an 
inch and line spacing down to 1 / 48 of 
an inch, software controllable . It uses 
standard Diablo plastic print wheels 
with 96 characters . The interface is 
standard Centronics parallel. It can 
use a carbon multi -strike or fabric 
ribbon interchangeably. 

The included manual is well written. 
The printer, manufactured by C. ltoh 
Electronics, Inc, is the same printer 
that is sold by a number of vendors . 
VISTA also markets this unit under 
their name. 

The Daisy Wheel II from Radio 
Shack has a high speed return and 
requires a very solid table or stand. 
The Starwr iter is bi-directional and 
quite stable. Thus, it does not require 
as solid . a table or stand and can be 
easily placed next to your computer 
without shaking things while printing. 
Noise level appears to be similar to 
that of the Daisy Wheel II . 

We did not test the higher speed 
Starwriter, but can report that it 
supports proportional spacing and 
sports a 45 cps print speed . 

The Line Printer V 

The Line Printer Vis a faster version 
of the Line Printer Ill and has a couple 
of additional features . For one thing, it 
supports a better looking lower case 
as well as a complete graphics set 

similar to the Line Printer VI. Also, the 
top switch panel was redesigned and 
it is much harder to accidently knock 
this printer off line than the Line 
Printer Ill. 

Like most of the other dot matrix 
designs we tested, this printer also 
does poorly in throughput. We have 
yet to come up with a plausible answer 
for this difference in ratings . 

"Without a doubt, 
the results will be 
a shoclc to many 
people who have 
gone along with 
the idea that a 
160 cps printer 
actually prints at 
160 cps." 

Printer Throughput Tests 

The numbers in Figure 1 represent 
actual times as recorded by the Model 
II test in the l isting. Whether the 
discrepancies are the result of a 
different method of measuring 
characters per second, or some other 
fault of which we don 't know, we 
decided to go ahead and publish these 
early findings with the request that 
you, our readers and advertisers make 
the same tests and send us your 
results. If you have a program which 
results in more accurate readings, let 
us know. Without a doubt, the results 
will be a shock to many people who 
have gone along with the idea that a. 
160 cps printer actually prints at 160 
cps. 

After considerat ion of varying 
applications in which a printer would 
be used, the following criteria was 
established . 

1. Printing of labels: A typical label 
contains a maximum of 4 lines of thirty 
characters with spaces. The actual 
label is six lines long . In practice a 
label is probably closer to three lines of 
25 characters . However, some 
printers complete a full line motion as 
if printing to initiate a line feed, so we 
chose 4 lines of 30 characters (the last 
being a space) for the test and 

produced 10 labels , or 1200 
characters . This would represent the 
worst case for labels. 

2. Short, ·medium and long lines of 
groups of characters followed by a 
space were chosen to represent text 
printing of listings, letters, etc. In each 
case, 1000 characters were produced. 

3 . Forms are often printed in small 
businesses, the most common being a 
statement. This one contains a 
header, an address block, a date and 
four lines of detail followed by a top 
of-form. Page length is standard at 66 
lines and three forms, for a total of 
1000 characters . 

The Results 

Actual measured results showed 
that the dot matriY. group as a whole 
only produced 75% of the rated speed 
for bi-directional i'Jrinters, while single 
direction units accomplished only 
60 %. The Centronics group 
represented by the 702 and the Line 
Printers II and IV from Radio Shack did 
the poorest, while the Daisies were 
easily at or better than their rated 
speeds . 

These figures are not, by any means 
complete. This month 's reader service 
card has a place for you to send in 
your results of the same test . Model I 
and Ill users will want to modify the 
Time sections of the program to obtain 
the needed results and may have to 
use a stop watch for rough timing. • 

PLEASE NOTE: 

Ca/Data Systems has a new name 

DATA STRATEGIES, INC. 


P.O. Box 28726 

San Diego, CA 92128 


(714) 489-9218 


WordMagic II® 


Dollar for dollar, feature for 
feature the MOST cost
effective, practical, easy to 
use WORD PROCESSOR 
for the TRS-80® Model II. 

Please write for details 

Circle 95 
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OMNI-KEY: The Utility for Mere Humans 

Mere. humans. Sounds insulting , doesn't 

it? But the fact is, our computers tower over 
us in one principal virtue. Patience. They 
can await input for days on end without 
becoming bored. They can digest DAT A 
statement after endless DAT A statement and 
not once complain of the tedium. They endure 
our most serious blunders with aplomb. And 
we humans? We curse the monotony of pro
gram entry, mutter at our clumsiness with 
EDIT, and rail at Tandy for their %#&! %! 
inadequate keyboard. Aargh! Computers are 
supposed to relieve this tiresome aggrava
tion, not intensify it! Why doesn't somebody 
do something? 

We have. We wrote OMNI-KEY. And if 
you had OMNI-KEY, your programming would 
not only be less tiresome, but more produc
tive. How? Well, when was the last time these 
little annoyances got under your,skin? 

KKey BBounce. OMNI-KEY eliminates it. 

Repetitive Keying of the Same Character. 
OMN 1-K EY has autorepeat. Hold any key 
down, and it repeats about eight per second. 

Typing Out Common Keywords. OMNI-KEY 
lets you assign BASIC keywords to the 
SHIFT-letter keys. Type SHIFT-P, for exam
ple, and you get PEEK(, or whatever you've 
made that key represent. 

Repetitive Keying of Similar Phrases. Have 
you typed "DATA x, y, z ENTER" one too 
many times? OMN 1-KEY's macro key types the 
repetitive stuff with a single keystroke. You 
just fill in the blanks. In fact, it's possible to 
enter hundreds of DAT A statements in a row 
without typing line numbers, "DATA", or the 
commas! OMN 1-KEY's unique macro pause and 
macro repeat make it possible. And you pro
gram the macro key any time and any way (up 
to 80 characters) you see fit. 

The "What's on the right of the cursor?" EDIT 
Mode. Come on. You don't need to put up with 
this half-blindness when editing a program. 
If the statement is listed on the screen (even 
a multi-liner), OMNI-KEY lets you edit it in 
place and in full view with its movable cursor. 
And you don't need any fancy commands to do 

it, either. To insert characters, just type 
them -- the lines will shift to accomodate 
them. Deletions are even easier -- just hit the 
CLEAR key. Need to move a statement? Just 
edit the line number! It's that easy. 

Separate Drivers for Lower-case, Printers, 
Video Display, etc., etc. OMNI-KEY has its 
own lower-case driver and shifting built in. 
But the real beauty of the beast is what you 
can add to it . If you can use the Editor IAs
sembler, you can write your own OMNI - KEY 
modules. OMNI - KEY has a configuration mode 
which reads your specially-assembled SYS
TEM tapes and merges them with the 
OMNI-KEY functions into one single load mod
ule. OMNI-KEY, in its standard and custom
ized forms is equally at home with Level II or 
Disk BASIC, and you don't even have to set 
MEMORY SIZE to use it! Just enter BASIC, 
LOAD or CLOAD OMNI-KEY and RlJN. It 
activates itself, reserves its own memory, and 
waits in the background until needed. Pretty 
simple. 

Simplicity. That's the power of 
OMNI - KEY. It's simple , it's easy to live with, 
and it lets you, the programmer, do what you 
do best. Program . Without the tedium, with
out the aggravation, and, best of all, without 
spending a lot of bucks. At only $2 3, 
OMNI-KEY has got to be the best deal going! 
And if you're a mere human, that's.something 
to think about. 

OMNI - KEY cassette far TRS - 80 Model I , 
Level II and Disk BASIC , instructions, 
postpaid to any U, S,, Canadian , or Mex
ican address . Others are F. 0 . B , Port $23 
Towensend , VISA and Mastercharge are 
welcome, Dealer inquiries are invited , 

DISCOVERY 
BAY 

SOFTWARE 
co. 

P_. O. Box 464 Port Townsend, WA 98368 
Circle 7 
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''·' 

Model I & Ill, tape or 32K disk 
Color Computer: 16K Extended Color Basic 
Have you ever had the urge to catch a falling star? 

Well, here is your chance. For openers, go out and 
look up into the sky. 

Now that you have had the opportunity to look at 
the real thing, power up your Model I, Ill, or Color 
Computer and key in the following program. For 
Models I and Ill, memory must be set at 32511 for 
16K or 45000 for Disk. The Color Computer does not 
require any memory reservation . 

The Color Computer listing is done in 32-character 
lines for ease of entry. While the listing is shorter, it 
will not give quite the same results. For one thing, it 
runs slower. A complete explanation of all the 
differences is included in the Color Computer article 
in this issue. 

Sundance is a relatively simple game, consisting of 
two to four suns which bounce back and forth 
between two 3 X 3 grids viewed in perspective . If a 
sun bounces off the upper far left block on the grid, it 
will bounce on the far left block of the lower grid. The 
object of .the game is to capture as many suns as 
possible in a given length of time by opening a hatch 
in the lower grid at the right time. The instructions 
will display which keys to use. 

Sound is provided through the television speaker 
for Color Computer users and through the cassette 
port for Model I and Ill users. • 

Jon J Waples 
East Greenwich, RI 

Listing 1 

TRS-80 16K Tape Model I/ Ill 


SUNDANCE 16k Tape Version 
10 REM * SUNDANCE * VERSION 4.1 * 29-DE 

CEMBER-1980 * 
20 REM * COPYRIGHT 1980 * A JON WAPLES 

PRODUCTION * 
30 REM * DON'T FORGET TO SET MEMORY SIZ 

E AT 32511°! * 
40 REM * INITIALIZE VARIABLES * 
50 RANDOM:CLEAR1125:DEFINTA-B,E-F,J-Q,V 

-Z:DEFSNGC:DEFSTRD,G-I,R-U ' 
60 T1=CHR$(168)+CHR$(151)+STRING$C4,131 

)+CHR$(139)+CHR$(132)+CHR$(170)+CHR$( 
149)+CHR$(196)+CHR$(170)+CHR$(149)+CH 
R$(170)+CHR$(159)+CHR$(180)+CHR$(195) 
+CHR$(170)+CHR$(149)+CHR$(170)+CHR$(1 
51)+STRING$(3,131)+CHR$(139)+CHR$(180 
)+CHR$(194)+CHR$(160)+CHR$(158) 

70 T1=T1+STRING$(2,131)+CHR$(173)+CHR$( 
144)+CHR$(128)+CHR$(170)+CHR$(159)+CH 
R$(180)+CHR$(195)+CHR$(170)+CHR$(149) 
+CHR$(168)+CHR$(151)+STR~NG$(4,131)+C 
HR$(139)+CHR$(132)+CHR$(170)+CHR$(151 
)+STRING$(5,131)+CHR$(129) 
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SOFTWARE by MiProg 

XEDIT, a high powered compact disk based editor designed for the 
TRS-8oa Model I or II. Whether it is BASIC, ASSEMBLy' or 
FORTRAN, XEDIT is packed full of commands needed by programmers 
who are serious about their work. Here are just a few features: 

• 	 Edits most file formats 
• 	 Block text copy command 
• 	 Locate, Delete, and Change with windows 
• 	 Inserts and maps up to five input files 
• 	 Upper/lower case compatible 
• 	 Operates with or without line numbers 
• 	 Rapid access disk cache 
• 	 Recovers from most DOS errors 
• 	 Fast file entry point map 
• 	 Change text command for any number of occurrences 
• 	 DOS Directory and Kill commands 
• 	 Line printer paging with adjustable forms 
• 	 Sophisticated reprinting line editor, handles line feeds 
• 	 Disk BASIC, Disk EDTASM, and EDIT-80 format compatible 
• 	 Display status command, includes free memory, current pointer 

printer forms, number of input files, output filename and format . 

XEDIT will handle files of any size up to 2.7 Megabytes or 10K lines in 
length. Comes complete with instructions covering operation, externals, 
and file formats. 

Model I (32K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . $44.95 
Cassette tape . . . . . $39.95 

Model II 
Formatted diskette . $89.95 

Model Ill (32K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . $79.95 
Cassette tape. . . . . . . . . . . . $75.95 

ASM/CMD, a disk based assembler which generates object code to disk or 
tape (disk only on Model Ill. Accepts any file format including ASCII Disk 
BASIC. Listing may be outputted to display, disk file, or paged with 
adjustable forms to printer. Operates under standard Z80 Zilog Mnemonics 
with 9 pseudo operations. Comes complete with operating manual. 

Model I (16K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $34.95 
Cassette tape. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.95 

Model II 
Formatted diskette . . . . . . . . $59.95 

Model II I (32 K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . $49.95 
Cassette tape. . . . . . . . . . . . $45.95 

PACK/CMD removes spaces from text files generated by XEDIT, and 
EDIT-80 to reduce file lengths by 5 to 40 percent. PACK will also strip 
comment fields and line numbers for additional space savings. Text can be 
masked for upper case only. Does not destrpy compatibility of assembly 
and FORTRAN source files. Comes complete with instructions. 

Model I (16K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . $14.95 
Cassette tape. ... . $ 9.95 

Model II 
Formatted diskette . $19.95 

Model Ill (32K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . . $14.95 
Cassette tape. . . . . . . . $ 9.95 

Special package, XEDIT, ASM, and PACK. 

Model I 
Formatted diskette . 
Cassette tape. . . . . 

Model II 
Formatted diskette . 

Model Ill 
Formatted diskette . 
Cassette tape. . . . . 

XDIR/CMO, an extended directory 

$79.95 
$74.95 

.$149.95 

.$129.95 

.$125.95 

~that offers more than the standard 
TRSDos8 directory. XDIR will do multiple drive directories with all file 
attributes including extent locations, file length, EOF index, EDF record, 
protection level, LAL, password indication, track lockout indication, and 
much more. XDIR will also display to the printer. 

Model I (16K disk system) 
Formatted diskette . $19.95 
Cassette tape. . . . . . . $15.95 

CALL/CMD extends and improves the TRSDosB AUTO function. Can 
be enabled and disabled by prompts, and through keyboard, resident 
program, or the call file. 

Model I (16K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . $19.95 
Cassette tape. . $15.95 

TANDON/CMD improves TRSDos8 by allowing higher step rate, 
extending access to 40 tracks for the new Tandon disk drives. Also fixes 
the break key problem. 

Model I (16K single disk system} 
Fo;matted diskette . $14.95 
Cassette tape . . , ....... . $ 9.95 

DEXER/CMD, a disk exerciser emulator program designed to speed repair 
of any TRS-808 compatible disk drive. OEXER eliminates the need for 
the Shugart SA809 test fixture and decreases repair time with easy to use 

·• 	 commands and on screen display of required set up data. DEXER was 
written specifically for the repair technician and Shugart or Tandon disk 
drives. Shugart alignment diskette or equivalent and a 30Mhz oscilloscope 
required. One key commands allow easier adjustments necessary for 
Shugart alignment. DEXER is not for general disk testing and is recom
mended only for, service personnel who have previous experience in disk 
drive repair. 

Model I (16K single disk system) 
Formatted diskette . $24.95 
Cassette tape. . . . . . . . . . . $19.95 

Dip shunts for conversion and upgrades for the TRS-80™. Comes com
plete with instructions for A, D, E, and G level boards and new 2 chip 
level II. 

Two dip shunts and instructions . ... . . . .. . . . ......... $1.00 


Please send check or money order to: 

MiProg 
P.O. Box 27014 

Minneapolis, MN 

55427 

612-941-4586 


Minnesota residents add 4% sales tax. Outside continential U.S.A., add 
$3.50 postage an'd handling. · 

TRS-808 and TRSDOS 8 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a Division of 
Tandy Corporation. Circle32 
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Fun & Games 

80 T2=CHR$C130)+CHR$(173)+STRINGSC4,176 
)+CHR$C144)+CHR$C128)+CHR$C170)+CHR$C 
149)+CHR$C196)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC149)+CH 
R$C170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC130)+CHR$C173) 
+CH~SC144)+CHRSC128)+CHR$C170)+CHRSC1 
49)+CHR$C170)+CHRSC149)+CHR$C196)+CHR 
$C170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC168) 

90 T2=T2+CHRSC151)+CHR$C196)+CHRSC171)+ 
, CHR$(148)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC149)+CHR$C13 
0)+CHRSC173)+CHR$C144)+CHRSC128)+CHRS 
C170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC149)+C 
HRSC198)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC181)+STRINGSC 
5,176)+CHR$C144) 

100 T3=CHRSC198)+CHRSC171)+CHRSC148)+CH 
R$C170)+CHR$C149)+CHRSC196)+CHRSC170) 
+CHRSC149)+CHRSC170)+CHR$C149)+CHRSC1 
94)+CHRSC139)+CHRSC180)+CHRSC170)+CHR 
$C149)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC196)+ 
CHRSC170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC15 
1)+STRINGSC4,131)+CHRSC171) 

110 T3=T3+CHRSC149)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC149) 
+CHRSC194)+CHRSC139)+CHRSC180)+CHRSC1 
70)+CHRSC149)+CHR$C170)+CH~SC149)+CHR 
SC198)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC198) 

120 T4=CHRSC136)+CHRSC180)+STRINGSC4,17 
6)+CHRSC186)+CHRSC133)+CHR$C138)+CHRS 
C181) +STRINGS C4, 176)+CHRS (186) +CHRS C1 
33)+CHR$C170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC195)+CHR 
SC130)+CHR$C175)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC170)+ 
CHRSC181)+STRINGSC3,176)+CHRSC184)+CH 
RSC135)+CHRSC128)+CHRSC170) 

130 T4=T4+CHR$C149)+CHRSC196)+CHRSC170) 
+CHRSC149)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC1 
95)+CHRSC130)+CHRSC175)+CHRSC149)+CHR 
$(138)+CHRSC181)+STRINGSC4,176)+CHRSC 
184)+CHRSC132)+CHR$C170)+CHRSC181)+ST 
RING$C5,176)+CHRSC144) 

140 U1=CHRSC139)+CHR$C147)+STRINGSC19,1 
31)+CHRSC151)+STRINGSC18,131)+CHRSC17 
1)+STRING$C19,131)+CHRSC163)+CHRSC135 
) 

150 U2=CHRSC130)+CHR$C164)+CHR$C210)+CH 
R$C170)+CHR$C210)+CHR$C149)+CHR$C210) 
+CHR$C152)+CHRSC129) 

160 U3=CHR$C137)+STRINGSC18,176)+CHRSC1 
81)+STRING$(16,176)+CHR$(186)+STRINGS 
C18,176)+CHR$C134) 

170 U4=CHR$(130)+CHRSC164)+CHR$C208)+CH 
R$C170)+CHR$C208)+CHRSC149)+CHRSC208) 
+CHR$C152)+CHRSC129) 

180 U5=CHR$C137)+CHR$C144)+CHR$C207)+CH 
RSC149)+CHRSC206)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC207) 
+CHRSC160)+CHRSC134) 

190 U6=CHRSC130)+CHRSC167)+STRINGSC14,1 
31)+CHRSC171)+STRINGSC14,131)+CHRSC15 

88 

1)+STRING$C14,131)+CHR$(155)+CHRSC129 
) 

200 U7=CHRSC137)+CHR$C144)+CHRSC205)+CH 
R$C149)+CHRSC204)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC205) 
+CHRSC160)+CHRSC134) 

210 U8=CHRSC130)+STRINGSC40,131)+CHR$C1 
29) 

220 D1=CHR$C160)+STRINGSC40,176)+CHR$C1 
44) 

230 D2=CHRSC152)+CHRSC129)+CHRSC205)+CH 
RSC149)+CHR$(204)+CHRSC170)+CHRSC205) 
+CHRSC130)+CHR$C164) 

240 D3=CHRSC160)+CHRSC182)+STRINGSC14,1 
76)+CHRSC186)+STRINGSC14,176)+CHRSC18 
1)+STRINGSC14,176)+CHRSC185)+CHRSC144 
) 

250 D4=CHRSC152)+CHRSC129)+CHR$C207)+CH 
RSC149)+CHRSC206)+CHRS(170)+CHRSC207) 
+CHRSC130)+CHR$C164) 

260 D5=CHR$C160)+CHRSC134)+CHR$C208)+CH 
R$C170)+CHR$(208)+CHR$C149)+CHR$C208) 
+CHRSC137)+CHRSC144) 

270 D6=CHRSC152)+STRING$C18,131)+CHRSC1 
51)+STRING$(16,131)+CHR$C171)+STRINGS 
C18,131)+CHRSC164) 

280 D7=CHRSC160)+CHRSC134)+CHRSC210)+CH 
R$C170)+CHR$C210)+CHR$(149)+CHRSC21Q) 
+CHRSC137)+CHRSC144) 

290 D8=CHRSC184)+CHRSC177)+STRING$C19,1 
76)+CHR$C181)+STRINGSC18,176)+CHR$C18 
6)+STRING$C19,176)+CHRSC178)+CHRSC180 
) 

300 HC1,1)=CHR$(184)+STRING$C14,191)+CH 
RSC149) 

310 HC1,2)=CHRSC160)+CHRSC190)+STRING$( 
15,191) 

320 HC2,1)=STRINGSC14,191) 
330 HC2,2)=CHRSC186)+STRINGSC14,191)+CH 

R$C181) 
340 HC3,1)=CHR$C170)+STRINGSC14,191)+CH 

RS C180> 
350 HC3,2)=STRINGSC15,191)+CHRSC189)+CH 

RSC144) 
360 HC4,1>=CHRSC184)+STRINGSC16,191)+CH 

RSC149) 
370 HC4,2)=CHRSC160)+CHRSC190)+STRING$C 

17,191> 
380 HC5,1)=STRINGSC16,191) 
390 HC5,2)=CHRSC170)+STRINGSC16,191)+CH

R$(149) 
400 HC6,1)=CHRSC170)+STRINGSC16,191)+CH 

RS (180> 
410 HC6,2)=STRING$C17,191)+CHRSC189)+CH 

RS (144) 
420 HC7,1)=CHRSC184)+STRING$C18,191)+CH 
. RS C151) 
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MODEL 11 

26-4002 
64K 1 Drive 

$3440.00 

26-4160 1 Drive Exp.... . .. . $1034.00 
26-4161 2 Drive Exp... . ..... 1·574 .00 
26-4162 3 Drive Exp.... . .... 2114 .00 
26-4530 Scripsit II ... : .. ..... . 265 .00 
26-4512 Profile II. .. . .... _... 162.00 

26-4511 Visicolc II. .... . . - . .. 265 .00 
26-4501 Gen Ledger . ..... .. . 180.00 
26-4506 Moil List..... .. .. " .. . 72 .00 

PRINTERS 

CEnTRDnlCS 

BEST PRICES 
Fast 100 CPS Centronics 
730-1 A Printer............. $577 .00 
Text Quality Centronics 
737-1 Printer..... . ... ...... $737 .00 

$DISCOUNT$ 
MODEL Ill 

TRS-80® DEALER A301 

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 

CALL US••. 
SAVE MONEY 
We carry the full line of TRS-80 Computers . All 
other R.S. software, furniture, and accessories 
at discount from catalog price. We stock most 
items to assure you fast delivery and save you 
money. 

26-1140 Expansion Interface. ... . .... ...... • . . .. . . $249.00 
26-1141 16K Exp. Interface. .. ...•.. ... • .. .. _.. ..... 359 .00 
26-1142 32K Exp . INterfoce. ...• .. . .. _.. .. . . _ . ... . . 469.00 

26-1145 RS232C Boord . . . . ... . . . - .. ...•.... • . . . . .... 84 .00 

26-1061 4K I. .. . . ...... . . $629.00 
26-1062 16K Ill. .. .. . . . .. . 865 .00 
26-1063 32K 111 
W/2 Drives , RS232.. ... . . 2225.00 

COLOR 

26-300,J 4K.. . . . . ... ..... $353.00 
26-3002 16K Ext . Basic .. . .. 533 .00 

26-1160/ 1 Mini Disk Drive... . .. .. ···.· . · · · ··· · · · ·· 419.00 26-3008 Joysticks . ... .. . ... 22 .50 
26-1563 Scripsit-Disk ... . . . . . . . . • · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · 79.00 26-3010 Color Video . .. . . . 353'.00 

26-1566 V isicolc . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 83 ·00 26-1206 Recorder . . . ...... . 54 .00 

• • • • • • PRINTERS• • • • • • 

26-1155 Quick Printer . ..... . . .... .... . .... ... ... .. 187 .00 
26-1167 9 '12 Dot Matrix Printer....... . • .... _.. .. . . . 360.00 
26-1166 Line Printer VI. . .. .... . .. .. .. • _ . .. _. ... .. 1080.00 
26-1158 Daisy Wheel II .. ... .. . .. ......• .. . . • ..... 1799 .00 
26-1165 Line Printer V......... • • .... .. ... . •...... 1710.00 

Pocket Computer 

commodore 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

CALL FOR PRICES 

ALL POCKET AND COLOR 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

SOLD AT DISCOUNT 

26-3503 Cossette IF.... . . . . . . . 45.00 WRITE US FOR A 
1 14-812 Recorder .. ... .. .. • . ... 72 .00 FREE CATALOG 

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry 

No Taxes on Out Of 
State Shipments 

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 
115 C. SECOND AVE. S.W. 

Immediate Shipment 
From Stock on Most Items 

CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728 
(912) 377-7120 Ga. Phone No. & Export 

TRS-80 11 a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp. 

R.S. 90 Day Limited Warranty 
F-48 Form Provided 

Largest Inventory 
In The S.E. U.S.A. 
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Fun & Games 

430 ff(7,2)=CHR$(160)+CHR$(190)+STRING$( 
19,191) 

440 HC7,3)=CHR$(184)+STRING$(20,191)+CH 
R$C181) 

450 HC81 1l=STRING$(18,191) 
460 HC8,2) =CHR$ C170)+STRING$ (18,191 )+CH 

R$C149) 
470 HC8,3)=STRING$C20,191) 
480 HC9,1)=CHR$(171)+STRING$(18,191)+CH 

R$(180) 
490 HC9,2)=STRING$C19,191)+CHR$C189)+CH 

R$C144) 
500 HC9,3)=CHR$C186)+STRING$C20,191)+CH 

R$ (180> 

510 so=CHR$(25)+CHR$(255) 

520 S1=CHR$(50)+CHR$(20) 

530 -S2=CHR$(50)+CHR$(40) 

540 S3=CHR$(50)+CHR$(60) 

550 S4=CHR$(50)~CHR$(80) 


. 560 S5=CHR$(50)+CHR$(100) 
570 S6=CHR$(50)+CHR$(120) 
~89 . S7=CHR$ (50) +CHR$ (140) 
590. S8=CHR$ C50)+CHR$ C16Q) 

600 S9=CHR$(50)+CHR$(180) 

610 R1="SCORE: ###" 

620 R2="TIME: #:##" 

630 A2=30 

640 A4=2 

650 C1=30.5 

660 P1=402 

670 P2=414 

680 P3=429 

690 P4::=2Q7 

700 P5=223 

710 P6=240 

720 P7=77 

730 P8=96 

740 P9=114 

750 REM * POKE IN SOUND ROUTINE * 


76p RESTORE:FORN1=32512T032578:READN2:P 
OKEN1,N2:NEXTN1 

770 IFPEEKC16396)=201THENPOKE16526,0:PO 
KE16527,127ELSEDEFUSR=&H7FOO:CMD"T" 

780 DATA205,127,10,126,50,66,127,35,94, 
35,86,235,43,58,64,56,203,87,192,58,6 
6,127,183,200,61,200,61,50,66,127,35, 
86,30,0,35,70,62,1,211,255,16,254,70, 
60,211,255,16,254,70,122,183,32,7,123 
,183,40,212,61,40,209,27,27,16,241,24 
,225,0 

790 REM * INTRODUCTION * 
800 CLS:PRINT@384,T1;:PRINT@448,T2;:PRI 

NT@512,T3;:PRINT@576,T4; 
,10 S=CHR$(1)+CHR$(255):FORN1=1T05:PR!N 

. T@281;"COPYRIGHT 1980"; :PRINT@725,"A
90 . . 

JON WAPLES PRODUCTION";:FORN2=1T020:X 
=USR(VARPTR(S)):FORN3=1T03:NEXTN3,N2: 
PRINT@281,CHR$(206);:PRINT@725,CHR$(2 
15);:FORN2=1T050:NEXTN2,N1 

820 CLS:FORN1=1T075+RND(25):PRINT@RNDC1 
022),".";:NEXTN1:GOSUB1990 

830 REM * INSTRUCTIONS? * 
840 PRINT@448,"DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS 

?."·, 
850 I=INKEY$:IFI=""THEN850ELSEIFI="Y"TH 

EN870ELSEIFI="N"THEN1060ELSE850 
860 REM * INSTRUCTIONS * 
870 PRINT@448," 

";:GOSUB1990 
880 PRINT@1,"SUNDANCE IS A RELATIVELY S 

IMPLE GAME. IT CONSISTS OF 2-4 SUNS" ., 
890 PRINT@66,"THAT BOUNCE BETWEEN 2 3X3 

GRIDS VIEWED IN PERSPECTIVE. IF A"; 

900 PRINT@132,"SUN BOUNCES OFF THE UPPE 

R-FAR-LEFT BLOCK ON THE GRID, IT"; 


910 PRINT@197,"WILL THEN BOUNCE OFF THE 

LOWER-FAR-LEFT BLOCK, GET IT?''; 

920 PRINT@263,"THE OBJECT OF THE GAME I 
S TO CATCH AS MANY SUNS AS"; 

930 PRINT@328,"POSSIBLE. TO DO THIS YO 
U OPEN A HATCH, 1 OUT OF"; 

940 PRINT@394,"9 LOCATED ON THE LOWER G 
RID. USE THESE KEYS"; 

950 PRINT@459,"TO OPERATE THE HATCHES: 
PRESS ENTER."; 

960 PRINT@594,"7";:PRINT@607,"8";:PRINT 
@621,"9";:PRINT@780,"4COR U)";:PRINT@ 
796, "5 (OR I) II;: PRINT@813, "6 (OR 0) II;: p 
RINT@906,"1COR J)";:PRINT@924,"2(0R K 
)";:PRINT@943,"3COR U"; 

970 I=INKEY$:IFI=""THEN970ELSEIFI=CHR$( 
13)THEN980ELSE970 

980 GOSUB1990:PRINT@1,"IF YOU HAVE A NU 
MERIC KEYPAD, USE THE KEYS NOT IN PAR 
ENTHESIS."; 

990 PRINT@66,"IF YOU DO NOT, USE: 7, 8 
AND 9 PLUS THE KEYS IN PARENTHESIS."; 

1000 PRINT@132,"YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PRES 
S ENTER AT ALL AFTER THE GAME BE-"; 

1010 PRINT@197,"GINS. PLUG THE AUX PLU 
G OF YOUR COMPUTER INTO A SMALL"; 

1020 PRINT@263,"AMPLIFIER TO GET SOUND. 
PRESS ENTER."; 

1030 PRINT@594,"7";:PRINT@607,"8";:PRIN 
T@621,"9";:PRINT@780,"4COR U)";:PRINT 
@796,"5COR I)";:PRINT@813,"6COR 0)";: 
PRINT@906,"1COR J)";~PRINT@924,"2COR 
K) "; :PRINT@943,"3 (OR U 11 

; 
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Labyrinth is not easy. Waking a sleeping watch-dragon is 
the least of your troubles. Somewhere in this nightmare 
of tunnels lurks an evil minotaur. To escape, you must 
kill it. And survive. 

Only the legendary light sabre of Dnev can kill the 
minotaur. It is secreted away in stygian darkness. To get 
it, you must deal with cave bears, gnomes, pits, wraiths, 
and much more. You must avoid the minotaur at all 
costs. 

Alas! Once armed with your light sabre, the minotaur 

flees! What treasures must be found and used as bait? 

Why is the maiden 5o beautiful? What lies beyond the 

fog .. . . 


3-0 PERSPECTIVE GRAPHICS 

Labyrinth features the full screen 3-D perspective 
graphic displays that have made Asylum and Death maze 
5000 best sellers. You can actuaUy see what you are 
doing and where you are going! The mazes and build
ings are bit-coded. This allows us to store gigantic mazes 
in small amounts of memory. These programs are not 
just a series of stored pictures. Our mazes typically 
contain over600 locations. Further, machine-language 
programming gives instantaneous graphics generation 
and game response! 

LABYRINTH places you in a huge maze of tunnels 
inhabited by gnomes, ghosts, witches, and an evil mino
taur. You must find the weapons and treasures needed 
to destroy the minotaur before he destroys you! There 
is food enough in the maze to hold out for months! 

TRS-80 Level 1I16K or Model II I 16K $12.95 

ASYLUM places you on a cot in a small room . Period;
cally, a janitor lobs a hand-grenade through the window 
of your locked door. What you do next could mean 
survival and escape! It could also mean permanent 
residence in the home for Death maze survivors! To 
leave, you will have to deal with guards, fellow sur
vivors , doctors, the infamous Crazed Carpenter, and 
much, much more. Don't expect to get out any time 
soon! There are over 1200 locations! 

TRS-80 Level II 16K or Model Ill 16K $14.95 

DEATHMAZE 5000 places you in a gigantic five-story 
building. There is only one goal. ESCAPE ALIVE! Mon
sters, dogs , vampires, and other vile horrors will plague 
your every step as you struggle to survive one of the 
most challenging adventures ever written . As of Decem
ber 20, only two people outside the Med Systems' staff 
were known to have escaped! 

TRS-80 Level II 16K or Model Ill 16K $12.95 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
Asylum, Deathmaze 5000, and Labyrinth are guaranteed to 
be the most incredible 16K 3-D graphic adventures you can 
buy . If for any reason you are not satisfied with these 
products, return your order within 14 days for a prompt and 
cheerfu I refund. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Orders are processed within five working days. We pa'y all ' 
postage and handling within the U.S., Canada, and U.S. ter
ritories. European orders please include $3.00 for air post. 

DAsylum ($14.95) $ --~--

D Deathmaze 5000 ($12.95) $ _____ 

D Labyrinth ($12.95) $ -  -  -

D Programs on Disk (add $4 .00) $ _____ 

0 Programs on Cassette (N / C) 

TOTAL $ - - ·-  · - 

Street 

_ _ ______ State _ ___ Zip ___City 

Computer: 
D TRS-80 Lii 16K D Model Ill 16K 

D Mastercard DVISA Dcheck 

MCorVISA# ------ 

Expiration Date 



Fun & Games 

1040 I=INKEY$: IFI='"'THEN1040ELSEIFI=CHR 
$(13)THEN1060ELSE1040 


1050 REM * NUMBER OF SUNS? * 

106Q PRINT@448," 


";:GOSUB199Q:PRINT@448,"NUMBER OF S 
UNS?"; 

1070 I=INKEY$:IFI=""ORI<"2"0RI>"4"THEN1 
07Q 

108Q A3=VAL(I): PRINT@448, II 
";:GOSUB199Q:GOSUB2030:S=CHR$(32)+C 

HR$(10)+CHR$(32)+CHR$(5Q) 
1Q9Q REM * START MAIN LOOP * 
11QQ PRINT@448,;:PRINTUSINGR1;A1;:PRINT 

@5Q2,;:PRINTUSINGR2;A4,A2; 
111Q IFB(1)=QTHEN114Q 
112Q PRINT@P1,CHR$(Q1);:IFP1=4Q2THEN01= 

64:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ))ELSEIFP1=594THENO 
1=-'64:X=USR (VARPTR (SQ)) 

113Q P1=P1+01:Q1=PEEK(1536Q+P1):PRINT@P 
1,"*"; 

114Q IFB(2)=QTHEN117Q 
115Q PRINT@P2,CHR$(Q2);:IFP2=414THEN02= 

64~X=USR(VARPTR(SQ))ELSEIFP2=6Q6THENO 
2=-64:X=USR(VARPTRCS0)) 

116Q P2=P2+02:Q2=PEEKC15360+P2):PRINT@P 
2,"*"; 

117Q IFB(3)=0THEN12QO 
118Q PRINT@P3,CHR$(Q3);:IFP3=429THEN03= 

64:X=USRCVARPTRCS0))ELSEIFP3=621THENO 
3=-64:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ)) 

1190 P3=P3+03 :Q3=PEEKC1536Q+P3): PRINT@P 
3,"*"; 

120Q IFB(4)=QTHEN1230 
121Q PRINT@P4,CHR$(Q4);:IFP4=2Q7THEN04= 

64:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ))ELSEIFP4=783THENO 
4=-64:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ)) 

122Q P4=P4+04:Q4=PEEK(1536Q+P4):PRINT@P 
4, "*"; 

~23Q IFB(5)=QTHEN126Q 
124Q PRINT@P5,CHR$(Q5);:IFP5=223THEN05= 

64:X=USR(VARPTR(S0))ELSEIFP5=799THENO 
5=-64:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ)) 

125Q P5=P5+05:Q5=PEEK(1536Q+P5):PRINT@P 
5,"*"; 

126Q IFB(6)=QTHEN129Q 
127Q PRINT@P6,CHR$(Q6);:IFP6=240THEN06= 

64:X=USR(VARPTR(S0))ELSEIFP6=816THENO 
6=-64:X=USRCVARPTR(SQ)) 

128Q P6=P6+06:Q6=PEEKC1536Q+P6):PRINT@P 
6,"*"; 

129Q IFB(7)=QTHEN132Q 
130Q PRINT@P7,CHR$(Q7);:IFP7=77THEN07=6 

4:X=USRCVARPTR(SQ))ELSEIFP7=9Q9THEN07 
=-64iX=USR (\(ARPTR (SQ))

92 

1310 P7=P7+07:Q7=PEEKC1536Q+P7):PRINT@P 
7,"*"; 

132Q IFB(8)=QTHEN135Q 
133Q PRINT@P8,CHR$(Q8);:IFP8=96THEN08=6 

4:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ))ELSEIFP8=928THEN08 
=-64:X=USRCVARPTR(SQ)) 

134Q P8=P8+08:Q8=PEEK(1536Q+P8):PRINT@P 
8,"*"; 

135Q IFB(9)=QTHEN139Q 
1360 PRINT@P9,CHR$(Q9);:IFP9=114THEN09= 

64:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ))ELSEIFP9=946THENO 
9=-64:X=USR(VARPTR(SQ)) 

1370 P9=P9+09:Q9=PEEKC15360+P9):PRINT@P 
9,"*"; 

138Q REM * SCAN KEYBOARD FOR PRESSED KE 
y * 

139Q IFPEEKC14352)=128THEN1620 
14QQ IFPEEKC14368)=1THEN1660 
1410 IFPEEK(14368)=2THEN1700 
1420 IFPEEKC14352)=160RPEEKC14342)=32TH 

EN1740 
1430 IFPEEKC14352)=320RPEEKC14338)=2THE 

N178Q 
144Q IFPEEK(14352)=640RPEEKC14338)=128T 

HEN1820 
145Q IFPEEKC14352)=20RPEEKC14338)=4THEN 

1860 
1460 IFPEEKC14352)=40RPEEKC14338)=8THEN 

1900 
1470 IFPEEKC14352)=80RPEEKC14338)=16THE 

N1940 
148Q IFA5=QTHEN1590 
1490 A5=Q:GOSUB2010 
150Q IFQ1=191THENQ1=128 
1510 IFQ2=191THENQ2=128 
1520 IFQ3=191THENQ3=128 
153Q IFQ4=191THENQ4=128 
1540 IFQ5=191THENQ5=128 
1550 IFQ6=191THENQ6=128 
1560 IFQ7=191THENQ7=128 
1570 IFQ8=191THENQ8=128 
158Q IFQ9=191THENQ9=128 
1590 C1=C1-.5:A2=FIXCC1):IFA2=QANDA4=QT 

HEN2Q9QELSEIFA2=-1THENA2=59:C1=59.5:A 
4=A4-1 

16QQ GOT0110Q 
'161Q REM * ROUTINES FOR CATCHING SUN * 
162Q IFA5<>1THENX=USR(VARPTR(S1)):GOSUB 

2Q10 
1630 A5=1:PRINT@586,HC1,1);:PRINT@648,H 

(1,2); 
164Q IFP1=594THENX=USRCVARPTR(S)):A1=A1 

+1':PRINT@P1,CHR$(Q1);:B(1)=Q:P1=4Q2:Q 
1=128:GOSUB2Q5Q 

165Q GOT0159Q 
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THE PROGRAMMER'S GUILD 

MEANS 


THUNDER ROAD AD'/ENTURE 
It is late in the evening. The moon has just risen over the top 

of the mountain. Grandpa McKee has just loaded the last jug of 
White Lightning into the car. Evervthing is ready. Then as ifon 
cue, the RIDGERUNNER appears. He is cool, confident, as he 
slides behind the wheel of the fuel injected 'S7 Chevy. He 
cranks the engine and it leaps into life with athroaty roar, 42 7 
cubic inches of raw horsepower. Grandpa McKee hands him the 
destination slip. It says, simply KNAWBONE. A thin smile 
comes over the RIDGERUNNER'S face. KNAWBONE is 
Sheriff Bubba Clemmons' territory. There would be a lot of 
action tonight. He flips the Hurst shifter into low gear and 
powers away in a hail of dust and ashower of stones. Grandpa 
McKee shakes his head. The boy will be in for a rough time 
tonight, of all the routes in these hills this one is the toughest. 
That's whv they call it --- THUNDER ROAD! 
THUNDER ROAD ADVENTURE is so real you almost expect 
to see Burt Reynolds cruise by in a black Firebird. The 
RIDGERUNNER is your eves and ears as you manuver the 
country roads around Hazzard county. There are Rev.enoors, 
hungry bears, agood looking lady hitchiker, treacherous roads, 
burned out bridges, roadblocks and puzzles to solve before you 
·Can deliver your cargo of pure Kentucky Corn to the thirsty old ' 
Boys in KNAWBONE. Can you dodge the long arm of the law, 
and all the pitfalls of Hazzard County? Or will you wind up in 
Sheriff Bubba's pokey? THUNDER ROAD ADVENTURE is 
classic adventure style for ADVENTURE fans of all ages. 

Tape t14.9S Disk t19,9S 

DEATH DREADNAOGHT 

This mind chilling thriller will freeze the blood in your veins. You 
are trapped aboard an ancient alien battlecruiser whose entire 
crew was murdered brutally. You are the scout team's only 
survivor. Your ship's been smashed, but one alien shuttlecraft 
remains intact. As you move about the wreck the danger 
increases. You must secure air, food, fuel and batteries. Now, as 
precious seconds of your life tick away, you suddenly realize 
YOU ARE NOT ALONE! The creature that ripped this ship apart 
is ALIVE and waiting for you to make a mistake. CAN YOU 
ESCAPE? Or will YOU be the creature's next victim? 

WARNING: DEATH DREADNAUGHT IS ,.- .. ·-.... 
RATED R due to EXTREME r 

~ •. 

, ,. ~ .'4t!.'~ ~. 

_ ' 
descriptions of VIOLENCE! 

$ t 4.95 on tape $ J9.95 on disk ·. , 
·l!tt" 

c;s~IDER MOCJNTAIN ADVENTCJRE 

Beyond the desolate outback of GRAYLOCKLAND lies the 
lair of the spider SHELOB. Once a wizard's cavernous fortress. 
SPIDER MOUNTAIN is now a deadly trap from which only the 
most skilled adventurers emerge. Treasure awaits the fortunate. 
DEATH stalks the foolish. 

Can YOU solve the riddle of the SPIDER MOUNTAIN 
ADVENTURE and come back alive? 

$14.95 on tape $19.95 on disk· 

·, , "= 
- /-:-.· · 
~ 

' un 

:11:;; LOST DUTCH MAN'S 
·. · ·1 GOLD* $14.95 on tape 

·, , . •, $19.95 on disk 
.' · · Deep in Arizona's Superstition mountaiils1 

er lfhe watchful eye of Apache Indians, the fabled 
LOST DUTCHMAN'S GOLD MINE awaits the adventurer 

bold enough to challenge the fates. With only a mule and 
a Winchester, and the ghost of an old gold prospector named 
BACKPACK SAM to guide you, do you dare to venture into the 
misty mountains, where it is said that the Devil himself, protects 
the LQ~T ooi:cHMAN'S GOLD? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

TRIPLE ADVENTURE DISKETTE SPECIAL DOUBLE TAPE 
$35.00-Seve $10.00 (ADVENTURES OF YOUR CHOICE) 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED $24.15' 

Lhe 1logrammers' Gutld 
P.O. BOX 66, PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458 (603) 924-6065 Circle 30 

SEND CHECK OR M/O (SHIPMENT WITHIN FIVE DAYS OF RECEIPT) C.0.0. ACCEPTED 



1660 iIFA5<>2THENX=USRCVARPTRCS2)):GOSUB 
2010 

1670 A5=2:PRINT@601,HC2,1);:PRINT@664,H
(2,2); 

1680 IFP2=606THENX=USR(VARPTR(S)):A1=A1 
+1:PRINT@P2,CHR$(Q2);:B(2)=0:P2=414:Q 
2=128:GOSUB2050 

1690 GOT01590 
1700 IFA5<>3THENX=USRCVARPTRCS3)):GOSUB 

2010 
1710 A5=3:PRINT@614,HC3,1);:PRINT@679,H 

(3 ,2); 
1720 IFP3=621THENX=USR(VARPTR(S)):A1=A1 

+1:PRINT@P3,CHR$(Q3);:BC3)=0:P3=429:Q 
3=128:GOSUB2050 

1730 GOT01590 
1740 IFA5<>4THENX=USRCVARPTRCS4)):GOSUB

2010 ' 
1750 A5=4:PRINT@711,HC4,1);:PRINT@773,H

(4,2); ' 
1760 IFP4=783THENX=USRCVARPTRCS)):A1=A1 

+1:PRINT@P4,CHR$(Q4);:8(4)=0:P4=207:Q 
4=128 : GOSUB2050 

1770 GOT01590 
1780 IFA5<>5THENX=USR(VARPTR(S5)):GOSUB 

2010 
1790 A5=5:PRINT@728,H(5,1);:PRINT@791,H 
. C5,2>; 

1800 IFp5=799THENX=USR(VARPTR(S)):A1=A1 
+1=PR1NT@P5,CHR$(Q5);:8(5)=0:P5=22~:Q 
5=128:GOSUB2050 

1810 GOT01590 
1820 IFA5<>6THENX=USR(VARPTR(S6)):GOSUB

·2010 
1830 A5=6:PRINT@743,HC6,1>;:PRINT@808,H 

(6,2>; 
1840 IFP6=816THENX=USR(VARPTR(S)):A1=A1 

+1:PRINT@P6,CHR$(Q6);:B(6)=0:P6=240:Q 
6=128:GOSUB2050 . 

1850 GOT01590 
1860 IFA5<>7THENX=USR(VARPTR(S7)):GOSUB 

2010 
1870 A5=7:PRINT@836,H(7,1>;:PRINT@898,H 

C7,2); : PRINT@961,HC7,3); 
1880 IFP7~909THENX=USR(VARPTR(S)):A1~A1 

+1:PRINT@P7,CHR$(Q7);:B(7)=0:P7=77:Q7 
=128:GOSUB2050 

1890 GOT01590 
1900 IFA5<>8THENX=USR(VARPTR(S8)):GOSUB 

2010 
1910 A5=8:PRINT@855,HC8,1);:PRINT@918,H 

(8,2);:PRINT@982,HC8,3); 
1920 IFP8=928THENX=USR(VARPTR(S)):A1=A1 

+1~PRINT@P8,CHR$(Q8);:B(8)=0:P8=96:Q8 
=128:GOSUB2050 

1930 GOT01590 

94 

1940 IFA5<>9THENX=USRCVARPTR(S9)):GOSUB
2010 

1950 A~=9:PRINT@872,HC9,1);:PRINT@937,H 
(9,2);:PRINT@1001,HC9,3); . 

1960 IFP9=946THENX=USR(VARPTR(S)):A1=A1 
+1:PRINT@P9,CHR$(Q9);:8(9)=0:P9=114:Q 
9=128:GOSUB2050 

1970 GOT01590 
1980 REM * PRINT UPPER GRID * 
1990 PRINT@1,U1;:PRINT@66,U2;:PRINT@132 

,U3;:PRINT@197,U4;:PRINT@263,U5;:PRIN 
T@328,U6;:PRINT@394,U7;:PRINT@459,U8; 

2000 REM * PRINT LOWER GRID * 
2010 PRINT@S23,D1;:PRINT@586,D2;:PRINT@ 

648,D3;:PRINT@711,D4;:PRINT@773,DS;:P 
RINT@836,D6;:PRINT@898,D7;:PRINT@961, 
D8;:RETURN 

2oio REM * SELECT SUN LOCATION * 
2030 FORN1=1T09:B(N1)=0:NEXTN1 
2040 FORN1=1TOA3:8(RND(9))=1:NEXTN1 
2050 N2=0:FORN1=1T09:N2=N2+B(N1):NEXTN1 

2060 IFN2<>A3THENB(RND(9))=1:GOT02050 
2070 RETURN 
2080 REM * PRINT SCORE, RATING, AND COM 

MENTS * 
2090 CLS:PRINT@26,"* SUNDANCE *"; 
2100 PRINT@128,"YOU SCORED";A1;"WITH";A 

3;"SUNS RUNNING AT THE SAME TIME."; 
2110 PRINT@192, "ON A SCALE OF 0 TO 100 · 

THAT RATES: II; STR$ (I NT ((A1*100> I (A3*40 
)));"."; ' 

2120 ONINT(((A1*iOO)/(A3*40))/10)GOT021 
40,2150,2160,2170,2180,2190,2200,2210 
,2220,2230 

2130 G="BURRRP!":GOT02240 
2140 G="NOT TOPS.":GOT02240 
2150 G="I'VE SEEN BETTER.":GOT02240 
2160 G="MINOR LEAGUE.":GOT02240 
2170 G="ACCEPTABLE.":GOT02240 
2180 G="MEDIOCRE.":GOT02240 
2190 G="RESPECTABLE.":GOT02240 
2200 G="OK FOR A HUMAN.":GOT02240 
2210 G="WORTHY OPPONENT.":GOT02240 
2220 G="GIVE THAT MAN A CIGAR!":GOT0224 

0 
2230 G="NO COMMENT." 
2240 PRINT@256,G; 
2250 REM * PLAY AGAIN? * 
2260 PRINT@320,"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY 

SUNDANCE AGAIN?' :; 
2270 I=INKEY$:IFI=""THEN2270ELSEIFI="Y" 

THENPRINT@384, "OK FINE.";: RUNELSEIFI= 
"N"THENPRINT@384,"PARTY POOPER.";:END 
ELSE2270 
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Listing 2 

TRS-80 32K Disk Basic Model I/ Ill 


Replacement program lines for the 16K Tape version 


30 REM * DON'T FORGET TO SET MEMORY SIZ 
E AT 45000! * 

760 RESTORE:FORN1=-20535T0-20469:READN2 
:POKEN1,N2:NEXTN1 

770 IFPEEK(16396)=201THENPOKE16526,0:PO 
KE16527,191ELSEDEFUSR=-20535:CMD"T" 

Listing 3 

TRS-80 16K Extended Basic Color Computer 


10 REM * SUNDANCE * 
20 REM * VERSION 4.1 COLOR 
30 REM * COPYRIGHT 1980 
40 REM * JON A. WAPLES 
50 GOT0140 
60 IF P(I)<=U(l) THEN F(I)=O ELS 
E IF P(I)>=L(I) THEN F(I)=-0 
70 LINE(X(I),P(I))-(X(l)+6,PCI)+ 
10),PSET,BF 
80 IF F(I)<O THEN120 
90 LINE(X(I),P(I))-(X(I)+6,PCI)+ 
4),PRESET,BF 
100 P(I)=P(I)+F(I) 
110 RETURN 
120 LINE(X(I),P(I)+10)-(X(1)+6,P 
(I)+6),PRESET,BF 
130 GOT0100 
140 CLEAR 
150 PCLEAR4 
160 AA$="03;T9;D;P255;D;P255;D;T 
3;L2;G;04;D" 
170 BB$="T9;L4;C;03;B;A;T3;L2;04 
;G;L4;D;" 
180 CC$="03;P4;L8.;D;L16;P166;D; 
L2;G;04;D" 
190 DD$="T9;L4;C;03;B;04;C;T3;L2 
;03;A;" 
200 E$="XAA$;XBB$;XBB$;XDD$;XCC$ 
;XBB$;XBB$;XDD$;" 
210 CLS3 
220 PCLS3:PMODE3,1:SCREEN1,0:COL 
OR2,3 
230 FORA=O TO .96 STEP .01 
240 CIRCLEC128,96>,S0,2,A 
250 NEXTA 
260 A4=2:C1=30.5:SC=O 
270 D=5 
280 FORl=1T03:P(I)=64:U(I)=64:L( 
I>=116:NEXTI 
290 FORI=4T06:PCI)=38:U(I)=PCI): 
LCI)=143:NEXTI Circle 60 
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Color Computer News 
Color Computer Newa ls the Urst and only magazine devoted to the users 

or Radio Shack's Color Computer. Color Computer News allows CC users to 
have a source or lnlormatlon about the!I machine plus forums tor the ex· 
change or Ideas, discoveries. helps. and complaints. CCN ls published every 
other month and contains teatures like 6809 Assembler programming, 
Novice Basic, Advanced Basic, Lelters and Technlcal Forums. CCN rev!ews 
current producls tor the Color Computer and tells the truth aboul them. good 
or bad 

It's nol jusl a beglnne(s magazine elther. 11 prinls what old hacker's need 
to know too. Things like entry polnls to the ROM and pointers ln the Basic 
scratchpad. 

Color Computer Newa is more than Just a magazine. It's also a software· 
exchange serv!ce. Color Computer owners can exchange original soft· 
ware by contributing 11 to the CCN library where several ol these programs. 
are put on a tape and dlslrlbuted tor a nominal tee. CCN is alSo a nation· 
wide User's Group. CCN helps establish local Use(s Groups with lorm letters. 
posters. names and publicity. 

Uyou own a Color Computer you need a subscription to Color Computer 
New1. While the other magazines will print some articles about lhe Color 
Computer you need a constant source ol lnlormaUon to slay abreast or 
what's happening with the Color Computer. 

A charter subscrlpllon to Color Computer News ls just $9 00 tor 6 issues. But 
you'd better hurry. you don't want lo miss a single Issue. 

Available From 

REM:arkable Software 
P.O. Box 1192 


Muskegon, MI 49443 


Some back Issues available !or $250 Inc luding postage and handling. 

Circle 8 

pndbergh Systems 
a WWW&# WW 4W§I 

49C Beechmont Street, Worcester. MA 01609 (617) 799-2217 

95 



Fun & Games 

' 
300 FORI=7T09:P(I)=12:U(I)=P(I): 
LC!)=168:NEXTI 
310 X(7)=53:X(8)=122:X(9)=195: 

X(4)=56:X(5)=122:X(6)=190: 
X(1)=59:X(2)=122:X(3)=185 

320 SC$="S8;BMO,O;D1D1F1R3F1D2G1 
L3H1BU5E1R3F1BD6;BM-5,+2;D1D5F1R 
3E1U1BU3U1H1L3G1BD6BR5BM-5,+2;D1 
D5F1R3E1U5H1L3G1BD6BR5BM-5,+2;ND 
7R4F1D1G1NL4F1D3BM-61 +2;NR5D3NR4 
D4R5" 
330 TI$="S8;BM247,0;R4L2D7BD2R2L 
4R2D7L2R4BD2ND7L2ND4L2D7BD2NR5D3 
NR3D4R5" 
340 DRAW"S15C2;BM40,160;BD1DF1R3 
F1D2G1L3H1BU5E1R3F1;S8;BDqBM+6,
2;D5F2R1E2U5D7BM+6,-7;D7U5E2R1F2 
D5" 
35p DRAW"S8;BM+8,-7;G2D3F2R2E2D2 
U14D8H1L2;BM+10,2;E2R1F2D5R1L1U3 

H1 L2G2 F2R2E1 II 

360 DRAW"S8;BM+6,1;U7D2E2R1F2D5; 

BM+10,-5;H2L1G2D3F2R1E2;BM+5,-2; 

R5U1H2L2G2D3F2R2E2" 

370 PLAY E$ 

380 SCREEN0,1 

390 PRINT@320," A JON WAPLES 

PRODUCTION" 

"400 PRlNT" COPYRIGHT 198 

0" 

410 PRINT" DO YOU WANT INSTRUC 

TIONS?" 

420 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN420 

430 IFA$="Y"THEN460 

440 IFA$="N"THEN490 

450 GOT0420 

460 CLS:PRINT"SUNDANCE IS A EASY 


GAME. IT CONSISTS OF 2 T 
0 4 SUNS WHICH BOUNCE BETWE 
EN 2 3X3 GRIDS VIEWED IN PE 
RSPECTIVE." 
470 PRINT"THE OBJECTIVE OF THE G 
AME IS TO CATCH AS MANY SU 
NS AS POSSIBLE. TO DO THI 
S YOU MUST OPEN ONE OUT 
OF" 
480 PRINT"NINE LOWER GRIDS. USE 
THE KEYS 1, 2, OR 3 TO OPE 
N THE FURTHEST THREE GR 
IDS; 4, 5, OR 6 FOR THE MID 
OLE THREE; AND 7, 8, OR 9 
FOR THE CLOSEST THREE. 
490 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER THE NUMBE 
R OF SUNS (2-4)"; . 
500 A$=INKEY$: IFA$="''0RA$<"2"0RA 

$>"4"THEN500 
510 A3=VAL<A$) 
520 GOSU8670:GOSUB860 
530 DRAWSC$:DRAWTI$ 
540 LINEC247,88)-(247,88+(2•C1)) 
,PSET 
550 CIRCLEC16,130),12,4:PAINTC16 
,130),4,4:CIRCLEC14,130>,7,1,3,. 
15,.85 
560 FORI=9T01STEP-1 
570 IFB(I)=1THEN GOSUB60 
580 NEXT I 
590 GOSUB780 
600 A$=INKEY$ IF A$="" THEN 63 
0 
610 V=VAL(A$) IF V=O THEN 630 
620 GOSUB 910 
630 C1=C1-.1:A2=INTCC1):IFA2=0TH 
EN118U 
640 LINEC247,88)-(247,88+(61-(2* 
C1))),PRESET 
650 GOT0560 
660 REM ** DRAW GRID ** 
67U PCLS:SCREEN1,0 

680 LINEC42,82)-(12,4),PSET 
690 LINEC42,109)-(12,187),PSET 
700 LINEC12,187)-(243,187),PSET 
710 LINE(243,187)-(213,109),PSET 
720 LINE(213,82)-(243,4),PSET 
730 LINE(243,4)-(12,4),PSET 
740 LINEC89,4)-(99,82),PSET 
750 LINEC166,4)-(156,82),PSET 
760 LINE(89,187)-(99,109),PSET 
770 LINEC166,187)-(156,109),PSET 
780 LINE(22,30)-(232,30),PSET 
790 LINEC22,161)-(232,161),PSET 
800 LINEC32,56)-(222,56),PSET 
810 LINEC32,135)-(222,135),PSET 
820 LINEC42,82)-(212,82),PSET 
830 LINE(42,109)-(212,109),PSET 
840 l<ETURN 
850 REM *SELECT SUN LOCATION* 
860 FOR N1= 1T09 : BCN1)=0 : NEX 
T N1 
870 FOR N1 =1TO A3 : B(RND(9))=1 

: NEXT N1 
880 N2=0 : FOR N1 = 1 TO 9 : N2= 
N2+(B(N1)):NEXTN1 
890 IF N2<>A3 THEN B(RND (9)) =1 : 

GOT0880 
900 RETURN 
910 IF V<4 THEN V1=110 ELSE IF V 
>6 THEN V1=162 ELSE V1=136 
920 IF V/3=INT(V/3) THEN V2=195 
ELSE IF CV-1)/3=INTCCV-1)/3) THE 
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STOP PLAYING GAMES! 

N V2=44 ELSE V2=122 
930 PAINT (V2,V1>,4,2 
940 IF P(V)<L(V) THEN PAINT CV2, 
V1>,3,2 : SOUND 1,1 : RETURN 
950 LINE(X(V),P(V))-(X(V)+6,P(V) 
+10),PRESET,BF 
960 PLAY A$ 
970 B(V)=O 
980 IFV<4THENP(V)=64ELSEIFV>6THE 
NP(V)=12ELSEP(V)=38 
990 PAINTCV2,V1),3,2 
1000 S1=S1+1 : IF S1>9 THEN S1=0 

: S2=S2+1 
1010 GOSUB1040 
1020 GOSUB 880 
1030 RETURN 
1040 LINEC10,88)-(40,105),PRESET 
,BF:DRAW"BM10,88;" 
1050 SX=S2:GOSUB1060:SX=S1:DRAW" 
BM25,88;" 
1060 ONSX+1GOSUB1080,1090,1100~1 
110,1120,1130,1140,1150,1160,117 
0 
1070 RETURN 
1080 DRAW"BD1D5F1R3E1U5H1L3G1BD6 
BR5":RETURN 
1090 DRAW"BR4D7":RETURN 
1100 DRAW"BD1E1R3F1D2G1L3G1D2R4" 
:RETURN 

Computer games are fun and recreational, but we believe the computer has 

great educational potential too. We specialize in the production of quality 

educational software for school and home use of the TRS-80 computer. 


ELEMENTARY / MIDDLE SCHOOL 

Entertaining, challenging package of programs to aid . and develop word 

recognition and spelling skills, for the high ability elementary (to adult) user. 

WORD RECOGNITION PACKAGE TAPE, $14.95. DISK, $19.95 


HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE PHYSICS . 

A series of PHYSICS TUTORIAL STUDY UNITS, written in easy-to-grasp . 

manner for use both as in-school computer-aided-instruction, and at-home 

personal physics tutor. Each unit treats a major body of material ?ind contains: 

subject synopsis, formulae, carefully designed problems, and fully explained 

solutions. Problems change each time program is run.Some titles available are: 

DYNAMICS-NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION, MOMENTUM, HEAT AND 

TEMPERATURE STUDY UNIT (A), HEAT AND TEMPERATURE STUDY 

UNIT CB).Write for other physics titles available. 

SET OF FOUR TITLES TAPE, $65.00. Disk, $75.00 

INDIVIDUAL TITLES TAPE, $17.50. DISK, $20.00 


GRADES MANAGEMENT 

GRADES MANAGEMENT program e:i3bles teachers using numerical grades 

to create student/grade files without requiring disk capability. Determine 

periodic average with both numerical and bar-graph presentations. Computes 

final grades using your own school formula (please provide), or mine. Disk 

version has advantage of greater speed and Oexibility of disk. 

GRADES MANAGEMENT TAPE, $24.95. DISK, $29.95 

PROGRAM FOR PILOTS 

NAVIGATION AIDS. Use to determine straight-line distance, time, fuel, best 

altitude, and power before flight to save time and money. · 

NAVIGATION AIDS TAPE, $9.95. DISK,$14.95 

MONTHLY BILLING . For small groups, partners or clubs sharing ex penses of 

an aircraft. Quickly, accurately determines (and prints) each member's bill. 

MONTHLY BILLING TAPE,$14.95 DISK, $17.50 

CLUB BILLING. For groups or clubs billing on hourly basis . Handles aircraft 

rentals (wet/dry). instruction, dues, taxes, etc. 

CLUB BILLING TAPE, $24.95. DISK, $29.95 

ORDERING INFORMATION. Please add $1.00 for first tape or disk, or $2.00 to 

an order of two or more programs, for postage and handling. New York State 

orders add sales tax . Please indica.te TRS-80 model and memory. Ci cle 71 


THE TEACHING ASSIST ANT r 
22 SEWARD DRIVE, HUNTINGTON STATION, N.Y.11746 

TRS-80® is a regislered trademark of Tandy Corp. 

1110 DRAW"BD1E1R3F1D1G1NL3F1D2G1 

L3H1":RETURN 

1120 DRAW"D4R3U4D7U3R211 

·: RETURN 

1130 DRAW"NR5D4R4F1D1G1L3H1":RET 

URN 

1140 DRAW"BR5BD2U1H1L3G1D5F1R3E1 

U1H1L3G1":RETURN 

1150 DRAW"R5D1G101G101G101 II: RETU 

RN 

1160 DRAW"BD1E1R3F1D1G1L3G1D2F1R 

3E1U2H1L3H1U1":RETURN 

1170 DRAW"BD3BR4L3H1U1E1R3F1D1G5 

":RETURN 

1180 CLS: PRINT@12, "SUNDANCE"; 

1190 PRINT@65,"YOU SCORED"; 

1200 SC=S2*10+S1 

1210 PRINTSC 

1220 PRINT" WITH"A3"SUNS RUNNING 

":PRINT" AT THE SAME TIME. 

1230 PRINT:PRINT" THAT RATES A: 

II,o 

1240 RT=INT((SC*100)/(A3*40)) 
1250 PRINT RT 
1260 PRINT 
1270 PRINT"PLAY AGAIN?"; 
1280 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN1280 
1290 IFA$="Y"THENRUNELSEEND Circle 54 
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DISK DRIVE WOES? 
PRINTER INTERACTION? 
MEMORY LOSS? 
ERRATIC OPERATION? 

Don't 
Blame The 
Software! 
Power Line Spikes, Surges & 
Hash could be the culprit! 

Pat #4 259 705 
· '• 

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often Interact! Our 
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment Interaction AND curb 
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash. 

• ISOLATOR (IS0·1) 3 filter Isolated 3·prong sockets; Integral 

~~~f:~s~~~~ ~-~~~r~~~~~~;. ~~~~ ~.~.a.x~~-~~-1~~~'. .1. ~~.l~afs~i~ 
• ISOLATOR (IS0·2) 2 filter Isolated 3-prong socket banks; (8 

sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max 
load, 1 KW either bank ................... . . . .... .... $82.95 

• SUPER ISOLATOR (IS0·3), slmllar to IS0·1 except double 
fllterlng & Suppression . ............................. $94.95 

• ISOLATOR (IS0·4), slmllar to JS0·1 except unit has 8 
lndlvldually filtered sockets .. . ..... .... ... .. ... ..... $108.95 

•SUPER ISOLATOR (IS0·11) similar to IS0·2 except double 
filtering & Suppression ...... . .. . ......... . ......... $94.95 

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add·CB) . . . .. .. ... . . Add $ 8.00 
• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (·CBS) ... . ... . . ..... . . . Add $18.00 

AT YOUR Master-Card, Visa, American Express 
DEALERS Order Toll Free 1·800·225-4878 

(except AK, HI, PR & Canada) 

1£7Electronic Specialists, Inc. 
171 South Main Street Natick Mass 01760 

Technical & Non-800: 1-617-655-1532 

http:indica.te
http:TAPE,$14.95
http:DISK,$14.95


NOW FOR THE TRS-80 'M 

MODELS I & Ill 


LOGICAL SYSTEMS, INC. ANNOUNCES 

THETRS-80™OPERATING SYSTEM WITH: . 

* Double Sided & Double Density Support. * Hard Drive Support Up To 10 MEGS As A Single Drive. * Inter mix 5", 8" and Hard Drive Up To 8 Total Drives. 
• A 250 Page Manual 
• Complete Technical Information 
• 'A TOLL-FREE 800 Number for Customer Service 
• A Full Time Staff to Handle Customer Service 
• A Bulletin Board on MicroNet 
• A LDOS NEWSLETTER 
• A Liberal Update Policy 
• An ENHANCED BASIC 
• A Complete Job Control Language 
• Device Independent 
• Media Compatible Model I to Model Ill 
• A One Year Warranty 

* SPECIFIC HARDWARE IS REQUIRED TO UTILIZE THESE FEATURES. 

The Ultimate In Operating Systems Model 1& 111 . . . Only $14900 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU: 

(West) (Central) (East) 

LOBO DRIVES INT'L GALACTIC SOFTWARE LTD. MISOSYS 
354 S. Fairview Ave 11520 N. Port Washington Rd 5904 Edgehill Dr. 
Goleta, CA 93117 Mequon, WI 53092 Alexandria , VA 22303 

(805) 683-1576 ( 414)241-8030 (703) 960-2998 

DEALER INQUIRESWELCOME 

· TRS-80'" a tradema rk ofTandy C orp. Circle 39 LDOS is a p roduct of LSI Inc 
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Mini-Disk Storage Systems for TRS-80* Computers 


Use your brand new AFD drive system for up to 15 days. If you're not one of our competent technicians - in the drive carton. If a drive has latent 
completely satisfied , pack it in the original shipping container and send it defects, the bum-in life test will weed them out. The drives we ship just 
back to Access. We'll refund the price of the system (less shipping keep on running . And running . And running . 
charges) , no questions asked. (No refund for misuse or improper 
handling .) About our warranty 
Operating burn-in test - too Venus de Milo has about the right number of fingers to count our warranty 
Every drive that leaves Access is not only 100% electrically tested and returns. Nevertheless, your riew drive system is covered by our compre
double-checked for mechanical alignment, but it is also given a full 48- hensive 90-day limited warranty. The details are spelled out in the illus
hour operating burn-in test. You'll find a test list - checked and signed by trated users manual included with each AFD drive system. 

Software galore! DATA SEPARATOR':'" 
Games. Business programs. System software. We sell many of This PC board plug-in adapter for the TRS-
the best TRS-80* Model I and Model Ill programs, and at com 80* virtually eliminates data read errors 
petitive prices. Make Access Unlimited your one-stop shopping (CRC error - Track locked out!) which 
center for all of your TRS-80* software , hardware and accesso occur on high-density inner disk tracks , a 
ries. Save big! Call our toll-free order number, 1-800-527-4196t problem that has plagued TRS-80* sys
for free descri tive literature. tems. The Percom Data Separator™ is in


stalled in the Expansion Interface without modifying the host
USE YOUR CREDIT CARD AND SAVE! VISA AND' 
system. Caution : Opening the TRS-80* Expansion Interface may.._MASTER CARD CHARGES ARE NOT DEPOSITED UN-~ 
void the limited 90-da warrant : $29.95.,....TIL THE DAY YOUR ORDER IS SHIPPED. CALL NOW~ 

TOLL-FREE, 1-800-527-4196t. Disk System Interconnecting Cables 
Improvement over RS cable design places drive 0, which includes the the DOUBLER™ cable termination, at the end of the cable to eliminate the reflected noise 

Percorn 's new plug-in adapter for your Expansion of an unterminated cable. Better data integrity. Prices: 
Interface stores almost twice the data on a diskette 

Two-Drive Cable . . . . ..... . $24.95 track as a single-density system. You can store up to 
Four-Drive Cable . . . 34.95 four times more data - depending on the type of 


drive - on one side of a diskette than you can store 
 Power Line Fiiter 

using a standard Model I mini-disk drive. Other 
 115/250 V, 50-400 Hz. Instructions included for easy installation in s)an
features. Reads, writes and formats either single or dard mini-box chassis: $19.95 


. . . . - double density rninidiskettes. • Runs TRSDOS' , 
 Mlnldlskettes (Double-Density rated) 
NEWDOS+* Percom OS-80™ or other sin!;Jle-density software without 10 Disks in a convenient plastic organizer box . . $34.90 changing either software or hardware. Switch to double-density when Single Disk . . 3.49 convenient. • Includes DBLDOS™, a TRSDOS' compatible double
density operating system. • Includes on card , high-performance data Disk Drive ID Tabs 

separator circuit .• Installs without rewiring or trace cutting . • Introductory 
 1" x 1 '!.''self-adhering plastic drive identification tabs. Compatible silver 
price, including DBLDOS and format conversion utility, only $219.95. with engraved black drive number. Two tabs (Nos. 0, 1 ): $2.50; three tabs 
~ Permits Model Ill software to be read on Model I coniputers. • (Nos. 0, 1, 2): $3.25; four tabs (0, 1, 2, 3): $4.50. 

Access ... 

Offers More. 


Charges less. 


Check this line-by-line com
parison of Access 5-inch 
mini-disk systems for Mod
el I and Model Ill computers. 
Nobody offers more ben
efits, better service or lower 
prices. 

Free trial offer 

Company/Drive Model 

40-TRACK DRIVES 
Access Unlimited 

AFD-100 1 

AFO-IOOF 1 

MTI 

TF·5 


Midwest Comp. & Per 

MPI 8·51 


Aerocomp 

Mdl 40-1 


CPU Shop 

cc1.100 


AMI 

40-uack 


80-TRACK DRIVES 
Access Unlimited 

AFD·200' 
AFD·200F' 

MTI 
TF·B 

Aerocomp 
80- lk mdl 

CPU Shop 
CCl-280 

AMI 
BO-track 

1 As adve111sed m 80 M1c1ocompu11rig Jan 1981 

Price 
1/ 

;295 00 
329 00 

359 00 

321 00 

349 95 

314 00 

32500 

429 95 
449 95 

639 00 

45995 

429 00 

56000 

Flippy 

no 
yes 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

no 
yes 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

Formatted Diskette 

Storage Capacity 


Dbl-Density 

186 Kbytes 
360 Kbyles 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

368 Kbytes 
736 Kbyles 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Sgl-Density 

102 Kbyles 
204 Kbytes 

? 

102 Kbyles 

? 

102 Kbytes 

? 

205 Kbytes 
410 Kbytes 

200 Kbytes 

? 

204 Kbytes 

? 

100% 48hr. Trial 
Burn-In WarrantyTested Period 

yes yes yes yes 
yes yes yes yes 

? ?? no 

? ? yes no 

?yes yes yes 

? yes? no 

? ? ? no 

yes yes yesyes 
yes yes yes yes 

? ?? no 

? yesyes yes 

? ? yes no 

?? ? no 

How to Order Order by calling Access Unlimited toll-free on 1 ·800·527-4196t. 
Mail orders also accepled. Orders may be charged to aVISA or Ma.sterCard account or paid by a 
cashier's check, certttied check or money order. We accept COD orders with 25% deposit. Sorry, ACCESS UNLIMITED 
we cannot accept personal checks. We pay shipping and insurance charges on orders over 
$1 ,000.00. ~d approximate insurance and shipping charges for under $1 ,000.00. If in doubt 315 N. Shiloh . Ste. 01 ·Garland. TX 75042 
about these charges, ask when you call in your order. Texas residents Include 5% sales tax. 
Minimum order $20.00. Allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery. tTexu retldentl call (214) 49<1·0206. 

(214) 494-0206 

T tradlma;1c of Acceel Unlimited Company. 'RADIO SHACK end TAS-80 are trademarl<a of Tandy Corporation. ™tradem1r1< ol P1rcom Data Company, Inc. 
AU.PRICES ANO SPECIFICATIONS SUSJECTTQ CHANGE AND ALL OFFERS SUSJECTTO WITHDRN*ll WiTHOUT NOTICE. 



Education 

A Student Timetable 

For me, September comes around a little 
too quickly each year when my College 
enrolls its hundreds of students. They 
appear apparently from nowhere and are 
anxious to enroll in one of the many 
courses which we offer. 

Like most Colleges in this district of 
England which operate educational 
schemes for the age group 16 to 60 (and 
beyond), we work on a "block" schedule 
system. The block system arranges 
subjects in groups, or blocks as illustrated 
in Figure 1. A student can then select up to 
five subjects to make up a course, taking 
one from each block. Provided that no one 
wants to take two subjects from the same 
block, the structure of the blocks then 
insures that any course which is selected 
in this way can be organized, with rooms 
and instructors planned in advance. 

The block system was a great 
improvement on previous methods, which 
alternated between a very restricted choice 
of a few courses (simple to organize, but 
little choice for the student) and a 
"cafeteria system", in which students 
could pick almost any combination of 
subjects (plenty of choice, but difficult to 
organize, with the chance that a large 
number of students would have to be told 
later than the course they have chosen 
was not available). The only hitch in the 
block system is that of writing a schedule 
for each student. In the years before 

· 	Tandy, this was done the hard way. An 
admissions officer would consult with each 
student and prepare a list which showed 
each subject and its block number. The 
student would then go see his class 

(Schedule) 


Printer 


TRS-80 Model I 

Ian Sinclair 

Halstead, Essex, England 


counselor, who would write out an 
individual schedule on the basis of the 
subjects, block numbers, and block 
schedule, which showed when each block 
of subjects could be taught (see Figure 2). 

This year the TRS-80 which has replaced 
our mainframe computer did the dirty work. 
Students with a list of their subjects and 
block numbers lined up and had their 
schedules printed by the TRS-80. Results 
were shorter lines, quicker turnover, less 
frustration and more time for counselors to 
concentrate on student needs rather than 
on the mechanical business of writing out a 
schedule in a hurry. 

The key to all this serenity was the 
program accompanying this article . The 
program allows a block diagram to be 
created on the video screen and recorded, 
so that several different sets can be used. 
With a given block diagram in use, student 
schedules can be printed in duplicate when 
subjects and the corresponding block 
numbers are fed in . An example of a 
schedule in this way is shown in Figure 3. 
The subjects are denoted by four letter 
abbreviations with space left for room 
numbers when they are scheduled (I'm 
working on that one - it's more an 
organizational problem than a 
programming problem). The exclamation 
marks are used as vertical dividers because 
the only printer which was available on 
enrollment day (and which could be easily 
moved) was one wh ich lacked graphics 
capabilities. 

The Program 
I never put REM statements into 

programs. I regard the use of REMs as an 

inferior way of documenting a program. My 
practice is to keep a full record of the aims 
of the program, its developmental stages, 
and a line-by-line account of how it 
operates. This makes more paperwork, but 
is very much better than a string of REMs 
for understanding the flow of the program. 
The description of the program which 
follows is taken from those records . 

The program starts on line 5 with the 
CLEAR to provide string space, and the 
definition of integer variables. In my own 
version, lines 1 through 4 contain READ, 
POKE and DATA statements which load a 
machine-code program into high memory 
so that the serial printer can be driven from 
the TRS-80 cassette port. I have omitted 
these lines in this listing, because they are 
needed only if the hardware demands 
them. The only arrays which are used are 
dimensioned in line 7. 

Line 8 offers the option for seeing , 
instructions. The question is answered by 
typing YES or NO with no need to hit enter. 
The subroutine in line 1100 uses INKEY$ to 
accomplish this. The subroutine for the 
instructions is found in lines 500 and 510. 
Following the appearance of the 
instructions, a flashing asterisk (called the 
f/ashterisk) acts as a prompt. Pressing any 
key, other than BREAK, will allow the 
program to proceed. The flashterisk routine 
(in line 1000) is used in several places in 
this and other of my programs. Where 
hardcopy is called for , pressing the " P" key 
when the asterisk flashes will start a 
printout, while any other key will bypass 
this step. This allows me to go quickly 
through a program to try .out new ideas 
without waiting for a printer . 
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Block 1 

Matl1 
Statistics 
Food & Nutr 
English 
Economics 

MON 

TUE 

WED 

THU 

FRI 

Figure 1 
0 Level Blocks 

Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 
Biology Math Pysics Tech Dwg Chemistry 
Physics Engl ish Geography Math Computing 
English Lit Chemistry French English Biology 
Env Studies Human Bio English German Sociology 
History Commerce English English Lit 

Figure 2 - Sample Block Schedule 
Lower Cert . 

2 

3 6 

6 2 

7 7 

5 5 

4 4 

Periods 
3 4 

6 

2 

4 

5 

5 6 7 

5 5 

2 

3 3 8 

2 2 4 

3 3 6 

8 

4 

9 

8 

6 

Figure 3 - Sample Student Timetable Printout 

Benny Hill GEN-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

MON CHEM MATH MATH ENGL GEOG 

TUE PHYS PHYS PHYS ENGL ENGL 

WED GEOG CHEM CHEM 

THU MATH MATH MATH PHYS PHYS GEOG 

FRI GEOG GEOG ENGL CHEM CHEM ENGL 

09 / 05 / 81 
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Education----------
5 CLEAR4000~DEFINTI,J,N,P,Q,R,X-Z:DEFST 

RA-H,K-M,S-W 
7 DI~ BC41),SC30),HC30,9) 
8 CLS:PRINTTAB(5)"NEED INSTRUCTIONS? AN 

SWER YES.OR NO, DO NOT USE ENTER":GOS 
UB1100:IFR=1THENGOSUB500 

9 FOR N =1T05:READ D(N):NEXT 
10 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23>TABC13)"CHOICE":PRI 

NTTABC1)"1.ENTER BLOCK TIMETABLE.":PR 
INTTABC1)"2.REPLAY BLOCK TIMETABLE.": 
PRINTTABC1)"3.CREATE TIMETABLES.":PRI 
NTTAB(1)"4.END PROGRAM 

20 GOSUB1000:N=VAL(K):IFN=4THENCLS:GOTO 
6000:ELSEIFN>OANDN<4THENPRINTCHR$(28) 
:CLS:PRitH@344,"IS PRINTER READY?":EL 
SE F="INCORRECT CHOICE":GOSUB1300:GOT 
010 

30 GOSUB1100:IF R=1THENPX~1ELSEPX=O 
40 ON N GOT02000,3000,4000,6000 
50 CLS:PRINT@336,"DO YOU WANT TO RETURN 

TO THE MENU?": GOSUB1100: IFR=1THEN1 OE 
LSE6000 

60 STOP 
500 CLS:PRINTTABC26)"INSTRUCTIONS":PRIN 

T:PRINT"1. FOR CHOICE, TYPE NUMBER ON 
LY, DO NOT USE ENTER.":PRINT"2. FLASH 
ING A~TERISK IS A PROMPT, PRESS ANY K 
EY TO PROCEED.":PRINT"3. WHERE A PRIN 
TOUT IS NEEDED, PRESS 'P' WHEN ASTER! 
SK FLASHES. II . . 

510 PRINT"4. USE ONLY SINGLE CHARACTERS 
IN' BLOCK ENTRY":PRINT"5. USE FOUR CH 

ARACTERS FOR SUBJECT ABBREVIATION":GO 
SUB1000:RETURN 

1000 K=INKEY$: PRINTTAB(1) "*";: IFK=""THE 
NFORX=1T060:NEXT:PRINTCHR$(8);:FORX=1 
T060:NEXT:GOT01000:ELSE RETURN:RETURN 

1100 A="" 
1110 K=INKEY$: IFK=""THEN1110ELSEPRINTK; 

:A=A+K:IFLENCA)<2THEN1110 
1120 IFLEN(A)=2ANDA="NO"THENR=2:RETURN: 

ELSEIFLEN(A)=3AND A="YES"THENR=1:RETU 
RN 

1130 IFLEN(A)=2THEN1110ELSE F="MISTAKE" 
:GOSUB1300:PRINT"YES OR NO?":GOT01100 

1200 LPRINT"":I=15360:FORNN=OT015:FORPP 
=OT063:LPRINTCHR$CPEEKCI+64*NN+PP));: 
NEXTPP:LPRINT:NEXTNN:RETURN 

1300 CLS: PRINT@320, "": PRINTCHR$ (23): FOR 
X=1T015:PRINTTAB((32-LENCF))/2)F;:FOR 
Z=1T030:NEXTZ:PRINTCHR$C29);CHR$(30>; 
CHR$C29>;:FORZ=tT030:NEXTZ:NEXTX:CLS: 
RETURN 

1400 STOP 
2000 CLS:INPUT"PLEASE TYPE A HEADING FO 

R THIS BLOCK";L:CLS:PRINTTABC25)L;" L 
EVEL BLOCK": PRHHTABC25) STRING$(13,61 
) : PfUNTTAB (28) "PERIODS": PRINTT AB (5) II! 

";:FORP=1T08:PRINTTAB(7*P)P;" !";:NE 
XT:PRINT:PRINTSTRING$(63,45):FORN=1TO 
5 

2010 PRINTD(N);:INPUT B(8*N~7),B(8*N-6) 
,BC8*N-5),B(8*N-4),B(8*N-3),B(8*N-2), 
8(8*N-1),B(8*N):PRINTCHR$C27);CHR$(30 
);:PRINTD(N);:FORJ=1T08:PRINTTABC7*J
2) II! "B (8*N-8+J); : NEXTJ 

2020 PRINTTAB(61) ;" ! ":PRINT"O.K. ?";:GOS 
UB1100:IFR=2THENPRINTCHR$(29);CHR$(27 
);CHR$(3Q);CHR$(29);CHR$(27):GOT02010 
:ELSEPRINTCHR$(29);CHR$C30);CHR$C27): 
PRINTSTRING$(63,45):NEXTN 

2030 GOSUB1000:IF K="P"AND PX=1THENGOSU 
81200 

2040 PRINT"THIS BLOCK WILL NOW BE RECOR 
OED.PREPARE THE CASSETTE AND PRESS":P 
RINT"ANY KEY WHEN READY":GOSUB1000:S= 
"":FOR P=1 T040: S=S+B (p): NEXT: PRINT#-1 
,L,S 

2050 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO USE THIS BLOC 
K NOW?":GOSUB1100:IFR=1THEN4000ELSE E 
ND 

2100 DATA"MON","TUE","WED","THU","FRI" 
3000 CLS:PRINTTAB(2Q)"REPLAY OF BLOCK D 

IAGRAM":PRINT:PRINTTAB(2)"PREPARE THE 
CASSETTE FOR REPLAY. PRESS ANY KEY W 

HEN READY.": PRU.IT: GOSUB1000 
3010 INPUT#-1,L,S:FORP=1T040:B(P)=MID$( 

S,P,1):NEXT:GOSUB3500:GOSUB1000:IF K= 
"P" AND PX=1THEN GOSUB 1200 

3020 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PRINT TIMETAB 
LES NOW ?":GOSUB1100:IF R=2 THEN 10 E 
LSE 4000 

3030 STOP 
3500 CLS:PRINTTABC25)L;" LEVEL BLOCK":P 

RINT: PRINTT AB (5) II! II;: FOR P=1T08: PRINT 
TAB (7*P) P" ! ";:NEXT: PRINT: PRINTS TR IN 
G$C63,45):FOR N=1T05 

3510 PRINT DCN);" !";:FOR J=1T08:PRIN 
TTABC7*J+1) B(8*N-8+J) ;" !";:NEXTJ: P 
RINT:PRINTSTRING$(63,45):NEXTN:RETURN 

3520 STOP 
4000 CLS:INPUT"TUTOR GROUP";G:INPUT"DAT 

E";C:INPUT"NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN THE 
GROUP";Q:FOR P=1TOQ:FORJ=1T09:HCP,J)= 
"":NEXTJ,P:FORP=1TOQ:HCP,8)="LACT":H( 
P,9)="CTUT":NEXT:FOR P=1TOQ 

4010 PRINTP". STUDENT'S NAMECNO COMMAS) 
":INPUTS (p) :PRINT"U.SE ENTRY OF O,XXXX 

TO TERMINATE" 
4012 INPUT"BLOCK NUMBER,SUBJECT (4 CHAR 

ACTERS ONLY)";I,HCP,I):IFLENCHCP,I))< 
>4THEN F="ILLEGAL ENTRY":GOSUB1300:GO 
T04012: ELSE IF I=OTHENH CP, I>='"': I=O: NEX 
TP:ELSE4012 

4015 PRINT "READY TO PRINT ?":GOSUB 100 
O:FOR P=1TOQ:Z=O 

4020 LPRINT" ":LPRINT" ":LPRINTS(P);TAB 
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(60)G:LPRINT:LPRINTSTRING$(64,45):LPR 
INTTAB(4) 11 ! 11 ;:FORJ=1T08:LPRINTTAB(7*J 
)J; II !II;: NEXTJ: LPRINT: LPfUNTSTRING$ ( 
64,45) 

EMMANUEL B. GARCIA, JR . 
& ASSOCIATES 
203 N. WABASH 

CHICAGO, llLINOIS 60601 
PHO NE (3121 782-9750 

NOW IN ITS THIRD YEAR OF 
SPECIALIZING IN PRODUCTS 
RELATED TO THE TRS-80* 

4030 FORN=1T05:LPRINT D(N); 11 !11 ;:FORJ=1 
T08:IF VAL(B(8*N-8+J))<>OTHENLPRINTTA 
8(7*J)H(P,VAL(B(8*N-8+J)));:ELSELPRIN 
TTAB(7*J)B(8*N-8+J); • Dealer of quality software and hardware

we sell only the best, proven items. 4040 LPRINTTAB(7*J+5) 11 !";:NEXTJ:LPRINT: 
LPRINTTAB(4) 11 ! 11 ;:FOR J=1T08:LPRINTTAB 
(7*J +5) II! II;: NEXT: LPRINT: LPRINTSTRING$ 
(64,45):NEXTN:LPRINT:LPRINTC:LPRINT:L 
PRINT:IF Z=OTHENZ=1:GOT04020:ELSENEXT 

o Sponsor of CHICATRUG-monthly 
learning sessions for TRS-80 users. 

• Publisher of "CHICATRUG News," monthly 
publication for TRS-80 users. p 

4070 PRINT:PRINT 11 PRESS ANY LETTER FOR N 
EXT TIMETABLE, NUMBER TO RETURN TO CH 
OICE":GOSUB1000 : IF ASC(K)<58 AND ASC( 
K)>47 THEN 10 ELSE 4000 

• • Send for sample issue • • 
• Sponsor of the FORUM-80 of Chicago, a 

24-hour computerized bulletin board. 

6000 END 

Line 9 reads th,e day data from the data 
l i ne 2100, so that D(1) =Monday, 
D(2)=Tuesday, and so on . 

The menu is presented in line 10. This 
double sized display is created by using 
CHR$(23). The flashterisk prompts for a 
choice. If any illegal number key or letter 
key is pressed, line 20 w ill insure flashing 
an error message. The number chosen will 
be returned from the subroutine in the 

• Author of "Pensionmaker," the revolutionary 
defined benefit pension system running on 
the TRS-80 Model I where other pension 
actuaries are using mainframes. 

• Repair facilities (90-day warranty on new 
eouipment and 30 days on used). 

' ' 
E.B.G. & Associales is NOT 'lffilialed wilh Tandy Corporalion or Rildi.o Shack. 

"TRS·BO is a trademark of Tandy Corporalion. Circle 69 

string variable K. If the choice is valid the 
prompt " PRINTER READY?" w i ll be 
displayed as a reminder that th is is a printer 
oriented program. If "YES " is answered, 
the variable flag PX is set, which is used 
later for printing . However, if "NO" is 
returned then no printing will take place, 
even if the "P" key is pressed. The print 
routines make no use of line printer PEEKs 
so that any serial or parallel printer can be 
used. 

The string variable K is converted into an 
integer in line 20 and in line 40 is used to 
direct the program to the proper section . All 
sections return to line 50, which offers a 
return to the menu or an END. The END 
option is also offered in the menu. While 
th is might look excessive, there is nothing 
so frustrating as having to go through a 
program putting dummy data in just to 
locate an END option! 

Lines 500 through 1300 contain uti lity 
subroutines . 500 - 510 contain the 
instructions. Line 1000 is the flashterisk 
routine. The string variable K is set equal to 
the value of an INKEY$ routine. An asterisk 
is printed at the TAB( 1) position. If there 
was no key pressed, then a time delay is 
used to keep the asterisk on the screen. 
This is followed by a wipeout which uses 
CHR$(8) (backspace and delete). If a key 
has been pressed the subroutine will then 
return to its calling point with the variable K 
containing the character pressed. If no key 
is pressed the routine keeps flashing the 
aster isk until there is some response. 
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Lines 1100-1130 contain a YES / NO 
subroutine which uses string variable A. It 
is cleared in line 1100. In line 111 O the 
string variable K is set equal to the INKEY$ 
character pressed. This character is added 
to string A and, if A consists of only one 
character, the subroutine loops back to 
1110 to get another character. When A 
consists of two characters, line 1120 will 
test for A="NO". The integer R is set equal 
to 2 if true and control returns io the main 
body of the program. If A=" YES " then R is 
set to 1. Line 1130 loops the subroutine 
back for another character if only two 
characters are present other than "NO". If 
three characters are present, but do not 
make "YES" , then an error message · is 
flashed. I u~.e th is routine in most of my 
programs because it permits a direct 
YES/ NO reply without using ENTER. It 
could be extended with a little effort, but 
even in its simplest form it is pleasant and 
convenient to use. 

The routine in line 1200 is the well
established one for transferring a screen 
full of information to the printer and needs 
no further description here. 

At line 1300, any message may be 
flashed on the screen fifteen times. The 
message, limited to 32 characters, is stored 
in the string var iable F prior to calling this 
subroutine, and is centered by use of the 
TAB expression . CHR$(29);CHR$(30) 
clears the message line after a time delay 
to create a flashing display. 

The main program starts in line 2000. A 
rout ine here draws a block schedule on the 
screen, creates a hardcopy, and records the 
information. The block heading is called for 1 

and printed along with the eight period 
numbers spaced across the screen. (The 
program assumes an eight period day.) The 
FOR N=l TO 5 at the end of lin'e 2000 is the 
start of the loop which will print the block 
information. 

The block information is entered through 
the use of an INPUT statement which calls 
for the list in order (using commas as 
delimiters) of the eight single-digit 
numbers. The space bar acts as a blank 
input. This form of the INPUT statement 
insures that the numbers fall correctly into 
an array which then can be record~d. 

Single digits are used because only nine 
blocks are needed with this method. A 
useful refinement would be a check for 
single digit entries since they are 
concatenated for recording . A multiple digit 
entry would create chaos later. This wasn't 
included here because there are several 
opportunities for checking correctness in 
the data before the recording step. 

Line 2010 clears the entry line after the 
last item has been typed through the use of 
CHR$(27);CHR$(30). The remainder of the 
line prints the information in correct 
tabular form. 

Line 2020 allows the user to check for 
accuracy when the "OK?" prompt appears. 
If "NO" is answered, the line is cleared . 
once again for a new set of entries. If " YES" 
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Education 
CONVERT YOUR TRS-80 MODEL-I INTO A 

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
Now you can develop Z-80 based, stand-alone devices such as games. robots, 

instruments and peripheral controllers, by using your TAS·BO as a development system. 
The DEVELOPMATE plugs into the expansion connector of your TRS-80 and adds 
PROM PROGRAMMING and IN·CIRCUIT·EMULATION capabilities to your 
system (w ith or without expansion interlace). 

Complete instructions and sample schematics are included to help you design your 
own simple stand-alone microcomputer systems. THESE SYSTEMS CAN BE AS 
SIMPLE AS FOUR fCs,one TIL circuit for clock and reset, a Z-80, an EPROM, and 
one peripheral interlace chip. , 

When the ln-Circuit·Emulation cable is plugged 
into the Z-80 socket of your stand ·alone system, 
the system becomes a pan of your TRS-80: You 
can use the fu ll power of your editor/ assembler's 
debug and trace programs to check out both the 
hardwa re and the software. Simple test loops 
can be used to check out the hardware, then the 
system program can be run to debug the logic of 
your stand-alone device_ 

Since the program is kept in TRS-80 RAM, 
changes can be made quickly and easily When 
your stand-alone device works as desired, you 
use the Delielopmates PROM PROGRAMMER 
to copy the program into a PROM With this 
PROM, and a Z ·80 in place of the emulation 
cable. your stand-alone device will work by itself 

The DEVELO PMATE is extremely compact: Both the PROM programmer and the 
ln "Circuit-Emulator are in one small plastic box only 3.2" J( 5 4" A line-plug mounted 
power supply is included. The PROM programmer has a personality module·· which 
defines the voltages and conneclions o f lhe PROM so that future devices can be 
accommodated. However, the system comes with a universal personality module 
which handles 2758,2508(8K), 27 16,2516(16K). 2532(32K), as well as the new elec· 
trically a lterable 2816 and 48016( 16K EEPROMs) . 

The COMPLETE DEVELOPMATE 81 , with software, power supply, emulation 
cable, TRS-80 cable. and universal personality module, is ONLY $329' 

The PROM PROGRAMMER is available separately for ONLY $239 

ORION INSTRUMENTS 
172 Otis Avenue, Dept 8 , Woodside, CA 94062 • . 

(4 15) 85t · 1172 
Master Charge and Visa phone orders accepted. 

Calilornia residents please add 6% sales tax Circle 65 

* * * * * * * * 

introducing-· DYNASTAR™ II 

World's first "RS·232 COMPUTER"™ 

with DYNATYPER™ typewriter interface··· 


only $699°0 
complete system!! 

Includes: • 	 DYNATYPERN typewriter actuator (no modification to 
typewriter necessary.) 

• 	 DYNASTARN RS-232 BASIC language computer with 
2K RAM (expandable to 32K RAM/28K EPROM.) 

• 	 Cassette interface • std., Centronics and current loop 
interface - optional. * Convert any dumb terminal into an intelligent storage system for 

timesharing with the DYNASTARN computer··· only$399.00* Create your own word processing system with your typewriter ••• 
(DYNASTARN and DYNATYPERN) ·- $699.00* APPLE/TRS·80/GPIB dedicated Interface and the OYNATYPERN 
(our standard product) ••• $499.00 

F.0 .8. Rochester, Domestic. VISA and Master Charge accept~d . 
Call Ken Yanlcky at 716·244· 7 804 

Incorporated 
3000 Winton Road South, Rochester, N.Y. 14623 

is returned, then the information is 
underlined. This procedure continues for 
each day until a complete block schedule 
has been created for a week. 

Letters, such as S for Sports, could be 
used in places to print fixed information 
into each schedule. The printing routine 
will place these letters directly in the 
schedule . 

Line 2030 gives the user an opportunity 
to obtain a hardcopy of the block diagram 
for yet another check prior to record ing this 
information in line 2040. 

The entries are concatenated into a forty 
character string S for recording. Line 2050 
offers the option of using the block 
immediately to print schedules or to return 
to the menu. 

The subroutine at line 3000 permits the 
replay of a recorded string. The separation 
of the .array of entries uses the MID$ 
command. The information can be 
displayed and a hardcopy created prior to 
use. 

The stupent spectator sport starts in line 
4000 where the user is prompted for the 
student's name, tutor group, the date this 
schedule is being created, and the number 
of subjects on this schedule. The last item 
is used in a FOR...NEXT loop which starts at 
the end of this line. 

Line 4010 prompts for block number and 
subject code (four characters) which will 
have been allocated as a result of the 
student's interview with the admissions 
officer. When all subjects have been 
allocated, a reminder about the printer is 
again given with the flashterisk routine as 
a prompt. Any key will now activate the 
printer routine which starts in line 4020. 
The student's schedule is printed out in 
tabular form . 

The flag variable Q which was set to zero 
· in line 4000 is used to repeat the printing 
process in line 4040. This allows for 
multiple copies: one for the office and one 
for the student. If two-ply paper is used this 
will not be needed; or if the printer also 
punches a paper tape, then only one 
schedule copy need by printed since 
duplicates can be made from the paper 
tape. 

The printing subroutine returns to 4010, 
and the program jumps to 4070 which 
prompts for another set of schedule data or 
a return to the menu . 

It is not a polished program. For one 
thing, it was written and tested in a single 
day to fulfill a need which could not be 
delayed. For another, it would be much 
more useful to us if the room information 
were printed as well . It fulfilled its function, 
however, and was a vivid demonstration to 
enrolling students that our College is fully 
committed to the use of the TRS80 as well 
as to the teaching of computing. Next year, 
perhaps, an extended version will be able 
to handle even more of the effort of our 
admissions procedure . Meantime, I hope 
that this description will quicken the pulses 
of a number of readers who have been 
faced with similar problems. • 

Circle 46 
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Powerful Utilities To Get More Out Of Programming your TRS-so::. 
BOSS 2.2 Back to work everybody the BOSS is BACK! A BASIC 
Operated Single Stepper -monitor your basic programs, line by line, 
while they are executing! .... .. ..... .. ........... ..... ..... .. . . .. . .. . ....... c $ 24. 95 
. ... .... .... . ....... . ......... .. .. .. .......... . ..... .. .. . ... . .... . .. .. d 29.95 

VFU Visual File Utility - Allows you to: EXECUTE or PURGE a basic 
or machine language file ; COPY a file from one disk drive to another . 
or HARD copy your directory, ALL with single key entries . ..... .... ..... . ...... .... c $ 19.95 
. . .... . . . .. . ... . ... . ... . ... .... ....................... . . ........ . .... . d 24 .95 

ULTRAZAP Disk modification utility - Read , Write , Copy , Purge 
or ZAP! any byte or sector on your diskette . The same utility that comes 
with UL TRADOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .... c $ 19.95 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... d 24 .95 

SPOOL Parallel port , print spooler - Define spooler buffer size, lines 
per page , and characters per line, allows continued use of CPU during 
the printing process . A True RAM Spooler! ....... . . ........... . ........... . . . . ... c $ 19.95 
.. .. .. . ............... . ..... . ..... . . . . .. . . . ... . . . .......... . .... . .... . d 24.95 

GEDIT Global Editor - Allows the user to search and replace any 
keyword command, variable or string with incredible speed, even pack 
strings for high speed graphics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . .. . . .. . c $ 19.95 
.. ..... . ........ . .. .. . . ................................ .. . . .. . . . . . .... d 24.95 

RENUM-80 Program Renumberer - Tape or Disk operation, ultra 
fast, accurate operation . ....... . ...... . ...... . . .. .. .... . . ... . ....... c $ 5 .95 

Lower Case Driver - Will work with all Model I lower case con
versions . Shortest available , only 68 bytes .. . . . ......... . .. ... .. .. c $ 5 .95 

Epson Driver - For the Epson MX-80 printer , allows the use of all the 
functions available on today's most popular printer - Works with the 
Model I or Model Ill , cassette or disk . ..... . . . ... . .... . ....... . .. . .. .. . ..... .. c $ 5 .95 


OR, 
Get most of these utilities and much , much more with ... 

ULTRADOSI 
Now only $ 94. 95! 

For Orders Only 1(800) 521-3305 · i-.i l·•·I 
For Information (313) 525-6200 llliiiillJtimv 32461 Schoolcraft Rd., 

t!!~!! 1!!"-'I!!•~ Livonia, Michigan 48150 -::- A trademark of Tandy Corporation 

Circle 55 

OWN A TRS 80*?•••••• 
SELECTRA-PRINT Puts You Just A 

Cable Length Away From ,A 
Word Processing Syste1nl 

...just a simple hook-up with the supplied cables and 
your ~~IL~~lr!Rlffe'l.0 il»!Rl~!NllF Is ready to run. 

For Word Processing on aTRS 80, for example. just 
command "LPRINT" and ~~IL~~IF!Rlffe'l.0il»!Rl~!NllF 
automatically outputs clear, clean, high-fidelity, hard 
copy....and of course you can use it to print-out any 
other information you might need. 

' . 

although it has been modified for computer print-out, it 
may still be used as a standard office typewriter. 

~~IL~~IF!Rlffe'l.0~!Rlm'ir Is VERSATILE! 
~~IL~~IF!Rlffe'l.0il»!Rlmil is compatible with most micro 
and mini-computers Including b Apple o Heath HB o 
IMSAI o Cromemco o Alpha Micro-systems o Space 
Byte o North Star Horizon o SWTP o Vector Graphic o 

SPECIAL NOTE: Solo Polymorphlco Digital Group o Ohio Scientific o 
~~IL~~IF!Rlffe'l.0 il»!Rl~!NllF is a Selectric typewriter and Altair o Sorcerer o Xitan o Rex o KIM o EXORcisor 

Already own a Selectric I™, Ir"', or Ill™? 
We can convert It to Selectra-Print 

MICRO COMPUTER DEVICES. 
1590 South Anaheim Blvd., Unit B, Anaheim, CA 92805 

•TRS 80 Is a Trademark of Radio Shack, adivision of the Tandy Corporation Circle 56 



Machine Language Application ---------------------- _____ 

HI-TYPE G 

For TRS-80 Model I 

This program acts as the driver routine for a Diablo 
HI-Type G daisy wheel printer, which allows it to 
run at maximum speed in the bi-directional, 
logic-seeking mode. The characteristics of the 
interface needed are discribed in Figure 1 . 

If you need a routine to operate your Diablo Hi
Type daisy wheel printer at it's fullest potential then 
your dinner will becom~ quite cold while you finish 
this article . 

How does one r~position a print head from the end 
of a '21 character line to the end of a 45 character line 
in a straight line, and then print the line backwards? 
Time to outline: 

I.Must print bi-directional. 
II. Must be logic-seeking . 

Ill. Must use hi-speed tabs on both directions. 

IV. Never more than one motion between printed 

characters and must be straight line (shortest 
distance). 

V. Must restore upon initialization and on receipt of 
control characters (i.e., 28) . 
. VI. Must home to left margin after reasonable delay 

without hardware or interrupts a11d without affecting 
position of subsequent characters printed. 

The first draft of the program was quite bulky, and it 
contained a considerable amount of duplication. For 
instance, the routine to print from left to right was 
identical to the right to left routine except that the 
logical column (where the print head shoud be) is 
decremented after each character instead of 
incremented. The same was true of the routine to 
send the buffer characters to the print routine singly. 
Left to right the pointer started atthe beginning of the 
buffer and was incremented and reverse printing 
was achieved by starting at the end of the buffer and 
decrementing after each character. Since the. 
program was to reside in RAM, it could be made to be 
self-modifying, that is, after a line is printed in one 
direction, the program could modify itself so that the 
next time the same routine is called the opposite 
direction will result . Changing the increments at 
"DIR" and "SPACE " to decrements and the "BUFF" 
at "OUTl" to "BUFF+ N" (for n number of columns) 
were all the changes necessary to implement both 
directions with one routine. 

The logic-seeking part is a tough nut to crack, 
mainly because a lot of people don't reallyknowwhat 
it means. Generally, it means that the carriage does 
not arbitrarily return to either margin while in use, 
but proceeds to the position where the next character 

Steve Kelley 
Oakland, CA 

will be printed. So, save the characters until the 
whole line to be printed is received (otherwise it could 
not print backwards) and don't move the print head 
until a character needs to be printed. When is this 
actually done? If characters are stored, waiting for a 
CRLF (carriage return, line feed) and CRLF's are 
stored until ready to print, the program is always 
waiting and storing, never printing. The solution 
turned out to be very simple : Never print a 
line until a CTRL character is received (i .e., CRLF) and 
never position the print head until it is time to print a 
character. This takes care of items 3 and 4 of the 
outline. The complex calculations that might be 
necessary to position the print head are not needed. 
The entire buffer is sent to the print routine 
regardless of how long (or short) the line. Since 
spaces are not printed, but merely increment the 
logical column, the entire buffer's contents are 
"printed", but the print head is left over the last 
character printed. When the next line is sent. it will 
be printed in reverse, so all the spaces in the right
hand end of the buffer will just decrement the logical 
column until a printable character is found. At this 
time the logical column (where the print head should 
be) is subtracted from the physical column (where the 
print head is) and the print head is moved the 
difference of the two, in the direction of the sign of 
the difference. Following the flow of the program, 
when several CRLF's are sent consecutively the 
entire empty buffer is sent to the print routine for 
each CRLF, which means that logically the printer is 
printing 132 spaces for each line. Logically, because 
the print head never physically moves during the 
process. If it did it would scan the entire length of the 
platen for each line like many bi-directional printers 
do. 

When the Hi-Type routine is called with a printable 
character in the "C" register, the character is 
inserted into the buffer "BUFF" and the buffer 
pointer (at "INBUF") is incremented (see program 
listing). When a control character is received, things 
start to happen. "OUTBUF" is called and its contents 
are sent to the print routine ("HITYA"). Upon receipt 
of the first printable character, "MOVE" is called to 
position the print head from its last physical row and 
column (PROW & COL) to the row and column of the 
current character (IX+4 & IX+5) in a straight line. 
Actually, "MOVE" is called before every character 
printed, but normally only one character position is 
advanced. Last. if the control character received was 
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ECJf1S 

EDAS is a sophisticated Editor 
and Assembler for the '80 Model 
I or Model Ill. All commands 
and SOURCE text can be enter
ed in upper or lower case. Direct 
assembly for memory or mul
tiple disk files by means of *GET 
assembler directives provides 
the capability of assembling 
huge source files with 30,000 
bytes of symbol table . Direct 
assembly to disk or memory for 
faster debugging operations. 
DOS functions DIR, KILL, and 
LIST are available from within 
EDAS . The Editor provides 
block move & global change 
withBASICsyntaxediting . EDAS 
provides power with ease of 
use. $79 + $S&H . 

CJUT~L 
DUTIL is a utility to examine, 
clear, initialize, move, and modify 
data in memory. Load, punch, /.'R 
verify SYSTEM tapes. Disk sector 4 
1/ 0. More! $20. . -4"""'~ 

C~[)f~LE
Nowyoucanappendtwo or more ept. 
CMDfilesand/ orSYSTEMtapes. hill Drive 
Perform transfer to & from disk/ Alexandria, Virginia 22303 
tape of SYSTEM/CMD modules 703-960-2998 MicroNET 70140,310 
with offset capabilities. $20. Dealers Inquiry Invited 

Circle 53 

LOOS is the latest generation of sophisti 
cated operating systems for the TRS-80 
computers. LOOS is completely docu
mented in a 252-page reference manual. 
Total support is provided from some of 
the most knowledgeable people in the 
industry. You owe it to yourself to inves
tigate this system. Call or write for details. 
LOOS is priced at $149 plus $4 S&H. 

LCJ[]S 5.GJ 


CJS~BLR 

Complement y, 

Z-80 d isas~;i) 

cassett~,/cf 

pro0 

ap ve. 


[)~SK~[][) 
Turn your Editor Assembler into 
a disk package. This 32K patch 
modifies EDTASM for DOS op
eration. Features? Add full disk 
!/0, block move, global change, 
printer pagination, sorted sym
bol table, print memory utiliza
tion, enhance DEFM expansion, 
protect memory, and recover 
after BOOT. From within the 
EDTASM you will have DIR, 
KILL, & FREE. Upgrade your 
EDTASM! $20. 

THE B.0t!IK 
THE BOOKs must be a part of 
your tools. Volume I gives you 
access to all math operations in 
your Level II ROM . A symbol 
table of the entire machine not
ing over 500 addresses is includ
ed. Volume II tells you every
thing you wanted to know about 
the Level II 1/0-printer, key
board, video, and cassette rou 
tines are fully explained. Each 
volume has a fully commented 
listing of all the r"utines dis
cussed . THE BOOKs will save 
you hours of assembler pro
gramming. Each volume is priced 
at $14.95 or buy both for $24.95. 
Add $1.50 S&H per book. 

a CR, the logical row is incremented, but the head is machine. The assumptions made about hardware are 
not actually moved until the next printable character listed in Figure A, so get rid of your computer and 
causes "MOVE" to be called . interface and get one that matches these 

The RESTORE routine is st raightforward and does 

Figure 1
just that. It restores the pr inter to the left margin, 

clears the program pointers and buffer. This is done Hardware Assumptions 

at the time the Hi -Type program is loaded and The ORG statement assumes 64K memory protected 
at 64000 for Basic.executed and assures that the logical and physical 
TRSDOS entry point is 402DH.pointers match. For instance, if the print head was at 
LPRINT jump vector of line printer routine is atcolumn 5 and the PCOL was 30, a hi-speed carriage 4016H . 

return would have disastrous results . Oh, while we KBSCAN j ump vector of keyboard driver is at 4026H. 
are on the subject of disastrous results, notice the ix ' is pointing at the device control block. 
title of the source program, " HITYPE G" . Anyone IX+4= line counter and IX+5= character counter . 
interested in seeing some spectacular jams and Input character in register "C ''. 
crashes is welcome to try HITYPE A-F. Time factor loaded into "TIME" in clear routine 

makes 1 second delay.The home-to-left-margin routine wasn't easy. A 
IN-PORT 37E8Hcounter had to be decremented while the print 

Bit 4 - Hammer busyroutine was not being used, and the carriage homed 
Bit 5 - Carriage busyto the left margin when it reached zero. The keyboard 
Bit 6 - Paper busy 

check routine was intercepted for this purpose, so Bit 7 - Fault condition
each time the keyboard is scanned, the counter is 

OUT-PORT 37E9Hclocked . When the clock strikes ONE the mouse runs 
Bits 0 & 1 - MSB of DATA wordto the left margin. All pointers are also set to the left 
Bit 2 - Directionto-right direction, and subsequent characters are Bits 4 & 5 0 is print command, 1 is carriage command,

printed correctly regardless of the position or 2 is paper command and 3 is restore command. 
direction when printing stopped. This counter is OUT-PORT 37EAH 
preset each time a new line is printed. 

Bits 0 through 7 - LSB of DATA word 
With any machine language program, changes OUT-PORT 37EBH 

may have to be made to run properly on your 
No data - strobes pr inter 
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parameters. On th.e other hand, if you wish to 
substitute the appropriate values for your computer 
and interface, you should have little difficulty in the 
modification. The WOS section of the program is the 
area affected. 

Now the Hi-Type runs at maximum speed always 
taking the shortest and fastest route . It will print 
columns of information in both directions with 

almost no extra time spent on long tabs. Truly an 
impressive sight to watch. Plotting is another story.. . 

The source and object code of the program, with 
instructions and the short version (less than 100 
bytes) are available on cassette for the TRS-80 for $8 
ppd. Help with interfacing is available if you send a 
SASE to the author at 9506 Peach St ., Oakland, CA 
94603. • 

00100 ; 
00110 ; 
00120 ;BI-DIRECTIONAL 
00130 ; 
00140 KBSCAN EQU 
00150 LPRINT EQU 
00160 TRSDOS EQU 
00170 ORG 
00180 ; 
00190 HITYPE LD 
00200 AND 
00210 LD 
00220 CP 
00230 JR 
00240 PUSH 
00250 INBUF LD 
00260 LD 
00270 INC 
00280 LD 
00290 POP 
00300 RET 
00310 ; 

. 00320 . CNTLS .CALL 
00330 LD 
00340 OR 
00350 RET 
00360 CP 
00370 JR 
00380 INC 
00390 RET 
00400 CNTL1 CP 
00410 RET 
00420 ; 
00430 RESTOR PUSH 
00440 LD 
00450 CALL 
00460 CALL 
00470 LD 
00480 LD 
00490 REST1 LD 
00500 INC 
00510 DJNZ 
00520 POP 
00530 XOR 
00540 LD 
00550 LD 
00560 LD 

*HITYPE G* 

LOGIC-SEEKING 

4016H 
4026H 
402DH 
0FA01H 

A,C 
7FH 
C~A 
20H 
C,CNTLS 
HL 
HL,BUFF 
(HU ,A 
HL 
(!NBUF+1) ,HL 
HL 

OUTBl,JF 
A,C 
A 
z 
ODH 
NZ,CNTL1 
(IX+04H) 

1CH 
NZ 

HL 
HL,3000H 
WOSA 
CLEAR 
HL,BUFF 
B,132 
CHU,20H 
HL 
RE,ST1 
HL 
A 
(PROW+1),A 
(PCOL+1),A 
CIX+04H),A 

;FOR RAM AT 64K. 

;MASK OFF PARITY. 

;CNTL CHAR ? 

;NO, PUT IN BUFFER. 

;INC POINTER AND 

;PUT IT BACK. 


;PRINT LINE IN BUFF • 


;NULL ? 

;YES, ALL DONE. 

;CR ? 

;NO, TRY AGAIN. 

;INC LOGICAL ROW 

;FOR CR AND RETURN. 

;RESTORE ? 

;NO, ALL DONE. 


;CMD WORD FOR RESTORE. 

;CWOSA DOES~'T WAIT) 

;CLEAR POINTERS TO L~R. 


;SET BUFF TO SPACES. 


;ZERO PHYS ROW. 

;DITTO PHYS COL 

;AND LOG_ICAL ROW. 
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00570 
00580 
00590 ; 
00600 OUTBUF 
00610 
00620 OUT1 
00630 
00640 LOOP 
00650 
00660 
00670 DIR 
00680 
00690 
00700 
00710 
00720 
00730 
00740 
00750-
00760 
00770 
00780 CLEAR 
00790 
00800 
00810 

-00820 
00830 

0-U.S. Journal Jul / Aug 1981 

We still have a few of them: 

Offer good only in the United States_ 

LD 
RET 

PUSH 
PUSH 
LD 
LD 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
INC 
DJNZ 
LD 
CP 
LD 
LD 
LP 
LD 
JR 
POP . 
POP 
PUSH 
PUSH 
LD 
LD 
LD 
LD 

(IX+05H),A 

HL 
BC 
HL,BUFF 
B,132D 
C, CHU 
CHU ,20H 
HITYA 
HL 
LOOP 
A; CD IR) 

~ 23H 

A,2BH 
B,35H 
HL,BUFF+131D 
CIX+05H),131 D 
Z,DIR1 
BC 
HL 
HL -
BC 
A,23H 

·s,34H 
HL,BUf F 
CIX+05H) ;O 

May/June 79 
July/Aug 79 
Nov/Dec 79 
May/June 80 
Sep/Oct 80 
Nov/Dec 80 
Jan/Feb 81 
May/June 81. 

$4~00 each 
postpaid · 

Sorry the rest 

are gone! 

;SAME FOR LOGICAL COL. 

;POINTER SET. 
;QTY OF COLUMNS. 
;CHAR TO C REG. 
;CLEAN-UP AS YOU GO~ 
;CALL PRINT ROUTINE. 
;INC (OR DEC) POINTER. 

}INDICATES DIRECTION ;. 
;LEFT TO RIGHT ? 
;HFX FOR DEC HL. 
;HEX FOR DEC (IX+NN). 
;END OF BUFF. 
}LCOL. SET TO RIGHT SIDE 
;IF L-R THEN A-OK. 
; 1F _NOT THEN S~T UP 
;FOR L-R WITH CLEAR~ 

;HEX F9R INC HL~ 
---. ;HEX FOR. INC (IX!NN) 

';BEGINNING ·oF BUFF" 
LOGICA_L_COL SET 



Machine Language Application 

00840 DI R1 LD 
00850 LD 
00860 LD 
dd870 LD 
00880 LD 
00890 LD 
00900 LD 
00910 LD 
00920 POP 
00930 .POP 
00940 RET 
00950 ; . 
00960 HITYA LD 
00970 CP 
00980 JR 
00990 CHAR CALL 
01000 PUSH 
01010 LD 
01020 LD 
01030 · CALL 
01040 POP 
01050 SPACE INC 
01060 RET 
01070 ; 
01080 MOVE PUSH 
01090 PUSH 
01100 PUSH 
01110 LD 

. 01120 PCOL SUB 
01130 LD 
01140 LD 
01150 CALL 
01160 LD 
01170 LD 
01180 LD 
01190 PROW SUB 
01200 LD 
01210 LD 
01220 CALL 
01230 LD 
01240 LD 
01250 POP 
01260 POP 
01270 POP 
01280 RET 
01290 ; 
01300 MOV1 JR 
01310 CPL 
01320 INC 
01330 SET 
01340 MOV2 LD 
01350 LD 
01360 MOV3 
01370 

ADD 
DJNZ 

(DIR) ,A 
AB, ' 
CSPACE+1) ,A . 
COUT1 +1) ,HL 
HL,BUFF 
(INBUF+1),HL 
HL,OF800H 
(TIME) ,HL 
BC 
HL 

A,C 
20H 
z,.SPACE 
MOVE 
HL 
L, C 
H, OOH 
wos 
HL 
(IX+05H) 

Ht 
DE 
.BC 
A,CIX+05H) 
OOH 
HL,1000H 
B,06H 
MOV1 
,I\, CIX+05H) 
(PCOL+1) , A 
A, CIX+04H> 
OOH 
HL, 2000H 
B,08H 
MOV1 
A,CIX+04H) 
(PROW+1),A 
BC 
DE 
HL 

NC,MOV2 

A 
02H,H 
E,A 
D,OOH 
HL, l>E 
MOV3 

;FILL IN ~HE HOLES 

;WITH ALL THOSE .HEX 

;INSTRUCTIONS . 


;RESET INPUT POINTER . 


;RESET TIMER CLOCK. 


;HERES THE PRINT ROUTINE. 

;SPACE ? 

;YES, ~JUST INC LCOL . 

;GOT A CHAR, POS I TION THE 

;HEAD . 

;CHAR TO L AND 

; PRINT CMD TO H. 

;SEND CMD TO PRINTER . 


;INC ,(OR DEC) LCOL 


. ;I THINK I'M HERE, 
;BUT I_'M R.EALLY HERE • 

;CMD FOR CARRIAGE MOVE . 

;SPACE BETWEEN LETTERS . 

; DO IT. 

;NOW LAM HERE 

;AND ~ ' LL REMEMBER . 


;(NOW DO THE SAME THING 

; FOR PAPER MOVE) 

;SPACE BETWEEN LINES . 


;NEW POSITION. 


;SKIP IF POSITIVE . 

;CHANGE TO POSITIVE . 


;SET DIRECTION BIT . 

;DIFF TO E. 

;ZERO D. 

;MULTIPLY TIMES B. 
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01380 ; 
01390 wos 
01400 
01410 
01420 
01430 
01440 
01450 WOS2 
01460 
01470 WOS1 
01480 
01490 
01500 
01510 WOSA 
01520 
01530 
01540 
01550 
01560 
01570 ,. 
01580 POWER 
01590 
01600 
01610 
01620 
01630 
01640 ,. 
01650 ; 

01660 ; 

01670 CLOSE 

01680 

01690 

01700 . 

01710 

01720 

01730 

01740 ·. 

01750 

01760 

01770 


·01780 CLOS2 
01790 
01800 CLOS1 
onno; 
01820 TIME 
01830 ; 
01840 
'01850 ; . 
01a60 BUFF 
01870 ; 
01880 

PUSH BC 
LD A,H 
AND OFOH 
JR NZl'WOS2 
LO B,10H 
JR WOS1 
RLCA 
LO B,A 
LD A,(37E8H) 
AND a · 
JR NZ,WOS1 
POP BC 
LO A,H 
LO (37E9H) ,A 
LO A,L 
LO (37EAH) ,A 
LO C37EBH) ,A 
RET 

LO HL,(KBSCAN) 
LD (CLOS1+1),HL 
LO HL,CLOSE 
LO CKBSCAN),HL 
CALL RES TOR 
JP TR SD OS ; ,BAC~ TO>MAIN SY,STEM. ····· 

.•• ;.NOTE:. LOAP PROGRAM ONLY .•. 

PUSH HL .. 
. 1

PUSH IX [ . 
LO IX;.4025H 
LD Hl., <Til1E) 
INC HL 

-zcu qan:rz . a a a SI? .•.· •7•,e+ . .· :us_aa 

;GEJ WAIT MASK FROM CMD . 

;WHIC.H DOESN.'T .ALWAYS' 

;WORK SO CHECK FOR ZERO/ .. 

;AND USE 10 lF SO. . ..... . 

;MAKE .MASK FROM NON-ZERO 

;CMD. . 

;GET PRINTER SJATUS. 

;MASK OFF OTHER BITS~ 


;LINE IS BUSY, CALL BACK. 


;CMD WORD MSB<TO A 

;AND TO PRINTER. 

;CMD WORDLSS. t() A 

;AND FOLLOW · MSB. 

;STROBE PRINTER · 

;AND GET OUT OF H~RE. 


; GET . KB ROUTINE ADDRESS •' 
;AND CLOSE WILL JP TO ·IT:• 

;GEl CLOSE ADDRESS ·. ( .. 

;AND KB . WI~~ JP . TO IT. • ... 

; .R.ES.TORE PRINTER 


;ONCE OR I.T WILL LOCK UP. · 

;DCB OF PRINTER. 
.. ..•• ;G.Er THE .cKocK . 
.. ;TICK~rpcK. 

LO 
LO 

. OR 

. JR 
CALL 
C'ALL 
POP 
POP 
JP 

DEFW 

DEFS 

DEFS 

(TIME},HL 
A,H 
L 

. NZ,CLOS2 
CLEAR 
MOVE 
IX 
HL 
OOOOH . 

50 

;PU"[ ITf3ACI< 

·HOW'SIT DOING, ,. ,• . ..· . . . 

;SKIP ' ~f NOT TIME~ 
;POINTERS TOL"'."R. 
; GO>TO LEFT MARGI.N.



Engineering 

From time to time many of us have need to express 
on paper what isn't simple with words. So we avoid 
the task because we can't get it right or we need too 
many words. (Did someone say a thousand?) 

This simple program takes points from an X-Y-Z 
matrix and converts them to an X-Z plane, permitting 
isometric and perspective sketching and drawing. It 
replaces laborious calculations and skilled drawing 
board work, permitting rapid examination of complex 
shapes by quick plotting on graph paper. And, it wins 
hands down on trial and error examination of shape!;i 
to insure the best presentation of information. 

Best applications for the program are aiding 
visualization of three dimensional objects, especially 
for complex or curved shapes. When using other than 
90 degree viewpoints the program will often show up 
anomalies. 

The program will locate the 'vanishing points of 
perspective which is a real aid to final production. 
This is especially good for those who prefer to add the 
detail after the main framework has been drawn. 

The input data is often arbitrary. If the results are 
not satisfactory the data can easily be manipulated in 
the command mode of Basic (see pages 6 / 4 in the 
Level II Manual). 

• 

For Model I TRS-80 

Mike Tattersall 
Auckland, New Zealand 

View Problems 
One look at Figure 2 and you will see visualization 

can be a problem. You can get around this in several 
ways: (1) Unless one is desirous of a worms-eye or 
special view it always pays to have the origin outside 
the figure (see drawing 1). (2) Choose an object of 
roughly similar dimensions, run it and play around 
with the viewpoint and scale until all is clear. (3) It 
often helps to add some reference spot on one side to 
identify it, especially in symmetrical figures . (4) 
Another trick is to shade the inside surfaces or to 
number the points in your drawing as well. (5) Avoid 
using too much detail too early in drawing the piece 
because the clutter will confuse the eye. 

The Program 
Actual calculation is only 18% of the program. The 

rest is input, output and management. Instructions 
are kept to a minimum as experience has shown 
there is no substitute for trial and .error. 

The horizontal view angle moves the eye counter
clockwise in the Y plane away from the negative end 
of the X axis. The vertical view angle raises the eye 
above that point in the Z plane. The view distance is 
scalar, although at infinite view distances there is no 
distortion of scale or slope. As the viewpoint (eye) 
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gets closer to the object the vanishing points also get 
closer with consequent distortion just as the eye 
would see it. This will be true until the vanishing 
points are in scale and plottable. (See Figure 3). 

The view elevation simply moves the drawing 
up/ down the Z axis. It is useful if numerous points 
are needed on one sheet with vertical separation . 
Many buildings on one sloping site, each drawn by 
itself but all related to a site data, would be a good 
application of this. 

The stereo angle can be used for enhancement. By 
using very small angles a thick/ thin effect can be 
seen with overlapping views. However, its primary 
function is for stereo drawings. Those who need this 
function will understand its use. Used for enhancing, 
it is a gimmick, and a poor one at that. With the proper 
viewer, it comes into its own. Stereo views can be 
very hard to produce. But for example, with this 
program, multi-story buildings can be "looked into" 
to aid location of interior objects. Or, the inside of a 
yacht can be viewed and internal detail can be 
sketched in. 

The reference object used in the drawings is a tape 
recorder like the ones accompanying the Model I. 
Pick it up and try to decide what angles will best show 
·the recording head. Decide on the angles, set up the 
matrix, steal the kid 's ruler and graph paper and have 
a go. 

Problems with the Program 
Right away problems emerge . Look at Figure 2 . All 

three sketches show the same output and all are the 
same, aren't they? They are all plotted results from 
table 1, but the lowest plot is wrong . It's a mirror 
image . 

If you blink at the top view of Figure 2 it will turn 
inside-out for you . 

In some cases the SIN, COS and ATN functions 
have sign problems and hidden points go upside
down, but these only happen when trying extreme 
angles. However, 99.9% of the time these don't affect 
the final result, as the angle can be changed or the 
data shifted to get away from the problem. 

Table 1 shows the input/ output of the matrix for 
Figure 2 . Use it to prove your keying of the program . 

Note the unsuitability of the view distance chosen 
for Figure 3. It gives miles too much distortion, but it 
does demonstrate the effect of perspective. The only 
true scale views are isometric and the parameters for 
these are remarked in the program. 

Other Notes 
Figure 4 shows how the object moves as the view 

point changes, letting different parts be shown as 
required. The top view is: HA=30, VA=10, VD=9E9, 
and VE=O; the middle view is: HA=50, VA=30, and the 
rest is the same; the lower view is: HA=70, VA=50 
and the rest is the same. The combinations are 
endless. 

With 16K Level II, you can process some 350 
points, not an unusual number for this type of 
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program (i .e., a yacht's lines contain 300 odd points). · 
A 4K Level II user will need to delete the instructions 
and line printing sections and, by a bit of judicious 
trimming elsewhere, be able to handle 40-50 points. 

The program doesn't like to divide by zero, so you 
must (within scale limits) avoid values of zero in your 
X-Y-Z matrix. Move a little way off them . Line 580 
prevents scientific notation from messing up the 
video layout, but can be removed if wanted. 

As there are a few trigonometric functions, 
conversion is slow in a big matrix. To settle fears of 
lockup or endless looping, the current point being 
processed is flashed on the screen . 

Presumably the trig functions are simply a 
hardware version of the routines in the Level I 
manual. There seemed no point in going to machine 

Figure I (Drawing 1) 

language calls to speed these up. Efforts to speed 
things up elsewhere showed that X*X was much 
faster than X raised to the second power (using the up 
arrow). Integers control the loops for speed. Since 
they made no difference elsewhere, the A 1 's and 
D2 's, etc., were retained for clarity. 

The program could stand a lot of improvement. 
However, it is a working tool, not a demo thing . 

Two small changes possible are rejection of zero in 
the input and suppression of the right-X in the display 
and listing (right-X begins the stereo X-value for the 
right eye view). Line 750 is a printing pause, delete it 
if you don't want it . 

Most end users of this program, like draftsmen, 
illustrators; architects, designers and engineers, will 
know what they want straight away. Lecturers and 
magazine contributors and those who fiddle will use 
up a lot of graph paper in achieving the desired 
results. 

And get in a stock of bananas, too! 
(Program listing starts on page 116) 
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Figure 2 

# x y z LEFT X RIGHT X VERTICAL 
1 7 7 7 -.22062.. .22061 14.2883 
2 7 21 7 -13.0362 -11.7126 21.4319 
3 33 21 7 9.12553 12.0877 34.6985 
4 33 7 7 21.9411 24.0209 27.5549 
5 33 7 14 22.1616 23.8003 34.6997 
6 33 21 14 9.34607 11.8671 41.8432 
7 27 21 8 4.0428 6.56379 32.6577 
8 27 21 10 4.10582 6.50078 34.699 
9 14 21 8 -7.03804 -5.33635 26.0243 
10 14 21 10 -6.97503 -5.39936 28.0657 
11 .. 14.5 21 14 . -6.42281. -5.06768 32.4035 
12 10.5 0 7 9.17045 9.3911 12.5024 
13 7 7 10.5 -.110348 .110339 17.8607 
14 7 21 10.5 -12.9259 -11.8229 25.0042 

HORIZ ANGLE= 45 VERT ANGLE = 35.26 
VIEW DIST= 9.9E+10 DEV= 0 STEREO ANGLE= 5 
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To order your MICROCONNECTION, 

WHY IS THE MICROCONNECTION™ 
A MODEM AND MOCH MORE? 
Because it can dial the phone 
and answer it too, tran
scribe transmissions, 
decode busses, run 
printers, receive/send 
radio transmissions, 
answerI originate, and 
direct-connect to the phone 
system. Lots of terminal and 
host software for cassette and 

or for more information, write or phone: 
disk too. That's why it's a modem 

-------~-
-and much more. the m1croper1pher~! corpor~t1on 

Circle 3 

!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ACCEL/ACCEL2 SPEEDUPS ! 
• TRS·80 Model I BASIC Compilers • 
: Table below shows the BASIC subset trans:ated by ACCEL and ACCEL2 to machine code. • 
• Figures represent the minimum expected ratio of execution times. compiler to interpreter All •. 
• other BASIC statements and functions run at interpreter speed after compilation. • 

•e INTEGER SINGLE DOUBLE STRING e• 
e Assignment (LET) 115 3.3 3 4 7.6 • 
e Array Reference (1-dim) 35 78 66 34 5 • 
e AND or OR 41 2.5 2.0 e 
e Compare(<.etc) 30 1.6 1.4 4.2 • 
e Add, Subtract, Concat 47 2.0 1.5 4 9 • 
e Multiply(") 3.3 2.0 1.5 e 
e Divide(/) 2.0 2.0 1.02 • 
e Reference to a constant 69 65 54 2 1 • 
e FOR with NEXT 15 e 
e POKE 82 4.6 3.6 e 
e SET or RESET 6.7 3.1 2 6 e 
e IF THEN ELSE 11.1 3.0 2.3 7.6 e 
• ON expression GOTO 15.8 3.2 2.8 • 
• Functions 
e VARPTR 33 47 47 44 11 
e USR 11.2 3.7 28 : 
e POINT 6.9 3.0 2.5 e 
e mK 52 4.4 3 5 e 
e MID$ 4~ 1 e 
: LEFT$ 3 O e 
e RIGHT$ 2.8 e 
e CHR$ 4.7 e 

~ ~ . 
e ~ R e 
: Flow of Control • 

e GOSUB with RETURN 137 e 

e 2!/~?her BASIC 

204 

• statementsandfunctions 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
: ACCEL For 16K TRS-80 Model L Compiles boldface subset in INTEGER variable type Compile
• lime size 2816 bytes, run-lime size 256 bytes Trade up later to ACCEL2 for the price difference. 
• $44 . 95 + .75 shipping e ACCEL2: For 32K TRS-80 Model L Comriles subset in all variable types . Compile-time size 
e 5120 bytes, run -time size 1024 bytes . Loca and Global options help control growth of the compiled
e code. Output save to Disk, Stringy/Floppy. TRSOOS and most vendor DOSs supported . Use ACCEL2 
e during .BASIC program developmentfor easy huge speedups . $88.95 + 1.50 shipping 
e TSAVE: Writes ACCEL/ACCEL~ compiler output to independent SYSTEM tape. $9 .95 

: Developed in Britain ALLEN GELDER SOFTWARE Mastercharge/Visa el
e by Southern Software Box 11721 Main Post Office ca add 6% e 
e San Francisco, CA 94101 • 
: _• TRS-80, TRSDOS tm Radio Shack Circle 4 e 
• Stnngy/Floppy Im exatron . inc : 

. . . 
2643 151 st Pl. N.E., Redmond, WA 98052 (206)881-7544 

EDU-WARE EAST 

P.O. Box336 


Maynard, MA. 01754 

617·568-8641 

MATH·PAK-1: MATH·PAK·2: MATH·PAK·3 
Interactive math drill programs that let the user enter the answer digit by digit; 
just like paper and pencil. With user selected dllflculty levels, carryovers, aim· 
pllflcallon, reducing, scoring, pointing off, games, and more. The MATH·PAK'S 
are used throughout the U.S. and Canada and are recommended by t!le SOUS 
Journal, S-80 Bulletin, and the Computing Teacher. Order MATH-PAK·1 for 
Integers, MATH-PAK-2 for fractions, and MATH·PAK·3 for decimals. (L2·18K) 

$14.95ea. 
H·O·R·K·S 

Low cost, single entry accounting system for the home or olllce. With 88 user 
assigned account codes, auto audit trait, search with totals, 32 or 48K, 1 to 4 
drives, credit and debit reports with 3 options, and up to 9200 entries. 

$24.95/cassette $29.95/dlsc 

INVENTORY+ 
Why settle for just an Inventory listing? gel aging reports with 2 options, reorder 
reports, total listings with purchase dates, amounts, and vendors, total costs, 
Items sold, profit/loss, and more. Use as a stand alone system with dally updates, 
delete, change, and Ille packing routines. (32K · 1 disc minimum). 

$24.95/cassette $29.95 disc 

CASH REGISTER 80 
Use your TRS·BO as a point of sale terminal with automatic Inventory lookup, 
pricing, updating, discounting, and more. Print sales slips with user adjusted 
lormats, end of day reports with all cash, charge, and check sales by salesperson. 
CR80 requires INVENTORY,..,48K, and 1 disc minimum (2 drives recommanded}. 

$24.95/cassette $29.95 disc; 
PYRAMIND 

A challenging game of logic and deductive reasoning. Can you solve the computer 
generated code? The computer will give you clues on each entry but It will tak6 
all your skill lo break the code. With 3 dllllcully levels, sound, high speed graph
ics, and save a game on disc or cassette. (l2·16K} $11.95 cassette 

Mass. residents add 5% tax. VISA, M.C. and phone orders accepted. Overseas 
orders add $2.00 for air shipment. Dealer Inquiries Invited. TRS·BO Is a registered 
trademarkoftheTandyCorp. Circle 63 



Engineering 
. 100 CLS:PRINT"D R A W I N G A I D" 
110 PRINT: PRINT 
120 INPUT"WANT INSTRUCTIONS (Y/N)";A$ 
130 IF LEFT$ (A$, 1) <>"Y" GOT0300 
140 PRINT"HORIZONTAL VIEWiNG ANGLE IS "; 
150 PRINT"TAKEN ANTI-CLOCKWISE FROM" 
160 PRINT"THE -VE END OF THE X AXIS." 
170 PRINT"VERTICAL VIEWING ANGLE PUTS "; 
180 PRINT"THE EYE ABOVE THIS POINT." 
190 PRINT"VIEWING DISTANCE SETS SCALE "; 
200 PRINT" I.E. 9E9 = INFINITY ( THE " 
210 PRINT"SMALLEST SCALE ) WHILE LESS"; 
220 PRINT" BRINGS IN PERSPECTIVE." 
230 PRINT"VIEWING ELEVATION LIFTS THE "; 
240 PRINT"PICTURE UP/DOWN THE ZAXIS." 
250 PRINT"STEREO CAN BE USED FOR ENHAN"; 
260 PRINT"CEMENT BY ENTERING VERY SMALL" 
270 PRINT"ANGLES, FOR A POCKET VIEWER "; 
280 PRINT"5 DEGREES IS ABOUT RIGHT." 
290 PRINT:PRINT 
300 INPUT"HOW MANY SETS OF POINTS";PN 
310 DIM ST(PN,3),A(PN,3):C1=ATN(1)/45 
320 DEFINT I-N:FOR !=1 TO PN 
330 PRINT"ENTER X-Y-Z FOR POINT ";I: 

INPUTST(I,1),ST(I,2);STCI,3):NEXTI 
· 340 CLS: INPUT"HORIZ VIEW ANGLE IS";HA: 

HA=HA*C1 
350 	INPUT"VERTICAL VIEW ANGLE IS";VA: 


INPUT"VIEWING DISTANCE IS";VD: 

VA=VA*C1 


360 	INPUT"ENTER VIEWING ELEVATION";VE: 

INPUT"ENTER STEREO ANGLE OR O";SA: 

SA=SA*C1 


370 PRINT"CONVERTING NOW •••":GOT0450 
380 PRINT"HERE'S THE TABULATED VALUES" 
390 PRINTT AB Cf>"#"; TAB(4) CHR$ (170>; 

TAB (7) "X"; TAB (15) "Y"; TAB (23) "Z"; 
TAB(28)CHR$(170>;TAB(31)"LEFT X"; 
TABC42)"RIGHT X";TAB(54)"VERTICAL" 

400 	 FORI=1TO PN 
410 PRINTTAB(0)I;TAB(4)CHR$(170); 


TAB(6)STCI,1);TAB(13)STCI,2); 

TAB(21)STCI,3);TAB(28)CHR$(170); 

TAB(30)A(l,1);TABC41)A(I,2); 

TAB(53)A( I,3) 


420 	 IF INT (I/15)-I/15=0 INPUT"MORE"; X$: 

NEXTI:ELSE NEXT! 


430 	 PRINT:PRINT"HORIZ ANGLE =";HA/C1, 

"VERT ANGLE=";VA/C1: 

PRINT"VIEW DISTANCE=";VD, 

"ELEV=";VE: IFSA=O PRINT" ": ELSE 

PRINT"STEREO ANGLE =";SA/C1 


440 	 PRINT"E.NTER 999 FOR MENU";: INPUTM: 
IFM<>999 GOT0430 ELSE GOTO 600 


450 FORI=1 TO PN 

460 PRINT@480," ":PRINT@480,I 

470 X=ST(I,1):Y=ST(I,2):Z=ST(I,3)+VE 

480 D1=SQR(X*X+Y*Y): 


A1=ATN(Y/X)+HA 

490 YN=D1*SIN(A1): 


XN=D1*COSCA1) 

500 IF VA=O GOT0530 

510 02=SQR(Z*Z+YN*YN): 


A2=ATN(Z/YN)+VA 

520 ZN=D2*SIN(A2): 


YN=D2*COSCA2) 

530 SC=YN/V0+.8:IFSA=O THEN 


C=O:RX=O:GOT0560 
540 C=2*YN*TAN(SA/2)/SC 
550 RX=XN/SC+C/2 
560 XL=XN/SC-C/2:ZN=ZN/SC 
570 ACI,1)=XL:ACI,2)=RX:ACI,3)=ZN 
580 FORJ=1T03:IFABS(A(l,J))<1E-5 THEN 

A(I,J)=O:NEXTJ:ELSE NEXT J 
590 	 NEXT! 
600 	CLS:PRINT@448, 

"1 = SINGLE POINT DISPLAY": 
PRINT"2 = BLOCKS OF 15 POINTS": 
PRINT"3 = A NEW VIEWPOINT": 
PRINT"4 = LPRINT RESULTS OUT" 

610 	 INPUTN:ON N GOT0620,380,340,650 
620 	PRINT:PRINT"ENTER POINT NUMBER";: 

INPUT" OR 999 FOR THE MENU"; L: 
IF L=999 GOT0600 

630 	PRINT"POINT #";L;" WAS ";STCL,1>; 
" ";ST(L,2);" ";STCL,3) 

640 	PRINT"ADJUSTED VALUES ARE :": 
PRINT"X (LEFT> =";A CL, 1): 
PRINT"X (RIGHT> =";ACL,2): 
PRINT"Z (VERTICAL) =";ACL,3): 
GOT0620 

650 IFPEEKC14312)>127 GOT0730 
660 LPRINTTAB(1)"#";TAB(4)CHR$(58); 

TAB(7)"X";TAB(15)"Y";TAB(23)"Z"; 
TAB(28)CHR$(58);TABC31)"LEFT X"; 
TAB(42)"RIGHT X";TABC54)"VERTICAL" 

670 	GOSUB750 
680 	 FOR 1=1 TO PN 
690 LPRINTTAB(0)I;TAB(4}CHR$(58); 

TAB(6)ST(I,1);TABC13)ST(I,2); 
TAB(21)STCI,3);TAB(28)CHR$(58); 
TAB(30)A(I,1);TAB(41)A(l,2); 
TAB(53)A(I,3):GOSUB750 

700 	 NEXT I:LPRINT:LPRINT: 
LPRINT"HORIZ ANGLE=";HA/C1, 
"VERT ANGLE =";VA/C1: 

710 	GOSUB750:LPRINT"VIEW OIST=";VD, 
"DEV=";VE,"STEREO ANGLE=";SA/C1 

720 	LPRINT:LPRINT:GOT0600 
730 	 CLS:PRINT@448,"TURN ON PRINTER" 
740 	GOT0600 
750 	 FOR PA=1 TO 60:NEXT PA:RETURN 
760 	 REM * ISOMETRIC VIEWS USE 

HA=45 VA= 35.26 VO= 9E9 
AND SCALE IS THEN CORRECT 

770 	 REM * VANISHING POINTS ARE AT * 
9E9,0,0 FOR X AXIS 
0,9E9,0 FOR Y AXIS 
0,0,9E9 FOR Z AXIS 
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TRS-80 trn Radio Shack/Tandy Corp. TO ORDER 
NEWDOS tm Apparat, Inc. 

203 ARDEN STREET TRS232 tm Small System Software 
HUH trn California Computer Systems. GLENDALE, CA 91203 

(213) 649-0369 Circle 66 

~H~s~~~ 
,,..B

If you ever do Assembly language program· 
ming, or you just want to know more about 
your TRS·80 ROM, "THE BOOK"s are for you. 

•TRS.BO Is a trademark of Tandy Corp . 

Each volume is priced at: $14.95 + $1.50 
S&H = $16.45 ($17.05 in VA) Overseas add 
$2.50 for air shipment 

-in;id;s-S~t~;r; C.;n~~lta-;,~,-1;;;,- - - - - - - - - -, 

P.O. Box 2441, Dept. U 2 

Springfield, VA 22152 


D Please send me Volume I of THE BOOK 


D Please send me Volume II of THE BOOK 


NAME 

~r~· ~~~~~=~~~··~ 
. rii_t , _ 

110\t?,P: 
~ 

' 

Volume II: Everything you want to 
know about the video, keyboard; · 
cassette, and printer driver 
routines. Learn how to write your 
own! Remarkably detailed listings 
illustrate well-commented source 

Volume I: The most comprehensive 
book yet on the math routines in 
Level II ROM, Models I & Ill. In
cludes a fully commented listing 
from 0708H to 1607H and an in
credibly complete map of the ROM 
and reserved areas of RAM. 

CITY, STATE _________ ZIPCODE_____ 

[ l Check payable to Insiders Software Consultants. Inc. 

U MASTER CHARGE MC Bank Code 

[ 1 VISA Exp. Date ___ Card Number ___ 

Signature ----------------- 
Dealer Inquiries Invited code. Complement Volume I, now. 

L--- ----- -- - - ·-- - ---- -- -- -- - -----J . Circle 61 

TWO USER 
MULTI-TASKING· 
$89 TS HARE VI. 3 


A SPLIT PERSONALITY FOR YOUR 

TRS - 80 MODEL I 


e 	 Interrupt driven executive patches to parent operating system 
NEWDOS 2.1 or TRSDOS 2.3 . 

e Allows two active users to share a single TRS-80. 
e Execute BASIC or MACHINE LANGUAGE (above 7700 Hex). 
e Joint access of disk files. 
e Second user ties to HOST via modem, terminal, or 2nd TRS-80. 
e Options for Expansion Interface, RS-232, TRS232, or HUH 

interface. 
e 	 SIMPLEX MODE for non serial-port users. Requires only a 

printer to act as second "screen". Jobs share the keyboard 
under user control. 

9 	 CON FIGURE UTILITY partitions memory usage and selects 1/0. 

"" --~~. ..... .... ~"' ~¢· ~.,,.. 
-~~M~~ 

$49
DBM5 

MULTl - FEATURE DATA MANAGER 
e Up to 20 user defined fields. 

e Files extend across multiple diskettes. 

• Supports up to four drives. 

e Automatic single drive disk mount requests. 

e Four data types and computational fields~ 

e Flexible REPORT GENERATOR . 

e Fast assembly language sorts. 

e MULTl-FIELDsortsandsearches. 

e Keyed access on any sorted field. 

• 	 Indexed relations between files . 
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New Products 

NEW PRODUCTS 
[M~W ~[Ri(Q)[Q)[UJ~U~ 

POWER PACK for Color Computer 

Computerware announced its POWER 
PACK for the Radio Shack Color Computer. 
The Power Pack cartridge plugs into the 
Color Computer's interface slot, providing 
6K additional RAM memory and a powerful 
2K monitor. The monitor provides the 
sophisticated programmer 33 machine 
level commands and many utility routines. 
With its extra memory and routines in 
ROM, this new Power Pack allows 
Computerware and other software sources 
to supply users with much more 
sophisticated software on cassette at much 
lower prices than the ROM packs currently 
available. Computerware also includes 
with 'the Power Pack a free cassette of 
diagnostics for the Color Computer. 
Already available for use with the Power 
Pack is Computerware's Color Editor 
($24.95), Color Assembler ($29.95), and 
Color Invaders ($19.95). The Power Pack is 
available directly from Computerware, Box 
668, 1512 Encinitas Blvd, Encinitas, CA 
92024 (714) 436 3512 at the introductory 
price of $159. 

Circle 112 

Proofreader by Soft-Tools 

Proofreader allows your TRS-80 to check 
your documents for spelling errors. It will 
work in conjunction with almost any word 
processor for the TRS-80 such as Scripsit 
or Electric Pencil. After a document has 
been prepared, Proofreader will scan it and 
check all words in its own 38,000 word 
dictionary. It 11lso can check a user supplied 
auxiliary dictionary containing technical 
words, names, etc. not found in the master 
dictionary. Any words not found either in 
the master or user dictionary are · then 
listed on the screen, and may be saved in·a 
file and printed. Proofreader is a machine 
language program and is fast. Almost any 
size document can be checked in under 5 
minutes on the Model I and Ill. and even 
less time on the Model II. Once the 
misspelled words are found, the original 
document can be corrected to remove the 
errors. Proofreader is an invaluable tool for 
anyone who uses the TRS-80 for word 
processing. All versions of Proofreader 
require an operating system compatible 
with the latest version of TRSDOS and at 
least one disk drive. Prices are $54 for 
Model I, $64 for Model Ill and $109 for 
Model II. Contact Soft-Tools MHE Box 14, 
Tijeras, NM 87059 

Circle 113 

The Rhythm Box 

The Rhythm Box is a new computer 
peripheral that synthesizes the sounds of 
seven different percussion instruments 
includi'ng bass drum, wood block, snare 
drum, short cymbals, long cymbals, hand
clap, and tom-tom. It is easy to program in 
Level II Basic or assembly language; a 
single OUT instruction generates any 
combination of percussion sounds plus a 
loudness control for rhythmic emphasis. It 
was desigried for game players, computer
music enthusiasts, music teachers and 
professional musicians who want to create 
anything from a simple repetitive rhythmic 
pattern to a long continuously varying 
percussion score. The Rhythm Box is 
available with two interface options: Model 
RBX-T ($149.50) for the Model I Level II 
TRS-80 has a 40-pin ribbon cable that 
plugs into the keyboard or El bus extension 
connector . The Model RBX-S is for all other 
computers. Include $3.00 shipping and 
handling. An audio demo cassette is 
available (US only) for $1. Contact Newtech 
Computer Systems, Inc. 230 Clinton 
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201 (212) 625
6220 

Circle 109 

TRS-80 Cheaptalk 

CHEAPTALK is a TRS-80 software 
package which allows your computer to 
talk through any small audio amplifier 
connected to the cassette output plug. 
Utilities are provided to convert spoken 
words into self-contained subroutines 
usable in Basic or Z80 assembly language 
programs. These routines are easily 
merged with your own programs to add the 
dimension of speech. Cheaptalk is $19.95 
ppd from Alan Saville, PO Box 5190, San 
Diego, CA 92105 (714) 264-8266 

Circle 111 

Cribbage for Models I & Ill 

This classic card game is now being 
offered for the TRS-80 Models I and Ill. 
Following Hoyle, this program has fast 
response time and clear playing format. 
Ideal for learning (includes a HELP 
command), Cribbage also can and has, 
stumped the experts. Cribbage is written in 
Basic with machine language patches 
and will work on Level I. II or DOS systems. 
Price is $16.95 on cassette, $19.95 on disk. 
For further information call or write The 
Alternate Source, 1806 Ada Street, 
Lansing, Ml 48910 (517)487-3358 

Circle 108 

New Diskettes from 3M 

A double sided, double density 51A inch 
diskette has been added to the Scotch 
diskette family by 3M's Data Recording 
Products Division. The Scotch 745 diskette 
has an unformatted capacity of a half 
megabyte. Sector-hole configurations are 
0, 10 and 16. The rated density is 48 tracks 
per inch and 7958 bits per radian . Improved 
surface finish provides cleaner operation 
and better electrical performance than in 
previous comparable diskettes, 3M says. 
The 745 has a reinforced hub to promote 
reliability and long life. The new Scotch 
diskette has a suggested list price starting 
at $7.30, depending upon quantity and 
packaging. Further details may be obtained 
by writing to Dept DR81-4, Box 33600, St 
Paul, MN 55133 

Circle 101 

New Computer Directory 

The BLUE BOOK is a directory of 
computer manufacturers, peripheral 
equipment manufacturers and suppliers, 
software sources, books and magazines, 
software media, and virtually any computer 
related product. The BLUE BOOK takes up 
where other directories leave off. Anyone 
with a computer related product may 
advertise in the BLUE BOOK. It is published 
annually and distributed nationally. The 
BLUE BOOK is inde.xed by computer type, 
manufacturer and product. Even software 
authors with a single listing are indexed. 
For further information on the BLUE BOOK. 
write or call: 1510 South 97th Street, 
Tacoma, WA 98444 (206) 537-8155 

Circle 105 
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New Products 

Free Catalog 

A free 16-page catalog describes 100 
carefully selected computer books. The 
books cover computer applications in math, 
science, graphics, music, business, 
education and society; interesting 
computer languages like LOGO, PASCAL, 
ADA, PILOT and LISP, plus machine and 
assembly languages; microcomputers; 
robots and much more. The books and 
programs in them may be used with a wide 
range of computers including the TRS-80. 
The catalog is of special value to schools, 
colleges and libraries. Write to ENTELEK, 
Ward-Whidden House, The Hill, PO Box 
1303, Portsmouth, NH 03801 

Circle 103 

New Simulation Game 

Acorn Software Products , Inc 
announced the release of EVEREST 
EXPLORER, a simulation game for the 
Radio Shack Level II. Assigned an 
expedition budget, the player must select 
manpower, food, fuel, shelter and ·oxygen 
supplies needed to support the climb . 
Weather conditions, choice of route, 
climbers' condition and morale all play key 
roles as you accept the challenge of one of 
life's most dangerous ventures. Available 
for TRS-80 Model I Level II. 16K for $14.95 
on tape. The 32K version, including a " save 
game" option and other enhancements is 
$20.95. Contact Acorn Software Products 
Inc., 634 N Carolina Ave SE, Washington, 
DC 20003 

Circle 114 

Stock Market Pulse 

Max Ule & Co Inc is introducing Stock 
Market Pulse, a new service that 
instantaneously computes and displays the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average on · a 
per_sonal computer. Stock Market Pulse is a 
new optional feature of Tickertec, the 
computerized stock market quote system 
without a 16 minute delay. This new 
service is offered to purchasers of top of the 
line versions of Tickertec, recently 
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described by Fortune Magazine as the 
"Tapewatcher's delight". With Stock 
Market Pulse, Tickertec computes the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average and displays 
continuously this widely accepted market 
indicator with the net change from the 
previous .day's close on a personal 
computer. This service is available for 
versions of Tickertec designed to run on the 
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model II and other 
computers that use the CP/ M operating 
system. For a free brochure on Stock 
Market Pulse and Jickertec, call Max Ule & 
Co, Inc, the distributor, toll -free at (800) 
223-6642, in New York call (212) 687
0705. 

Circle 115 

Communication Packages 

Small Business Systems Group of 
Westford, MA has a complete line of 
communication packages developed by 
Lance Micklus and designed for use with 
TRS-80 microcomputers . These packages 
interface with any time sharing computer 
which communicates in ASCII . The family 
of products offers communication 
capabilities to users with even the most 
minimal hardware configurations. There 
has been wide interest in these products 
from communication " buffs ", the 
educational community, . businesses 
needing to provide linkage between 
departments and/ or divisions, and those 
who need to communicate with large 
computers on a regular basis . For further 
information contact Small Business 
Systems Group, Int, 6 Carlisle Road, 
Westford, MA 01866 (617) 692-3800 

Circle 116 

Internal Audio for Model Ill 

The TCS Systems Model AD-Ill, 1 watt 
audio amp adds high quality internal sound 
to your Model Ill computer. It is designed 
with a switching system that de-activates 
the amplifier during tape data transfers, to 
eliminate patching external amplifiers or 
modifying tape recorders. Installation 
consists of six quick connections to the 
CPU board, mounting the amplifier and 
speaker and you are up and running with 
hi -quality sound. Includes amplifier board, 
speaker, hardware, all wiring, simple to 
follow instructions, and 90 day free 
replacement warranty. Price is $19.95 
from : TCS Systems, Rt 4 Box 12A, Lake 
City, FL 32055 (904) 755-3599 

Circle 106 " 

Clock / Calendar for Mods I & Ill 

TCHRON, by WEB International, is the 
first complete, compact, self-contained 
real time clock for the TRS-80 that never 
sleeps . It has its own "keep alive" power 
supply, which allows it to continue to run 
when your TRS -80 is turned .off, or 
experiences a power fa ilure. When you 
turn on your computer or power is restored, 
TCHRON will . provide instantaneous 
MO/ DATE / YR , day of week, HR:MIN :SEC 
and AM/ PM information. TCHRON retails 
for $99.95 and may be purchased directly 
from WEB International or through their 
dealer network. They expect to introduce a 
TCHRON model for the Model II also. Direct 
inquiries to: WEB International, PO Box 96, 
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 (714) 494
2869 

Circle 107 
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no t es 

Model II users: While in Basic it is possible to 

generate an 1/0 error when you call for your printer if 
you forgot to turn it on or it was not selected. If this is 
the case, correct the printer fault (turn it on, plug it in, 
whatever) and CONT the program. TRSDOS will 
automatically reinitialize the printer and the program 
will continue. However, if your program error traps, it 
is possible that you will find yourself out in left field. 
The same is true if you needed a special FORMS 
configuration. 

When entering long data statements, I always add 
a checking routine, numbered above the last line in 
the program. For example: 

50000 FOR X=1 TO 100 : READ D 
50010 PRINT X;"=";D;" "; 
50020 SS=SS+D : NEXT 
In the case of some programs, the FOR loop should 
start with zero and should be made larger than the 
largest numb,EH of data elements. Afterentering each 
data line, I type RUN 50000, and get a listing which is 
easy to check against copy. When it runs, you get an 
OD ERROR message which you ignore. The SS 
provides a check sum, which you examine by typing 
PRINT SS. I would like to suggest that all authors of 
programs with lengthy data statements provide, in a 
REM statement, the number of items and the check 
sum after each DATA line. 

-Ralph Nottingham 

Ralph Nottingham also wrote of a problem which 
may have bugged some of you at one time or another. 
Having entered about six lines of Leo's Line Packing 
article of last issue, he saved the program and then 
typed EDIT255. The computer indicated there was no 
such line number. When he typed LIST250-, the 
program listed properly. When he tried to list or edit 
255, however, he couldn't find it. Clearing the 
memory, and reloading the program didn't solve the 
problem. 

We ran into this many moons ago. Somehow, a 
glitch changed a bit in memory and caused a similar 
problem. In our case, a bunch of garbage appeared 
between lines while listing a program. In calling the 
program back from disk, it was still there. The only 
way we could get rid of it was to start completely over. 
And ours was a long program! It is generally felt that 
th.e Basic Pointer gets . fouled up and points to the 
wrong spot in memory 

Line glitches of this nature can come from many 
sources. One of the most common is static electricity. 
Another is line noise from a refrigeration unit of some 
sort. 

Model I users: Under some DOS's it is possible to 
wipe out your disk directory while running a Basic 
program. How do you do it? Kill a file which has not 
been closed from Basic. TRSDOS will crash the 
directory. LOOS, DOSPLUS and NEWDOS80will not, 
though the latter will come back with an error 
message. LOOS simply closes the open file first . If in 
doubt as to what your DOS does or doesn't do, try the 
following program: 

10 X=O 

15 X=X+1 

20 OPEN"R", 1,''TEST1" 

25 PRINT "AT 25" 

30 OPEN"R",2,"TEST2" 

35 PRINT "AT 35" 

40 OPEN"R",3,"TEST3" 

45 PRINT "AT 45" 

50 KILL "TEST1 " 

55 PRINT "AT 55" 

60 KILL "TEST2" 

65 PRINT "AT 65" 

70 KILL "TEST3" 

75 PRINT "AT 75" 

80 CLOSE 

85 PRINT "ROUND # ";X 

90 GOTO 15 


-Dr Bruce Armstrong 

Here is one of the quickest memory tests on record . 
While not fool-proof (is anything?), it will run equally 
well on the Model I, II , Ill and Color Computers. Type 
in the following without spaces and RUN it: 

1 PRINTMEM:GOSUB1 
The computer will display a rapidly descending 
number on the screen. This is the amount of memory 
left as the stack fills with the instructions for 
executing a RETURN statement (which it will never 
find). At the conclusion of the test, if properly 
executed by the computer, the program will crash 
with an OUT OF MEMORY message and the number 
will have reached something around 50 or 60. This 
varies with computer and memory size at the 
beginning of the test. 

Should there have been a glitch in the memory, the 
program will (usually) crash with some other error 
message or freeze and lock-up. 

The programmer may find it advantageous to include 
a line similar to the one below to maintain 
consistancy of file name, drive, etc., when saving the 
latest updated version of his program: 

59999 STOP 
60000 CLS : PRINT"SAVING PROGRAM" : SAVE 

" PROGRAM:X" 

X=Drive# and line 59999 avoids cashing into the 
SAVE command. To use, simply type: "RUN 60000". 

-Donald J Goodwill 
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LEARN TRS-80® 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 


DISK 1/0 

Your disk system and you can really step out with 

REMSOFT'a Educational Module. REMDISK-1 a 
"short course" revealing the details of DISK i;o 
PROGRAMMING using assembly language. 

. Using the same format as our extremely popular 
1ntroduct1on to assembly language programming , 
this "ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DISK 1/0 PROGRAM
MING" course includes: 

• Two 45-minute lessons on audio cassette 

• 	 A driver pr9gram to make your TRS-80® video 
monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor. 

• 	 A display program for each lesson to provide 
illust.ration and reinforcement for ,what you are 
hearing . 

•.A 	booklet of comprehensive. fully-commented 
program listings illustrating sequential file 1/ 0. 
random-access file 1/ 0, and track and sector 1/0 . 

• 	 A diskette with machine-readable source codes 
'for all programs discussed, in both Radio Shack 
EDTASM and Macro formats . 

• 	 Routines to convert from one assembler format 
to the other. 

This cours.e. was developed and recorded by 
Joseph E. W1ll1s, for the student with experience 
m a~sembly language programming ; it is an inter
mediate-to advanced-level course. Minimum hard
ware required is a Model I Level II. 16 KRAM one 
disk drive system. 

REMDISK-1 only $29.95 
Dealer inquiries invited 

REMsoFT, 1Nc. • 
571 E. 185 St. 

Euclid, Ohio 44119 v 
(216) 531-1338 

Circle 68 
Includes $1 .50 for shipping and handling. 
Ohio residents add 51h% sales tax. 

TRS-80® is a trademark of the Tandy Corp 

.OSI (SK) APPLE TRS-80t 

Computers 
•Gamblln1 

-~~ . Products 
.PREsENrs: t~ Ma1azlne· 

PROBABILITY HANDICAPPING 
DEVICE 1 - A BASIC PROGRAM FOR: 
HORSE RACE HANDCAPPING! 
This incredible program was written by a professional sottware 

consultant to TRW Space Systems . This is a complex program 

carelully human factored lor easy use It is a comprehensive 

horse racing system for spotting overlays in thoroughbred sprinl 

races. Your computer will accurately predict the win probability 

and odds line for each horse based on your enlries from lhe rac

ing form. The next day overlaid horses can be spotted on the 

track tole board The user's manual contains acomplete explana · 

lion ol overlay betting plus much more uselul inlormation The ap· 

pendix contains a detailed tab run ol a IOO consecutive race 

system "orkout showing an amazing 50% return ($1 .50 return

ed for each $1 00 flat wager ) Includes many leatures such as 

error correction. bubble sort . line printer oulput. automatic 

keyboard debounce . archiving. etc . The manual may be ordered 

separalely for perusal for $7 .95 and credit 


CHALLENGER 1P, 2P, or 4P BK VERSIONS Now Avaffable! 

Phd-1 User's manual and cassette lor: 

Appia II (16K), TRS-80 Level II (16K), Challenger (8K) 29.95 

TRS-80 or APPLE DISK . . . 34.95 


BRAND NEW FROM SOL: WIN AT THE RACES. This thoroughbred 

handicapping algorilhm is based on a currenlly popular book on 

thoroughbred multiple regression techniques Bolh sprints and 

routes All of the lealures of PHD-1 plus more . This program in· 

corporates the besl data entry technique we 've ever seen 

32K TRS-80 or APPLE CASSETIE 34 .95 

32K TRS-80 or APPLE DISK 39.95 


BOOKS: Circle 74 

Winning at the Races 21.95 + . 75 P&H 

Beating the Races with a Computer . 14.95 + . 75 P&H 


Make checks payable to JOE COMPUTER DEPT U 
2_2?13. Ventura Blvd., Suite F, Woodland Hills, CA 91364 
l~I CA residents add 6 % sales tax . "'="' 
~; PHONE ORDERS: 213-992-0514 

"SEND $2.00 TO PLACE YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST. 
tTRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation 

- Professional 

Real Estate Programs 
For Apple II or TRS-80 

Property Management System 
(32K, I Disk Systems) 

Features: 

• Tenant Information 
• Late Rent Reports 
• YTD & Monthly Income 
• 	 Handles 

Partial Payments 

Returned Checks 

Advance Payments 


• 5 Digit Expense Accounts 
• Bulldlng Expense Report 
• Vendor Expense Report 
• Income Tax Report 
• All Reports Can Be Printed 
• Complete Documentaflon 
• Easy Data Entry & Edit 
• 200 Units per Fiie 

Price $225.00 

Real Estate Analysis Modules: 
(Cassette or Disk) 

1) Home Purchase Analysis 
2) Tax Deferred Exchange 
3) Construction Cost/Profit 
4) Income Property Cashflow 
5) APR Loan Analysis 
6) Property Sales Analysis 
7) Loan Amortization 

$35.00 Per Module 

Circle 52 
Al Compultr Stores Everywhere 


Or Order COD Direct 

(Cal Rts:.ldenb Add 6% Sales Tu) 


11~are 
(113) 372-9419Me~E~~"Y 

Dept. U, 1116 'F 8th St., Manhattan Beach, ,CA 90266 

GOSUB 

PRINTERS DISK DRIVES 
EPSON MX-80 . . $555 CC1-100 (LIST $425 00) 
BASE 2 850 ...... . $749 40 TRACK ·102K BYTE ON 
OKI DATA... . S569 SS SOFT SECTOR TRS -80 
$25.00 S/ H ON PRINTERS MODEL I . .. .... S339.00 

NOVATION MODEMS CC 1-280 (LIST S5 75 00) 
D-CAT .. . $178 80 -TRACK -102K BYTE 
CAT MODEM. . . .. $158 ON SS / SOFT SECTOR 

TRS-80 
MODEL I . . . . . $449 .00 

$ NEW FROM GOSUB $ POWER SUPPLY -CASE 
EPSON MX·80/ MX-70 EXT . CARD EDGE 
FRICTION FEED KITI WARRANTY 90 DAYS + 1 

.. $49.95 YEAR ON POWER SUPPLY 

SOFTWARE FOR TRS -80 MODEL I & 111/PMC-80 
MERCENARY FORCE . .. $ t 6 95 YAHTZEE 1.. S10.95 
QUARTER HORSE ... SB.95 WARRIOR ... S9.95 
GAME PACK #1 QUARTER HORSE+ YAHTZEE .. $14.95 
GAME PACK #3 WARRIOR + SPACE MER CH .. . S14.95 

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
WAGON MASTER ... .. .. .. . .. . . $795 

KANSAS RES. ADD 3% SALES TAX 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 


FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST. 

(TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP) 


Circle 58 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY OROER TO: 

GOSUB 
P.O. BOX 275 -D 


WICHITA. KS 67201 


NEW PROGRAMS 
for the TRS-80 

1ncoPROP 

Income Property Analysis 
INCOPROP: Based upon standardized methods · 
of property analysis used throughout the real 
estate industry. Generates a 3 page report contain· 
ing an annual property operating statement and a 
comp.rehenslve 10 year cash flow analysis. Con· 
tains I.RS. tax table to project after-tax income 
stream and investor's I.A.A. :~=~~~=~ ~g~~e;f~~n~~~03;~,~~~~~ t~~rr;~~~on. 

• Highly interactive format permits "Sensi tivity Analysis" . 
• Disk flles created for permanent storage ol dala, 

Minimum system requirements: 32k RAM, 1 drive and 
printer. Sold with informative 78 page user's manual cover· 
~'!t~ab;~:~s~~~~;ts ol income property investment & 50 
Model I & Ill: on cassette for easy transfer 

to disk '"-· $120 00 
Model II : on 8·inch diskelle . . . . . . . . . $1 45 .00 
Model II : Version available in MBASlC 

runn ing under CP/M $165.00
1tJ.a>I 

MAINDEX: An easy-to·use program to aid you in 
the indexing of your files on disk. Can't find that 
program you wrote last month? Put your computer 
to work ! Find any program or data file in your sys· 
tern in seconds. 

• A Main Index ol all your other disk's directories. 
• 	Alphabetizes. list of ;iles and gives you names, grans 

used, dates written. tracks and file descriptions. 
• Saris Files by name, di~· k , and categories, 
• File descriptions can be searched for key words. 
• Prinls disk labels With disk name and lile names. 
• Uses all the advanced and e~tremefy last file manipu · 

!alien capabilities of Apparat. Inc 's NEWDOS/80. 

Requires Level II. 48K, 1 disk drive and NEWDOSIBO. on 

casselle for easy transfer to disk , , .. $20.95 
z ···~'·ll:t!\"':~·:!1~!.~1-:.?.~:.~~~·· 00 a 

~E1:z=J 

DEPT EU. PO BOX 591, NOVATO, CA 94947 

GREEN LOOKS GOOD 

BUT AT THIS PRICE 


GREEN LOOKS 

GREAT! 


These high quality 

"CRYSTAL GREEN" 


filters are specially made 

for the TRS-BO® model 1 

video crt. This unique 

design uses NO TAPE or 

GLUE! So it only takes 


SECONDS TO INSTALL. 

ONLY $5.95 each 


(incl. $1 .00 to cover 

postage and handling) 


(Ontario residents add 7% tax) 

SEE-THAU 

ENTERPRISES 


933 FRANK AVE. 

Windsor, Ontario.NBS 


NBS 3P4 

TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP. 

Circle 9 
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TRS-80® MODEL Ill OWNERS 
We think our disk system for 

expanding your capacity is just 
as good as theirs-and we know 
it costs much less ... 

COMPLETE SYSTEMS 

AND COMPONENTS* 


TR.S-80® MOD Ill SYSTEM 

with 2 

~~~d~5~h s1 895 
OFF LIST PRICE r 
16K RAM; Model Ill Oasic .. ... .... S899 
MTI DISK DRIVES for MODEL Ill 
Internal Kits 

Disl~ Drives 1 .. .. .... . .. .. .. .. . 

Disl~ Drive 2 . . . . . . . .... .. ... . 


External Add-on Kits 
Disl~ Drive .J .·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... s379 
Disl~ Drive 4 . . . . . s359 

Model Ill DOS & Manual .. .... . s21.9 5 
16K RAM Kit .... . ... ... .. . .. .. s59 
RS-2.32 Serial Interface .. . . ..... .. .. s95 

~CT:l MIC~OCOMPUTERTECHNOLOGY, INC.
L3J.D ,3304 W. MacArthur. Santo Ano CA 92704 
. * Phone (714) 979-9923 * Telex #578401TAD IRIH 

ALL PRJCTS CASH DISCOUNTED 
'Uses MTI Memory. Disk Drives & Components FREIGHT FOil FACTORY 
®TRS-8D® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK ASK FOR FREE CATALOG 
OF TANDY CORPORATION 

Circle 27 

Unlock the filing cabinet 
on your shelf. Find 
articles, ads, reviews and 
programs- in seconds! 

Superfast computerized 
index to: 

80-Microcomputing 
KILOBAUD & 80 US 

For the TRS-80 
Mod I 

Index &Programs & Manual US$29 CASH, VISA, OR MASTERCARD 

Manual available separalely US $8 ---·-·· 
Requires 48K rnscso* Mod I wi th 2 Drives & TRSDOS BiM•= •·xJ l______ _i 
•rRS·80 is a registered trpde mark at Radio Shack 

Circle 80 
A"f. HeXA.GON P.O.Box397 stn. A 

'f'J. , ~~¥~T.e...e. Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2 
a T 'Wf 'Wf I' ITI'Wf Telepflone (604)682·7646 

THe BO·INDeX 


Model I users: Did anybody ever mention that 
SCRIPSIT works great as an editor? Here is the 
sequence: 
(1) Save the BASIC program to be edited in the 

ASCII format 
(2) Load SCRIPSIT 
(3) Load the program to be edited 
(4) Edit the program 
(5) Save the edited version with the ASCII specifier 

(S,A) 

And now you have an edited version of your Basic 
Program. This is especially handy if you have to do 
any global changes, such as changing PRINT to 
LPRINT or visa -versa. 

If you are having problems getting results with 
double precision addition, subtraction, and so forth , 
try the following program to determine which works 
for you . Each Model of the TRS-80 family works a 
little different. One should work for you . In particular 
try 8000.22 and -8123 as your values . 

10 • PROGRAM TO DEMONSTRATE PROBLEM 
20 • WITH DOUBLE PRECISION ADDITION 
30 • AND A POSSIBLE FIX 
40 • 
50 CLS 
60 INPUT "ENTER A#";A# 
70 PRINT 
80 INPUT "ENTER 8# 11 ;8# 
90 PRINT 
100 C#=A#+B# 
110 D#=VAL(STRS(A#+B#)) 
120 E#=VAL(STR$(A#))+VAL(STRS(B#)) 
130 F#=INTCCA#+B#)•100#)/100# 
140 G#=INT(CA#+B#)•100)/100 
150 LPRINT"A# HAS A VALUE OF"A# 
160 LPRINT"B# HAS A VALUE OF"B# 
170 LPRINT"C#=A#+B#" 
180 LPRINT"RESULTS IN -->"C# 
190 LPRINT 
200 LPRINT"D#=VALCSTRS(A#+B#))" 
210 LPRINT"RESULTS IN -->"D# 
220 LPRINT 
230 LPRINT"E#=VALCSTRSCA#))+VALCSTRS(B# 

) ) II 

240 LPRINT"RESULTS IN -->"E# 

250 LPRINT 

260 LPRINT"F#=INT((A#+B#)•100#)/100#" 

270 LPRINT"RESULTS IN -->"F# 

280 LPRINT 

290 LPRINT"G#=INT((A#+B#)*100)/100" 

300 LPRINT"RESULTS IN -->"G# 

31 0 END Notes Cont. On Page 127 
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Level II Basic Instruction Course 

Parts I and II 

Radio Shack 


26-2005 and 26-2006 


$14.95 and $19.95 
Model I 

Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) 
has been an active part of education 
since the earliest days of 
keypunching. Nothing is more natural 
than having a computer teach you 
how to program a computer. and Radio 
Shack has two instructional packages· 
in Basic for the TRS-80. Both 
packages are written in Level II Basic. 
Part I is for 4K machines and the more 
advanced Part II package is for 16K 
machines . All programs are on tape, 
but can be loaded on disk systems with 
little effort and no need to rewrite the 
routines . The programs build upon 
each other, and you are recommended 
to work in sequence from lesson 1 of 
Part I to the end. 

The Part I set of programs ($14.95) 
consists of four cassettes with 27 
different lessons. Radio Shack has 
greatly improved its educational 
programs. The routines are well 
written, easy to follow, and make good 
use of graphics and flashing displays. 
The sequence of instruction is 
different than that used in most 
beginning courses, but it presents no 
great problem. The tutorial on editing 
seems premature. It seems the READ 
DATA command should have been 
presented earlier and the use of the 
INPUT command should have been 
saved until later·. 

The Part II programs cover the 
following topics : line numbers. 
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variable types, input, list. run. editing, 
print formats. evaluating expressions, 
if then, goto, read data, arrays, loops, 
for next, special functions, graphics, 
gosub, on goto and gosub, and restore. 
The use of graphics to highlight key 
lines and program execution is 
excellent. especially in the IF-THEN 
lessons. It would be recommended 
that the ELSE command be included at 
this time but it was not. Also the 
author's choice of totally random line 
numbers in th·eir examples was 
unnecessarily confusing to beginning 
students. 

The Part II programs ($19.95) 
continue the instructions for 16K 
users. This set of four cassettes and 
eight lessons go into much more detail 
than the earlier lessons of Part I. 
Topics are: list, edit, variable types 
(more extensive than before), arrays, 
operators and commands, input and 
output commands, strings and string 
manipulations. special features (such 
as ERL, etc.) and machine language 
subprograms. 

These programs were as well 
developed and carefully written as the 
Part I lessons. For many of the 
commands, instruction was by 
example and was very similar to the 
Level II Manual. After trying two 
separate tapes, I was unable to load a 
good copy of the machine language 
lesson. The operators and commands 
portion does a superb job with logical 
expressions and Boolean Algebra. 

All programs use a self-pacing 
INKEY$ routine . This allows you to 
have new information displayed as 
you are ready. The video formatting is 
well planned and makes programs 
easy to follow. The descriptions are 
clear and concise. At the end of major 
sections, you are given a multiple 
choice question. If you are wrong, an 
explanation is given. If your answer is 
correct, the reasons the other 
answers would have been wrong are 
displayed. This is a nice feature, as 
very often with CAI material, a student 
can guess a correct answer, move on, 
and never really understand the 
concept. 

I plan to make extensive use of the 
lessons in my computer classes; they 
are a fine aid to education. If you are 
looking for a tutoring aid in learning 
Level II Basic, these are well worth the 
price. Keep in mind though, that the 
lessons aim to teach you commands 
and an understanding of the TRS~80, 
they do not cover how to write a 
program. 

Cameron Brown 

Organ 

The Byte Miser Software 


720 West Haven Blvd 

Rocky Mount, NC 27801 


$12 4K tape; $15 disk 

Models I & Ill 


Are you an aspiring organist? Do 
you want to tickle the ivories and see if 
you can really play a Bach Fugue? 
Here is your chance. 

ORGAN is a machine language 
program for the TRS-80 Model I or Ill. It 
will run in as little as 4K, but requires 
Level II. The program will allow you to 
play in real time, press a key and voila' 

you have music? Well, yo~ do if you 
plug the cassette output into an 
amplifier. 

As you load the system tape a two 
manual keyboard will be drawn on the 
screen . The keys of your TRS-80 
keyboard correspond to the relative 
position of the white and black keys of 
a small two-manual .organ keyboard 
(you know, the $69.95 Christmas 
special). The (screen) keys are labeled 
with the corresponding keys of your 
TRS-80 keyboard and when you press 
any key, an asterisk will appear on the 
corresponding key represented by the 
screen.. 

As with the sound produced by most 
other programs. the system is capable 
of producing one note at a time 
through the cassette output. However, 
Organ will also allow "chords" to be 
played as well, by pressir:ig more than 
one key at a time . The sound will then 
alternate between the two or more 
keys pressed at a rate established by a 
"tremolo" value. This rate remains the 
same regardless of the number of keys 
pressed: four notes will take twice as 

. long as two notes to produce. And due 
to the keyboard matrix arrangement, 
pressing two or in.ore ; keys will 
sometimes introduce · additional 
unwanted notes. 

The program has additional 
features: (1) a loudness control which 
allows either loud or slightly softer. 
The range here is minimal. (2) Timbre, 
or sound quality, which can be toggled 
between two values, one of which is 
fixed as kind of a clarinet sound; the 
other which can be a reedy 
"Christmas special", to an almost 
trumpet quality. (3) The value of the 
second sound quality mentioned in (2) · 
above. This can be any of ten values. 
(4) The rate of tremolo which can also 
be any of ten values. The slower rate is 
smooth in its transition from tone to 
tone, but does not produce a true 
chord. The fastest rate, on the other 
hand, would produce a tone were it 
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--------------- Re~wMOVING? 
not for "keying" that has a tendency to 
introduce a buzzing sound andRENEWINii? 
destroy the effect that otherwise 
could be had. This can be overcome as 
Richard Taylor so effectively 
demonstrated in his version of the 
William Tell Overture of his TRS -80 

OUESTION or 
mMPLAINT? Opera program. 

THEN 
USE 
YOUR 
LABEL 

Please attach 
your 
label here, 
or copy 
your name and 
address as it 
appears on your 
label: 

All our services to subscribers are laster 
when you include your subscription label. 

WRITE IN NEW 
ADDRESS 

Name 

( !: ·1 Z:p 

lt:IS. 
A DIVISION OF BO-NORTHWEST PUBLISHING INC. 

MOVING? Please give us 6 
weeks notice . Attach your label when you ~ 
send us the new address . I 

RENEWING? Check your I 
label to be sure it's correct . By the way, ym.r I 
label shows the last issue in your current sub- I 
scriptian in the tap right corner. (Example I 
MAR 81 means March al 1981 is the last issue I 
you·ll get.) For uninterrupted service :nclude I 
your label with your order · I 

COMPLAINT? can IWe 
give laster results when you include your I 
label. I 

3838 South Warner Street 1 

Is it worth the $12 or $15? The 
reaction has been a qualified "yes". It 
does add a new dimension to our TRS
80 and has been a lot of fun . It does not 
attempt to replace the real thing. But 
then, it does do as good a job as the 
Christmas special (except in chording) . 
and offers a wider range of sound. 

Clay Caldwell 

UpperI Lower Case Conversion 
Motor Control 

Modification Kits for 
Centronics 779 / Radio Shack LP I 

Printers 
Service Technology 

3844 Spring St., Box 1426 
Nashua, NH 03061 

Are you annoyed by the fact that the 
motor on your printer is constantly 
running when you're not actually 
printing something out? And how 
many times have you lost data on a 
printout because you turned off the 
printer to stop that irritating noise and 
to save juice, and then forgot to turn it 
back on before your program tried to 
use it? 

Well, Service Technology has a 
simple modification kit that 
automatically turns off the printer 
motor 8 seconds after the last buffer 
was printed, and then turns it back on 
the moment your program sends more 
data to it, without losing any of the 
data. 

This saves wear and tear on the 
lineprinter, increasing its useful life 
and decreasing your maintenance 
costs, and reduces the amount of 
electricity you need to power your 
system (not to mention allowing you to 
do your part to conserve energy) . 

This modification is very simple to 
install: It requires only a screwdriver 
and the ability to follow easy 
directions and read a simple diagram. 
It uses a small circuit board that 
snaps into the back of your printer 
cabinet, and makes all of its electrical 
connections by using snap-hooks 
instead of messy soldering , 

I Tacoma, Washington 98409 ~ 124 

L--------------~ 

Its cost is relatively high, $95.00, 
but worth the price in view of the 
advantages it delivers. Ask for 
Conversion Kit #2. 

The other kit of interest to those who 
want to use a word-processor with 
their computer, but who do not have 
the money to buy a new printer to 
replace their old one (even allowing 
for trade-in value, the difference in 
price is more than several hundred 
dollars). 

Conversion Kit #1 is an 
uppercase/ lowercase modification, 
which gives your printer the capability 
of printing the full 96 ASCII character 
set, with or without a slash through 
the zero (be sure to specify which one 
you want when ordering). And its cost 
is a modest S125.00. 

Like the other kit, this requires only 
a screwdriver and the ability to follow 
the directions in snapping out the old 
character generator chip, snapping in 
the new circuit board, and attaching 
the snap-hook connectors to the 
proper leads. 

These kits were designed, and are 
sold by an ex-Centronics engineer. He 
worked for them for many years and 
knows his way around the inside of 
Centronics printers. 

There is one thing potential owners 
of this last modification shoµld know, 
and it has nothing to do with the 
modification itself: If you are planning 
on using this mod with the Electric 
Pencil, you may experience some 
problems. When I used my copy of 
Electric Pencil with the converted Line 
Printer I, I ran into constant problems 
with buffer overflow (usually after the 
first page), 'and lost large portions (up 
to half a line in some instances) of 
each line output to the printer . 

The problem was finally traced to a 
lack of proper - Electric Pencil to 
lineprinter handshaking. The Electric 
Pencil was not bothering to check the 
busy status line from the printer, so 
that when the printer buffer was full, 
the Electric Pencil still sent it data, 
resulting in lost data. 

Just to be sure that it wasn't the 
printer I tried the Electric Pencil with a 
Texas Instruments 810, and had the 
same results except that it took place 
after about 10 pages. As a last test I 
borrowed a friend 's copy of Scripsit 
and tried it with both printers. There 
was no lost data . 

So, if you use this mod on your 
printer and you experience this type of 
lost data problems when using the 
Electric Pencil, try using Scripsit. 

Yvon Kolya 
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Missile Attack 

Adventure International 


Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750 

Model I and III, $14.95 tape and $20.95 disk 


"Missile Attack" is a captivating program modeled after 
Atari ' s extremely popular arcade-game , "Missile 
Command". It is written in machine language by Philip 
Oliver of the Cornsoft Group, and is sold by Adventure 
International. 

The object of "Missile Attack" is a rather simple one: 
defend your cities from an enemy missile onslaught. Unlike 
the arcade game, you have only two missile silos instead of 
three, and only three cities as opposed to six. You must use 
your missiles to destroy incoming enemy missiles in the air 
or else they will hit either a city or a silo and totally 
devastate them, causing the unfortunate site to disappear 
in a puff of smoke . 

Your two silos are situated at the extreme lower left and 
right corners of the screen . Before every attack each silo is 
equiped with 15 anti-ballistic missiles (ABM's). Between 
the two silos are your cities . At the beginning of the game 
you are given three cities which are to be defended at all 
costs. You cannot earn bonus cities to replace ones that 
have been obliterated, therefore, keeping them in one piece 
is your prime requisite . The silos, on the other hand, will be 
rebuilt if you can keep at least one city intact till the end of 
the barrage. 

When the game begins, you start to see the enemy's 
missiles fill the sky. You maneuver your crosshairs, a plus 
mark(+), with the four arrow keys. When the crosshairs are 
positioned where you would like to fire, you press either the 
@key or the spacebar, depending on which silo you want to 
launch a missile from . When you shoot a missile, it rockets 
across the screen at lightening speed, leaving a trail of 
smoke, to where the plus mark was and explodes in a burst 
of fire, destroying anything that is in the proximity of the 
blast . Each of the enemy's missiles is worth 10 points if it is 
destroyed. You try to blast the missiles out of the sky as 
quickly as possible so they don't get too close to your 
precious cities . 

After the skies are cleared, the computer tallys up the 
number of ABM 's remaining in your silos and the number 
of intact cities. Each missile left after an attack is worth 5 
points and each city is worth 100 ooints . After every other 
attack you manage to survive, your bonus base point 
multiplier is increased by one. In other words, a city is 
worth 200 points after the third attack, 300 points after the 
fifth and so on . As you fend off more and more attacks the 
missiles gradually increase their velocity until they reach 
unimaginable speeds. 

The game is over when you, by some stroke of 
misjudgement or simple bad luck, allow all of your cities to 
be hit by enemy missiles, thus leveling them to dust. This 
game will also end if you somehow manage, with the 
blessings of the gods, to resist 12 enemy attacks. Your 
sharp shooting will convince the enemy that victory over 
your country is impossible . 

This single-player game comes complete with 
intensifying sound effects. It also keeps track of the 
highscore . Some of the elements it does not have that are 
included in the arcade game are jets and killer satellites 
whizzing across the screen, and also "smart missiles", 
which can dodge your missle bursts. Considering the TRS
80' s limited graphics capabilities and the few 
inconsistencies between this game and "Missile 
Command", this program is a rather good TRS-80 version . 
"Missile Attack" is likely to become one of the most popular 
games in your software library and will never sit around 
collecting dust. 

" Missile Attack" is written to run on both the Model I and 
Ill TRS-80 and also on the PMC-80. It comes on disk or tape 
and can be purchased by mail order from Adventure 
International. 

Owen Linzmayer 
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AT LAST! 
Mass production prices for high quality software. Buy direct and save 50%. Al so 
available for CPM and HOOS. 
DATA BASE MANAGER Mod I & Ill $69, $149 (48K). Mod-II $199 
Maintain a data base and produce reports .all withou.t user programming. Define 
file parameters and report formats on-line. Key random access. fast multi:key 
sort. fie ld arithmetics . audit log, label. No time-consuming overlays. 500 happy 
user-s in one year . Mod-II and 48K versions have over 50 enhancements. including 
40 fields maximum. .. IOM-M2 is great! .. - BO-US. 
A/R ' Mod-I $69 Mod-II $149 Mod-Ill $69 
Handles invoices. statements, aging,sales analysi s, credit checking, forms input. 
and order entry .Unlike other accounts receivable programs. ours can be used by 
doctors, store managers. etc. 
WORD PROCESSOR $49 
Centers. justifies. indents. and numbers pages. Mod-I version features 
upper /lower case without hardware modification' File merge option available. 
MAILING LIST Mod I & Ill $59, $79 (48K) Mod-II $99 
The best! Compare and be selective . Includes forms inp.ut. 5-digit selection code, 
zip code extension.sort on any field .and multiple labels.Who else offers areport 
writer and merges with word processor? 
INVENTORY Mod I & Ill $89. $109 (48K) Mod-II $149 
Fast key random access. Reports include order info. performance summary, EOQ 
and user-specified reports. Many people have converted to our system' ..Next to 
impossible to damage th,e file... 
GL AIR. A/P. PAYROLL Mod-II $129 each 
lntegr ated accounting package. 100+page manual. As opposed to Osborne's slow 
binary search and 64 column screen. we use fast ISAM and SO columns.Dual disk 
and TRSOOS required 
L216 $59 
A cassette package of 10 business programs for Level 1116 K systems. Includes. 
word processor and data base manager Poker game $19 
Most programs are on-line. interactive. random-access . bug-free , documented. 
and delivered on disks. Mod -Iprograms require32K TRSDOS.we·re #1 in business 
software - don·t let our low price fool you' Ask for our free 20-page catalog if 
you·re still not convinced Compiled versions are available. 
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MICRO ARCHITECT. INC. 
96 Dothan St. , Arlington, MA 02174 

ALL PROG RAMS by JAMES F. WI LLIAM S 

Reviews In~- and~ COMPUTING 


LOOK/ MODEL I II SOFTWARE/ 


ASEI.C!i L.i-- > Loads behind Radio Shack's EDITOR ASSEMBLER 
l.~ acrcfs man y features while takin g very 11tt1~ memory
from the original text buffer. Reserve memory, dump object
code directly to memory and execute, (NEW!) vedfy source 
dumps and use <BR EA K> to exit unwanted (L)oads, retu rn to 
BASrC w/'th EDTASM/ASPTCH protected rn high memory, combine 
EDTASM/ASPTCH for single load, and MQlll For MODEL I (L2l 
and 1:1.QJlll ll.L, 16K and up. Ont y lll· 

Q.JlJlA!i--> Play your TRS U keyboard In real time as If It 
were a 2 manual electronlc organ. Displa y shows 2 manual 
organ console with TRS 81 keyboard characters overlayed.
Asterisks appear on screen as keys are pressed . Two volume 
settings and 11 tone quality settings . Play single note 
melodies and chords! Record performances directly to 
caSsette, or listen In real time by connecting aux cable to 
amp. For Model I, L2, 4K and up, and l:!QQ.ll. fil, 16K and 
up--> only ill- Model I , Disk version-- > .lll. 

llAI.QBJi-- > Unique file keeping system designed especially
for tape users (Disk and Stringy versions also available).
Use for Indexing magazine articles, budget tnfo (check amt.,
date, no., expense code, description, etc.), malling list,
collections Index (LP, coin, etc.) and much, much morel 
Extremely memory efficient with variable lengtn fields and 
user definable delimiters (Including spec ial tab characters 
for left Justified fields). Control program Is In BASIC for 
easy user modification, and machine langua ge module for high
speed sort, search, write, verify, read, and merge. Advanced 
editing features and optional printer output. For Model 1, 
L2, 16K and up Tape and Stringy Floppy~ ill- Disk 02K and 
48KH 1ll. 
~-- > Make back-up copies of almost any L2 format 

tape TB-ASIC, SYSTEM, EDTASM source, data , and many programs 
with special loaders), Model I, L2, 4K and up, and Ml!ll..t.L l.ll. 
(with selectable baud rate), l6K and up . Can you believe 
only 117 

Send check or money order to BYTE MISER SOFTWARE, 729 W. 
Haven Blvd., Rocky Mt., NC 27891. 
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UNCLASSIFIED ADS· 

NEW RATES 

$5.00 per half inch and $5.00 per each 
additional half inch per insertion. Ads must be 
typewritten or printed clearly, and must be 
accompanied with payment in advance. No 
telephone orders or " bill-me's" will be 
accepted. Unclassified ads are always set in the 
type on this page with the first line in bold caps. 
Use the ads on this page as a guide to figure 
your size andpayment. Commercial store-front 
ventures please use our display advertising. 
Send for rates. This space is for "garage 
operations", ·individuals and "one of a kind" 
items. Send your ad to 80-U.S. Journal, 3838 
South Warner Street, Tacoma. Washington, 

98409 

CASSETTE DUPLICATING - LARGE OR 
small quantities, quick turnaround. low rates, top 
quality screw cassettes. Wri te for rate sheet. 
EDU -WARE EAST, PO Box 336. Maynard, MA 
01754 (XXX) 

B-17 TAPE OPERATING SYSTEM. LETS YOU 
save / load Basic or System programs four times 
faster. Save / load data arrays 400 times I.aster! 
Backup your system tapes with B·17 . Con)Plete 
with operating instructions and 30 day 
unconditional money back guarantee. $24.95 
ppd 1st Class. Also ask for free Resource 
Brochure containing eye-popping value. We ' ll try 
to match any price even if we have to raise ours to 
do it. ABS Suppliers. PO Box 8297, Ann Arbor. Ml 
48107 (313) 971-1404 (091) 

TRS-80 TO H-14 PRINTER INTERFACE - NO 
software driver required! Print at 4800 baud with 
full handshaking & printer-status support . 
Interface connects to parallel printer card -edge of 
Radio Shack expansion interface. Parallel data is 
converted to serial form to drive the H-14. No 
software driver program is needed - the computer 
"thinks" it is connected to a parallel (Centronics 
type) printer. This unit connects· externa lly to your 
el\pansion interface so you don't void your Radio 
Shack warranty. The PTS-3 interface is 
assembled and tested and is covered by a limited 
6 month warranty. Call or write for more info: 
Multi Media . Systems, PO Box 41084. 
Indianapolis, IN 46241 (317) 839-6520. or send 
$89.95 plus $3.50 shipping & handling. (091) 

NEW QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER FOR 
VisiCalc' users. Disks too. $7.50. Mi cro-Ca le 
Business Users Group, PO Box 12039. Salem. 
OR 97309 (01 2) 

PERSONALIZE YOUR SCRIPSIT ™!! 
PERSCRIP lets you design your OWN word 
processor. Your name or message up to 35 chars 
will be displayed upon initializing your word 
processor. Defaults (all margins. spacing, video 
width, etc.) will be yours. not arbitrary to be reset 
constantly. Change your cu rsor to any character! 
Rid yourself of " loud ", eye-straining graphics 
(cursor. bottom demarcation line. etc.). Underline 
(most printers)ll Finally, the most eye-saving 
SCRIPSIT™ enhancement ever : ou r famous non· 
cursor. Try it, and you will never use a 
conventional cursor again!! Package includes 
manual, cassette, complete map of graphics 
characters. Disk SCRIPSIT™ req . Specify 
SCRIPS IT / LC or / UC. PERSCRIP will be 
nationally advert ised at 515.95 . Mention 80
U.S.. and your cost is S 12.95 . Add S1.00 
post/handling . Send to : Dave Rose, Rohan 
Concepts , PO Bo x 20873 , Atlanta , GA 
30320. (111) 

MAKE YOUR LIST ILLEGIBLE CONCEAL 
your access codes. $5 .00 cash. Make the bums 
look like bums. AA Educational Services, 7211 
South 180th, Kent, WA 98031 (071) 

AT LAST-AN INVENTORY PROGRAM THAT 
ca lcu lates what your inventory should be 
compares to what you actua lly have - and tells 
you where to take corrective action to optimize 
your inventories - can be used for any business. 
Requires 16K Level II $20.00 on cassette only. 
L&L Computer Services. Box 181 , Allison Park, 
PA 15101 (071) 

QUEST FOR THE GOLDEN FLEECE 
Seek out the Great Treasure in ·a 100 room maze 
that inc ludes over 20 monsters and dozens of 
traps and secret doors. First in our new FAROP 
series (for 32K Model I on cassette or ESF Wafer 
(specify)). Only $15 for hours of fun and 
adventure. Order from Teller Enterprises, 23 
Myrtle St .. Waltham, MA 02154 (071) 

TRS-80 SOFTWARE FOR SALE. I bought a 
new Model Ill so some of my Model I Level II 
software is for sale cheap. Examples : 
NEWDOSBO (disk) $110, Super Utility (disk) 
$30, Ed /Assem Plus (tape) S25. Adventures 
7-8-9 (disk) $25. All programs are almost new 
and guaranteed to run . Write for list to Jeff 
Metzner. 100 State St .. Room 900. Albany, 
NY 12207 (071) 

FOR SALE USED INTEGRAL DATA PAPER 
Tiger 440 printer. Dot matrix tractor feed with 
TRS-80 cab le. $600 plus shippi ng. Call (206) 
752-0094 (071) 

ATTENTION LASER EXPERIMENTERS!! 
Use your TRS-80 Model I to aid you in the 
planning design and research of lasers. Over 30 
subroutines are at your command (through menu 
selection) relating to laser fundamentals and 
design . Powerful table-generation capabilities 
are built in for professional table outputs to your 
video screen or your video screen to your printer. 
Instant screen dump to your printer and variable 
margin compliment this laser package (RS-232 
driver comes as part of the package). System 
requirements . Tape, Level 2. 16K; Disk. 32K . Your 
data sheet and order form for "LAS ER! " will be 
mailed to you within 24 hours from receipt of your 
request. Westcomp, PO BOX 494, Temple City, 
CA 917BO (111) 

STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
Stepwise software is now ava ilab le for the TRS
80 disk based microcomputer - machine 
language - S 139.00 Barstrann Corp PO Box 265, 
Mid City Station. Dayton. OH 45402 (071) 

TRS-80 COLOR FILE "H ANDLER" From se lect 
menu choose to copy data file from cassette. save 
file to cassette , list data, Add / Change / Delete 
data, create data fi le, sort in ascending or 
descending sequence . Always returns to menu. 
For customization program provides index of sub · 
routine locat ions. Requi res 16K Color computer 
send S14.95 to Andrew Mucci. 75 Maitland 
Place, Garfield, N.J 07026 (071) 

JOG-A-THON PROGRAM - TRS-80 Mod I, 
Level II disk or tape. sequentia l file versions. Also 
sequential file 2 dim array, entry, edit, sort. print 
program for any app lication. Send SASE for info 
and prices. Don's S80-Ware, 11304 Baja NE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87111 (071) 

LETTER QUALITY "DAISY WHEEL" DIABLO 
printer with interface for TRS-80 or Apple. This is 
a brand new Diablo Hytype 1 for only $650. The 
interface as a kit is 575. or $300 installed. 
Ribbons are only $2 .50 ea. Ma intenance manual 
and additional interface info available . There is 
no better buy anywhere for a high quality letter 
printer. new and fully checked out. Scott Priester. 
211 White Water Court, Greer. SC 29651 803
244- 7872 for additional info. (091) 

TRS-80 EQUIPMENTI DISCOUNTED TO YOU 
Cen\ronics 737(same as Line Printer IV) $775. 
Okidata Microline 80 40/ 80/ 132 column plus 
graphics. Handles single sheet/ roll / fanfold 
paper $504 (cable for either $25). 16K RAM 
set/8 $32, Mini Flippy Kits (punch and use both 
sides of your diskettes) $7.50. 100 +/-programs 
on disks $39. Novation Modems, acoustic $145, 
direct S 159. Diskettes X10 BASF si7, 3M $32, 
Maxell $36, Dysan $42. All equipment factory 
warranted. Write for the complete list. Specify 
Model I or II. Richard Smith, 3078 Baronscourt 
Way, San Jose, CA 95132 (408) 258-5202(071) 

DEALERS WANTED. GREAT DEMAND FOR 
school soft-ware with educators, students & 
families. AA Educational Services, 7211 South 
180th St.. Kent, WA 98031 (071) 

L.U.S .T. (A QUASI - EROTIC EXPERIENCEI) 
From the people who brought you Sin Palace. 
Send $3. for program on cassette, catalog and 
Genuine Casino Souvenir . Paul's Electric 
Computer. PO Box 42831 U, Las Vegas, NV 
89104 (111) 

UNIQUE TRS-80 SOFTWARE & BOOKS 
Disassembled Handbook for TRS-80 all postpaid. 
Vol 1 5th printing "save one year 's study" $10. 
Vol 23rd printing "all you wanted to know" S15. 
Vol 3 New 1981 "exploring new horizons" $17. 
Morse code transmit program : cassette / disk 
S 1 5. Rich craft Engineering Ltd. Box 1065, 1 
Wahmeda Industrial Park, Chautauqua Lake, NY 
14722 Phone (716) 753-2654 for COD orders 

(111) 

CAN YOU DEMONSTRATE L2 16K TO 
schools, students, families in your area? Write for 
dealer discount schedule. AA Educational 
Services, 7211 S 180th, Kent, WA 980j1 (071) 

5 FOR 1 PROGRAM EXCHANG~ SEND 
1 unreserved program that runs plus $5.00. 
Receive 5 programs in exchange. 5 for 1 Program 
Exchange. 25824 124th S E, Kent. WA 
98031 (071) 

EXATRON STRINGY FLOPPY SOFTWARE 
and patches: 1) ESF version of ENHBAS, 
enhances Basic from Cornsoft Group - complete 
package $49.95, supplied on wafer. 2) Basic 
Toolkit (c) Bottom Shelf, patch only. 3) 
Microchess 1.5 (c) Peter Jennings, patch only. 4) 
Pinball (c) Acorn Software, patch only. 5) 
Basketball (c) Acorn Software, patch only. New 
patches will be added on a regular basis. Call or 
write for patch prices and additions to this list. 
Multi Media Systems, PO Box 41084, 
Indianapolis, IN 46241 (317) 839-6520 (091) 

DATA BASE MANAGER - IDM - 'There are 
many data base managers available these days, 
some may do the job for you, others may not. This 
one is doing a very good job for us." - 80-U.S. Jul 
·ao. Now, new documentation and fastest 
machine sort. Mod II S 199. Mod I 48K $149. 
Micro Architect Inc., 96 Dothan St .. Arlington, 
MA02174 (111) 

MEMOREX DISKETTES 100% TESTED AND 
guaranteed! $28.00 for 10 packaged in the 
plastic storage box. Send check or MO to TSG Co.. 
PO Box 10653 2095 South Ogden St .. Denver. 
co 80210 (091) 

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SYMBOLIC 
coding pads (50 each pad) $2.95 or 2 for $5.00. 
Add $1 postage. These were custom designed to 
be used by an experienced TRS-80 programmer. 
Now available for you . Send to C & J Enterprises. 
PO Box 18982 Austin , TX 78760 (091) 
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~----Unclassified Ads --------------. 
WANTED: BACK ISSUES BO-U .S. $10.00 
each. First year : all copies; 1980: Mar / Apr issue. 
Please contact me at (307) 635-1106 or 778 
7550 - Bruce Armstrong (071) 

FOR TRS-80 RS-232 BOARD. FIX INTER
mittent problems due to intermittent PC board 
connector with a connector brace. Easy to install. 
Only $4.95. Gunn RS·232 board with two8-bit in 
& two 8 -bit out ports . $35. Bare board and 
schematic. Schemat ic $1 .00 (TX residents add 
5% tax). Gunn Industries. 704 Franklin Blvd, 
Austin, TX 78751 (071) 

GL, A / R, A / P, PAYROLL FOR TRSDOS 1 .2 
Not Osborn 's. Fast ISAM, double entry 
accounting, full screen and integrated. MAI 96 
Dothan St .. Arlington. MA 02174 (091) 

CHEAPTALK FOR THE TRS-80 - SOFTWARE 
package lets your TRS -80 16K Level II reproduce 
speech through any small audio amplifier 
connected to the cassette plug . Digitize your own 
words with simple hardware mod. $19.95 ppd or 
send SASE for more details to Alan Saville, PO 
Box 5190, San Diego, CA 92105 · (091) 

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
send receive Morse code and RTTY. Hex 
debugger. also 20 line parallel 1/ 0 card, and 
other programs and things. LO)IV prices, no middl e 
man. Send SASE for info to Frank Lyman 12 
Reservoir St .. Cambridge, MA 02138 (091) 

LINE PRINTER I (R / S Centronics 779) FOR 
sale. new in unopened box. W ith convers ion kit 
for tractor and frict ion. Make offer . John French, 
8045 Al ida St., La M esa. CA 92041 (714) 466
5915 (071 ) 

WANTED : ONE YOUNG VIRGIN TO 
sacrifice to Mount St Helens. No experience 
necessary. Qualified applicants will be given one 
last chance to disqual ify themselves. Contact 80
U.S. (206) 475-2219 	 (071) 

Notes Cont. From Page 122 

Let Your TR.5·80® 

Teach You 


ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

Tired of buying book after book on assembly 

language programming and still not knowing your 
POP from your PUSH? 

REMsoFT proudly announces a more effi 
cient way . using your own TRS-80® . to learn the 
fundamentals of assembly language programming 
--at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience. 
Our unique package , '' INTRODUCTION TD TRS-811® 
ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING ", will provide you with 
the following : 
• Ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes. 
• A driver program to make your TRS-80® video 

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor. 
• A display program for each lesson to provide 

illustration and reinforcement for what you are 
hearing . 

• A textbook on TRS-80® Assembly Language 
Programming. 

• Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful 
routines to test memory and to gain direct control 
over the keyboard , video monitor, and printer. 

• 	How to access and use powerful routines in your 
Level II ROM . 

This course was developed and recorded by 
Joseph E. Willis and is based on the successful 
series of courses he has taught at Meta Technologies 
Corporation , the Radio Shack Computer Center , and 
other locations in Northern Ohio. The minimum 
system required is a Level II, 16K RAM . 

REMASSEM·1 only $69.95 

REMsoFT, Inc. 
571 E. 185 st. 

Euclicj . Ohio 44119 
(216)531 -1338 

Include $1 .50 tor shipping and handling. Circle 37 I 
Ohio residents add 5V2 % sales tax 

TRS-80" Is atrademark ol the Tandy Corp. 

By this time most of us have heard of the memory 
management problems involved with string storage, 
in terms of reassigning values. The proper use of the 
INKEY function is important to save memory 

management. As noted below, both program lines 
create an effective pause. The major difference lies in 
the fact that, in line 50, A$ is reassigned each time 
the loop is repeated , whereas nothing is assigned at 
all in 100. 

50 A$=INKEY$ : IF A$="" THEN 50 ELSE RETURN 
100 IF INKEY$="" THEN 100 ELSE RETURN 

-Donald J Goodwill 

Making backup copies of your disks is like climbing 
mountains: If you keep backups it's like climbing up 3 
feet and falling back 2. If you don't keep backups it's 
like climbing all the way to the top and falling all the 
way down-with a ton of rocks covering you . (Words 
of wisdom from your illustrious Publisher) 

Model II users: Ever have a disk 1/ 0 end a program 
with files open? Or a brown-out cause your Model II 
to "freeze"? Or for some other reason, you get stuck 
with files left open that Basic refuses to close? 

Under TRSDOS 2.0, the Directory will show open 
files with a"?" in the filename area. To close that file 
from TRSDOS (so it can be accessed from Basic) do a 
LIST filename . This will create an Error 6 condition, 
but will close the file . The file will now be useable 
from Basic . • 
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*TRS-80 

CLOCK/CALENDAR 

·v· \ 

~ · 

12/24 Hr. Format 
Month~Day-Year 
Day of Week 
Leap Year Bit 
4 Interrupts 
+- 30 Sec. Adjus1 
Battery Backup 
Simple to Program 

Circle 22 $3.00 shipping charge 

C'::\ Compu/Tlme S8 9 
~ P0. Box 5343 
Huntington Beach Ca 92646 

( 714) 536-5000 CA SllCS edd b'r. 14• 

TRS80 Is a Trademark of Tandy Corp. 

TRS-80 LEVEL Ii 
•PLANET LOCATOR - As the name implies, this program will com

pute the location and display of the positions of the planets. It also 
provides important statistical data. This is a valuable tool for the 
ASTRONOMY BUFF (16K) ..... . ... . .. . ...............$ 9.95 

eLEAVE ONE - This game places you against the computer in a 
match (taking turns and using game rules) to pick up objects and 
leave the last object for your opponent. 1:he ga~e itself ~an. be 
played without a computer, but there 1s a trick to w1nmng. 
(4K) .. .. . . ... .. . . .. . . . .. .. ...... . .. . .. . ............ . $ 6.95 

eCHECK 	STORAGE AND YEAR END SUMMARY - This two
program system handles the . capture, sorting, S';Jm~arizing and 
various other important functions needed to maintain you data. 
Graphics have been incoporated to simplify keying in th~ c~ecks . 
The second program is the year end summary report. This 15 very 
useful at tax time or just as a expenditure analysis report. 
(16K) .. .... . . .... .... .... .... . ..... .. . .. ... .... .. .. . $11.95 

•AMORTIZATION 	- This handy little program will calculate a six
column display as follows: 
COL. 1 - Payment Number 
COL. 2 - Monthly Payment Amount 
COL. 3 - Portion Applied To Principal 
COL. 4 - Portion Applied To Interest 
COL. 5 - Remaining Principal Balance 
COL. 6 - Principal Paid Back To Date . 
Totals at the end show total interest and total amount patd. 
(4K) .. ... .. .. ...... ...... . .. .. ... . . .. .... . .. .. . . ....$ 6.95 

eMESSAGE CODER-DECODER - Have any written material you 
wish to keep private. Select one of 250 coding methods which will 
scramble and change your message so that only the computer can 
decode it back to its original form. (4K) ..... ... . . . .. . .. . .. . $ 6.95 

eCONTRACT PROGRAMMING: For as little as $20.00. Send a 
written summary of desired system. You will be contacted as to 
price. 

HOW TO ORDER 
Send Check or money order to ARLINGTON MICRO-SOFT, .INC. 
4800 Crestmont Court Arlington, TX 76017 	 · 
Name 	 · 
Street ~·- ·---------------·-----, 
City/State'-------·--,------------ 
Zip 	 Phone(_)____ 
Texas Residents add 5% Sales Tax Allow 4 to 6 weeks for"delivery. Circle 44 
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CYBORG WdRS 


UP To I+ PLAYERS CoMP15.T& WITH EAC:H OTHliiR 
ANO/ol\ COMPUTER To ACKIE.\/E WORW> PE~. 
Bl'ILllNeE OF POWER FLUt.TUATES AS Pl.AYERS 
~VEl..cP RESOURCES, USE. £SPIONAGE, .ElPLOIT 
ALl.1&'3, U'fll-IS&. MILITAltY PoT&NTIAL. 

TAPE CASSETTE FOR TAS-10 lllK ~EVELll MOil I 


$15 

STRATAGEM CYBERNETICS 


286 Corbin Pl., B'klyn, N.Y. 11235 


SOFTWARE 

AUTHORS 


Tum Your Programs Into Cash 
Enjoy a money paying hobby and build your reputation as 
a successful software author with SOFTWORX. SOFT
WORX is a fast growing publisher of quality micro
computer software. You reach a larger market and increase 
your profits with SOFTWORX' nationwide promotion and 
distribution. We take care of packaging, documentation 
and conversion to other 

Circle 57 

computers. 
To get started, send for your 


FREE software author's information 

kit TODAY. Just fill out and mail 

this coupon to: 


SOFfWORX, INC. 
.PO. Box 9080, Seattle. WA 98109 

(206) 284-7388 


Please rush me a Software I 

Author's Information Kit I 

NAME _____ I 


I
ADDRESS 

I .ST _ _ I
CITY ZIP__ 
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With The LOBO LX-80 Expansion Interface 

Now you can realize al I the power and 
potential of your TRS-80*, Model 1. If it's 
add-on memory you need, your LX-80 can 
accommodate up to four 51/4-inch, single
or double-density 35, 40 or 80 track mini
floppies, four 8-inch floppies (single or 
double sided), and up to eight Winchester 
fixed disk-drives (51/4 ". 8", 14"). 

LOBO's powerful new LDosrM operating 
system, provided with your LX-80, allows 
for the use of any eight drives, in any 
combination, single or double density. 

And there's more ... lots more. There are 
two parallel ports (standard), two serial 

ports (optional), a keyboard ROM override 
switch, and a 32K memory expansion 
(optional). Send for a free LX-80/TRS-80 
cost performance comparison chart. 

For the full story on how the LX-80 can 
expand your TRS-80, see your nearest 
LOBO dealer, or write or call: 
"TRS-80 is a registered trademar1< of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company 

INTERNATIONAL 

LOBO DRIVES INT'L 
354 South Fairview Ave. 
Goleta, CA 93117 
(805) 683-1576 
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